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ABSTRACT 

Health care micro-systems are small, organized groups of clinicians and staff working 

together with a shared clinical purpose to provide care for a defined set of patients. The 

size of individual micro-systems vary - a micro-system must be large enough to 

accomplish its clinical purpose, but small enough to allow knowledge of the individual 

parts and the interrelationships between the parts. Use of information is key to the micro

system' s ability to function; information technology facilitates collecting, assessing, and 

sharing information. Micro-systems may be part of a larger organization and are 

embedded in a legal, financial, social, and regulatory environment. 

This research used qualitative methods to explore, describe, and characterize the 

micro-systems that coexist to form our current health care delivery system. Telephone 

interviews were conducted with representatives from 43 micro-systems. The interview 

was designed to determine each micro-system's level of performance, patient experience, 

use of information and information technology, investment in improvement, and 

leadership and management. A cross-case analysis of these micro-systems revealed eight 

factors for thinking about characteristics of health care micro-systems - integration of 

information, measurement, interdependence of the care team, supportiveness of the larger 

system, constancy of purpose, connection to community, investment in improvement, and 

alignment of role and training. These eight factors became a framework that can be used 

for evaluating health care micro-systems. 

Five micro-systems were asked an additional set of questions to determine the 

process and outcomes of care provided to patients with diabetes. Two approaches were 

used to analyze the data. First a micro-system analysis linked the micro-system model to 

the process and outcomes of care in the five diabetes sites. This analysis did not reveal a 
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"best" strategy for providing diabetes care. However it was clear that not all the patients 

were receiving the recommended care and the micro-systems were not consistently 

measuring the care that was provided. The second approach used to analyze the data 

applied the eight factors of the micro-system framework to the five diabetes sites. This 

provided additional insight into identifying areas that individual micro-systems could 

improve to eliminate some of the barriers to providing effective diabetes care. 
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PREFACE 

The ain1 of this research is to understand and to gain insight into how to form, 

operate, and improve micro-systems of care. The results from this work are relevant to 

providers, administrators, health professions faculty, and policy makers. Providers and 

administrators - those involved in organizing and providing health care at the frontlines 

and in enabling the delivery of health care by the front offices - are looking for ways to 

improve the current process and outcomes of care and take work and costs out of the 

system. Health professions faculty continue to look for ways to prepare new graduates for 

the reality they will be facing as future providers and leaders in health care. Policy 

makers and those involved in planning delivery of care at a system level can use the 

results in the design and redesign of delivery systems. 

This work draws upon my experiences as a graduate student at the Center for 

Evaluative Clinical Sciences (CECS) and as a Research Associate in the Health Care 

Improvement Leadership Development section of CECS. This work has required 

expanding my skills in qualitative research and analysis. Additionally, it has been 

necessary to learn about type 2 diabetes and approaches to providing care for diabetic 

patients. This was accomplished by enrolling in a four-week class (16 hours) designed for 

the elderly (>65) patient with type 2 diabetes. This class provided an opportunity to learn 

about diabetes from the patient's perspective. Volunteering at a diabetes care center over 

a period of two months allowed me to learn about diabetes from the clinician's 

perspective while helping them identify and map the process of care for patients with 

type 2 diabetes 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

To understand the concept of health care micro-systems, it helps to start with an 

understanding of systems. A system, according to Deming is ''a network of 

interdependent components that work together to try to accomplish the aim of the 

system" (Deming 1993). Deming explains that every system must have an aim-the 

components of the system may not be clearly defined or documented, but without an aim 

there is no system. The boundaries of a system can be drawn at many different levels -

a country, a geographic region, an integrated delivery system, a hospital, a department 

within a hospital, etc. The more inclusive the boundaries of the system, the more 

difficult it will be to manage, because management of a system requires "knowledge of 

the interrelationships between all the components within the system and of the people 

that work in it" (Deming 1993). Finally, Deming suggests that every system must be 

managed and the key to management is cooperation between the components toward the 

aim of the system. 

This basic understanding of a system, coupled with the theory of a smallest replicable 

unit (Quinn 1992) is at the heart of the concept of health care micro-systems. Quinn 

suggests the essential elements in a smallest replicable unit are: (1) the key players, (2) 

core activities, (3) micro-measures that help manage the core activities, and (4) 

combinations of activities and measures to meet individual needs. 

From our understanding of a system and a smallest replicable unit, one can start to 

define the concept of a health care micro-system. The key players are a few clinicians 

and support staff, individual patients and a population of patients the micro-system 

serves. The core activities are processes the micro-system has for caring for their 

patients. The micro-measures, through the help of information and information 
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technology, enable the micro-system to monitor the outcomes of the care provided and 

plan care for the population they serve. The micro-system has an aim, e.g., to offer 

primary care, to provide cardiothoracic surgical care, to provide home health services, to 

provide care for patients with diabetes, etc. It is the shared aim, what Deming might refer 

to as the "constancy of purpose" (Deming 1986), that defines the essential elements of 

each micro-system. 

An example of a micro-system organized to deliver diabetes care is illustrated in 

Figure l. Although this is a simplified illustration of the work involved in providing 

diabetes care, it is helpful to see bow the elements of the micro-system come together. 

The Diabetes Care Center's aim is to provide education, care, and outreach services for 

all patients with diabetes in an effort to minimize complications associated with diabetes. 

The Diabetes Care Center cares for the population served by the larger organization, 

which in this example is an academic medical center. Within that population are people 

living with diabetes who become patients of the Diabetes Care Center. Physicians, nurse 

educators, nutritionists, and other staff work together to develop a plan for each patient 

for ongoing treatment and evaluation. The Diabetes Care Center measures the results of 

that care in four major categories (clinical outcomes, functional outcomes, patient 

satisfaction, and financial/operation outcomes). Finally, feedback of the results into the 

care plan is used to improve the care that is provided. 
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Figure 1 Example of a Micro-system Organized to Deliver Diabetes Care 

The Diabetes Care Center 

Aim: To provide comprehensive diabetes care . .. 

The following operational definition of micro-systems is drawn from my 

understanding of systems thinking, Brian Quinn's theory of the smallest replicable unit, 

the research and work directed by Batalden anci Nelson at Dartmouth, and my interviews 

with 43 micro-systems across the country: 

Micro-systems are small, organized groups of clinicians and staff working 
together with a shared clinical purpose to provide care for a defined set of 
patients. The clinical purpose defines the essential parts of the micro-system. A 
micro-system must be large enough to accomplish its clinical purpose, but small 
enough to allow knowledge of the individual parts and the interrelationships 
between the parts. Use of information is key to the micro-system 's ability to 
function; information technology facilitates collecting, assessing, and sharing 
information. Micro-systems may be part of a larger organization and are 
embedded in a legal, financial, social, and regulatory environment. 

Once the concept of health care micro-systems is understood, it is possible to see 

them everywhere - primary care clinics, NICUs, renal dialysis units, diabetes care 

clinics, etc. Furthermore, the key components of a micro-system are not new. Patients, 

populations, providers, activities, and information technology exist in every health care 
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setting, but current methods for organizing and delivering health care, as well as for 

developing health professionals and conducting health care delivery research, have made 

it difficult to recognize the interdependence and function of the micro-system and its 

components. 

Current U.S. models of health care delivery-primarily organized in response to fee

for-unit-of-service payment mechanisms - are designed to care for individual patients in 

individual episodes of care. As mainstream financing mechanisms have transitioned from 

fee-for-unit-of-service to fixed payment for clusters of services and provider 

organizations have turned to more global budgeting methods, it has been necessary for 

delivery systems to treat patients as individuals and simultaneously as members of a 

defined population. Furthermore, there is a financial imperative to reduce the costs 

associated with providing this care. This is typically accomplished by some combination 

of decreasing staff, decreasing referral expenses, decreasing hospital length of stay, and 

increasing the volumes of patients seen by each provider. Missing from that approach is 

attention to the design of the core business of health care - providing care. 

In addition to the organization and delivery of health care, research has focused at the 

organizational or individual provider level while research at the level of the micro-system 

within the organization has received limited attention. Social policy, as well, has focused 

at the organizational level and individual provider level, thus missing the powerful 

contribution of the micro-system. It is important to focus attention on the micro-system 

because it is possible that the structures and strategies of the micro-system contributes to 

differences in patient outcomes as well as differences in the performance of the micro

system. Furthermore, the functionality of the micro-system enables or limits what the 

individual provider and what the organization can do. 
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Many organizations have made strides in organizing care for defined populations. 

Some (organizations as well as individual providers and groups of providers) have 

thought very carefully about providing care for specific populations and have designed 

formal approaches for doing this. Others are working more from intuition - it makes 

sense to think about care this way, but they have not learned out how to move from 

intuition about population needs and improvement opportunities to specific strategies for 

successfully managing patient care. There are many approaches for doing this, and no 

two facilities are identical with respect to their configuration, mix of staff, and their 

ability to address issues they are facing in trying to provide care in today's environment. 

But all organizations share a need - regardless of their configuration. mix of staff, and 

level of sophistication - for a way to respond to the increasing pressures to provide 

better care at greater value for individuals and defined populations. 

Is it possible to address the needs of individual patients, the population, and issues of 

providing care in today's environment, without losing focus on providing care? My 

interest in designing this research was to learn how to form, operate, and improve micro

systems of care and to provide insight to those seeking to understand and improve their 

work as they adapt these approaches in other settings. Three research questions have 

guided this work: 

I. How do micro-systems vary on factors related to more effective performance? 

2. What are the strategies within high-performing micro-systems for maintaining 

and improving the quality of care for patients and populations with type 2 

diabetes? 

3. What are the perceived barriers and facilitators to providing effective care for 

patients with type 2 diabetes? 
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To meet my learning objectives and to address these research questions, qualitative 

methods were used to explore, describe, and characterize health care micro-systems. The 

micro-systems' care for patients with a chronic condition, specifically type 2 diabetes 

illustrates the micro-system concept. Cross-case methods were used to examine 

characteristics of micro-systems that contribute to more effective care for patients with 

type 2 diabetes. Table I summarizes the research methods. Section III, Methods, provides 

a detailed description of the methods used in this study. 
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Table 1 Summary of Research Methods 

Aim: To understand and to gain insight into how to form. operate, and improve health care micro-
systems. 

Operational Definition of a health care micro-system: Micro-systems are small, organized groups of 
clinicians and staff working together with a shared clinical purpose to provide care for a defined set of 
patients. The clinical purpose defines the essential parts of the micro-system. A micro-system must be large 
enough to accomplish its clinical purpose, but small enough to allow knowledge of the individual parts and 
the interrelationships between the parts. Use of information is key to the micro-system's ability to function; 
information technology facilitates collecting, assessing, and sharing information. Micro-systems may be 
part of a larger organization and are embedded in a legal, financial, and regulatory environment. 

Sample 
Selection 

Data 
Identification 

Data 
Gathering 

Analysis 

How do micro-systems 
vary on facton related to 
more effective 
performance? 

Sites identified from IOM 
Committee, IHI 
Breakthrough Series, RWJ 
Chronic Disease Study, and 
CECS micro-system course. 

In-depth open ended 
interviews. 

Interviews conducted over 
the telephone. 

Identify common set of 
themes, provide case level 
examples of each theme. 

Research Q11esdons 
What are the strategies 
within high-performing 
micro-systems for 
maintaining and 
improving the quality of 
care for patients and 
populations with type 2 
diabetes? 

Subset of sites from larger 
sample that focus on diabetes 
care 

Additional interview 
questions asked about 
diabetes care and outcomes. 

Phone interviews plus 
document review. 

Identify strategies that are 
related to improved 
outcomes for diabetes 
indicators. Provide case 
level examples. 
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What are the perceived 
barriers and facilitators to 
providing effective care for 
patients with type 2 
diabetes? 

Subset of sites from larger 
sample that focus on diabetes 
care. 

Additional interview 
questions asked about 
diabetes care and outcomes. 

Phone interviews plus 
document review. 

Identify common barriers 
and facilitators in providing 
diabetes care. Provide case 
level examples. Explore 
impact of larger system on 
micro-system. 



II. BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE 

MED LINE and HEAL THPLAN databases were searched to find articles related to 

firms research, care provided by firms, and care for small populations. Searching the 

reference sections of the articles found through MED LINE and HEAL THPL.AN retrieved 

additional articles. For the purposes of this discussion, a small, population can be defined 

as the population of active patients, plus the practice community (the members of the 

household to which the active patients belong), plus the larger population whose health 

needs can be addressed (for example, members ofa health plan, a geographic community, 

or a unique subset of the community such as veterans). This small population has also 

been referred to as a ''denominator population" (Nutting 1987). 

Delivery systems that are organized to manage care for a small population of patients 

receive much attention -both positive and negative. However, it appears that they result 

in improved outcomes for the patient (Waggoner, Frengley et al. 1979; Wasson, Sauvigne 

et al. 1984; Cebul 1991; Neuhauser 1991; Neuhauser 1992; Landefeld and Aucott 1995). 

Specifically, improved access to care and continuity of care, improved patient and staff 

satisfaction, lower readmission rates, and lower health care utilization have been 

demonstrated. 

There are a number of precedents to providing care to defined populations of patients. 

Over two decades ago, MetroHealth Medical Center in Cleveland, Ohio, began an 

important innovation for teaching medical students and residents in internal medicine. 

The model used at MetroHealth was patterned after the British medical center "firm" 

system, where longitudinal relationships of small groups of professors, students, and 

patients were created and maintained throughout the course of the trainee's affiliation 

with the hospital (Cebul 199 l ). The firm system was recognized as a valuable approach 
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to patient care and training as well as a vehicle for research (Waggoner, Frengley et al. 

1979) by evaluating different innovations in patient care and organizational design. 

According to Neuhauser (Neuhauser 1991), the concepts underlying firms research are: 

( 1) parallel providers of care 

(2) ongoing random assignment of patients to these parallel providers 

(3) continuous efficient evaluation and improvement. 

Many academic settings have worked to adopt some of the concepts embodied in the 

firm system. For example, the Veteran's Health Administration has supported the idea as 

a means of organizing primary care services. Although each VA Medical Center differs 

in regards to staffing and who is eligible for services, researchers continue to evaluate the 

organizational determinants of the "firm" system and its impact on quality of care. 

2.1. The micro-system concept 

The micro-system model is based on what James Brian Quinn refers to as the 

"smallest replicable unit" (Quinn 1992). The theory behind the smallest replicable unit 

suggests that to be repeatable a unit must include these essential elements: 

• key players, 

• 

• 

• 

core activities, 

micro-measures that manage the core activities, and 

combinations of activities and measures to meet individual customer's (or 

patient's) needs. 

Many micro-systems co-exist to make up what is otherwise know today as a "health 

system" or "organized provider." Quinn found that most of the highly successful service 

delivery systems became successful by starting to analyze their processes for producing 

and delivering a given service into the smallest measurable details, then "through careful 
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work design and iterative learning processes, they both re-engineered their processes to 

use this knowledge and developed the databases and feedback systems to capture and 

update needed information at the micro levels desired." Information technology was used 

to link components of the work. The utility of the available information improved as 

information technology was integrated with the work and the gaps that existed between 

the front office and the front lines began to close as management created a focus that 

corresponded with the real work (Quinn 1992). 

As suggested by Batalden et. al (Batalden, Mohr et al. 1997) translating this language 

to health care, an individual patient encounter can be thought of as a "smallest replicable 

unit". The components consist of the patient and provider interaction; the core set of 

activities in assessing, diagnosing and treating the patient; and the support systems and 

the measures needed to monitor the care that has been provided. One can expand upon 

this "smallest replicable unit" for an individual patient's encounter to understand the 

"smallest replicable unit" for managing the general medical care of a defined 

population-the natural unit of work. The focus ofmy research was at this level of 

analysis of the natural unit of work, or the micro-system. 

The important elements of a micro-system often include: 

Key players -

• a small population of patients 

• a few physicians 

• a few non-physician practitioners 

• some clinical support people 

• some administrative support people 
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Core activities -

• enrollment and membership in a medical care system (such as a prepaid health 

plan) 

• a process and system for delivering medical care and for changing and improving 

that care 

l\1icro-measures-

• 

• 

monitoring the health of the population of patients the plan is accountable for 

assessment of customer satisfaction 

• costs of providing care 

Information technology -

• linking the components of the work 

• producing usable information 

Figure 2, taken from Batalden et. al (Batalden, l\1ohr et al. 1997) and subsequent 

model revisions, illustrates a micro-system model for primary care. 

Figure 2 A Micro-system Model for Primary Care 

People Wl!h 
healthcare needs 

functional 
health status 

b•olog,cal ~ expectations 
status~ 

costs 

----SatisfactJon cf nead, moMoring, asHssment of outputs ---• 

Enranmant, 
assignment Orientation 

ln~1al work· 
up, 

plan for care 

Acut• care 
managament 

Chronic care 
management 

Pre-..n!IWI 
care 

management 

Y . · · Y · Oisenrallment 

Customer knowl1dg1, including knowledge of custome(s life 
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The process starts and ends with a defined group of people who have measurable and 

definable states of health (Batalden, Nelson et al. 1994; Nelson, Batalden et al. 1996; 

Nelson, Mohr et al. 1996). At the beginning, the health assessment includes measurement 

of biological and functional well-being. For an individual, this assessment allows the 

providers and the micro-system to target the individual's needs. At the population level, 

the same model and aggregated measurement pennits design and redesign of processes of 

care. After care, measurement of the same domains permits assessment of the results and 

impact of the care. Primary care patients today usually enter a small part of a much 

larger care system, or a micro-system. A primary care micro-system is generally 

composed of a series of interrelated processes that include enrollment and assignment ( or 

in a fee-for-service environment, entry to practice and selection of physician); 

orientation; initial work-up and plan for care; acute, chronic, and preventive health care 

management, and disenrollment or exiting. These steps can be thought of as the "core 

process" of this type of micro-system. 

Two additional processes are graphically depicted as occurring throughout the care 

process - measurement and monitoring of satisfaction against need, process 

performance and results; and beneficiary-customer knowledge building, including 

knowledge of the customer's life while not in direct contact with the health care system. 

These can be thought of as key supporting processes that inform the core process at 

several points of intersection. 

The micro-system concept builds on and moves beyond the idea of teams or firms. 

Micro-systems offer (1) both greater standardization of common activities and 

customization of care to individual patients, (2) greater use and analysis of information to 
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support daily work, (3) consistent, measured improvement in performance, (4) extensive 

cooperation and teamwork within the micro-system, ( 5) and for the larger organization 

the micro-system exists within, it emphasizes the spread of best practices across micro

systems (Nelson, Batalden et al. 1998). 

2.2. Chronic disease and the micro-system 

Any effort to maintain and improve the quality of care for a population must consider 

the impact chronic disease has on the health care system. For example, a study at Group 

Health Cooperative of Puget Sound (Fishman, Von Korff et al. 1997) showed that 38 

percent of their enrolled members had one or more chronic conditions, which accounted 

for 71 percent of the total costs for enrollees. Furthermore, their study showed that 

patients with chronic conditions had average costs twice as high compared to those with 

no chronic conditions. Patients with two or more chronic conditions had costs three times 

as high compared to those with no chronic conditions. 

As providers continue to look for opportunities to improve the organization and 

delivery of health care, chronic care is a logical place to focus. lmproving care for 

chronic illnesses has great potential for improving the health outcomes for a large portion 

of the population and for reducing the costs of providing care. 

This research concentrated on one specific chronic illness, diabetes mellitus. The 

prevalence and incidence of diabetes, combined with outcomes associated with 

appropriate care, make diabetes an excellent, specific example for addressing a micro

system' s strategies for maintaining and improving the quality of care for patients and 

populations. It is estimated that 15.7 million people - 5.9% of the United States 

population - have diabetes. Approximately 798,000 new cases are diagnosed each year. 

Even though diabetes is believed to be underreported on death certificates, both as a 
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condition and as a cause of death, diabetes is the seventh leading cause of death. 

Complications related to diabetes can include heart disease, stroke, hypertension, 

blindness, kidney disease, nervous system disease, and lower-extremity amputations. 

With appropriate treatment, people with diabetes can reduce the likelihood of 

complications and premature death. Type 2 diabetes, the focus of this research, is one of 

four types of diabetes, but it accounts for 90 - 95% of all diagnosed cases. 

The United Kingdom Prospective Diabetes Study (UKPDS) (UKPDS 1998), which is 

the largest and longest study of patients with type 2 diabetes, found that improved blood 

glucose control reduces the risk of developing retinopathy and nephropathy and possibly 

reduces neuropathy. Furthermore they found that for every percentage point decrease in 

hemoglobin A1c (e.g., a reduction from 9% to 8%) there was a 35% reduction in micro

vascular complications. 

Based on that evidence, the Diabetes Quality Improvement Project (DQIP) 

recommends annual hemoglobin A1c testing for all diabetics. While this seems like a 

straightforward guideline for diabetes care, The 1999 Dartmouth Atlas of Healthcare 

(Wennberg 1999) shows that compliance with this guideline for Medicare enrollees 

ranged from less than 10% to about 70%, with a mean of35.6%. The Atlas also shows 

that compliance with recommended annual eye exams ranged from about 25% to 66%, 

with a mean of 45.3%. Compliance with monitoring LDL blood lipids ranged from about 

7% to 69%, with a mean of 33. l %. While The 1999 Dartmouth Atlas of Healthcare 

findings focus on care for Medicare enrollees, these findings are significant for research 

on micro-systems caring for diabetic patients because Medicare is the largest purchaser 

of diabetes care in the United States. 
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Treatment of diabetes is aimed at lowering blood glucose to near normal levels. This 

requires comprehensive education in self-management and, for most individuals, 

intensive treatment. Standards of care from the American Diabetes Association (ADA 

2000) recommend: 

• Self-monitoring of blood glucose 

• Medical nutrition therapy 

• Regular exercise 

• Insulin regimen and/or oral glucose lowering agents 

• Instruction in prevention and treatment of hypoglycemia and other acute and 

chronic complications 

• Continuing education 

• Periodic assessment of treatment goals 

Furthermore, the ADA specifies that care plans for managing diabetes should be 

formulated in collaboration with the patient. The plan should emphasize involvement of 

the patient in problem solving as much as possible. 

The Diabetes Quality Improvement Project (DQIP 1998) was an initiative involving 4 

organizations - Health Care Financing Administration (HCF A), the American Diabetes 

Association (ADA), National Committee on Quality Assurance (NCQA), and the 

Foundation for Accountability. Their task was to recommend a set of diabetes-specific 

performance and outcome measures. They recommended 2 outcome measures and 5 

process measures: 

• Hemoglobin A 1 c testing (process) 

• Poor hemoglobin A 1c control (outcome) 
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• Lipid profile (process) 

• Lipid control (outcome) 

• Retinal exams (process) 

• Monitoring for nephropathy (process) 

• Foot exams (process) 

The coalition came together for the first time in 1997 and in 2000 the set of measures 

will be required for commercial and Medicare managed care plans. 

2.3. Use of Qualitative Methods 

"Qualitative inquiry cultivates the most useful of all human 

capacities - the capacity to learn from others. " - (Patton J 994) 

The aim of this research on health care micro-systems indicates a need to study 

micro-systems in the context in which they exist, so that meaningful inferences can be 

made about the micro-systems, the key elements, and the interdependencies among the 

key elements. Choosing a method, or a strategy for guiding the work, is an important step 

that deserves careful consideration, because it is the research strategy that determines the 

final form of the research. While qualitative and quantitative methods differ, qualitative 

and quantitative researchers are quite similar regarding a goal for the research to result in 

solid theory. How they go about getting there is the difference. 

Quantitative methods test theory, with an emphasis on hypothesis testing and 

verification. Data from a quantitative study is in the form of numbers and it is evaluated 

objectively, using descriptive and inferential statistics. A quantitative approach to a study 

on health care micro-systems might involve a variable oriented analysis by computing the 

correlation between a variable and a selected outcome. Another option would be a 
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regression analysis, done by entering all the variables and assessing relative weight. 

However, these approaches require some clarity about the important variables going in to 

the study, and since this is an exploratory look at micro-systems as a unit of analysis, the 

important variables are not clear at the beginning but will emerge as the study progresses. 

Qualitative methods develop theory by emphasizing rich description and discovery. 

Data is in the form of words and is evaluated subjectively by systematically reducing data 

to themes and categories. The fundamental assumptions underlying qualitative methods 

further supported my belief that a qualitative strategy would be appropriate for this 

research. Qualitative methods build on the theme of naturalistic inquiry, which is defined 

as "a discovery-oriented approach that minimizes investigator manipulation of the study 

setting and places no prior constraints on what the outcomes of the research will be" 

(Guba 1978). In addition it is inductive to the extent that the research design allows 

important themes to emerge from patterns found in the data. A holistic perspective 

considers the phenomenon under study to be part of a system, not conducive to being 

reduced to a few variables with a clear cause and effect relationship. As the researcher, 

personal insights are part of the relevant data understanding the complexities of the 

micro-system and the organizations they are working within, the relevant processes, the 

interrelationships, and the impact on patient care outcomes. As the researcher it is 

important to approach the phenomenon under study, which in this research is the micro

system, with what Patton calls "empathic neutrality" (Patton 1994). That means that it 

will be necessary to approach the micro-system with a desire to understand it and learn 

about it by exploring the complexities of the interrelationships as they emerge. To be 

neutral to the findings means not approaching the phenomenon with a set of preconceived 

ideas to confirm. 
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In qualitative researc~ it is important to separate the description of the data from the 

interpretation of the data. Geertz (Geertz 1973) and Denzin (Denzin 1989) discuss "thick 

description" which depends on presenting descriptive data so that readers can make their 

own interpretations. "Thin description", on the other hand, is a simple stating of the facts 

without including any of the context. Thick description sets up analysis and makes 

possible interpretation (Patton 1994). 

For this research, each micro-system studied is presented in sufficient detail so that 

the micro-system, or "case", can be understood in its local context. This has been the 

role of research for the traditional ethnographer in studying individual families, tribes, 

organizations, etc. A legitimate criticism of qualitative methods has been the focus on 

individual cases, which limits external validity of the research. In response to the lack

of-extemal-validity criticism, qualitative researchers have argued that generalizability is 

not a goal of qualitative research and to consider this to be a limitation of qualitative 

research is inappropriate (Guba and Lincoln 1981; Denzin 1989). However, this 

researcher thinks that external validity is an important concern, and generalizability is a 

goal of this research, because to understand micro-systems and the implication of the 

micro-system concept in health care, it is necessary to go beyond understanding each 

micro-system in its own setting. Cross-case analysis (Miles and Huberman 1994), which 

is the specific method used for my research on health care micro-systems, offers a way to 

reconcile the need to have "thick description" of uniquely individual cases while 

understanding the themes and patterns that hold across multi-cases. External validity, or 

the generalizability of the findings is assured if the emerging theory is applicable to 

micro-systems in general, not just the micro-systems in included in the study (Morse and 

Field 1995). 
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There are two basic approaches to cross-case analysis, case-oriented analysis and 

variable-oriented analysis (Ragin 1987) A case-oriented approach to cross-case analysis 

starts by considering each case as its own entity. Only after understanding the 

relationships, configurations, associations, etc. within the case does the researcher extend 

to a comparative analysis of multiple cases. The goal is to discover the underlying 

themes, similarities, and associations that hold across cases. Theories start to emerge 

from the analysis. 

A variable-oriented approach to cross-case analysis starts with the framework of 

several variables or themes that cut across cases. For example, variables that may be 

relevant to a study of health care micro-systems may be use of information, role of 

information technology, coordination of patient care. Although the study starts with key 

variables in mind, the variables may evolve and be clarified as the study progresses and 

cases are included in the analysis. The variable-oriented approach is more conceptual 

and theory-centered from the start and less emphasis is placed on the specific details of 

any particular case. 

Neither approach to cross-case analysis - case-oriented or variable-oriented- is 

necessarily better (Ragin 1987). As Huberman and Miles (1994) point out, the issue is 

one of alternating and/or combining/integrating methods as a study continues. They 

suggest a mixed strategy that combines the two approaches and uses a "stacking" 

technique. The researcher writes up a series of cases using a more or less standard set of 

variables. Matrices are used to display the data for each case. Without losing any of the 

individual case-level data, cases are then "stacked" in a "meta-matrix". Analysis 

continues by systematically comparing the stacked cases and condensing the meta

matrix. 
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Ill. METHODS 

The aim of this research has been to learn how to form, operate, and improve a micro

system of health care. Three questions have guided this research: 

I. How do micro-systems vary on factors related to more effective performance? 

2. What are the strategies within high-performing micro-systems for maintaining 

and improving the quality of care for patients and populations with type 2 

diabetes? 

3. What are the perceived barriers and facilitators to providing effective care for 

patients with type 2 diabetes? 

Defining the characteristics of health care micro-systems has been an important first 

step in exploring the micro-system concept. The Institute of Medicine (IOM) received 

funding from Robert Wood Johnson Foundation in May 1999 to specify a standard 

nomenclature of micro-systems and to analyze characteristics of specific micro-systems. 

The IOM asked me to oarticipate in this research by assisting in developing the interview 

protocol, establishing the frame and criteria for determining which delivery systems and 

individuals were included in the interview, developing the project workplan, and 

conducting telephone interviews. 

The raw data was made available for my doctoral research, which was separate from 

the analysis that was conducted within the IOM project. The IOM research and my 

doctoral research were contiguous through the completion of the interviews. My research 

diverged from the IOM research at the point of coding and analyzing data. From the IOM 

perspective, the study of micro-systems was used to provide case level examples of their 

suggested Aims and Rules for a new health system (IOM forthcoming). The IOM 

Subcommittee on Building the 21st Century Health Care System (part of the Committee 
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on Quality of Healthcare in America) developed the Aims and Rules, then looked to the 

data from the micro-system interviews to find illustrative examples of the Aims and 

Rules in practice. My research, in contrast, did not start with a set of preconceived 

constructs, such as the IOM Aims and Rules, but started with me examining the 

interviews and letting the concepts emerge. As the analysis continued, it became apparent 

to me that some of the concepts were more important or appeared more frequently, across 

multiple micro-systems. As discussed in the previous section on use of qualitative 

methods, the approach used for my research builds on naturalistic inquiry by being 

discovery oriented. As a researcher this provided on opportunity for me to experience 

the difference between research that is exploratory and research that is confirming a set 

of preconceived ideas. 

A concern with this research was how my research would be differentiated from the 

IOM research. The concern is valid, but the difference became clear as the analysis 

evolved. In my analysis of the data, generalizable constructs were sought to define or 

shape the micro-system. The example provided in Table 2 shows three verbatim 

comments from three different micro-system interviews. In coding each interview it was 

necessary to take the list of IOM Aims and Rules and look for illustrative manifestations 

of the Aim or Rule within the micro-system interview. For some of the Aims and Rules, 

it was difficult to find examples. This could be expected, because the Aims and Rules 

were not developed to characterize the current health care system, but they were designed 

to guide a new health system for the 21st century. The Aims and Rules were essentially a 

filter for examining the interviews. When looking at the interviews without the IOM 

filter, frequently recurring themes that would give identity to the micro-system start can 

be identified. These themes, such as the ones shown in Table 2 - investment in 
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improvement, community connection, and organizational support - appeared repeatedly 

throughout multiple interviews. (The themes that emerged from the interviews are 

discussed in detail in Section 3.3., Cross-Case Analysis of Health Care Micro-systems.) 

Themes that continued to appear repeatedly indicated to me that the theme may be an 

important characterization of health care micro-systems. 

Table 2 Example of Coding Process for IOM Research vs. JJM Research 

Verbatim comments from Generaliz,,bk Construct 
micro-svstem interview /OM Aims or Rules tlbollt ~ Micro-~ 
"We had to do a lot of training for the Rule: Information is key to Investment in improvement 
MDs about open access. We looked at the human relationship 
each MDs backlog and gave them options 
for how to work it down. For the staff 
training it was this is how you schedule for 
open access, this is how to present 
available aoots to the patienL" 
"Patients are well received. They are not Rule: Anticipate needs Community connection 
hassled about lack of insurance or 
payment. It is our policy to give 
preferences for hiring to residents of the 
neighborhoods we serve. Sometimes that 
is a problem because patients are afraid 
that someone from the community might 
know about their health. We provide 
transportation, help solve childcare 
problems." 
"We did the project on dyspnea because Rule: Base decisionmaking Organizational Support 
many families reported this as a on systematically acquired 
bothersome symptom during the last 3 knowledge 
days of life. We are now treating dyspnea 
as a 5th vital sign and flow chart it. 
Reports have gone from 50% to 0% 
reporting dyspnea lasting more than 8 
hours. We could do this because the 
hospital CEO bought into it, the Patient 
Care Coordinators believed it, the nursing 
staff believed it was imoortanL" 

3.1. Selection of Research Sites 

Theoretical sampling was used to select the research sites; that is, sites were selected 

based on ability to best inform the research (Patton 1994). Identifying appropriate sites 

was a process. First, members of the Quality of Health Care in America (QHCA) 
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Committee of the IOM were asked to identify high-performing micro-systems to 

participate in the survey. Additional participants were identified from the Institute for 

Healthcare Improvement's Breakthrough Series and from the micro-systems that 

participated in a graduate course (ECS 124) at Dartmouth in improving the health and 

value of health care for a population of patients. Finally, five people - Eugene C. 

Nelson, D.Sc., M.P.H.; Paul B. Batalden, M.D.; Donald M. Berwick, M.D., M.P.P.; 

Thomas Nolan, Ph.D.; and Stephen M. Shortell, Ph.D. - were asked to participate on a 

steering committee to help identify what they considered to be the best examples of 

health care micro-systems and to help develop the interview questions (described in 

Section 3.2. Data Collection). This is a "snowball sampling strategy" (Patton 1994) 

because micro-systems were identified from people who know which sites are rich in 

information or they know other people who know which sites are rich in information. 

Seventy-seven (77) micro-systems were identified through this process. A matrix was 

created to show how the sample was shaping up based on geographic setting, population 

served, clinical target, and the practice setting. Those categories could be thought of as 

the initial criteria for selection, but the initial criteria were not specific enough to select 

the sample. So at that point it was necessary to become more specific about the criteria. 

Sites were chosen based on their reputation for innovative model of delivery, innovative 

use of technology, level of performance, and readiness to improve. Finally 

"recommendation by two steering committee members" was added to the selection 

criteria. This process resulted in selecting 45 sites to participate in the "characteristics" 

study. Two (2) sites later declined to participate in the study, so 43 sites were included in 

the study. 
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Overall, the outcomes of the snowball sampling were similar to what others have 

experienced using this strategy (Patton 1994). Initially, many possible sources were 

recommended. As the process continued a few key names, or in case of this research 

several key micro-systems, were mentioned repeatedly. A classic example of snowball 

san1pling is Rosabeth Moss Kanter' s study of innovation published in The Change 

Masters (Kanter 1983). For that research, Kanter began her search by asking experts in 

human resources to identify the most innovative companies. At first the list of innovative 

companies snowballed, but then converged into a small number of companies that had 

been suggested by numerous experts. 

After identifying the sites that were included in the micro-system study, a subset of 

micro-systems (n = 5) were identified to address my second and third research questions 

about the strategies for maintaining and improving the quality of care for patients and 

populations with type 2 diabetes. It was necessary to use a subset of sites from the 

characteristics study because that sample was not limited to sites that provide diabetes 

care. More than 5 of the micro-system sites included in the study provided care to 

patients with diabetes, but only 5 sites characterized themselves as diabetes micro

systems, in that their aim was to provide care for patients with diabetes. 

Table 3 summarizes the range of research sites included in this study. 
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Table 3 Range of Micro-systems Studied 
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For distribution of population served, percents do not add up to 100% because sites may 
serve more than one type of population 

As shown in Table 3, the micro-systems included in the study are diverse -

geographically, clinically, and in terms of the population served. What the table does not 

show is that the sites also have a reputation for innovative model of delivery, innovative 

use of technology, level of performance, and readiness to improve. 

There are always limitations to sampling strategies. A strength of this study is that the 

sample selection depended on input from a pool of recognized experts in the 

organization, delivery, and improvement of health care. However, even with a pool of 
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recognized experts, it is reasonable to expect that some high performing micro-systems 

were overlooked and some less than high performing micro-systems were included. In 

fact, a concern was how to ensure that the micro-systems included in the study were high 

perf onning or successful micro-systems. Although the intent was to study high 

performing micro-systems, "negative cases" - those micro-systems possibly defined as 

not high performing or unsuccessful - were actually an important addition to a study 

attempting to understand and characterize health care micro-systems. Examining 

similarities and differences across multiple cases - successful as well as unsuccessful -

strengthened the analysis by clarifying what contributes to a successful micro-system. 

3.2. Data Collection 

Key contacts within each micro-systems were identified and were sent an 

introductory packet of information, which included a letter asking them to participate, a 

pre-interview survey, an IOM brochure, and a roster of the IOM Subcommittee members. 

The letter was on IOM letterhead and was from Donald M. Berwick, M.D, M.P.P., the 

chair of the Subcommittee. The letter explained that participation included completing a 

pre-interview survey and a 90-minute telephone interview. The introductory letter and 

pre-interview survey, are provided in Appendix A. 

A follow-up phone call from an IOM staff member was made several days after the 

introductory packet had been sent to ensure that the letter had been received and to 

schedule a time for the interview. Participants were reminded to complete and return the 

pre-interview survey prior to the telephone interview. 

The purpose of the pre-interview survey was to gather some basic information about 

the micro-system. This proved to be an effective method for learning, before the 

interview, what the micro-system does, the composition of the providers and staff, and 
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the demographics of the population served. Participants were asked to fax the survey to 

the IOM before the scheduled day of the interview. This allowed the person conducting 

the interview to review basic descriptive information about the site before the interview 

and to ask for any clarification of pre-interview responses during the interview. Also, 

based on the pre-interview responses, the interview format could be adjusted to delete 

questions that were not relevant to the site. For example, the interview contained a 

section on information technology, but some sites indicated that computer based clinical 

information was not relevant for their site. During the interview, the response would be 

confirmed, then questions were skipped that related to computer based clinical 

information. Deleting questions that were not applicable before hand helped make the 

most efficient use of time during the interview. Also, starting an interview by discussing 

what the interviewer knew about the micro-system site helped to quickly establish a 

rapport between interviewer and interviewee. 

Table 4 summarizes responses to the pre-interview survey and, in general, describes 

who belongs to the micro-system, how it is organized, and what the micro-system does 

for three general types of micro-systems, primary care, specialty care, and hospital units. 

The five diabetes sites are included with the specialty care sites and are indicated in bold 

print. 
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Table4 Micro-system Descriptions 

2. "We are a multi-physician family practice office with 3 full-time and 4 part-time physicians plus I PA. We 
have 4 office staff to answer phones and make appointments, a 'fringe' nurse to handle emergencies, nurses 
and MAs to get patients to rooms, give injections, and draw blood. A medical secretary and several file 
clerks and an office mana er. We also have a billin rson and 2 mana ed care coordinators." 

3. "We are an outpatient primary care satellite of a larger multi-specialty system. There are 3 smaller 
sub ou s that are increasin I inde ndent with the bel ofan area mana er." 

4. "We provide comprehensive primary health care to 28,000 patients annually through S neighborhood 
centers and an extensive Community Health Program. We employ a large number of our neighbors and 
atients as staff. 80% of our atients have household incomes below the Federal Pove Level." 

5. "We have 270,000 patients and 110 FTEs. We divided the geographic area into 15 teams with 7 different 
sites. Each team bas 8-9 FTEs (doctors and nurses . Patients are divided e uitabl amon the sites." 

6. "We provide comprehensive primary care and hospital care to a small, rural town of about 15,000. We are a 
rivate ractice with S GIM docs, 3 NPs, l PA, 6 RNs, 2 rece tionists and 3 billin le." 

7. "A community based practice with 4 MDs, 2NPs, IPA, 3 MAs, S receptionists, and l office manager. We 
care for 6,500 atients." 

8. "We are the largest family practice in the area. We have 25 physicians and 9 nurses (RNs, LPNs, and 
MAs . We are divided into 3 teams." 

9. "We deliver primary care through a team of 4 physicians, 2 LPNs, a RN, a MA. We deliver care to about 
6,000 eo le. We o crate within a clinic of about 20 h sicians"2 

IO. "IO Family Practitioners and 4 associate providers are divided into 3 teams with 2 RNs and 2 MAs per team. 
The teams share a hone center and a rece tionist." 

12. "We have 7.5 FTE physicians and 26 FTE staff taking care of 14,000 patients. 75% ofour patients are in 
mana ed care ro " 

13. "We are a community health center with 2 primary care medical clinics, 2 school-based teen health centers, 
and 4 dental clinics. We have 8 FPs, I PA, 5 NPs, 3 CNMs. Teams include a provider, nurse, medical 
assistant. social worker, nutritionist, and outreach worker." 

14. "We provide health care to indigent people. We have a large enhanced prenatal program. I I board certified 
family practice physicians, 2 part-time pediatricians 8 mid-level practitioners, 3 PA's, 2 LCSW, 5 NP's, I 
RD), 3 RN's, 4 Prenatal casemanagers, 2 LPN's, 2 Referral casemanagers, I medical assistant, front office, 
and administrative su rt 

IS. "We focus on providing family medicine services. We are I FTE physician, 2 FTEs NP/PA providers, .5 
FTE RNs. 
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Table4 Micro-system Descriptions (continued) 

I. "We are an ob/gyn private practice with 5 MDs, 2 PAs, 2 NPs, l office manager and 25 employees. We 
have an in-house lab and attached ou atient sur ical center." 

2. "We are a hospice composed of3 outpatient (home-based) teams (corresponding to 3 geographic areas of 
the state) and a 10-bed inpatient unit. Each team has a patient care coordinator and medical director assigned 
to iL" 

3. "We provide team-based, function-focused behavioral health care for adults with severe mental illness. 3 
s chiatrists, 2 vocational s ialists, 4 thera ists, 8 nurses, 6 clinical case mana ers." 

4. "The Diabetes Care Team consists or the patient, their primary care practitioner, a "Primary Care 
Coordinator" and a "Diabetes Self-Care S ecialist" P " 

5. "This is an outpatient endoscopy unit with 5 part-time physicians, 3 fellows, l NP, 6-8 RNs, 3 technicians, 
and clerical staff. We rimaril care for adult atients." 

6. "A Spine Center with 18 MD's from 15 disciplines (all depts are represented from primary care to 
neurosurgery); multidisciplinary care for multidimensional problem - one stop shopping; diagnosis & care 
for atients with various s ine maladies, acute, chronic, o rative, non-o rative." 

7. "We are a joint effort of two health systems. We assist and encourage adults to do advanced care planning 
and then make sure written plans are available and followed. This involves 500 MDs. in the community and 
man RNs. PAs, and social workers." 

8. "Breast Cancer Screening Program. When women come to our micro-system, it is a screening center that 
also has a radiology center, as well as all the necessary elements for coordination of care and follow-up of 
care." 

9. "We provide diabetes management with Certified Diabetes Educators (Nurses) and endocrinology 
SU Ort" 

I 0. "Breast Care/Screening in a breast center. Radiologists and support staff and general surgeons are 
integrated and comprise the system with some integration with the health system at large - primary care 
oncolo • radiation thera and atholo " 

11. "3 person congestive heart failure case management team which treats the patient as a whole. There are 
currently 150 active patients. 450 have been served by our program since it started on Jan. l, 1995. 
Recent! , in our clinic, I have been seein 12-13 atients a da either in rson or on the hone." 

12. "Diabetes services are provided throughout the multi-hospital integrated health care delivery system 
with medical support for this continuum of care provided in partnership with primary care and 
specialty physicians practicing in many locations. 1 clinical psychologist, 1 PA, 6-10 RD, CDEs, 2200 

rima care ands ecial care h sicians" 
13. "We work with cardiac services on improving clinical and financial outcomes, decreasing morbidity and 

mortali ." 

15. Our medical group is responsible for a population or 240,000. There are 7000 patients with diabetes. 
The care team is the pep, the diabetes resource nurse, the LPN, the endocrinologist, and the 
nutritionist. Diabetes care is int rated into rima care. 

16. "We're providing diabetes care at a county health department. We are working as part of a grant for 
the state." 

18. "An ophthalmic consultation center specializing in the management/treatment of complex eye disease and 
sur e . The ri customer for care are atients and their referrin e e doctors most! o tometrists ." 

19. "We are a mental health department in a large multispecialty clinic - hospital system. The department 
provides medical, counseling and psychological testing services to all age ranges. We have 5 psychiatrists (4 
adult. l child/adolescent), 2 psychologists, 6 registered nurses, 16 therapists, and 3 chemical dependency 
counselors." 
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Table 4 Micro-system Descriptions (continued) 

"We are a Level ill Intensive Care Nursery caring for intermediate and critically ill newborns. It is staffed 
b a multidisci lin team ofneonatalo ·sts residents, NNPs, nurses, irato thera ists, and others. 

5. "The Critical Care micro-system consists of36 beds divided into the 12 bed Shock-Trauma-Respiratory 
ICU, the 16 bed Medical-Surgical ICU, and the 8 bed Respiratory Special Care Unit. All are open ICUs. 
The hospital is a academic referral center for a 400 mile radius and a Level I Trauma Center. The system 
integrates the activities of five full time hospital employed academic critical care medicine (CCM) 
physicians along with 6 private practice pulmonary/CCM physician with about 90 private staff physicians 
who admit and care for this ulation includin the active Level I trauma and the neuro · cal services." 

6. "Critical Care Services: MICU (10 beds), SICU (14 beds), CCU (10 beds (total=34 beds), NICU, EC, and 
Critical Care Trans rt teams. 225 MDs, all s ialties and sub ialties" 

7. "We do onl I or 2 sur ical rocedures . We have 11 eons, 8 assistants. The entire staff is about 75.' 
8. "We are 5 surgeons doing cardiothoracic surgery. Private practice. 3 partners, 2 associates. We work at the 

hos ital with 12 mid-level PAs and NPs who were hired b the hos ital. We have 4 secretarial office staff' 
9. "We are a MICU and SICU. We have an open ICU - any physician with admitting privileges can admit to 

the ICU." 

Telephone interviews were conducted during a three-month timeframe, June 29, 1999 

- September 3, 1999. Interviews were conducted with the person identified as the key 

contact for the micro-system. This was usually a physician, although several nurses were 

interviewed, as well as several administrative leaders. Three interviews included more 

than one interviewee on the call. A limit to this study is that the research was designed to 

include one person at each site. A more comprehensive look at micro-systems would 

interview at least one person from each of the key roles within the micro-system. Given 

the constraints of the study - time, financial support, and the desire to interview a broad 

range of sites- a tradeoffwas made between the breadth and depth of the study. This is 

always an issue with qualitative studies. With the same amount of resources it would 

have been possible to study more micro-systems, which would have increased the breadth 

of the study, or it would have been possible to study fewer micro-systems but interviewed 

more people within each micro-system, which would have increased the depth of the 
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study. Patton (Patton 1994) points out that these are not choices between good and bad, 

but choices among alternatives, all of which have merits. 

Appendix B contains the interview questions. The members of the steering committee 

who helped with selecting the sites also participated in designing the interview questions. 

The interview was designed to address five areas of the micro-system: ( l) level of 

performance, (2) patient experience, (3) use of information and information technology, 

( 4) investment in improvement, and (5) leadership and management. The interview 

questions were pilot tested with one micro-system site, revised, then pilot tested with a 

different site. The pilot tests were conducted with four people on the phone - the 

interviewer, the interviewee, and two listeners/note takers. After concluding the 

interview, the four people stayed on the phone to discuss the flow of questions, which 

questions should be revised, and the interviewer's ability to pick up on cues from the 

interviewee that additional information was there and should be probed. After two pilot 

tests and subsequent revisions, the interview format and questions were finalized. 

The five sites that had a focus on diabetes care were asked an additional set of 

questions. These questions (included in Appendix C) were asked to identify specific 

strategies for maintaining and improving the quality of care for patients and populations 

with type 2 diabetes. Since the diabetes questions related specifically to my research, 

those questions were developed based on my review of the literature, guidelines from the 

American Diabetes Association, and input from people who provide diabetes care. The 

diabetes questions were pilot tested with several members of a diabetes care team and 

revised based on the feedback from the team. 

A limit to this study was that the interviews were not tape-recorded. The IOM 

required that interviews not be tape recorded, so each interview transcript was based on 
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hand written notes taken during the interview. To assure the quality of note taking, the 

first several interviews were conducted as conference calls, with the interviewer, the 

person being interviewed, and two note takers. Immediately following the interview, the 

interviewer and note takers would transcribe their notes and share the documents for 

comparison. When assured that the interviewer could conduct an interview and 

simultaneously take good notes, the interview process was simplified to just include the 

interviewer and the person being interviewed. To facilitate interviewing and note taking, 

the interview was formatted with space for note taking after each question. This helped 

keep track of the context of the answers because the answers were kept with the 

questions, instead of having separate pages of notes. Transcripts were written up 

immediately following the interview, and most importantly, before conducting another 

interview. Three people conducted the interviews. Of the 43 micro-system interviews, I 

conducted 25, the Project Director from the IOM conducted 8, and a medical student 

working as a summer intern at the IOM conducted 10. 

Not every interviewee ,.;.·as asked every question. For example, as discussed 

previously, the interview contained a section on information technology, but some sites 

indicated on the pre-interview survey that computer based clinical information was not 

relevant for their site. Therefore, during the interview, those questions were omitted. In 

addition, in responding to the open ended questions, an interviewee would often 

formulate a response that would essentially answer a question before the interviewer had 

an opportunity to ask the question. A decision was made early in the data collection 

process to transcribe the interview as it occurred and not attempt to break apart the 

transcript to put answers to questions that were not actually asked. Responses which 

answered the questions, but which arose in the interview around a different question were 
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frequent and are not reflected in this table. Table 5 summarizes the interview completion 

rate. For each question, the table shows the number of sites asked the question and the 

completion rate, which is calculated by dividing the number of sites asked by 43 (the 

number of micro-systems included in the study). 

Table 5 Interview Completion Rate 
•;. Compledon 

Interview Question Sites asked (Sites asked / 43) 
Level or performance 43 100% 

Success 42 98% 
Measures 28 65% 
Patient 37 86% 
Clinician 28 65% 
Culture 23 53% 
Pro[essional IO 23% 
How long 22 51% 

Patient experience 41 95% 
New Patient 28 65% 
Scheduling 15 35% 
Risk assessment 17 40% 
Pt information 23 53% 
Unusual problems 24 56% 
Waits and delays 25 58% 
Incentives 9 21% 
Community 16 37% 

Information and IT 34 79% 
Improvement 40 93% 

Specific projects 28 65% 
Evidence of success 4 9% 
Ba"iers 26 60% 
Awareness o[results 2 5% 
Funded projects 5 12% 
Leadership training 6 14% 
Expert systems 25 58% 
Clinical evidence 12 28% 
Best practices 15 35% 
I,iformation sharing 6 14% 
£"or and patient safety 21 49% 
What haPPens 21 49% 
Culture 3 7% 
Procedures 3 7% 
Sources of e"or 6 14% 

Leadership 42 98% 
Macro-system helps 19 44% 
Macro-system is toxic 17 40% 
Ideal financial structures 15 35% 
Replication 30 70% 
Ba"iers 23 53% 
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A contact summary sheet (included in Appendix D) was used to summarize each 

interview (Miles and Huberman 1994). The contact summary sheet required that the 

interviewer think about the main issues or themes that emerged during the interview by 

identifying verbatim comments and then considering the general theme that the verbatim 

comment illustrated. This seems like such a minor addition to the transcription process, 

but completing a contact summary sheet was helpful in the transition from conducting 

interviews to coding data because it engaged thinking about the analysis throughout the 

interview process, instead of waiting until the completion of the interviews to begin 

analysis. The contact summary sheet also became a tool for communicating preliminary 

results of the study. Because the contact summary sheet captured the main issues that 

emerged from the interview, it was easy to quickly pull together the contact summary 

sheets to get a sense of the main issues emerging from the study overall. 

3.3. Cross-Case Analysis of Health Care Micro-systems 

After reviewing several qualitative software packages, Q.S.R. NUD*IST was selected 

to use in managing and organizing the data. Q.S.R. NUD*IST® 4.0 (Non numerical 

Unstructured Data Indexing Searching and Theorizing) is a multi-functional software 

system for the development, support and management of qualitative data analysis 

projects. In selecting a qualitative software package, it was necessary to choose software 

that was best suited to the research strategy. Data are multiple cases, but a single source 

from each case. It was important to be able to be able to revise the transcripts easily, 

within the analysis software. Since this research is exploratory, it was important to be 

able to code easily and make coding revisions. Also, it was necessary to be able to assign 

multiple codes to the same segment of text. No software takes away the work of 
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qualitative research, coding data, sorting and refining categories, and developing theories 

- but software can facilitate these tasks by helping organize the database, create logs of 

the changes that are made, and allow searching and retrieval. 

Prior to conducting the interviews, data display matrices were created to display the 

case-level data. Figure 3 shows an empty data matrix for the first category of questions, 

micro-system level of performance. The headings of the columns are one or two word 

phrases that represent the interview questions. Micro-systems are listed along the left side 

of the matrix, identified as a code (MSOI -MS43) to represent the 43 micro-systems 

included in the study. There is a matrix for each of the five categories of questions. 

Figure 3 Case Level Display: Defining Characteristics for Health Care Micro-Systems 

I. Level of Performance: What does your micro-system do very well? How is it different 
from others that treat similar patients? 

Success 
Measures 
Patient 
Clinician 

Culture 
Professional 

How long 

success 
MSOl 
MS02 
MSOJ 

MS43 

= What is your micro-system successful at doing; How do you define success? 
How do you know you are successful; What data are you collecting? 
If I were a patient, how would I experience care at your micro-system differently? 
If I were a clinician, how would I experience it differently from another micro-system that treats 
similar patients? 
How would you describe the day to day work environment? What does it feel to work at .. ? 
What has your micro-system has done to support professional ethics, encourage peer feedbaclc 
or skill development? 
How long has the micro-system been working this way? How is it different now from an earlier 

time? 

mea11res aatient dinicUUI c""11re orofessiontd 1,owlon~ 

As each interview was completed, the interviewer transcribed the notes. Everything 

was shared electronically, so that a complete set of interviews would be located in my 

NC office and a complete set of interviews would be located in the IOM's Washington, 

DC office. Transcribed interviews were entered as the data in the data display matrices. 
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The completed matrices are included in Appendix E. These can be thought of as meta

matrices, or master charts used to assemble multiple cases in a standard format (Miles 

and Huberman 1994). The basic idea is to include all the case-level data in one large 

matrix prior to summarizing, refining, and further reducing the data. The matrices in 

Appendix E are considered to be "partially ordered" because very little order is imposed 

on the display of the data. The completed meta-matrices are the first look at the cross

case data. The data included in Appendix E has had all identifying information removed. 

The creation of the matrices required identifying variables that were thought to be 

relevant to the study. To avoid imposing a rigid framework on the data early in the 

analysis, initially the interview questions were used as the relevant variables. It makes 

sense to initially group the responses with the corresponding interview question. For 

example, because each interview is coded to interview question, it is possible to find all 

the micro-system responses to Question 1.6 ... If I were at __ how would I experience 

the care differently?" Although the questions from the interview served as the initial 

relevant variables, additional variables emerged as the study progressed. Table 6 shows 

the responses to this question for three micro-systems. 
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Table 6 Sample Responses and Coding 

If I were a patient at __ how wollld I Genertdw,ble Constr11ct 
exoerience the care differendv? /OM Ahru or Rllles abollt die Micro~• 
"We have 7:00 am rounds and 4:00 pm Aim: Anticipate needs Improvement Example 
rounds. Most hospitals just have morning 
rounds. We added the afternoon rounds. It 
doesn't cost us a dime. We did it because 
our goal is to send people home on day 4. 
Well sometimes on the morning of day 4 
the patient is not ready. They would have 
to wait until the next day -- but with the 
afternoon rounds we have another chance 
to look at them again late in the afternoon. 
Sometimes we can send them home. You 
can still be customer friendly and 
accomplish vour goals. 
"We talk to the patients about psych/social Aim: Patient centered Alignment of role and 
support. We carry many patients to end of training 
life care. We are with them until hospice Rule: Provide care based on 
care and sometimes even beyond hospice. a healing relationship Multidisciplinary Team 
We tell them about durable power of 
attorney, medications, shopping, eating 
less saturated fat, increasing activity, the 
importance of family, independence, etc. 
We do all of this during the first visiL We 
also always put things in writing or print it 
out for them. We highlight key words and 
phrases, like what an ACE inhibitor is 
supposed to do. We don't use very 
technical terms, but we explain what is 
happening to them and what the 
medications will do in "laymen's" terms. If 
a patient has ESRD, we try to prevent them 
from going on dialysis by working with the 
doctors. All the doctors know me and I 
know all of them, so I'm never out of the 
looo." 
"It would be experienced as different in a Rule: Patient is source of Multidisciplinary Team 
couple of ways. You would get more control 
information about the services coming in 
so that you can make more active choices. 
You would meet the whole team, instead 
of one person. You would have a say in 
how the service is out together." 

Looking at the data by interview question is useful, but the data is much richer than 

just providing examples of how patients might experience care differently. So, the work 

in coding was to assign descriptive codes to each phrase, sentence, or groups of words 

that represent common concepts. This is known as "first level coding" (Miles and 
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Huberman 1994). This process began during interviews and was documented on the 

contact summary sheet (Appendix. D) as "the main issues or themes that struck me during 

the interview". Table 7 contains a list of variables that emerged from the transcripts and 

that were used for the first level coding of the interview data. 
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Table 7 Micro-system Variables 

Variable Workin2 definition 

I. Investment in [mprovement An effort ensuring improvement is part of the work of the micro-
svstem. 

2. Alignment of Role and Training The match between the health professionals' educational training, 
certification, etc. and their work. 

3. Constancy of Purpose lntegration of the aim throughout the micro-system. 

4. Values A set of beliefs that guide the work of the micro-system 

5. Organizational Support Ways the macro-system facilitates the work of the micro-system. 

6. Multidisciplinary Team The existence and recognition of the team approach to care. 

7. Community Connection Micro-system is a resource to the community / community is a 
resource to the micro-system. 

8. Micro-system Measures Variables high-performing micro-systems are monitoring (or think 
are imoortant to monitor). 

9. Use of [nformation and Cnformation is key, technology can be very helpful. 
Information Technolol!V 

10. Barriers Challenges and constraints on the work of the micro-system. 

11. Resources for Replication Necessary elements to design a similar micro-system. 

12. Evidence of the Micro-System An indication the site is a micro-system. 

13. lmprovement Example Examples of improvement projects made within the micro-systems 

14. Leadership Importance of leadership on the work of the micro-system 

Cross-case analysis of these variables involved searching each interview for 

examples. This was an iterative process since the variables emerged and evolved 

throughout the coding. As the analysis continued, the factors listed in Table 7 were 

refined - some were grouped into categories, some were dropped because they did not 

rise to the status of a category that could characterize the micro-system. For example, 

"barriers" was a common theme found throughout the interviews, but barriers are not a 
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characteristic of micro-systems. How the micro-systems deal with barriers, perhaps 

through an investment in improvement or use of information and information technology 

did appear to be characteristic of the micro-systems interviewed. 

Eight categories emerged and those categories became a framework for thinking 

about characteristics of high performing micro-systems. The framework is shown in 

Figure 4. Since the framework emerged throughout the analysis, once this framework 

was developed, it was necessary to return to the data and search each interview again to 

ensure that each interview was correctly coded. 
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Figure4 Micro-system Framework 

Low 
Lack of a clear, consistent aim 

Constancy of purpose 

Integration of the aim 
throughout the micro-system 

Interdependence of care team 
Low 
Providers and staff 
function as individuals 
No clear way of sharing 
information or communicating 

Hi 
Care provided by a 

multidisciplinary team 
Information is key to the relationship 

Alignment of role and training 
Low Hi 
Health professionals not expected to 
work within the limits of their education, certification 
( overqualified) 

Health professionals expected to work 
at the upper limits of education, training 

Low 
Absence of a set of useful measures 

Low 
Infonnation free environment 

Low 
Training, resources not available 

Low 
No clear connection to community 
beyond current patient population 

Measurement 

Integration of information 

Investment in improvement 

Connection to community 

Micro-system routinely 
measures processes and outcomes, 

feeds data back to providers, 
makes changes based on data 

Information is key, 
technology may be very helpful 

Hi h 
Resources made available 

for improvement (training, SS, time) 

Hi 
Micro-system is a 

resource to the community, 
community is a resource 

to the micro-system 

Supportiveness of the larger system 
Low 
Larger organization's actions 
perceived as "toxic" to the micro-system 
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Micro-system views larger 
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3.4. Reliability and Validity 

In qualitative research, reliability depends on the rigor of the techniques for gathering 

and analyzing data and the credibility of the researcher. Careful documentation of the 

data collection methods and the process of analysis permits others to judge the reliability 

of the research. 

External validity, or the generalizability of the findings, are assured if the emerging 

theory is applicable to micro-systems in general, not just the micro-systems included in 

the study (Morse and Field 1995). The diversity of the micro-systems participating in the 

interviews - diversity in clinical focus and population served- encourages 

generalizability of the findings to other settings (Miles and Huberman 1994). 

Furthermore, as is discussed in the results section, the findings are general in that they are 

applicable to other settings. 
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IV. RESULTS 

This section begins with a summary of the responses to the micro-system interviews 

and then presents the results of the analysis as related to my research questions -

factors related to more effective micro-system performance, strategies for providing care 

to patients with type 2 diabetes, and the barriers and facilitators to providing effective 

care to diabetic patients. 

4.1. Summary of responses to the micro-system interviews 

Representatives from forty-three micro-systems were asked a variety of questions. 

Interview questions were organized into these categories: level of performance, patient 

experience, information and information technology, improvement, and leadership. The 

interview is included in Appendix B and the transcripts from the interviews are included 

in Appendix E. The following paragraphs summarize the responses. 

4.1.1. Level of performance 

To determine the level of performance of the micro-system, interviewees were asked 

what their micro-system does very well and how do they know, that is, what data is being 

collected so that one would know the micro-system is doing well. The majority ofmicro

systems (70%) identified taking care of specific types of patients (e.g., the frail elderly) 

or providing a specific type of care ( e.g., women's reproductive care or diabetes care) as 

what they do especially well. Other areas that were identified are working as a team 

(14%), using information technology (12%), conducting research (7%), educating and 

training providers and staff (5%), improving access to care (5%), and communicating 

(1%). 

The connection between what the micro-system does very well and how we know 

was not so clear. Forty-nine percent of the micro-systems interviewed mentioned 
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measuring their success by looking at clinical outcomes or some defined set of measures 

that includes clinical, functional, and financial indicators. Seven percent of the micro

systems specifically identified measuring micro-system care against guidelines or 

protocols. For example, one micro-system measures which protocols are being used, by 

how many physicians, and what percent of time. Forty-four percent of the micro-systems 

mentioned measuring patient satisfaction and 7% of the micro-systems identified 

provider satisfaction as an important indicator. 

Nine percent of the micro-systems identified benchmarking as a specific method for 

comparing their outcomes to others. However, one micro-system interviewee identified 

benchmarking as potentially problematic: 

"We measure success against ourselves. We try very hard not to measure against 
benchmarks. We do 1400 hearts a year. We should be the benchmark. Success to 
us is any incremental thing that makes us better than yesterday . ... It is a mistake 
to benchmark pieces of your process against multiple other pieces of process . ... 
Just keep working on little projects to improve what you are doing. Benchmarks 
can limit you. Sometimes the benchmarking in and of itself becomes the goal. " 

Finally, nine percent of the micro-systems interviewed acknowledged that measuring 

and collecting data is difficult work. Two of these micro-systems responded to the 

measurement question in a way that indicated that they are not high performing micro-

systems, i.e., "negative" cases. 

"Other people use surveys and other ways to benchmark. We just do it seat-of
the-pants. We figure that we will get feedback. We don 't use any modern 
techniques to measure anything. It's very expensive. We don't have extra capital 
to invest in recreational data collection to prove how we are doing to someone 
else when we know how we are doing. " 

"Our success is based on how we are looked at by the MCOs. Every physician 
says they practice excellent medicine, but you have to look at some other 
parameters. We look at HEDIS and NCQA measures. It's hard to look at other 
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outcomes - no one knows how to do that. We look at the data and say 'What can 
we do to make this better?' But there is so much pressure to reduce the time we 
see with patients and see more patients every day. " 

When thinking about the micro-system concept, a common question is "How do we 

know that a micro-system is different? Is it just another word for a team?" In 

consideration of these questions interviewees were asked to describe how a patient would 

experience care differently in their micro-system. Similarly, interviewees were asked 

how a clinician would experience the micro-system differently from another micro

system that treats similar patients. 

Interviewees reported most frequently that patients would perceive care differently 

because of the level of information that the micro-system gives to the patient. 

Interviewees mentioned making welcome calls to new enrollees, sending information 

about the services provided, and making sure the patient has a copy of the physician's 

note when leaving the appointment. One interviewee discussed how there are ''no barriers 

to information." "Data on the measures we are monitoring are displayed on a wall -

patients can see what the micro-system is working on." The level of information may 

include an increased use of information technology - some micro-systems are 

communicating with patients via e-mail and referring patients to web sites for patient 

education. Other differences that the patient would experience would be the team 

approach to care and the focus on building the relationship with the patient and family. 

When asked how clinicians would experience the micro-system differently, one 

interviewee said, "the clinical part is not that different - it's the technology and the 

teams." Other micro-system interviewees also indicated that technology does have an 
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increasingly significant role. However, one interviewee articulated the importance of not 

confusing information with information technology: 

"Frankly. all this stuff about information systems have been what is holding us 
back. That's all crap. Everyone is just waiting around for some kind of cure all 
information technology system, instead of figuring out how to track things 
themselves. " 

Other differences that were mentioned were standardized care, cross-training of staff, 

and infusion of improvement into daily work. 

To understand the culture of the micro-system, interviewees were asked to describe 

the day to day work environment of their micro-system. Most comments discussed the 

impact of a team approach to care. 

"There has been a radical change since we introduced teams. You can see it even 
where they hang out. Before the docs were together, the nurses together, etc. But 
now the team hangs out with the team. At the morning meetings, you may see the 
medical assistants providing the leadership. The medical director calls it the 'fast 
break· - three people on the floor and anybody can finish the play. " 

Other aspects of the culture of high performing micro-systems that were mentioned 

are the freedom to make decisions regarding own work, increased level of 

communication, and a commitment to improve. 

Interviewees were asked to discuss what their micro-system has done to support 

professional ethics, encourage peer feedback and develop skills. Answers range from 

micro-systems that admitted that "we haven't done much" to one micro-system that has a 

full-time person who is responsible for organizing and leading sessions on the issues 

involved in working in teams. Other sites acknowledged the importance of this type of 

training, but lacked a systematic way of doing it. "We try to do this through the course of 

our activities. But we don't do it conscientiously. It's kind of on the job training." 
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The final question in the .. level of performance" section asked how long the micro

system has been working this way. Answers ranged from one year to "since 1945". Of 

the interviewees who were asked this question (n = 22) three sites reported their micro

system as working this way for more than ten years (16 years, 22 years, and 55 years). 

All the others reported less than ten years. 

4.1.2. Patient experience 

Interviewees were asked to talk about the patient's experience in the micro-system. 

Specific questions were asked about a new patient's experience, scheduling, risk 

assessment, referral, waits and delays, and patient education. These questions were 

designed to determine innovations in delivery of care. 

Six of the sites have moved to an open access model, where patients are seen the day 

they call. 

"We assure that a patient can be seen that day if they can be seen by 5, other wise 
the next day. That is not a big problem because phone calls to be seen that day 
drop way off in the afternoon. There is some variation in how many patients will 
be seen in a given day- could be 25, 28, 32 or 20. The primary focus has to be: 
We are here for you. " 

Others continue to carve out slots for same day appointments for urgent visits, which 

does not appear to eliminate barriers to access and, as the following comment suggests, 

may not be the best solution for providers, patients, or the health care system in general. 

"We have quick access, but not open access. We take care of anyone who just 
walks in, but we don't advertise that. We try to triage based on urgency. Next 
available appointment slots may be a month out. The extenders have more open 
slots. The older, established MDs have a longer wait time for next available 
appointment. We maintain 10% open slots for same day appointments. Once a 
week or so a patient will triage themselves to an urgent care center or to an ER. 
We don't know how to stop this. /found out this week that a woman I delivered a 
few weeks ago went to the ER with pain. The ER MD called me 6 hours later -
they had done all these tests and had found nothing wrong, of course. She could 
have just showed up here. " 
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Another comment from a micro-system with open access shows that they feel they 

have found the solution. 

"In the old system, variation in quality was caused when patients went elsewhere 
to be seen, e.g., an urgent care center, or gave up trying to be seen. Now the 
variation in quality is based on the doctors. In the first generation of open access 
people carve out slots based on predicted urgent care demand. But you need to 
move beyond this and dispel the myth of "needs vs. wants where wants are seen as 
unjustified demands. This is the height of arrogance and b-s. In health care, what 
we sell is a relationship. But what we then do is put up a barrier in the form of 
'we think you 'II get better if you just wait'. If they come in for what we think is an 
'inappropriate' appointment, so what? First, they'll find a way to get in anyway. 
Second, it destroys the relationship. Third, it is an opportunity to do other things 
- preventive care, to explain how they might handle the problem themselves the 
next time, and an invitation to them to call me. Incidentally, the notion of 
'demand management' by forcing people to call a stranger is completely 
misguided. The way to manage demand is over time, not with a call to a nurse. 
You explain to the patient what to do next time. 

Other innovations in organizing and delivering care include building time into the 

daily work for teams to communicate, present cases, and learn from each other. Building 

in mechanisms for communication seems to be key to managing referrals too. 

Information technology can facilitate this communication. 

"We started as a multi-specialty group. Now, if I pick up a phone I can connect 
directly to a specialist. This makes the transfer of care smooth. The Epic system 
generates referrals for non-urgent refe"als. My notes go with the referral. It's 
the same method for getting information back to me. We are also connected via e
mail - we do a fair amount of communicating this way. 

Many micro-system have specifically addressed improving waits and delays. 

Improvements include standard stocking of rooms, pulling up information about the 

patient visit prior to the visits, and adding a patient flow facilitator to the team. 

In the micro-systems interviewed, bow do patients get information about their health 

condition? Predominately, patient education is conveyed during one-on-one interaction 
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with providers, via printed materials, videos, and classes. There appears to be an 

increasing level of comfort with technology and the integration of technology into patient 

education. Everett Rogers framework for studying the adoption of innovation can be 

applied to this phenomenon (Rogers 1995). Rogers' findings from decades of research in 

the diffusion of innovation demonstrate that the rate of adoption over time follows an S

shaped curve. During the early stages of an innovation, such as use of computer 

technology in providing patient education, there are relatively few adopters. Rogers' 

refers to these as innovators. Early adopters are the next group to adopt an innovation, 

followed by the late adopters in the final stages. 

Figure 5 shows Rogers' model for diffusion of innovation and includes three 

examples from the micro-system interviews regarding the use of e-mail for patient 

education. 
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Figure 5 The Diffusion of Innovation and the Use of E-Mall for Patient Education 
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Early Adopter 
-We use health coaches to 
work with dinicians and 
patients. The smoking 
cessation program will test 
using e-mail interaction with 
patients.· 

Innovator / 
"The elderly are the 
most rapidly increasing 
computer users. 
I consider responding 
to e-mail part of my 
call-time." 

Time 

Late Adopter 
-We have printed 
materials for patients. We 
do very litUe with e-mail 
and are uncomfortable 
with it We are afraid of 
missing something.• 

Interviewees were asked about the incentives that reward management and staff for 

meeting and exceeding patient expectations. The responses fall into three categories, ( 1) 

no incentives, (2) incentives, and (3) misaligned incentives. 

"The only reward is the knowledge that you are providing good personal care for 
each patient. " 

One micro-system talked about an Independent Development Plan (IDP) that 

recognizes successful efforts to improve with a raise. 

"We just started this year and next year it will be mandatory to meet your /DP to 
get a raise. For example, one group wanted to improve patient satisfaction in 
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their team. One team wanted to decrease supply costs - they cut supply costs by 
28%." 

Two interviewees mentioned incentives that appear to be misaligned, that is the 

incentives do not promote the functioning of the micro-system because either the 

incentive is not connected to the work of the micro-system or the incentive is not given to 

all the people working in the micro-system. 

"There are only incentives for high-level administrators to meet HEDIS 
measures. Nothing filters down." 

"If at the end of a quarter, there are savings from the unit, the money is split one 
third to the facility, one third to the health plan, and one third to the physicians. " 

The final question in the patient experience section asked interviewees about things 

the micro-system is doing to seek input from the community and to keep the community 

aware of what the micro-system is doing. The micro-systems interviewed show that they 

interact with the community at two levels - acting as a resource for the patient 

population and acting as a resource for other clinicians and health care providers through 

providing education and setting the standard of care in the community. 

4.1.3. Information and information technology 

Micro-system interviewees were asked about use of information and information 

technology. Forty-nine percent of the sites included in this study indicated that patient 

records are paper based, 39% indicated that patient records and financial systems are 

computer based but separate, and 12% indicated that patient records and financial 

systems are to some extent or entirely integrated. 
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The majority (58%) of the sites interviewed is either linked or has access to data 

sources outside the micro-system, such as laboratories, pharmacies, or the emergency 

department. Of those micro-systems using a computer-based information system, they 

use them to generate reports about the practice (n= 15), to support real time patient care 

(n=12), and to support clinical decisions (n=6). Only one micro-system indicated that the 

clinical information system includes direct data input by patients. 

"You would be given a touchpad computer when you come in for your visit for 
filling out all the intake information. Your picture would be taken digitally. All 
this would happen, and the doctor would see it, before you see the doctor. The 
doctor would explain your responses - e.g., what the SF 36 score means. " 

4.1.4. Improvement 

The micro-systems included in this study provide rich examples of improvement 

projects. Interviewees were asked to comment on the types of things that the micro

system has done to redesign services and to improve the quality of care and how they 

know that these efforts were successful. Projects range from improving clinical care, e.g., 

improving diabetes or asthma care, to improving the more administrative parts of care, 

such as scheduling or waits and delays. 

Interviewees were asked to talk about the barriers to making change and how they 

have overcome them (or are trying to overcome them). Time, financial resources, and 

lack of organizational support for improvement are barriers that were frequently 

mentioned. 

"The amount of change in staff is huge. Staff changes are as frequent as every 
month. Second, building our team and dealing with the administration that deals 
with 20 physicians has also been tough. For example, our regular staff meeting is 
attended by our receptionist. The administration board doesn 't want our 
receptionist attending the meetings. They say that other receptionists for the other 
docs then complain that they have to cover another person 's work. So, on one 
hand, they say 'work as a team, ' and on the other hand, they don 't let the team 
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meet or work together. The other barrier is inertia. People don 't want to change. 
They don 't want to do things differently until disaster comes through the door. 
Nurses also say that we have 'done it this way all the time. 'It's hard to make 
change happen. The last barrier is still having a paper based medical record. 
This is the primary source of information. There is definitely a lag time before all 
the information is there. " 

One site addressed a potential barrier with using improvement teams - unless the 

micro-system is the improvement team, the team may have difficulty changing the micro

system. 

"We did something wrong the.first time. We created an ad hoc team to lower 
infection rates. They brought the change back to the unit. The unit didn 't want to 
make the changes. The team was 'off-line'. . .. Our goal is to make a unit that 
creates improvements. " 

Interviewees were asked if the micro-system uses any guidelines, protocols, or expert 

systems to help clinicians get up-to-date information. Most micro-systems have 

guidelines and protocols in place. However, most of these micro-systems also reported 

difficulty in integrating the guidelines and protocols into the daily work of the micro

system. 

"There are a lot of guidelines in most institutions, but the way they are 
implemented destroys their usefulness. For example, the diabetes guidelines are 
40 pages. As a physician, I look at them and decide on the 2-3 most important 
things that should be done and work on getting those done consistently. Work on 
the others later. Even this is very hard to implement consistently." 

A few of the interviewees mentioned formal benchmarking arrangements with other 

organizations. Overall, among the sites interviewed, there appears to be a lack of a formal 

mechanism for learning about best practices and for sharing new information. 

With the recent publication of the Institute of Medicine's report, To Err is Human, 

(Kohn, Corrigan et al. 1999) national attention has been focused on medical errors and 
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patient safety. As part of the micro-systems interview, participants were asked to talk 

about what happens when someone in the micro-system makes an error, the extent to 

which there is a blame free culture, procedures that have been implemented to improve 

patient safety, and what they believe to be the major sources of error or harm. 

Several interviewees talked about formal mechanisms that are in place within their 

micro-system for addressing errors. For those without a formal mechanism in place, 

talking about errors appeared to be more difficult. 

"It's hard to talk about 'error' because it is culturally not acceptable for fear of 
litigation. But we try. " 

Several interviewees recognize the importance of a systems approach to reducing 

errors. 

"If something bad happens it seems to me that the system has set the person up 
for failure. When you gather the data it almost never is what it seems to be. We 
had a patient who wasn 't doing well. The physician ordered lidocaine. The nurse 
gave the patient a whole amp of epinephrine. We all thought 'how stupid. 'But 
when we started looking at the medications they were beside each other in almost 
identical boxes. Still she shouldn't have made the mistake but you could see how it 
could happen the way we had things set up. " 

"The system can be an advocate. It can be a reminder that a mammogram needs 
to be done, that there is a system in place to make sure it happens, that things go 
well. A system can empower the medical assistant to insist that a patient be seen, 
even if it means clashing with a provider. " 

Medication errors and follow-up of abnormal lab results were the most frequently 

mentioned sources of error. 

4.1.5. Leadership 

It is important to explore the organizational context of the micro-system. Most micro

systems function within a larger system, or "macro-system", therefore, it is conceivable 
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that successful micro-systems would only be successful given a certain organizational 

environment. Or on the other hand, a micro-system could fail because of the 

organizational environment it exists within. 

Focus at the micro-system level has implications for the macro-organization - this is 

not a minor detail. The Health Care Advisory Board reported that a common ingredient 

in successful organizations is a "tight, loose, tight" deployment strategy" (HCAB 1997). 

If you think about what that might mean in to health care micro-systems it means that the 

macro-organization would mandate that each micro-system align its mission, vision, and 

strategies with the organization's mission, vision, and strategies. That would be "tight" 

management. Then the macro-organization would back away to let each micro-system 

determine on its own bow to get there. That would be "loose" management. Then the 

next "tight" management would refer to the macro-organization's accountability-based 

management system to achieve results (Caldwell 1998). 

Micro-system interviewees were asked to provide examples about the helpful and 

toxic ways the macro-system affects the care provided by the micro-system. Overall, the 

interviewees provided examples of supportive macro-systems - supportive in providing 

resources, supportive in creating the environment or culture for the micro-system to work 

within. However, the tension between the micro-system and macro-system and between 

tight and loose management was evident in some of the responses: 

"They have been very supportive in terms of wanting to do cutting edge work. The 
priority for the system is patient care. They identified areas where CQI teams 
were needed. That is where the Breast Care team came up. They supported us 
financially too. They have paid close attention to the results. They have identified 
breast care as an area where they want a center of excellence. It is a priority of 
the system. " 
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"The administration is a barrier. Sometimes I wish that they would just open the 
door and get out of the way. " 

Interviewees were asked to comment on what they would consider to be an ideal 

financial structure for improving the quality of care. This question was added early on 

during the interview process because so many interviewees were commenting that the 

financial structures were a major barrier to the work of the micro-system. Among the 

interviewees asked this question, a common response was to have some sort of capitated 

system, as suggested in the following comment. 

"To encourage improvement, you need a structure that makes you responsible for 
a defined population - some sort of capitated system. In a couple of sections 
here, the payment scheme is fee-for-service - this makes people less involved in 
the team. The incentive is to maximize own profits. This hurts improvement 
efforts." 

As the micro-system is explored as an important model for the organization and 

delivery of care, a logical next question will be ''how do we replicate a micro-system?" 

The answer will come from those working in the most effective micro-systems. 

Interviewees were clear about the resources needed for replicating successful models. 

"If you can have those three things in place before you start--the right team, the 
senior leader support, and the financial issues resolved--you can replicate what 
we have done. What we are doing is not undoable in other places. In many cases 
it's just common sense." 

"It is helpful to have a clear sense of goals, a philosophy of the service. Line 
everything else up with that. Funding must be aligned somehow to make the 
model possible. It is helpful to have some leaders who are in the micro-system all 
the time working on the administrative and organizational support of the model of 
care. We get visitors a lot. It helps them see where it is happening. They are 
interested in how everyone involved understands the goal of care, the high level 
of communication. Productivity expectations, but paid on salaries, are helpful for 
improvement. Plus recognition for those working on improvements. There isn't a 
hierarchy of how much opinions are valued. Everyone's opinions are valued. The 
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meetings and care plans are done for a thought out reason. It isn 't by accident 
that this is how we got here. It would help to have supervision from someone who 
has done the model. Our model has been replicated. Mentoring has helped. There 
needs to be a connection over time. Someone to talk to about difficulties and 
barriers as they occur. Talk it through with someone who has been there. It's 
hard to set up a model just by reading about it. " 

4.2. Factors related to more effective micro-system performance 

Micro-systems vary on several factors. As previouly shown in Figure 4, these factors 

can be thought of on a scale of"low" to "high". Although these factors are based on the 

common themes and patterns that occurred repeatedly across multiple micro-systems, 

each factor was not present in each of the micro-systems included in the study. Table 8 

lists each factor and the percentage of micro-systems that provided an example that 

indicated the presence of the factor. The factors are arranged from the highest to the 

lowest percentage. 

Table 8 Percentage of Micro-system Sites Coded with Each Factor 

Factor % of micro-s stems 
I. Integration of information 100% (43) 

2. Measurement 95% 41 

3. Interde endence of the care team 88% 38 

4. Su stem 86% 37 

5. se 70% 30" 

6. Connection to the communi 67% 29 

7. Investment in im rovement 53% 23 

8. Ali ent of role and trainin 40% 17 

The sites included in the study provided rich examples of each of the factors for high 

performing micro-systems as well as for low performing, or less effective micro-systems. 

The following paragraphs, arranged according to the percentages shown in Table 8, 
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discuss each factor and provide several examples to represent the high and low end of the 

scale for each. 

4.2.1. Integration of Information 

Universal among high performing micro-systems is integration of information. 

Micro-systems vary on how well information is integrated into the daily work of the 

micro-system and the role that technology plays in facilitating the integration. 

Deming taught that knowledge is built on theory, not information (Deming 1993). 

According to Deming, information is static, whereas knowledge has temporal spread -

put simply, with knowledge a theory can be developed that explains what happened in 

the past and predicts what will happen in the future. Expanding on this thought, in the 

micro-system analysis it became clear that in many of the sites, data is abundant, but data 

is not information. It is the integration of the information that creates knowledge among 

the high performing micro-systems. Furthermore, technology can be a useful way to help 

facilitate the integration of information within the micro-system. 

"If you were a patient you would experience care differently here compared to 
the care you might receive elsewhere. You would be given a touchpad computer 
when you come in for your visit for filling out all the intake information. Your 
picture would be taken digitally. All this would happen, and I would see it, before 
you see me. I would explain what your responses mean. " 

Other sites indicated that technology is not essential to integration of information. 

"Most of the information is there, you have to.find a way to harness it. Really all 
that is needed is a simple system to get back information quickly. Computers, 
lines, high tech come to mind but it doesn't have to be that way. Talking is a way 
to communicate too. Information technology doesn 't have to be an elaborate 
system." 

"We reorganized into teams 2 years ago. An MD, RN, and Medical Assistant form 
a team. We have 6 or 7 teams, each team sees a panel of 1200 patients. Each 
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team sees patients for a 4 1/2 hour block of time per day. The morning starts with 
a 30 minute meeting to review appointments that are scheduled for the day. Then 
the compressed clinic day. Then time for charting each afternoon. We have 
practice management time that is scheduled every week Patients are not 
scheduled for that time. That time is for reviewing data, collecting data It's funny 
but you can see almost the same number of patients during a compressed clinical 
day as during a full day. We try to see 4 patients per hour. The teams are 
staggered throughout the day so that we can be open from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. The 
number of teams is scheduled to match times when patient demand is the greatest. 
We have 3 exam rooms and have eliminated time in the waiting room. It's called 
express check-in. We verify insurance and demographic information the day 
before the appointment. " 

Table 9 provides several verbatim responses from the interviews that illustrate low 

and high levels of integration of information. 
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Table 9 Micro-system Examples of Integration of Information 

Integration of information 
Low 
Information free environment 

"We don't have control over the information that 
we need. We need to be able to define who our 
panels are - we can't do that ourselves. Control 
of information is a barrier. It is hard to get the 
information we need. Change will be more rapid 
in the teams as we have more control over the 
information." 

••If you aren't going to have the same nurse 
working with the patient then you have to have 
better communication. Patients get the best care 
when you have health care workers who 
communicate very well and collaborate very well. 
One of the biggest problems I see is physicians not 
talking to each other. Also, so many nurses work 
part-time, varying shifts. We struggle with getting 
them to communicate. It's hard to get them to put 
equal emphasis on communicating, documenting, 
teaching and the physical tasks that need to be 
done before the end of the shift. You don't get the 
same negative feedback from your coworkers if 
you aren't teaching the patient as you do if you 
leave some of the physical tasks undone at the end 
of the shift. A nurse will prioritize and get every 
thing done before the end of the shift, but they 
don't look at the patient's care plan and do the 
teaching that needs to be done before discharge." 
"At 7pm one evening a person was giving care to a 
patient in a hospital who was receiving cancer 
treatment. The patient wanted an advance directive 
- if my heart stops, I don't want CPR. The 
person told the nurse at the unit desk about this 
request and asked that the nurse please tell the 
MD. The MD never heard this. At 6 am the next 
morning, the patient had a cardiac arrest and a 
code was called. 20 minutes into a code the 
request was seen in the patient's record that the 
patient didn't want this to happen. We saw that 
there was not a clear responsibility to report the 
request to the nurse, to report to the MD. The 
physician always decides whether an order will be 
written or whether to go talk to the patient before 
writing the order. The system worked a lot of the 
time, but it wasn't consistent." 

Rloh 

laformadoa II key, 
TedlaoLr,,ov mav be belofal 

··1 can show diabetics a graph of their HgAl-C and 
comment on how it has dropped along with their 
weight which is graphed on the same screen. I can 
also refer them to web sites, for example, if they 
are interested in alternative care, acupuncture, 
asthma management. One thing I have been 
concerned about is how to communicate using the 
computer without losing contact [when you put 
information into the computer]. By having the 
medical assistant enter the information, I can 
invite them to tell the whole story, and I can listen, 
so it actually increases communication." 

'"The team that takes care of patients is a working 
group that meets daily for 45-60 minutes. We 
discuss the status of all the patients and we 
brainstorm treatments as well as discharge 
planning there. All patients are listed on this 
blackboard that is used to organize information on 
the care process for each of the patients." 

.. Sharing information with patients is the biggest 
safeguard (against medical error). The electronic 
medical record (EMR) does drug-drug interaction 
alerts. When the patient leaves the office, be/she 
gets a printout of their medication list. Once in a 
while a patient will call later and say, 'I was 
looking over the list, and I am not taking x 
anymore, but Dr. So and So has put me on y.' It 
takes all of us. Another safeguard is that the 
system we use forces me to consider all the 
possibilities. For example, if a patient comes in 
with headaches and vomiting, it has a structured 
sequence that makes you consider the causes, 
including cerebral hemorrhage." 
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4.2.2. Measurement 

Effective micro-systems measure what they do and they recognize that the larger 

system measures are not always helpful at the micro-system level. Part of the work of the 

micro-system becomes developing a set of measures that are appropriate for the goals of 

the micro-system. Furthermore, the analysis revealed that all micro-systems, even the less 

effective ones, are measuring outcomes, but those with low measurement are lacking 

measures that would be useful in the daily work of the micro-system. As one interviewee 

said, "At the local level I don't get the measures that I need and the measures at the 

regional level aren't at the level I need." It may be that this recognition is important in 

developing a high performing micro-system. 

Table 10 provides examples oflow and high levels of measurement in the micro

system interviews. 
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Table 10 Micro-system Examples of Measurement 

Measurement 
Low 
Absence of a set of useful measures 

"I think we are deficient in measuring. We are 
measuring the more global outcomes." 

"When it comes to collecting raw data, we have 
found it to be difficult. We have data on 
demographics, and length of stay, however we 
don't have data on outcomes of care. This will 
come soon in the future." 

"Other people use surveys and other ways to 
benchmark. We just do it seat-of-the-pants. We 
figure that we will get feedback. We don't use any 
modem techniques to measure anything. It's very 
expensive. We don't have extra capital to invest 
in recreational data collection to prove how we are 
doing to someone else when we know how we are 
doing." 

"Every physician says they practice excellent 
medicine, but you have to look at some other 
parameters. We look at HEDIS and NCQA. It's 
hard to look at other outcomes - no ones knows 
how to do that." 
"There was a problem with how to track it [data 
about meeting open access goals]. There were 
problems because the physicians weren't getting 
feedback on time about how they were doing 
working down the backlog and meeting open 
access goals. Then the MDs wouldn't get the 
incentive because they hadn't met the 2oals." 

Rloh 

Micro-system roudllely 
measures proceua alld outcomes, 

feeds dala back to DroYiden. makes daUHS based OD dala 
.. We have developed a radar screen that has 8 
simultaneous processes continuously monitored. 
Each process is depicted in 15 minutes cut of data 
for the last 4 hours. We know where in the process 
not only the patient is, but where the system is. 
Each process measured is summarized on the 
screen by graphs. All we have to do to obtain data 
is touch the screen. When we obtain three 
consecutive 15 minute intervals going in the 
wrong way, we realize that something needs to be 
done." 
.. We use a value compass. We can query a 
database at any time for individual patients, but 
also for all patients we serve. We are also hooked 
up to 26 other centers. We can look at data by the 
point of service or longitudinally. We measure 
functional status, health status, work measures, 
treatment, who you have seen (type of provider), 
age, sex, height, weight, SF36, satisfaction, 
clinical comorbidities, smoking, cost of lost work 
overtime." 
.. We track our endpoints extensively and have 
been able to do 3-yr follow-up of75-85% of 
patients. We have an annual banquet in January 
and invite all former patients to come. 80% of 
those whose surgery was in the last 2 years come 
to this banquet. We book a large hotel, and they 
are our guests. It is social but also an opportunity 
to do a follow-up check. We have 15 doctors 
doing exams. 700-800 people generally come. 
There is a lot of camaraderie amon2 oatients." 
.. The development of an instrument panel of 
measures has been very important, then feeding 
this back to the staff has really stimulated our 
thinking." 

.. We can track process length through our real time 
•flight simulator' system. By touching the screen, 
we instantly know such things as arrival to bed, 
bed to nurse, arrival to doctor aggregated cycle 
times." 
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4.2.3. Interdependence of Care Team 

As discussed previously, one element of a micro-system is the key players - the 

providers and staff who work together on a daily basis. Table l l provides examples of 

interdependence of the care team. The interdependence of the care team varies across 

micro-systems. In sites with a high degree of interdependence, the existence and 

recognition of importance of the team approach to care was evident in the interviews. 

Furthermore, it was clear that information was key to micro-system's ability to function 

interdependently. 

Table 11 Micro-system Examples of Interdependence of Care Team 

Interdependence of care team 
Low Rlah 

Providers and scaff Care provided by a 
function as lndhiduals mullidisdpUaary leam 
No clear way of 1barin2 laformadoa or commualcalfa2 laformalfon ls kev lo Ille reladomllln 
"Often physicians have difficulty working with "We developed multidisciplinary rounds -
non-physician providers, giving them the control. everyone involved in caring for the patienL The 
Some physicians don't do well sharing major value is having everyone communicate 
responsibility for patient care like this." directly with one another. Each person knows 

they may be asked about the patients and has to 
be prenared." 

"It's always hard when we get new clinicians. "It is impossible for one individual to take care of 
They aren't used to working with para- an elderly person. Older and frail people have 
professionals in the community. We try to many health needs that can only be met by a 
illustrate what works. MDs focus on what they group of dedicated individuals." 
do in the exam room but that's not enoueh." 
"Finally, not all doctors like the interdisciplinary "There are just the three of us. We work very 
philosophy. They like to do whatever they want'' well together. M. is in charge of the office, I am 

in charge of the patients, and Dr. D. is the 
physician champion. He bolds the key to 
resources and new patients." 

"We created a phone center to handle problems "We believe strongly that in team care, staff 
with phone access. We have 6 people answering satisfaction is very importanL Everyone is not 
phones. I saw it as decentralization and didn't equal, but everyone is important and bas a 
like that idea for the micro-system concepL My different responsibility. I try to make sure that 
phone nurse knows my patients - she knows the clinicians know that working here requires a 
when a patient really needs 20 minutes instead of balance of getting to do what you want to do and 
I 0. This has been borne out with the phone of doing things as part of a team." 
center and it is still hard to get through [ on the 
ohone)." 
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4.2.4. Supportiveness of the Larger System 

Supportiveness of the larger system actually overlaps with many of the other factors. 

In high performing micro-systems, the aim, or the constancy of purpose, is consistent 

with the aim of the larger system. The larger system often demonstrates that 

improvement is a priority by making the necessary resources available for the micro

system. Even though there is overlap with some of the other factors, it is important to 

recognize the importance of the larger system on the success of the micro-system. As an 

interviewee at a geriatric unit reported when asked about how the larger system has 

supported the efforts of the micro-system, "The administration has continued to support 

the geriatric unit by providing both staffing and general resources. Getting a 'yes' for a 

request from the administration depends on how they feel about you and department. On 

the converse, rarely do units exist in a vacuum. So, where there is a larger structure, 

there are always potential negatives." Table 12 provides examples of supportiveness of 

the larger system from the micro-system interviews. 
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Table 12 Micro-system Examples of Supportlveness of the Larger System 

Supportiveness of the larger system 
Low 
Larger organization's actions 
perceived as ... one" to tbe mlu.sntem 
"I think that there is a barrier at the institutional 
level. For example, the institution has launched a 
Clinical Consistency Program. Basically, they 
want every place in their system to practice the 
same way. However, this hurts us because we 
have found ways to do things efficiently here, and 
if we have to practice like the rest of the system. 
we feel that we'll be practicing 'mediocre' care. 
Thus, there is a philosophical barrier." 
"At the system level the priorities for the system 
are not the same as the priorities for me in 
primary care." 

"The corporate policy for open access was a 
barrier and facilitator at the same time. The way 
corporate defined open access wasn't really open 
access and they set incentives based on their 
definition. Some people had different views about 
what open access was. For us, it was 'doing 
today's work today.' For corporate, it was 'if 
your schedule is open 75% a week out you will 
get a bonus'." 
"It is a mixed message. The organization talks 
about team care but then subverts their vision -
they put in a centralized phone system with a 
nurse in charge of scheduling appointments. 
Well she has no way of knowing whether Doctor 
X and Y are on the same team. lfa patient of Dr. 
X cannot go to Dr. X because he is on vacation, 
the nurse may send the patient to Dr. Z though 
Dr. Y is on Dr. X's team. So instead of the 
patient going to Dr. Y, they 20 to Dr. Z." 

Alah 

Micro-system views larser 
onruJzadoa u ltdDfal 

''They have been very supportive in terms of 
wanting to do cutting edge work. The priority for 
the system is patient care. They identified areas 
where CQI teams were needed. That is where the 
Breast Care team came up. They supported us 
financially too. They have paid close attention to 
the results. They have identified breast care as an 
area where they want a center of excellence. It is 
a priority of the system." 
"We had the commitment from top administrators 
- the Presidents from 4 systems set up the task 
force. The task force was to talk about ways to 
collaborate to improve healthcare. We set as a 
goal that at least 50% of adults in our community 
would have an advance care plan before a crisis. 
And that the program we implemented to do this 
would be accepted by the community. The 
endorsement from the administrators made the 
task force much easier. In other communities, 
that support may not be there. I could go to 
medical records and say this is what I need -
and I need to report back to the 4 presidents. I 
met very little resistance. My organization in 
particular put a lot of importance in this and 
asked me to put a lot of time in iL I wasn't just 
asked to work it in to mv other resnonsibilities." 
"We can make changes quickly and are free to 
make investments and comm.it resources to 
change. We recently created a management 
services division here. We help other clinics and 
care sites to do marketing, quality improvement 
in patient flow, etc .. This is our entrepreneurial 
spiriL The larger organization provided us with 
some resources to allow us to do this." 

''The hospital system has shown great effort in 
helping us out with patient restraint protocols. 
Restraint management has been an area where 
they have excelled and this has made the ER a 
safe place to work. They are also helping us out 
in quality end-of-life issues and how cultural 
differences of people necessitate individualized 
care." 
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4.2.5. Constancy of Purpose 

An important factor to high performing micro-systems is constancy of purpose, or an 

aim that guides the work of the micro-system. As Table 13 suggests, where constancy of 

purpose is high, the aim is apparent to the micro-system, but it is also communicated 

across the boundaries of the micro-system. In contrast, lack of a clear consistent aim may 

be destructive to the micro-system and, ultimately, to patient care. 

One interviewee talked about participating in benchmarking with other neonatal 

intensive care units. The difference between a low and high level of constancy of purpose 

is illustrated in this comment: 

"The thing that distinguished those places that are achieving excellence is the 
organizational culture. Our culture was 'of course babies get infections, they are 
not well to begin with '. But those other sites saw an infection as a failure, not 
entitlement. All the way to the bedside the unit knew that infection was a failure. 
The philosophy has to permeate the organization. " 
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Table 13 Micro-system Examples of Constancy of Purpose 

Constancy of purpose 
Low 
Lack ofa clear, consistent aim 

"There is some divergence in the practice. The 
original aim was that we would practice the best 
medicine we could, understanding that we 
couldn't be as financially successful. Now some 
of the physicians are compromising for the 
financial aspects. They are spending less time 
with patients, care is not as complete." 
"At the department level there are barriers. We 
try to make changes across departments because 
in the community we don't want to treat patients 
differently because of the department they go to 
for care (peds v. IM v. FP). The barrier is to get 
agreement for everyone to make the change after 
one group pilots it. Every group doesn't need to 
oilot it before making the change." 
"I feel strongly that ifwe could have more time 
with patients for coaching, behavioral changes, 
and attitude changes we could improve diabetes 
care. Nobody wants to do anything if it isn't 
reimbursed. Wherever the S goes that is where 
the service goes. Now there isn't adequate time 
or resources for teaching patients in any setting. 
Patients are so sick now when they are in the 
hospital, they are often too sick for any teaching. 
So we end up teaching the family members. God 
help the person who doesn't have a family 
member at home to heh, them." 
"There are various ways that health care workers 
let patients know that we are busy - don't tell us 
that you are having a problem because we don't 
have time to deal with that. For a lot of nurses 
the reason for being a nurse was to relieve pain 
and suffering. But then we send the message that 
we don't have time to help you." 

4.2.6. Connection to Community 

Hinh 
Integration of the aim 

throu11hout the micro-~ 

.. What we do well is communicate the importance 
of diabetes care - up, to the senior leaders of the 
organization; across to other providers' and out. 
to the community. We are advocates for our own 
work. Whenever I walk into a room, people think 
diabetes." 

"Our principle is that all of today's work is done 
today." 

''The focus of this micro-system is improving 
advance care planning through systems of 
healthcare. This is a joint effort of2 healthcare 
systems. They assist and encourage adults to do 
advance care planning and them make sure 
written plans are available and followed. These 2 
healthcare systems are competitors - competing 
for the same patients." 

"A lot of our work is around controlling chronic 
illness, addressing the co-mordities, maintaining 
quality of life. We want the patient to maintain 
community residence for as long as possible. 
This is an HMO - we are the payor - if the 
patient goes to a nursing home we pay for that 
care and monitor the care. It makes sense for us, 
financially and philosophically, to maintain the 
community residence as long as possible. The 
best thing we can do is keep them out of the 
nursing home." 

High performing micro-systems define the boundaries of caring for a population of 

patients. They are connected to the community in a way that allows the micro-system to 

serve as a resource for the community. An unanticipated finding was that for several of 
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the sites included in this study, the micro-systems have also discovered that the 

community is a resource for the micro-system as well. Connection to community (as 

described in the examples in Table 14) represents a symbiotic relationship between the 

micro-system and the community that extends well beyond the clinical care of a defined 

set of patients. 

Table 14 Micro-system Examples of Connection to Community 

Connection to community 
Low 
No clear connec:tfon to commnnlty 
beyond current padent populadon 

"Patient surveys are done periodically (so far we 
have only done 2). We have one page exit 
interviews. We haven't changed a lot based on 
these surveys." 

"The only way we get information about the 
community is from the managed care 
organization." 

"The community used to look at us as leaders. 
But the hospital was taken over by a large system. 
So we aren't community leaders anymore. We 
need the healthcare dollars to come to the 
community and then we decide how to take care 
of the community. The trustees of the hospital 
have no idea about healthcare or affecting 
change." 

Rip 
MJcro-t)'ltem Is a 

resoan:e to tile co-aalty, 
commanltv Is a raoan:e to tile mlc. 

"There has been a strong consumer movement 
recently on creating peer support centers. These 
are not run by our group but by consumers. We 
refer people to them and then we participate by 
providing some of the educational seminars. I 
invite the peer support groups in that are in the 
community to educate the residents. It really is 
an eye-opener for the residents. I think that as 
physicians a lot of us don't have any idea what it 
is like to live with a mental illness. And none of 
the education teaches that. The peer support 
centers let people with the illness teach the 
residents about it." 
"The neonatology group has a commitment of 
being a resource to the region. We have a 
commitment to the health of a population. This is 
crucial to our success. As a resource, we provide 
education and review the quality of care for the 
whole reli?ion." 
"40% of our patients are self-pay. We use a 
sliding fee schedule. Our minimum fee is usually 
$8. Sometimes the patient asks us to waive this. 
In January, Social Services started asking them to 
use 'time dollars' - that's part of our MORE 
(member organized resource exchange) time 
dollar exchange. What are you willing to do for 
your neighbors? Some people don't have any 
ideas, so we show them a list of things people do 
- reading to children, etc. If they agree to pay 
their bill that way, someone will get in touch with 
them to follow-up. This has really been a shift in 
thinking- staff as well as patients. It's easier 
for the staffoerson to just waive the $8 fee." 
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4.2. 7. Investment in Improvement 

High performing micro-systems make improvement a priority by making an 

investment in improvement. Examples of this dimension are shown in Table 15. This 

investment comes in the form of resources, such as time, money, and training, but it also 

an investment in creating the philosophy of the micro-system. For example, an 

interviewee from a high performing neonatal intensive care unit said, "We charged the 

entire operating structure of the unit with improvement." 

Table 15 Micro-system Examples of Investment In Improvement 

Investment in improvement 
Low 
Training, resources not available 

"One change was to get people to carry 
medication cards in their wallets. We talked 
about it for IO minutes or so and decided to do it. 
But it didn't work. We don't know how to 
implement it. We don't know how to flowchart. 
We don't know how to improve the system. We 
have closets full of good ideas but don't know 
how to implement them." 
"Our micro-system is a prisoner of our macro
system. If it isn't important for the macro
system, we have no incentive to do it and 
improvement hasn't been a priority." 

"We look at the data and say, 'what can we do to 
make this better ... ' but there is so much 
pressure to reduce the time we see with patients 
and see more patients every day. Now there is 
pressure from the organization to see patients at 
IO minute intervals. They are going to start to tie 
incentives to that. Each physician will have to 
decide how to deal with that - more money, less 
hours, etc." 

llleh 

Resources made available 
for lmarovement (tnfalaL n.. dme\ 

"We have a manager for staff development. She 
works on skill building and coaches the teams in 
bow we get along. It's important to assign the 
role of staff development to someone." 

"We put together a guidance team and the idea 
was that this team would tell us what to work on. 
But I saw most of the good ideas coming from the 
front lines. The front line needed to be 
empowered to make the changes. So, now the 
guidance team will become the quality council. It 
will have membership from each of the three 
teams. Changes that teams want to work on will 
be presented to the Quality Council - 'this is 
what we want to do, we want to use this method.• 
The Council's goal will be to provide guidance 
and facilitation. 'Yes, that project meets our 
overall goals, what resources do vou need?'" 
"Remember that even when it seems you have 
accomplished something, new people come who 
were not party to the original plans. Before you 
know it, you've fallen back. We used to think 
that people would learn the systems by osmosis. 
Now. they have a formal induction system to 
explain and show people how the systems should 
work." 
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Table 15 Micro-system Examples of Investment In Improvement (continued) 

Investment in improvement 
Low 
Tra.ining, resources not available 

"We started looking at the data because we had a 
high rate of wound infection after CABG. We 
brought together all the different people and 
looked at all the different issues over 2 years. We 
found that there is a strong correlation between 
diabetes and infection, which the national data 
shows too. We decided that we should work on 
managing blood sugars before, during, and after 
surgery. As it turns out, there are so many 
primary care providers referring patients - we 
couldn't agree on a way to work on blood sugars 
before surgery and they dido 't want to invest the 
resources that would be necessary to do this. We 
couldn't get any primary care providers to work 
with us on this because working on improvement 
impacts their productivity, which impacts how 
much they are paid. Even though it was clear 
what needed to be done, they chose the easier 
way and started working on just the peri
operative phase. Two years later we found that 
the staff wouldn't make the changes because they 
wouldn't buy into what we wanted to do. And the 
leaders had forgotten why they ever bought into it 
to begin with. As it turned out, some of the 
physicians were offended because we came to 
them with these changes and they weren't 
involved with planning the changes. But they had 
forgotten that when we started all this they didn't 
want to be involved because they dido 't have the 
time to do it. I am sick and tired of hearing that 
people are too busy to work on this. When I was 
younger and less experienced I believed it, but I 
don't won't to hear that anvmore." 

4.2.8. Alignment of Role and Training 

Aleh 

Rno•rces made available 
for lmnrovemeat (trafalatr, SS. time) 

••1n a given week we are spending about 100 
person-hours on teams. People are being paid to 
spend their time doing this, not just during their 
lunch hour. Someone said, ·You have to assume 
you'll be around here 5 years from now. Do you 
want to be doing things the same way?' Most of 
us don't. This requires a new attitude that results 
in understanding that industries must invest in 
change in these micro-systems. You have to 
tolerate pulling people off-line to work. This is a 
radically new way of thinking in medicine which 
traditionally views any sort of meeting as a waste 
of time. Traditionally, the view is that the only 
useful time is spent seeing patients. I think that 
unless you spend time considering how to deliver 
care better, much of that time seeing patients is 
wasted." 

Within the multidisciplinary team, several sites mentioned an alignment of role and 

training. That is, there was a deliberate effort to match the team member's education, 

training, and licensure with their role. While several sites indicated that this leads to 

increased staff satisfaction and lower turnover, some are uncomfortable working in what 

they consider to be an .. expanded" role. As one interviewee articulated, "Casualties move 

on to other parts of the hospital." 
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There is only one example of low alignment of role and training in Table 16. Micro

systems without a high level of alignment of role and training (60% of the micro-systems 

included in the study) did not provide examples that indicate that this is an area they have 

addressed. However, the importance of aligning role and training and the potential 

contribution that this can make to the overall functioning of the micro-system is 

emphasized in the responses included in Table 16. 
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Table 16 Micro-system Examples of Alignment of Role and Training 

Alignment of role and training 
Low Alah 

Health professionals not eq,ectecl to Health profeuiouJs eq,ectecl 
work within the limits of their education., cerdflcatioa to work at the lflllfts of educatio-. tnJaJa1 
( overqualified) 
"The system wants me to simply be a ·broker.' •The receptionist talks them through the systems 
They want me to just do my CHF part and then of the office. They are trained to follow through 
make referrals. I want to be more involved in the specific areas of care such as screening, 
care process." childhood immunization, and antenatal care, so 

they have one person to contact. They have 
become expert in their areas." 
··we emphasize training medical assistants to a 
much higher level than most expect, use 2 NPs 
extensively. MAs trained in using technology, 
standardized triage functions, training patients in 
self-management. As a group they stay with the 
practice for long periods. We are trying to •push 
the envelope' and rely less on credentialing and 
more on continually developing new skills." 
·The system can be an advocate. It can be a 
reminder that a mammogram needs to be done, 
that there is a system in place to make sure it 
happens, that things go well. A system can 
empower the medical assistant to insist that a 
patient be seen, even if it means clashing with a 
provider." 
••If the Respiratory Therapist notes an abnormal 
lab value, she is comfortable not just taking a 
blood sample and reporting it, but managing it. 
The technicians are caregivers. Expectations have 
changed. The ones that stay are good a adjusting 
therapy to within physiological parameters are 
cross trained so that they can take on nursing 
tasks, starting IVs when needed. When fully 
trained and confident they may tell an admitting 
doc that a patient is not ready to have a ventilator 
tube removed." 
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4.3. Strategies for providing care to patients with type 2 diabetes 

Five sites in the micro-systems study were asked to participate in an additional 

interview that focused on diabetes care. The sites ranged from a program at a county 

How many diabetic patients 
are In your practice? 
• 485 
• 4500 
• 6000 - 7000 
• 7000 
• 25,000 

health department that provides care to 485 patients with 

diabetes to a large multi-hospital integrated delivery system 

that provides care to approximately 25,000 patients with 

diabetes. The composition of the micro-system looks quite 

different in response to the volume of patients - the diabetes program with 485 patients 

cares for patients with one registered nurse and part time (.5) clerical support. They 

interact with the patient's primary care provider. The large integrated delivery system 

caring for 25,000 diabetics has 35 clinical diabetes educators (clinical psychologists, 

dieticians, or RNs), physician assistants, financial counselors, and a system program 

manager working with primary care and specialty physicians throughout the delivery 

system in many locations. 

The following sections discuss two approaches used to explore strategies in providing 

care for patients with type 2 diabetes. Section 4.2.1. presents a .. micro-system analysis" 

to assess the process and outcomes of diabetes care at each of the five sites included in 

this portion of the study. Section 4.2.2. applies the eight dimensions of the micro-system 

framework that emerged from the comprehensive interview to the five diabetes sites. 

4.3.1. Micro-system analysis of diabetes care 

To understand the process and outcomes of care in the diabetes micro-systems 

included in this study, the micro-system model illustrated in Figure 2 was revised to more 

accurately reflect the process of care for patients with diabetes. Figure 6 shows a high 

level process of care for a diabetes patients. 
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Figure 6 Diabetes Process of Care 
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+ 
I 

Patients with 
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------- Patient knowledge. induding knowledge of the patienrs life while ______ __. 
not in direct contact with health care system 

Next the data from each of the interviews was linked to the micro-system model 

shown in Figure 6. Tables 17 - 21 display the results. At the top of each table, the micro

system is identified by its relevant code (MS08, MS 11, MS 16, MS2 l, and MS40) and a 

brief summary of the micro-system. The supporting process (satisfaction of need, 

monitoring, assessment of outputs) is shown next. Below that, the care process is shown 

with the steps in the process across the top of the matrix and the data from the micro

system in each column. The final column contains the outcomes data. The supporting 

process (patient knowledge, including knowledge of the patient's life while not in direct 

contact with the health system) is shown at the bottom of the table. 
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Table 17 Micro-system Analysis for MS08 

MS 08 - We provide care for 7000 patients. Our team includes the primary care provider, a diabetes resource nurse (LPN), a nutritionist, and an endocrinologist. 
Satisfaction of nrrd, monitoring, anessmrnt of outputs 

"Patients ore asked lo rate overall sntisfoction with core 111 clinic, overall quality of care and service. Whether they would recommend clinic to friends or family, 11vnilahili1y of medical advice or 
information by phone. Ease of seeing the doctor of your choice. Thoroughness of examinations. Explannlions of medical procedures and tests. Amount of time the doctor spends with you. How well 
your doctor answers your questions and how well they help you understand diabetes." 

Patient, with Patlrnt rntrn A11n1 dlabrtrs Provide patient education Develop pla11 for ongoing Outcomes of care diabetes diabetes mlcro-sy1trm during lnlllal visit about diabetes treatment and cvaluatlo11 

"We use the information No data "We have flow shrcts around "We use a wallet card that "Patients arc included in HbA1r Tntlng 
system to determine diabetes care for each patient goes lo the patient with a developing care plans at 2 In prior 12 months ~ 90% 
which patients arc at risk. Al record. We arc using ICSI lcllcr from their primary care levels - at the medical group 
the system level we have the guidelines for decision provider. There is a level, the strcring group Glyccmlc Control 
opportunity to combine our support. For self- newsletter that goes out 2 includes patients. At the care HbA 1, <7%a ? 
clinical and administrative management we look at times a year - this year one level it is II conversation llbA1, <8.0"/o • 68.4% 
databases. We use the whether patients know what of the is£ues focused on bctwrcn the provider and llbA1, 8.0- 9.9% a 24.4% 
information system to they need 10 know about diabelcs. For self- patient and family. We have HbA 1, >10"/o = 7.2% 
generate risk lists and stratify diabetes. Assessing a management we planned visits - diabetes 
risk. We asked it to give us patient's readiness lo change developed a wallet care, we patients an, scheduled for a Upkt Sc:reraln1 
everybody with a diagnosis of is a new idea - pulling the standardil.Cd the diabetes certain half day. II changes it In prior 12 months = 52.8% 
diabetes and lo give us patient in the drivers seal. We education program, and we from a random event in a 
everybody with a prescription aim efforts at motivating used our magazine to publish chaotic day to a planned visit. Lipid MHa1emeat 
for an oral glucose agent. them based on their an article on diabetes. We Everyone is geared and LDL < 100 mg/dL a 'l 
Then we tested this way knowledge. We haven't aren't using a sage on the aligned for caring for patients LDL I 00 - 129 md/dL= ? 
against a manual chart review completely made the leap of stage anymore in our diabetes with diabclcs during those LDL > 130 mg/dl .. ? 
and found that it was a very putting them in the drivers education. We try to help the planned visits. We have LDL < 130 mg/dL .. Sl.8% 
good, accurate way to seat. 99.9% of the patients arc patient understand what the group visits. We set up 
generate a risk list. This list involved in self-care." best practice is for diabetes stations they go to - feet, Retlaal,Reaal 
is sentto the MD quarterly. It care." etc. Then a group session on Hd Foot 1emata1 
helps the care team identify a certain topic and support eye exam 
patients who arc 11 greatest groups. We have group in prior 12 months = ? 
risk." clinics. When patients come 

in for any type of care we Albuminlcrcatininc ratio 
want to make sure that we in prior 12 months = 'l 
take care of their diabetes too. 

Foot exam 
in prior 12 months = ? 

Patleal knowledge, lncludl•1 bowlrdge of lhe p1dea1'1 Ufe while 
-------------------- aot la direct contact with hraltll care 1ystem -------------------• 

"The Center has a lifestyle change line to suppon patients - patients can phone in and talk with someone." Setting treatment goals with the patient can be difficult - you have to figure out what 
makes sense for the patient. The medical goals aren't necessarily the patient's first goal. If making cookies with a grandchild is their goal, we have to figure out a way for that to happen." 
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Table 18 Micro-system Analysis for MS11 

l'tlSII -- We have 25,000 patients enrolled in the program. We work in partncr.;hip with primary care and specialty physicians practicing in mnny locations. I clinical psychologist, I PA, 6-10 RD, 
CD Es, work together to support 2200 primary care and spccinlty care physicians 

Satlsractlon or nred, monitoring, 11SH1ment or outputs ----------------------
"Our system allows us to track who didn't come back for a follow-up each quarter. Then we use non-clinical people to make the calls. This would be impossible without computerized medical 
records. You can't drop out oflhe program without talking to us and lcning us know why. This really is an important part of chronic care. We measure overall satisfaclion of the program, 
usefulness of the information learned, wrinen materials, instructor knowledge, instructor presentation skills, registration process, meeting space, and whether expectations were met." 

Patients with Patient eaten AIHSS dlabdn Provide patle.t educalloa Develop plan for on1oln1 Outcoma of care dlabdn dlabdn mkro-sy1tem during lnltlal visit about dlabdn treatment and evaluallon 

"We don't have a way to "You would be referred by "During the visil lherc would "We may put them into a "We give feedback to lhe HbA1c Tntln1 
identify patients who have your physician. Who docs be an electronic medical group class or provide one on physician. Then we follow- In prior 12 months a 

diabetes or who arc high risk. what at what time is very asscssmcnl lhal would gel an one educalion. We assess up." Glyce111lc Control 
Pa1icnts arc referred 10 us. Ouid. There is some overlap. in-dcplh picrurc of your whal pieces arc missing and HbA1,<7%= 
There arc 350,000 • S00,000 We consider ourselves, diabeles and lifeslyle. We lhen figure oul the bcs1 way llbA1, <8.00/o a 

people in lhc system - we 1ogc1her, lhc consullant lo lhc would inpul lab data, do a 10 gel them." HbA1, 8.0 - 9.9% = 
have 25,000 palienls enrolled paticnl's physician. complete foot cum, take HbA1, >100/o = 
in the program. I know that Depending on lhc priorily, we blood pressure and 2o/o decrease in HbA1, 
we don'I have all of the can gel someone in wilhin a assess your knowledge base Ranges from 6.8% • 8.3%, 
diabelics, bul we don 'I have a week - for example of diabe1cs. You can 'I down from 7.7% • 11% 
way to identify lhcm." gcslalional diabelcs. For assume 1hey know much Lipid Screenln1 

mosl newly diagnosed aboul diabetes - no matter In prior 12 months a 

palienls, il's within 2 weeks. how long they have had 1he Lipid MHa1ement 
It really depends on the disease. It is amazing lhe LDL < 100 mg/dl a 

priorily lhat the MD gives the number of adults with lypc I LDL 100- 130 md/dl= 
referral. lmmedialc diabetes who still have a LDL > 130 mg/dl .. 
intcrvcn1ion is whal ii lakes to child's undcrslanding of Retinal, Renal 
prevent hospitaliution." diabetes. We assess whclher and Foot 1ereenln1 

lhey arc still in denial - if eye exam 
so, we might make a referral in prior 12 months .. 
101he psychologist. Really, ii Albuminlcrca1ininc ratio 
all depends on whal lhe in prior 12 months = 
patient needs .. " Foot exam 

in prior 12 monlhs = 

? 

? 
? 
? 
? 

? 

? 
? 
? 

? 

? 

? 

Patient bowledp. lacludl•& knowledte of the patient's life while _________________ __ 
------------------- not In dlrfd contact wltll llnhll care1ystem 

"There is an ethnic barrier. A large Hispanic population in our area. Our relationship with Hispanics is not strong enough. We provide every service in Spanish as well as English. lalino males arc 
lhc mosl difficult for us. The ADA has a specific initiative 10 address this bul lhcy don'I have a solulion yet." 
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Table 19 Micro-system Analysis for MS16 

MS16- 6000-7000 diabetic patients in the health plan. CDEs work with PCP and endocrinologist 

Sat11rac1lon or nttd, monllorlng, 111es1mrn1 of oulpuls 

"The patient satisfaction surveys wc'\'c done for our diabetic patients always look good." 

Patltnb wllh Patient tnltn A11n1 diabetes Provide patient tduc:atlon 
dlabetn diabetes mlc:ro-1y1tem during lnltlal visit about dlabetn 

"We don't have a way to "All patients arc referred "Patients arc usually seen "We use a wallet sized card 
identify who in our from their PCP after being first in a class fonnat then that has some infom11tion 
population served has diagnosed with diabetes. For they are seen individually by pre-printed on it, but it also 
diabetes. That needs to be newly diagnosed patients, a CDE. The philosophy is has space on it to provide 
done, probably as a global they arc referred to the that the patient is the key individualized infomJation for 
screening. It would be too program - the appointment person - CDE assesses the patient." 
expensive to just look for is based on urgency." where they arc, what they 
diabetes." need to learn." 

Denlop plan ror ongoing 
Outc:oma of care treatment and rvaluatlon 

"There arc some things we HbA1, Tntlng 
tcll rhem that they can expect, In prior 12 months = 89.9% 
such as you will be back in 
every 6 months, but the focus Glyc:emk Control 
is on self-management." llbA1, <=7% .. 30.2% 

HbA1, >7% and <=8% .. 20.S% 
HbA1,>8% .. 49.3% 
HbA1,>IO%a ? 

Lipid Screenl•& 
In prior 12 months .. ? 

Lipid Mana1emenl 
LDL < 100 mg/dL .. 2S.2% 
LDL 100- 130 md/dL .. 3S.3"o 
LDL > 130 mg/dl .. 39.S% 

Retlaal, Reaal 
aad Foot 1ereeala1 
eye exam 
in prior 12 months .. 

42% commercial, 
SO% Medicare 

Albumin/crcatininc ratio 
in prior 12 months .. 61.8% 

Foot exam 
in Prior 12 months .. 64% 

Patient knowled1e, lnt11dln1 knowled1e of Ille p1dnt'1 llfe wlllle 
------------------- not Indirect contact wltll lleallll care1y1tem ------------------• 

No data 
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Table 20 Micro-system Analysis for MS21 

MS21 - There arc 485 patients in the program. Of the 485 patients, 85% have improved blood sugnr levels. There is me (the RN) and a .5 clerical assistant. We interact with the MD. 

Satlsfacllon of need, monllorlng, assessment or outputs 

"We aren't doing anything to collect patient satisfaction data. I asked patients to write about their changes and the process. There was an anicle in the local paper, 'Patients are their own specialists' 
- it said that what our program is especially good at is helping patients take care of themselves." 

Patients with Patient enten Assess diabetes Provide patient education Devdop plan for on1oln1 
diabetes diabetes mkro-sy1tem during Initial vhll about diabetes treatment and evaluatloa 

No data "Patients are referred from "Patients are treated with "We knew that then: was a People learn by experience -
their PCP or self-refer. dignity. We've changed the gap between what the patient the more ways they 

Initially, there were physician barriers. They didn't know what mindset- we've made them was told and what the patient experience something the 
this program was all about. It's a good thing patients could realize that they are in charge. did. We wanted to address better they will learn and 
self-refer, because that is how the MDs learned about it." Traditionally, a patient would this with an empowenncnt retain it. Each patient is 

come in, the MD would say model of teaching. We given a diary. I tell them, 
you need to lose 50 pounds and have a blood sugar level of 110. The patient leaves, feels at havedeveloped II tcaching 'Don't worry about anything. 
fault,and a wall goes up. Now I tell people that no one can ever fool you about your diabetes model - it's an explanation Just write down meals and 
again. Each patient is interviewed - history, psychological profile - using one tool. Instead of of diabetes, energy, and blood sugars. At the next 
traditional education, we ask a lot of questions. 'What are you doing? What are you willing to carbohydrates - that is visit we will look at it.' 
do?' We have also found that diabetics often think they are lo blame for having diabetes." consistently understandable Pretty soon they are drawing 

for a wide range of patients. I lines between what they are 
teach a course. There are materials in the waiting room. Knowledge passes between people and you learn by doing. After you get eating and their blood 

the patient to a ce11ain level, you watch them learn by doing. The nurse educator needs to h11ve an upside-down, inside-out sugars." 
knowledge of diabetes. I'm sure that I don't know everything about diabetes -you know, the technical, university level stuff. 
But I can teach patients what they need to know in a way that they can understand and relate to. 

Patleat kllowled1e, lacl•dln1 kllowled1e of Ille patleat'1 Ufe wlllle 
not la dll'ffl ceatad wltll llealtll care l)'llta 

Outcomes or care 

HbA1, Tntl•& 
In prior 12 months c 

Glycemk Control 
llbA 1, <7%"' 
HbA,, <8.00/o c 

HbA,, 8.0- 9.9"/o"' 
HbA,, >100/o = 

Average HbA 1, = 9.49% 

Upld Screenlnc 
In prior 12 months = 

Lipid Manacement 
LDL < 100 mg/dL = 

LDL 100- 130 md/dL"' 
LDL > 130 mg/dL .. 

Retlaal, Reaal 
aad Foot 1ereeala1 
eyeeum 
in prior 12 months .. 

Albumin/crcatininc ratio 
in prior 12 months = 

Foot exam 
in prior 12 months .. 

"I work with a wide range of patients - most are in lower paying jobs, 40% arc uninsured. We provide monitors and strips 10 indigent patients. They only seek care when there is an emergency. 
It's hard 10 draw them into prevention. A lot of our patients are just surviving." 
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Table 21 Micro-system Analysis for MS40 

MS40 - W c care for 80 I • 1200 patients per team of I RN and I LPN. There nrc 6.9 FTEs and 4500 patients listed in the registry. The tc:am is the patient, primary care practitioner, a RN "primary 
care coordinator, a LPN "diabetes self-care specialist". That's the core tean1. The extended team includes endocrinology, nutrition, clerical/administrative support, podiatry, and opthalmology. 

Satl1factloa of nccd, monitoring, assnsmtnt of outputs 

"Patients look at the amount oftime spent with a clinician and ifthc:ir questions arc answered. We do a patient satisfaction survey by phone 2-3 weeks afier visits. The diabetes care team scores 
higher in patient satisfaction than the primary care providers." 

Patltab with Patltat eaten A11r11dlabda Provide patltal education Drvdop plaa for onpl•& 
Outcomes of care 

dlabda dlabda mkro-1y1lem during laltlal vhll about dlabda lrealmral aad rvaluatloa 

No data "They can be referred directly "The RN or LPN assesses the "We have classes. We have "We were very deliberate HbA1, Talla1 
to us by PCP. New patients demographics, what they do, trained the staffto teach when about the I.PN title "diabetes In prior 12 months .. 80.1% 
arc diagnosed, the MD asks risk factors, support available, the patient is then: for self-care specialist". We tell 
us for a consult, and we walk medication, lifestyle, and monitoring. We have found patients, "We arc here to help Glycemk Coalrol 
the patient down to our office. barriers to making changes. that one-size docs not lit all. you with your diabetes." We HbA,,<7%= 'l 
We also send letters to We do a learning needs Patients attend 3 2-hour wrote the protocols that the HbA1,<8.0% .. 48.0"/u 
patients with diabetes asking assessment. Order lab work- sessions on living well with patient has a choice, within HbA1, 8.0 - 9.9% = 32.6% 
them to come in." up, then plan for follow-up. diabetes. Lay volunteers certain parameters. flor llbA1, >10"/o"' 19.4% 

The first visit is usually 4S teach a living well with a example, beforc initiating a 
minutes to an hour long." chronic condition class." new drug for lipids we will Upld Scrreala& 

ask, "Do you want 10 try In prior 12 months .. 67.5% 
some behavioral changes or should we start the medication?" Of course we have certain parameters in the protocols and if the 
behavioral changes aren't working or aren't enough we will start the medication. Preventive screening visits arc done yearly - Lipid Mllla&tlllHI 
assess vital signs, behavior, willingness to make changes. Patients arc very involved. We ask, • Arc you interested in working on LDL < 100 mg/dL = 32.2% 
lifestyle changes?' They rate their interest on a scale of I • 10. Less than 7 is low motivation. We recommend setting J goals and LDL IOO - I JO md/dL .. 35.3% 
woi\:ing on small changes. We help them set a timeframe - 'We will need to reevaluate this at this point in time.• We use a LDL > 130 mg/dL .. 32.6% 
'brief negotiation' fonnat. Sometimes we may need to help the patient scale down their goals if they arc overly ambitious. We tell 
them, 'We have an expectation that you will be in at least yearly, but we arc available for you all the time.•" Rrllaal, Reaal 

lld a,'oot ICffllllD& 
eye exam 
in prior 12 months a 71.0"/o 

Albumin/creatininc ratio 
in prior 12 months "' 54.4% 

Foot exam 
in Drior 12 months .. 40.7% 

•-----------------Patleal knowlrd&r, lacludl•I knowlrdp of Ille palleal'1 Ufe wlllle 
aol la direct coalact wltll lanllb care system --------------------

"We have a resoun:e list for every service area (weight watchers, YMCAs, etc.), we have support groups. 
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The micro-system analysis of each of the five diabetes micro-systems is a high level 

look at the care they provide, but it is a helpful way to start to identify potential areas to 

focus improvement. For example, this way of looking at the data reveals that these micro

systems could do more work to identify who in their population has diabetes. Only one 

site (MS08 shown in Table 17) indicated that they systematically identify patients who 

are at greatest risk. None of the sites discussed how they identify the undiagnosed 

diabetics in their population. It is estimated that approximately 5.4 million adults in the 

United States have type 2 diabetes (NIH 1995). Because type 2 diabetes is often 

asymptomatic, people with diabetes can remain undiagnosed for many years. The 

literature shows that the greater the number of risk factors present in an individual, the 

greater the chance of that individual developing or having diabetes. The major risk 

factors include family history of the disease, obesity, belonging to certain racial/ethnicity 

groups, age greater than 45 years old, lack of physical activity, history of hypertension or 

dyslipidemia, and history of gestational diabetes. Conversely, the chance of finding 

diabetes in an individual without a risk factor is low. This suggests that random screening 

for diabetes would not be appropriate. However, it would be appropriate to assess the risk 

factors of the population the micro-system serves and then screen the individuals who are 

at high risk. The American Diabetes Association recommends using verbal or written 

questionnaires as part of community screening programs (ADA 2000), (Herman, Smith et 

al. 1995). 

The results from the micro-system analysis suggest that the best strategy for 

providing diabetes care is not clear. The outcomes of care are a result of the process of 

care (Batalden, Nelson et al. 1994), (Nelson, Mohr et al. 1996), (Nelson, Batalden et al. 

1996). The data from the five diabetes micro-systems included in this study indicate that 
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the outcomes of care for patients with diabetes are unacceptable. This makes it difficult 

to point to one process or strategy and assert that it is superior to the others. Furthermore, 

the outcomes data suggests that it is not clear that all five sites included in the diabetes 

portion of the study are measuring the recommended set of process and outcome 

measures. Also, and more importantly, from the data reported from these micro-systems, 

it is clear that all diabetic patients did not receive the recommended services. 

Hemoglobin A 1c reflects mean glycemia over the 

previous two to three months. Measurement twice 

yearly is recommended to determine whether the 

patient has stayed with the target range. Normal 

Hemoglobin A1c is less than 6% and the goal is less 

Recommended muaures for 
patients with type 2 diabetn 

Process measures 
• Hemoglobin Ate screening 
• Lipid screening 
• Retinal exam 
• Monitoring for nephropathy 
• Footexam 
outcome measures 
• Hemoglobin Ate control 
• Lipid control 

than 7% (ADA 2000). Only three sites reported percentage of patients with a 

Hemoglobin A1c measurement in the prior twelve months - their results ranged from 

80% to 90%. 

Lipids are important to measure because of the increased risk of cardiac disease in 

diabetic patients. The most common cause of death in diabetic patients is cardiovascular 

disease. LDL <100 is considered low risk, LDL >=130 is considered high risk, and LDL 

l 00 - 129 is considered borderline. Patients with diabetes should be tested annually for 

lipid disorders (ADA 2000). Within the five diabetes micro-systems interviewed, only 

two sites reported the percentage of patients with a lipid profile in the prior twelve 

months. These results ranged from 53% to 68%. 

Diabetic retinopathy poses a serious threat to vision. The prevalence of retinopathy is 

strongly related to the duration of diabetes. After 20 years of diabetes greater than 60% of 

patients with type 2 diabetes have some degree of retinopathy. One of the main 
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motivations for screening for diabetic retinopathy is the established efficacy of laser 

photocoagulation surgery in preventing visual loss (Aiello, Gardner et al. 1998). 

Furthermore since diabetic patients with vision-threatening diseases may be 

asymptomatic, ongoing evaluation for retinopathy is a valuable and required strategy and 

is recommended yearly (ADA 2000). Only one site was able to report retinal exams-

71 % of their diabetic patients received a retinal exam in the previous 12 months. 

Microalbuminuria is the earliest stage of diabetic nephropathy, or kidney disease. 

Patients with microalbuminuria will likely progress to clinical albuminuria. Once clinical 

albuminuria occurs, the risk for End Stage Renal Disease is significant. Monitoring is 

recommended yearly and is done by testing albumin-to-creatinine ratio from urine 

samples (ADA 2000). Two sites reported percentage of patients with an albumin-to

creatinine test in the prior twelve months - their results were 54.4% and 61.8% 

Foot ulcers and amputations are a major cause of morbidity, disability, and costs for 

people with diabetes. The early recognition and management of risk factors for ulcers and 

amputations can prevent or delay the onset of these adverse outcomes. Patients with 

diabetes should receive a thorough foot examination at least once a year to identify high

risk foot conditions (ADA 2000). Within the diabetes micro-systems interviewed, two 

sites reported the percentage of patients with a foot exam in the prior twelve months. In 

their micro-systems, 40. 7% and 64% received foot exams. 

These results are alanning. If these are the outcomes of care among the micro

systems included in this study - micro-systems that were included in the sample because 

they are considered to be high performing micro-systems - what are the outcomes for 

the low-performing micro-systems? What are the recommendations to micro-systems 

seeking to improve the care that they provide? 
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Further examination of the process of diabetes care will be an important part of the 

micro-system's ability to improve and to achieve optimal outcomes for their patients with 

diabetes. "Knowledge of the process, like outcomes measurement, can be a vital step on 

the path toward improvement. However, knowledge of individual processes within a 

system of interconnected processes may not provide clear understanding of how the 

system's operation affects key outcomes" (Batalden, Nelson et al. 1994). Translating that 

insight to this research, another important part of the micro-system's ability to improve 

will be to understand the operation of the micro-system. The next section addresses this 

by applying the eight dimensions of the micro-system framework to the diabetes sites. 

4.3.2. Micro-system framework applied to diabetes care 

Section 4.1. presented a framework for thinking about factors related to more 

effective micro-system performance. This framework can be applied to the five diabetes 

sites to explore the functioning of those care-giving micro-systems. The following 

paragraphs discuss how the diabetes micro-system vary across the eight dimensions of 

the micro-system framework. 

4.3.2.1. Integration of Information 

As the analysis of the diabetes micro-system interviews progressed, it became clear 

that the category "integration of information" has three dimensions: (1) integration of 

information with patients, (2) integration of information with providers and staff, and (3) 

integration of information with technology. 

As suggested by Quinn (Quinn, Baruch et al. 1997) information technology is one of 

the areas where true economies of scale apply. The data from the micro-systems 

interviews support Quinn's assertion-the micro-systems with larger commitment of 

financial resources had the highest level of integration of information with technology. 
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However, the data also suggest that information technology is only one dimension of the 

integration of information factor. Integration with information technology, integration of 

information with patients, and integration of information with providers and staff are the 

three dimensions that appear to form the integration with information factor. As shown in 

Figure 7, the relationship between the integration of information with patients, providers 

and staff, and technology can be represented on three axes. 

Figure 7 Relationship of the 3 Dimensions of Integration of Information 

j 7= High Pis 
j High PS 
i HighT 

High 

!, High 

Low Integration with Providers and Staff (PS) High 

By thinking about integration of information this way, it is possible for a micro

system to be in any of the quadrants. One could expect that the most effective micro-
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systems would be in either quadrant 7 (high integration of information with providers and 

staff, high integration of information with patients, and high integration of information 

with technology) or 8 (high integration of information with providers and staff, high 

integration of information with patients, and low integration of information with 

technology). Conversely, high integration of information with technology would only 

meet limited success in a micro-system with low integration of information with patients 

and low integration of information with providers and staff (quadrant 2). 

Table 22 summarizes the integration of information across the five diabetes micro

systems. 

Table 22 Integration of Information Across the Diabetes Micro-systems 

lntegntion of lnformadon 

MS08 with patients: Wgh 
"We use a wallet card that goes to the patient with a letter from their primary care provider. 
There is a newsletter that goes out 2 times a year - this year one of the issues focused on 
diabetes. We have group clinics." 

with technology: Medium to ffigb 
"We use the information system to determine which patients are at risk. We have flow 
sheets around diabetes care for each patient record." 
"Our patient records vary from site to site - one site is totally paperless. For diabetes all 
the resource nurses are using a standard tool. These are manual - next year it will be 
computerized" 
"Information is available on our website. We have the capability of sharing information 
with the patients now but we don't want to do that yet because that would be going around 
the care team. They [the care team] aren't ready for that yet. It's all part of building 
mutual support." 
"We use the information system to generate risk lists and stratify risk." 

with providers and staff: High 
"We focus on giving feedback to the care team on patient outcomes - e.g., lipids and 
HbAlc." 
"The risk list is sent to the MD quarterly. It helps the care team identify patients who are 
at greatest risk." 
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Table 22 Integration of Information Across the Diabetes Micro-systems (continued) 

MS11 with technology: ffigh 

MS16 

"During the visit there would be an electronic medical assessment that would get an in
depth picture of your diabetes and lifestyle. We would input lab data. do a complete foot 
exam. take blood pressure and assess your knowledge base of diabetes." 
"Our system allows us to track who didn't come back for a follow-up each quarter. This 
would be impossible without computerized medical records. You can't drop out of the 
program without talking to us and letting us know why. This really is an important part of 
chronic care. We are using a clinical algorithm that is computer based." 

with providen and staff: High 
"We define success at how we are doing by communicating data back to the providers. We 
can show them that by using our services they are getting better outcomes for their diabetic 
patients. We measure HbAlc, blood pressure, cholesterol levels, protein in urine, quality 
of life, and customer service indicators ... 
"We give feedback to the physician. Then we follow-up." 

with patients: High 
"We may put them into a group class or provide them with one on one education. We 
assess what pieces are missing and then figure out the best way to get them." 
"We communicate the field of diabetes research to our providers and the community." 
"Whenever there are retreats or medical meetings we show up to talJc about diabetes. We 
have community programs- 2000 people will show up. We push to be in front of people. 
Diabetes is always on the table. We make educational tapes that are sent to the MDs. We 
have newsletters." 

with patients: High 
"We use a wallet sized card that has some information pre-printed on it, but it also has 
space on it to provide individualized information for the patienL" 

with providen and staff: Low to Medium 
"We try to present the data in a way so that the physician doesn't think that the data is 
going to be used against them." 

with technology: Medium to High 
"We don't have a fully fledged electronic medical record. Every exam room has a 
terminal. We have a diabetes screen that can be pulled up as an interface on top of 
individual databases. The guidelines are available on screen too." 
"We try to make information available electronically." 
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Table 22 Integration of Information Across the Diabetes Micro-systems (continued) 

MS2 l with technology: Low 
with providen and staff: Wgb 
"I've developed a checklist for the administrative assistant to use when creating letters to 
the MD. We send letters when they enroll and as follow-up. It reports results and 
problems, interventions. This is the type of information that needs to flow back and forth 
between the MD and RN. As long as I tell the MD what is happening with the patient, the 
MD still feels in control." 

with patients: High 
"I teach a course. There are materials in the waiting room. Knowledge passes between 
people and you learn by doing. After you get the patient to a certain level, you watch them 
learn by doing. The nurse educator needs to have an upside-down, inside-out knowledge 
of diabetes. I'm sure that I don't know everything about diabetes -you know, the 
technical, university level stuff. But I can teach patients what they need to know in a way 
that they can understand and relate to." 
"People learn by experience - the more ways they experience something the better they 
will learn and retain it. Each patient is given a diary. I tell them, 'Don't worry about 
anything. Just write down meals and blood sugars. At the next visit we will look at it.' 
Pretty soon they are drawing lines between what they are eating and their blood sugars." 
"Most of the chart is charting that the patient bas done." 

MS40 with patients: Wgh 
"We have classes, we have a resource list for every service area (weight watchers, 
YMCAs, etc.), we have support groups. We have trained the staff to teach when the 
patient is there for monitoring. We have found that one-size does not fit all." 
"We also send letters to patients with diabetes asking them to come in." 

with providers and staff: Wgh 
"New patients are diagnosed, the MD asks us for a consult, and we walk the patient down 
to our office. The RN or LPN assesses the demographics, what they do, risk factors, 
support available, medication, lifestyle, and barriers to making changes. We do a learning 
needs assessment. Order Jab work-up, then plan for follow-up. If they are not newly 
diagnosed they can be referred directly to us by PCP." 

with technology: Medium to Wgh 
"We have a diabetes registry that includes pharmacy, hospital, claims, and lab data." 
"Our other design features were primary care based use of diabetes case managers, 
behavioral aspects, ongoing staff training, and comprehensive information technology 
(that's the one we've never managed to get)" 

The comments included in Table 23 indicate that integration of information appears 

to be one area where the diabetes micro-system are doing well. 

4.3.2.2. Measurement 

As discussed earlier, a set of standard measures have been recommended for diabetes 

care (ADA 2000) including: 
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• Hemoglobin A 1c testing (process) 

• Poor hemoglobin A1c control (outcome) 

• Lipid profile (process) 

• Lipid control (outcome) 

• Retinal exams (process) 

• Monitoring for nephropathy (outcome) 

• Foot exams (process) 

Furthermore, beginning in the year 2000 these measures are required for commercial 

and Medicare managed care plans. But it is clear that measurement among the diabetes 

micro-systems, as shown in Tables 16 - 20, is lacking. None of the five diabetes micro

systems were able to report outcomes for all of the recommended measures. Furthermore, 

measurement was not consistently reported across micro-systems, which makes it 

difficult to compare outcomes. For example, some of the micro-systems reported 

glycemic control as percentage of patients with HbA1c < 8%, HbA1c 8% - 9.9%, and 

HbA1c > 10% while some of the micro-systems reported average HbA1c for their entire 

diabetic population. 

The level of effort required to obtain information about outcomes also indicated to me 

that measurement is an area that requires further attention in each of the micro-systems. 

Interviewees were not able to report specific outcome measures, other than global 

statements, such as, "85% of our patients have improved blood glucose levels." One of 

the micro-systems referred me to a published article that reported their work improving 

diabetes care. Another micro-system sent me an abstract from a conference presentation. 

Finding outcomes from the other three micro-systems required detective work -
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searching for web sites, making calls, finding people who might have access to the 

outcomes data for the site. 

A recent edition of The Quality Letter for Healthcare Leaders focused on managing 

diabetes care (Larose 2000). Larry Staker, a physician at Intennountain Health Care was 

quoted as saying, "If you find a practice, clinician or organization that is not measuring 

specifically relative to improvement in diabetes, they're not likely to be making changes. 

But if they do measure and monitor, the change almost happens automatically." A 

potential problem with the requirements for measurement put forth by the Diabetes 

Quality Improvement Project is that monitoring will occur at the national level and not at 

the micro-system level. Monitoring at the national level will ensure consistent sets of 

indicators are measured and it will provide an opportunity to identify best practices. 

However, if improvement of diabetes care is a goal of consistent measurement, then the 

micro-system - the place where the patients are receiving care -must monitor the 

measures too. Micro-systems are measuring and monitoring when they are able to report, 

or at least have access to, the outcomes data of the care they provide. 

4.3.2.3. Interdependence of care team 

In the diabetes micro-systems included in this study, care is provided by 

interdisciplinary teams. The examples provided below indicate that each of the five sites 

have a high level of interdependence of the care team. 

"The care team is the pep, the diabetes resource nurse, the LPN, the 
endocrinologist, and the nutritionist. Diabetes care is integrated into primary 
care. .. 

"If you had had standard diabetes care somewhere else, you would be amazed 
because now you would have a team of people helping manage your diabetes. 
You would have people following up with you. You would have better outcomes." 
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"Specialists can not do this on a one-to-one basis. We use certified diabetes 
educators (CDEs) as the intermediary. They are located in the PCP offices. It is 
a team approach to diabetes care. 

"I've developed a checklist for the administrative assistant to use when creating 
letters to the MD. We send letters when they enroll and as follow-up. It reports 
results and problems, interventions. This is the type of information that needs to 
flow back and forth between the MD and RN. As long as I tell the MD what is 
happening with the patient, the MD still feels in control. " 

"We did focus groups of clinicians and educators. We came up with the key 
design features. Number I was a team approach. We need to support the 
primary care provider. We use the team. Some people talk about 'carve out' we 
talk about 'carve in '. It is one stop shopping. As many aspects as possible are 
there for the PCP. The team is the patient, primary care provider, RN, clinical 
diabetes educator, and LPN. " 

4.3.2.4. Supportiveness of the larger system 

The supportiveness of the larger system is crucial to the success of micro-system 

working to improve diabetes care. Edward Wagner, MD, the Director of the McColl 

Institute for Healthcare Innovation at Group Health Cooperative of Puget Sound, 

suggests that if you want to improve care for chronic conditions, it is important to think 

about the mission and leadership of the organization ... If the organization doesn't give 

emphasis to diabetes and diabetes improvement, it's almost impossible to do" (Larose 

2000). 

Two of the diabetes micro-systems appear to have a high level of supportiveness of 

the larger system. 

"In 1994 the system commissioned the design team. We had 112-day meetings 
every 2 weeks. We had lavish amounts of time. This was a major investment. We 
had a facilitator, a management engineer, 4 MDs, a diabetes educator, and 
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someone from behavioral medicine. Then there was the ongoing sponsoring of 
the team." 

"Motivated, caring leadership is critical. Internally you have to keep the team 
cohesive; externally you have to give the team space. Must get the system 
interested in what you are doing. Must have a champion. I'm sure there are lots 
of good things going on here that I've never heard about because they haven 't 
done enough to get the system interested. " 

Although, the larger organization appears to be supportive, two of the micro-systems 

indicated that this is an area that requires constant attention to maintain the supportive 

relationship. 

"At various times they have pushed back and said that really what we were doing 
were just individual quality improvement projects. This has been a bump along 
the road. We prevailed in saying that this is system-wide disease management, 
not just individual quality improvement projects. " 

"At the top there have been a lot of changes. Hi turnover for CEO, CFO, COO. 
This is a real challenge for us. We have to prove ourselves again and again. 

One micro-system did not provide any examples that indicated either a high or low 

level supportiveness of the larger system. 

4.3.2.5. Constancy of purpose 

The diabetes micro-systems included in this study provide rich examples of constancy 

of purpose. The importance of diabetes care has been carefully integrated throughout the 

micro-system. 

"We need to have agreement among whoever is involved that these are our 
common goals, processes, roles. We need a shared vision - we will need to 
change the system to get there; and we need integrated, interactive changes at all 
levels." 
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"Population medicine is what we do well. Our notion from the beginning was to 
redesign care for diabetes. " 

Furthermore, the importance of diabetes care is a clear, consistent message that goes 

beyond the boundaries of the micro-system into the larger organization and the 

community. 

"We are working as part of a grant from the University. Our goals are to: I. 
Improve diabetes care for County residents. 2. Use an empowerment model of 
teaching" 

"What we do well is communicate the importance of diabetes - up, to the senior 
leaders of the organization; across, to other providers' and out, to the 
community. We communicate the field of diabetes research to our providers and 
the community. We participate in clinical research projects. We really challenge 
our physicians and the greater community to provide better diabetes care. We 
are advocates for our own work. " 

"You must get the system interested in what you are doing. I'm sure there are 
lots of good things going on here that I've never heard about because they 
haven 't done enough to get the system interested. You have to bring it to the 
forefront. Whenever I walk into a room, people think diabetes. " 

4.3.2.6. Connection to community 

While the interviewees did indicate some level of connection to the community, this 

appears to be an area that micro-systems could address. People with diabetes have many 

needs that extend beyond the boundaries of the care provided within the micro-system. 

Four sites provided examples of their micro-system's connection to community. 

"We have a resource list for every service area (weight watchers, YMCAs, etc.), 
we have support groups. " 
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"I work with a wide range of patients - most are in lower paying jobs, 40% are 
uninsured. We provide monitors and strips to indigent patients. They only seek 
care when there is an emergency. " 

'The Center has a lifestyle change line to support patients. " 

"Whenever there are retreats or medical meetings we show up to talk about 
diabetes. We have community programs - 2000 people will show up. We push 
to be in front of people. " 

4.3.1. 7. Investment in improvement 

It was not clear from the interviews that the diabetes micro-systems have a high level 

of investment in improvement. Three sites had no examples that indicated an investment 

in improvement. Two sites indicated an investment in improvement. 

"There was an initial 3 week training- team development, brief negotiation, and 
motivational interviewing. " 

"For the 3rd starting point [collaborative care- redesigning 2 sites for team 
care, population management, and CQI] we are using a modified RFP approach. 
Sites have to respond to specific criteria for us to select them. We have 18 sites 
where we are starting to work. We picked those sites based on their readiness to 
change." 

4.3.1.8. Alignment of role and training 

Alignment of role and training looks like an area that could use more attention among 

the micro-systems included in this study. Interviewees did not say that roles and training 

were not aligned, but they did not provide comments that suggested there was an 

alignment as several of the sites pointed out. 

One of the diabetes sites provided wonderful examples of alignment of role and 

training in diabetes care. 
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In C. they are disassembling the group - they have found that it is hard to take 
the teams apart because of the way we put them together. For example, the LPNs 
are dependent on the RNs in the team. LPNs are taking retinal photos and doing 
foot e.-.:ams. RNs who haven 't been part of the team aren't comfortable 
supervising that. " 

"The cohesiveness of the team is so important. The RN and LPN really work 
together as if they were 3 people. As an RN I don 't waste time calling people on 
the phone - that 's not part of my role. The clerical person is also important in 
updating the registry. 

"The role that is played by nurses is at the limit within the state law. Some nurses 
had problems with this. They were nervous about what they were being asked to 
do, but it was all within the limits of their licensure. Nurses weren't comfortable 
working at the limits of their licensure. We had to address this in training. We 
had the endocrinologist work through case studies. We had the state /icensure 
board come in and tell them that it was ok. " 

4.4. Barriers and facilitators to providing effective care for diabetic 

patients 

What are the barriers to providing diabetes care? Conversely, what facilitates a 

micro-system's ability to provide diabetes care? Barriers and facilitators appear to impact 

the micro-system at three different levels - at a regulatory or policy level, at the larger 

organizational level, and within the micro-system. 

4.4.1. Barriers and facilitators at the regulatory level 

At the regulatory or policy level, reimbursement is a major issue for diabetes care, 

and for chronic care in general. 

"There is a perceived barrier regarding finances. The implications of phone 
care, group care. The system has evolved to provide acute care and episodic 
care. .. 

"Direct reimbursement cannot match salaries. In California they bill as 
educators, not as providers. The biggest barrier was that organizations didn 't 
understand how to weave in the costs of diabetes management. Any outlay was 
seen as a loss. A success has been overcoming this barrier with the HMOs and 
getting them to use diabetes educators. " 
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"I think that the single biggest barrier that can be present is around 
reimbursement issues. This isn 't a problem for us because we have a capitated 
population. But without that, reimbursement for diabetes education becomes an 
issue. The financial barriers are the biggest barriers to replicating this 
somewhere else. " 

Reimbursement is an important barrier to providing effective diabetes care. One 

effort at the policy level to address this issue includes the Health Care Financing 

Administration's proposed rule calling for coverage of outpatient diabetes education and 

training services for Medicare enrollees. One requirement will be that these services be 

provided by an "entity deemed to meet certain quality standards" which implies that 

some process of accreditation will be necessary (Larose 2000). 

4.4.2 Barriers and facilitators at the organizational level 

As discussed previously, supportiveness of the larger system is an important factor 

impacting micro-system effectiveness, and it can be perceived as either a barrier or 

facilitator to providing diabetes care. Interviewees reiterated the influence the larger 

organization can have on the micro-system. 

"We set corporate goals around diabetes (reduce complications by 30%, increase 
screening to 90%for those at risk for diabetes) without including the physicians. 
A lot of the rank and file physicians didn 't even know that we had these goals. At 
times we 've gone around the clinicians to the patients and that has been a big 
problem. One time we sent aspirin to physicians, saying 'here, you should be 
giving these out to your patients. '" 

"We did have some barriers with the Provider Support Report. The same report 
can be viewed positively or negatively based on how it is presented. We tried to 
present it in a way so that the physician doesn 't think that the data is going to be 
used against them. " 
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As suggested in the following quotes, effective measurement appears to be one way 

for micro-systems to respond to the larger organization. 

"At the top there have been a lot of changes. Hi turnover for CEO, CFO, COO. 
This is a real challenge for us. We have to prove ourselves again and again. We 
have to prove it by showing the data on readmits and unplanned admissions. " 

"From the HMO, it is seen as over utilization when physicians send a lot of 
patients to diabetes services. Education emphasizes the importance of the initial 
outlay to reduce costs later on. This is classic for chronic illness -an upfront 
investment in time and treatment for down the road payoff. This is a real barrier 
in an HMO environment. To overcome this barrier you have to collect and 
feedback outcome data. " 

The larger system is perceived as being supportive when it makes an investment of 

resources to facilitate designing and providing effective diabetes care. 

"In 1994 the HMO commissioned the design team. We had 112 day meetings 
every 2 weeks. We had lavish amounts of time. This was a major investment. We 
had a facilitator, a management engineer, 4 MDs, a diabetes educator, and 
someone from behavioral medicine. " 

4.4.3. Barriers and facilitators at the micro-system level 

Within the micro-system, how well the micro-system manages change can be viewed 

as either a barrier or facilitator to providing diabetes care. Types of change that 

interviewees talked about were helping patients learn how to change their behavior, 

increasing the level of interdependence of the care team, and more closely aligning the 

care team's roles with their training. 

"There are patient related barriers~etting patients to make changes that need 
to be made. There are a lot of fallacies about diabetes and diabetes care. There 
is a barrier of denial. " 
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"An initial barrier was getting MDs to sign standing orders. This was a 
wholesale change in physician practice patterns. But as we reduced work/or the 
primary care provider, the barrier was removed." 

"Some clinicians don 't value diabetes education. They are lone rangers. 
Protective of their own world. " 

"Nurses weren't comfortable working at the limits of their licensure. We had to 
address this in training. We had the endocrinologist work through case studies. " 

These barriers that the micro-system has some control over, the barriers within the 

micro-system, do not actually tell us very much. This quote from a cardiothoracic 

surgical care micro-system summarizes the significance of the barriers that were reported 

by the diabetes micro-systems. 

"Barriers are really funny. It 's Just like my two dogs. When we have a dinner 
party we have to block them in the back hallway with a little wooden gate. And 
the dogs just stand there. They see the gate as a barrier they can 't get around but 
really all they would have to do is push. I think we are the same way. There 
really aren 't any barriers - they are all just little wooden gates. " 

It could be that it is not clear to the interviewees what the real barriers are to 

providing diabetes care. To understand the barriers and facilitators to providing effective 

diabetes care, the relationship between the eight dimensions of the micro-system 

framework were explored. To do this, an interrelationship diagram (shown in Figure 8) 

was created. An interrelationship diagram can be a powerful tool for teams to use when 

identifying, analyzing, and classifying the relationships that exist among critical issues 

facing the team (Brassard and Ritter 1994). 
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Figure 8 
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In the diagram shown in Figure 8, the relationships between each of the eight 

dimensions were determined by looking at how the 43 interviews were coded. For 

example, 12% of the text units from the interviews was coded for both constancy of 

purpose and interdependence of the care team. This indicated to me that there is a 

relationship between the two dimensions - if more than one code was assigned to the 

text unit, the codes seem to be related to each other. Each of the relationships was 

determined this way. 

As shown in Figure 8, each dimension is related to all the other dimensions. But it is 

the strength of the relationships (as determined by percent overlap in coding) and the 

direction of the relationship that may be helpful for identifying areas that the micro

system should focus when starting to address potential barriers and facilitators for 

providing diabetes care. The strength of the relationship ( as shown in the diagram by 

different line weights) is based on the percentage overlap in coding between the two 

dimensions, for example 12% for constancy of purpose and interdependence of the care 

team. Percentage overlap ranged from 2% to 53%. These were divided into three groups, 

with a weak relationship ranging from 2% - 9%, a medium relationship ranging from 

12% -19%, and a strong relationship ranging from 23 - 53%. 

One could argue that the strength of the relationship is not relevant here because to 

some extent the approach used to determine strength is arbitrary. But it is a helpful way 

to identify the dimensions in the micro-system that have received limited attention. The 

strength of the relationship is based on the relationship as it is now, which does not 

consider what the relationship should be. For example, measurement has a weak 

relationship with five of the seven other dimensions. This assessment of the relationship 
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supports observations made previously that measurement is one area where the micro

systems should focus attention. 

Next cause/influence between each of the dimensions was identified to determine the 

direction of the arrow. For example, does constancy of purpose influence connection to 

community? Finally, the number of incoming and outgoing arrows were tallied for each 

of the dimensions. This is shown in Figure 8 in the bottom half of the box for each 

dimension. The rules for interpreting interrelationship diagrams (Brassard and Ritter 

1994) suggest that a high number of outgoing arrows indicates that a dimension is a 

driver. This is generally the area to focus attention first. A high number of incoming 

arrows indicates that the dimension is a key outcome. 

In the diagram in Figure 8, Supportiveness of the larger system has the largest 

number of outgoing arrows (7), followed by constancy of purpose (6), investment in 

improvement (5), and measurement (4). 

To address the barriers to providing effective diabetes care, the micro-systems should 

systematically work on each of the dimensions of the micro-system framework. The 

interrelationship diagram shown in Figure 8 is helpful in determining where to start. 

Supportiveness of the larger system and investment in improvement are, to a large extent, 

outside the boundary of the micro-system, even though it is clear that these two 

dimensions are crucial to the ultimate success of the micro-system. Constancy of purpose 

and measurement are two dimensions that are within the reach of the micro-system and 

these would be logical places to start. 
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V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The basic concept of health care micro-systems - small, organized groups of 

providers and staff caring for a defined population of patients - is not new. The key 

components of micro-systems (patients, populations, providers, activities, and 

information technology) exist in every health care setting. However, current methods for 

organizing and delivering health care, preparing future health professionals, conducting 

health services research, and formulating policy have made it difficult to recognize the 

interdependence and function of the micro-system. 

The micro-system concept builds on (1) an understanding of systems and (2) the 

theory of the smallest replicable unit (Quinn 1992). Deming defines a system as a 

network of interdependent components that work together to try to accomplish a shared 

aim (Deming 1993 ). Quinn suggests the essential elements in a smallest replicable unit 

are: ( l) the key players, (2) core activities, (3) micro-measures that help manage the core 

activities, and (4) combinations of activities and measures to meet individual needs 

(Quinn 1992). 

The micro-system concept also builds on the idea of firms and teams. Firms were 

introduced over two decades ago at MetroHealth Medical Center in Cleveland, Ohio as a 

way to create and maintain longitudinal relationship of small groups of professors, 

students, and patients (Cebul 1991), (Neuhauser 1992). This was seen as a valuable 

approach to evaluating different innovations in patient care and organizational design. 

Research on teams has focused on functional and interdisciplinary workgroups and the 

systems that facilitate or impede the management of these workgroups (Kaluzny 1985). 

As research on micro-systems moves forward, it will be important to transfer what has 

been learned from research on teams to new research that will be conducted on micro-
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systems. For example, research on teams that will be helpful includes information about 

the different stages of development of teams, creating the environment to support teams, 

socializing new members ( clinicians and stafl) to the team, and what happens when 

teams transcend organizational boundaries. 

Building on an understanding of systems and the theory of smallest replicable units, 

and going beyond firms and teams, micro-systems offer a way to link process, structure, 

and outcomes. The micro-system does not focus exclusively on outcomes, but gives 

comparable attention to process and structure and to the linkages among them and how 

they interact to respond to and meet the needs of the patient population. Micro-systems 

provide (I) both greater standardization of common activities and customization of care 

to individual patients, (2) greater use and analysis of information to support daily work. 

(3) consistent, measured improvement in performance, (4) extensive cooperation and 

teamwork within the micro-system, (5) and for the larger organization the micro-system 

exists within, it emphasizes the spread of best practices across micro-systems (Nelson, 

Batalden et al. 1998). 

5.1. Summary of results 

Qualitative methods, specifically cross-case analyses, were used to explore, to 

describe, and to characterize health care micro-systems and to identify characteristics that 

are present across multiple micro-systems. Interviews were conducted with 

representatives from forty-three micro-systems. A framework for thinking about health 

care micro-systems emerged from the cross-case analysis of the interviews. Eight 

dimensions compose the framework - integration of information, measurement, 

interdependence of the care team, supportiveness of the larger system, constancy of 

purpose, connection to community, investment in improvement, and alignment of role 
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and training. Each of the factors can be thought of on a continuum that represents the 

presence of the factor in the micro-system. Table 23 summarizes the eight factors and 

provides an example of each end of the continuum for each factor. 
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Table 23 Summary of Micro-system Framework 

Integration of information 
Low ffjoh 

Information free environment Information is lcev. techno/orrv mav be verv /rdofid 

"We don't have control over the information that "I can show diabetics a graph of their HgA1c and 
we need." comment on how it has dropped along with their 

weiizht which is 2raohed on the same screen." 
Measurement 

Low Hillh 
Absence of a set of useful measures Micro-system routinely measures processes and outcomes. 

feeds dala bac/c to providen. malces clumges based on dala 

"We have data on demograhics and length of stay, 'We have developed a radar screen that has 8 
however. we don't have data on outcomes of care." simultaneous processes continuouslv monitored." 

Interdependence of care team 
Low Hioh 
Providers and stafffanction as individwzls. Cart! provided by a multidisciplinary tmm. 
No clear wav of sharing information or communicaJin2 lnfonnation is llll to die relationshio 

"Often physicians have difficulty working with ··we developed multidisciplinary rounds -
non-physician providers, giving them the control." everyone involved in carin2 for the patient." 

Supportiveness of the larger system 
Low Hioh 
Larger organi=ation ·s actions Micro-system views larger organization as helpfa/ 
f]erceived as "toxic·· to the micro-}ro.:tem 

"If we have to practice like the rest of the system. "They have identified breast care as an area where 
we feel that we'll be practicing 'mediocre' care." they want a center of excellence. It is a priority of 

the svstem." 
Constancy of purpose 

Low J.fiah 

Lack of a clear. consistent aim /nlefn'ation oftl,e aim throughout the micro-~tem 
"The original aim was that we would practice the ''Those other sites saw an infection as a failure, not 
best medicine we could, understanding that we entitlement. All the way to the bedside the unit 
couldn't be as financially successful. Now some of knew that infection was a failure. The philosophy 
the physicians are compromising for the financial has to permeate the organization." 
aspects." 

Connection to community 
Low Hioh 
No clear connection to community Micro-system is a resource to the commwiity, 
beyond current fJatient oooulation community is a resource to the micro-svstem 

"The only way we get information about the "I invite the peer support groups that are in the 
community is from the managed care organization." community to educate the residents." 

Investment in improvement 
Low Hioh 
Training, resources not available Resources made available for improllf!fflent (trainin2. SS. time) 

"We don't know how to improve the system. We ''The Quality Council's goal will be to provide 
have closets full of good ideas but don't know how guidance and facilitation. 'Yes, that project meets 
to implement them." our overall goals, what resources do you need?"' 

Alignment of role and training 
lnw Hinh 
Health professionals not expected to worlc within Health professionals expected to worlc 
the limits of their education. certification(overaualified) at the unner limits of education. traininlt 

"I want to be more involved in the care process." 'When fully trained and confident they may tell an 
admitting doc that a patient is not ready to have a 
ventilator tube removed." 
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Five micro-systems were asked an additional set of questions to determine the 

process and outcomes of care provided to patients with diabetes. Diabetes was selected 

because focusing on a specific clinical condition helps make the micro-system model 

more concrete. Diabetes was a good choice because in the United States, an estimated 

5.9% of the population are living with diabetes and it is the seventh leading cause of 

death (NIH 1995). Furthermore, although there is general agreement on appropriate 

treatment and outcome measures (ADA 2000), (NIH 1995) there are significant 

variations in the care provided and the outcomes of care (W ennberg 1999). 

Two approaches were used to analyze the data that resulted from the diabetes 

interviews. First a micro-system analysis linked the micro-system model to the process 

and outcomes of care in the five sites included in the study. This analysis did not reveal a 

"best" strategy for providing diabetes care. However it is clear that not all the patients are 

receiving the recommended care and the micro-systems are not consistently measuring 

the care that is provided. It is not likely that management of diabetes is leading to these 

unacceptable outcomes of care for patients with diabetes, because there is not much 

disagreement about what constitutes high quality diabetes care and the impact of 

controlling glucose levels on reducing complications due to diabetes (UKPDS 1998). 

When aspects of care (for example care for people with diabetes) are examined, they are 

often found to be deficient, despite an overabundance of resources (Wennberg 1999). The 

solution for this, in part, lies in the details of the structure and process of care and the 

details of care are in the micro-system. 

The second approach used to analyze the data that resulted from the diabetes 

interviews involved applying the micro-system framework to the five diabetes sites. This 

provided additional insight into two potential areas that all five of the diabetes micro-
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systems included in this study could improve - measurement and connection to 

community. Regarding measurement, none of the micro-systems were able to report 

outcomes for all recommended measures. Furthermore, measurement was not consistent 

across sites so it was not possible to compare outcomes. For the connection to community 

factor, patients with diabetes have needs for many services that extend beyond the 

clinical visit into the community. Without a high level of connection to community, 

micro-systems are at risk of providing well-coordinated diabetes care that doesn't 

respond to or meet the needs of the patients in the community. 

Combining the micro-system framework with an analysis of the elements of an 

individual micro-system offers a powerful way to visualize the link between structure, 

process, and outcomes. Furthennore, micro-systems working to improve the care 

provided to their patient populations and to individual patients need to pay attention to 

the dimensions that emerged from this research. It is possible that the most effective 

micro-systems will be able to demonstrate a high level of each of these dimensions. 

5.2. Limitations of this research 

There are always limitations to any research strategy. A limitation and strength of this 

study is that the sample selection depended on input from a pool of recognized experts in 

the organization, delivery, and improvement of health care. However, even with a pool of 

recognized experts, it is reasonable to expect that some high performing micro-systems 

were overlooked and some less than high performing micro-systems were included. 

Although the intent was to study high performing micro-systems, "negative cases" -

those micro-systems defined as not high performing or unsuccessful - were actually an 

important addition to a study attempting to understand and characterize health care 

micro-systems. Examining similarities and differences across multiple cases -
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successful as well as unsuccessful -strengthened the analysis by clarifying what 

contributes to a successful micro-system. 

Another limitation is that one interviewee represented each of the forty-three micro

systems. A more comprehensive look at micro-systems would interview at least one 

person from each of the key roles within the micro-system. Given the constraints of the 

study - time, financial support, and the desire to interview a broad range of sites - a 

tradcoffwas made between the breadth and depth of the study. This is always an issue 

with qualitative studies. With the same amount of resources it would have been possible 

to study more micro-systems, which would have increased the breadth of the study, or it 

would have been possible to study fewer micro-systems but interview more people within 

each micro-system, which would have increased the depth of the study. Patton (Patton 

1994) points out that these are not choices between good and bad, but choices among 

alternatives, all of which have merits. 

Another limit to this study was that the interviews were not tape-recorded. The IOM 

required that interviews not be tape recorded, so each interview transcript was based on 

hand written notes taken during the interview. To assure the quality of note taking, the 

first several interviews were conducted as conference calls, with the interviewer, the 

person being interviewed, and two note takers. Immediately following the interview, the 

interviewer and note takers would transcribe their notes and share the documents for 

comparison. When assured that the interviewer could conduct an interview and 

simultaneously take good notes, the interview process was simplified to just include the 

interviewer and the person being interviewed. To facilitate interviewing and note taking, 

the interview was formatted with space for note taking after each question. This helped 

keep track of the context of the answers because the answers were kept with the 
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questions, instead of having separate pages of notes. Transcripts were written up 

immediately following the interview, and most importantly, before conducting another 

interview. 

The data that resulted from the interviews has limitations too because the data are 

descriptions by individuals who may have had an interest in making their micro-system 

sound good or bad. 

Finally, it is not possible to make predictions about the relationships between the 

micro-system framework and outcomes of care. While conclusions about the strength of 

the relationship between the micro-system framework and outcomes of care are beyond 

the scope of this research it does point to a need for a follow-up, quantitative study. 

5.3. Implications and further research 

Focus on the micro-system as the ''unit of analysis" corresponds with the ''unit of 

practice" for those involved in the daily work of caring for a population of patients. 

While the focus of this research project has been on the micro-system and the people 

working within the micro-system, the results and conclusions have much broader 

implications. Research at the micro-system level can make a great contribution toward 

designing and redesigning delivery systems, improving care, preparing future health 

professionals, and formulating policy. 

5.3.1. Designing and redesigning delivery systems 

In designing and redesigning delivery systems, the micro-system model offers a way 

to integrate structure, process, and outcomes of care. Immediate research is needed to 

determine and quantify the relationship between the eight factors of the micro-system 

framework and outcomes of care. As more is understood about the relationship between 
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the micro-system framework and outcomes of care, it will be important to develop and 

test tools for assessing micro-systems based on this framework. 

5.3.2. Improving care 

The micro-system model can help focus attention on the gaps that exist in providing 

care for a defined population of patients. Future research is needed to determine how to 

fully implement the micro-system model in specific settings, for example micro-systems 

caring for patients with a specific clinical condition such as diabetes. As the micro

system model is implemented it will be important to measure improvement in clinical 

outcomes and improvement in performance outcomes of the micro-system. 

5.3.3. Preparing future health professionals 

The micro-system represents the unit of work in health care. Health professional 

education should be designed to recognize this unit of work and should prepare new 

graduates to work as part of a micro-system. Research in preparing future health 

professionals needs to determine the skills and knowledge graduates will need to work 

within a micro-system. Furthermore, it will be necessary to determine the most effective 

way for teaching the required skills and knowledge. Although not specifically designed 

with the micro-system concept in mind, the Interdisciplinary Professional Education 

Collaborative sponsored by the Institute for Healthcare Improvement has made 

contributions toward preparing health professionals to work in micro-systems (Headrick, 

Knapp et al. 1996), (Baker, Gelmon et al. 1998). 

5.3.4. Formulating policy 

Micro-systems may be part of a larger organization and are embedded in a legal, 

financial, social, and regulatory environment. There is a need for future research to 

identify policies that impede and facilitate the work of micro-systems. This includes 
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policies on financing, workforce, and health education. As the United States continues to 

struggle with ways to address equity in access to care and care for underserved 

populations, further research is needed to determine how micro-systems facilitate or 

impede meeting the needs of these and other special population groups. 

5.4. Concluding Comments 

This research has been exploratory in that it is the first systematic look at health care 

micro-systems. The power of this research is that it gave a voice to individual micro

systems and provided a way to explore individual micro-systems while creating 

constructs that are generalizable to other micro-systems. It has been important work to 

start to define and characterize health care micro-systems, but the greater value of this 

analysis will be to press beyond the findings of this research to develop tools to help 

existing micro-systems improve and to replicate effective micro-system models. 
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Introductory Letter 

and 

Pre-Interview Survey 
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Date 

Internal Address 

Dear---, 

I am writing to ask you to participate in a study to analyze characteristics of exemplary 
health care micro-systems. By the term micro-system, I mean a small, organized unit 
with a specific clinical purpose, set of patients, technologies and practitioners who work 
directly with these patients. A micro-system may be part of a larger organization and is 
embedded in a legal, financial, and regulatory environment. 

This study is part of the Institute of Medicine's Quality of Health Care in America 
Project, which began in June 1998. The goal of the QHCA Project is to provide 
leadership, strategic direction and analytic tools that will contribute to a major 
improvement in quality in the health care industry during the next decade. Within the 
QHCA Project, The Subcommittee on Building the 21 51 Century Health Care System, 
which I chair, has been assembled to identify key characteristics and factors that enable 
or encourage providers, health care organizations, health plans and communities to 
continuously improve the quality of care. 

The Survey of Health Care Micro-systems is funded by a grant from the Robert Wood 
Johnson Foundation. The Steering Group for this study includes Paul Batalden, M.D.; 
Gene Nelson, D.Sc.; Tom Nolan, Ph.D.; Steve Shortell, Ph.D.; and me. Over the next two 
months we will be asking a carefully selected group of micro-systems about their level of 
performance, patient experience, use of information and information technology, 
investment in improvement, and leadership and management. We would like to include 
your micro-system in our study. 

Your participation will involve completing the attached pre-interview survey and taking 
part in a 90-minute telephone interview. Someone from the IOM staff will be calling you 
in the next few days to determine if you are interested in participating in the study and, if 
so, to schedule a telephone interview. I hope you will agree to join our study. Responses 
to the interview will be confidential. The committee will use the information from the 
study to make recommendations in its final report. 

Sincerely, 

Donald M. Berwick, M.D., M.P.P. 

Enclosures: 
Pre-interview survey 
IOM Brochure 
Roster of members: Committee on Quality of Health Care in America 

Subcommittee on Building the 21st Century Health Care System 
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INSTITUTE OF MEDICINE 
PRE-INTERVIEW SURVEY OF MICRO-SYSTEMS 

Name of person completing this survey (please print) _________________ _ 
Phone: Title: 

If you would like to discuss more than one micro-system during the interview, please include a survey for 
each. 

1. Your MitrHYStem - . 
What is the clinical focus of your micro-system (for example, primary care, cardiothoracic surgical care, 
hospice care) (Check as many as apply) 
CJ Primary care CJ Specialty care CJ Condition-specific (e.g., back, OB) 
CJ hospital unit ( e.g., ICU) Q Other, please specify: 

Please provide a I to 3-sentence description of your micro-system-who belongs to it, bow it is organized, 
what does it do? Please feel free to attach a diagram. 

What are the number and specialty mix of physicians working in your micro-system? 

How many and what type of non-physician practitioners does your micro-system include (for example, PAs, 
NPs, nutritionists, psychologists)? 

What is the composition of the rest of the staff of the micro-system (for example, nurses, technicians, office 
staff)? 

Does your micro-system include medical students, residents, or other trainees? If so, please indicate what kind 
and how many. CJ No CJ Yes, please specify: 

How often are they present? 

Does your micro-system use any volunteers? CJ No CJ Yes, please describe bow you use volunteers. 

How would you describe the micro-system's patient population/practice location? Please check all that apply. 

Primarily: CJ acute care CJ chronic care CJ palliative care OR: CJ mixture of preventive, acute, chronic, 
palliative 

Age: CJ pediatric CJ adolescent CJ working-age adult CJ elderly/geriatric 

Other: CJ minority CJ underserved CJ long-term care CJ safety net 
Practice Location: CJ urban CJ suburban arura1 a frontier 
About how many patients does your micro-system care for? 

I Day, week, year, etc. 
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p age 2 p - re-mtervtew s urvev 
Is your micro-system embedded in a larger organization such as a hospital or hospital system. chain. 
university health plan or department. staff model HMO. or integrated delivery system? 
DNo D Yes, please provide the organization's name: 

What sort of organization is this? 

2. Reimbunement Mh 
Please provide the approximate proportion of patients in each reimbursement category: 

%FFS -- %Prepaid __ % Uninsured or self-pay __ (Total =100%) 
% Commercial --% Medicare % Medicaid -- Uninsured or self-pay __ 

--(Total=l00%) 
Has this reimbursement mix been changing in the last year? If so, how? 

Do you expect the reimbursement mix to change in the corning year? If so, how? 

How is compensation for the physicians in your micro-system determined? (Check as many as apply) 

CJ FFS/fee schedule Clsalary CJ capitation Cl bonus Cl witholds 
Are formulas based on: 
CJ panel size Cl productivity Cl patient satisfaction Cl clinical performance 
a financial performance Cl other?, please specify: 

J; Computer-based Wol'.lllation Technology ... .. ..... ·-:·;··· 
" 

Most offices have computer-based billing information, but we are particularly interested in this section in 
computer-based-clinical information. Does your micro-unit have computer-based patient records? 
(J No, Patient records are paper-based (If No, Please skip to section 4 below) 
CJ Yes, Patient records and financial systems are computer based. but separate 
CJ Yes, Patient records and financial systems are to some extent or entirely inteiuated 
If you answered yes above, is the clinical information system linked to any data sources outside the micro-
system, such as laboratories, pharmacies, or ER? D No Q Yes, please specify: 

Does the clinical information system include direct data input by patients CINo OYes 
(e.g., blood glucose levels or blood oressure measurements)? 
Our computer-based information system is used for: Please check all that apply 
a generating reports about the practice D real-time patient care D clinical decision support (e.g., 

reminders, drug-dru2 wamin2s) 
Do patients interact with clinicians by e-mail? DNo DYes 

using web-based resources? ONo Cl Yes 

Who ( or what organizational unit) makes information technology decisions for your micro-system? 

4.0ther 
Who (or what organizational unit) makes human resource policy decisions for your micro-system (hiring, 
assigning support staff, etc.) ? 

Who would you consider to be the leader of this micro-system? 
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Appendix B 

Micro-system Interview Questions 
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I. LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE 

1. What does your micro-system do very well? 

2. How is it different from others that treat similar patients? Can you 
give me some examples? 

3. How do you define success in ? (what they 
identified as doing well) 

4. From what I hear you saying, you define success along several 
dimensions ... (repeat them for clarification.) How do you know 
you are achieving this? 

5. What sorts of data are you collecting about (list the dimensions) 

6. If I were a patient at _____ how would I experience it 
differently? 

7. If I were a clinician at I would I experience differently 
from another micro-system that cares for similar patients? 

8. Working Culture-How would you describe the day-to-day work 
environment for those in the micro-system? What does it feel like to 
work at? 

9. People sometimes say that it has become increasingly hard to be a 
professional nowadays. Can you point to some examples of what 
your micro-system has done in this area, for example, to support 
professional ethics, encourage peer feedback or skill development? 

10. Optional: if newly developed program or processes: How long has 
the micro-system been working this way? How is it different now 
from an earlier time? 

II. PATIENT EXPERIENCE 

1. If you think about a new patient with a health problem could you 
walk me through a year's experience ( or an episode of care) starting 
when they first come as a patient? 

2. Have you put in place any special patient scheduling processes, for 
example, some practices have gone to open access systems? 

3. How do you assess patients their needs and health risks? Are there 
particular surveys or other ways you have developed to do this? 

4. How do patients get information about their health condition? For 
example, some clinicians give patients booklets, articles, web sites, 
or have health education groups they send patients to. 

5. Sometimes patients have health problems such that they are referred 
to a number of specialists and find the information they get 
confusing, information is lost, or they are not sure who is in charge 
or where to ask questions. Are there particular ways you have 
addressed this coordinating issue in your micro-system? 
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6. If a patient has an unusual problem that requires expertise from 
people in a number of disciplines outside your micro-system, do you 
have any ways of bringing that expertise together? 

7. Are you able to tell how long it takes a patient to move through your 
micro-system to definitive diagnosis and treabnent? For example, a 
breast care center might track how long it usually takes for a woman 
who has a breast lump to be scheduled for a visit, receive a 
definitive diagnosis and therapy. Are you able to identify the 
sources of delay? 

8. Optional Probe: Have you set objectives about what you is believe 
to be a timely process? 

9. Are there any incentives that reward management and staff for 
meeting and exceeding patient expectations? 

10. Optional: I like to ask you now about the community in which the 
micro-system practices. 

11. Are there things you do seek input from the community about their 
health needs? 

12. Are there things you do to keep the community aware of your 
results and what you are doing? 

III. INFORMATION AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 

1. On the pre-survey interview you indicated that your information 
system . . . . Do I have that right? If no .... 

2. Is you information system home grown, vendor-supplied? Is it 
supported by the larger organization or is it free-standing in your 
micro-system? 

IV. INvESTMENT IN IMPROVEMENT 

1. Can you tell me what sort of things your micro-system has done to 
redesign your services and to improve the quality of care? Can you 
give me some examples of specific projects to improve quality, 
reduce cost or waste? 

2. In what ways were they successful? Are there specific levels of 
performance you can point to? Are there changes over time that you 
have been able to document? 

3. What are the barriers to making change? How have you overcome 
them? (or are trying to)? 

4. Optional: How is everyone made aware of these results? For 
example, how do others (patients? clinicians? referring or referral 
physicians?) learn about your results? 
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5. Optional: Do you have any internally or externally funded quality
related research or quality improvement projects underway now? 
What are their objectives? What has been learned? 

6. Within the micro-system have there been any specific efforts 
devoted to leadership training, such as creating effective teams, 
conflict management, change management, or the like? 

Expert Systems, Knowledge-based medicine 

1. We hear a lot about guidelines, protocols, and expert systems to 
help clinicians get up-to-date information. Do you use any such 
systems? What do you think would be ideal in helping your own 
practice? 

2. Optional: How do you and others in the micro-system access and 
incorporate emerging clinical evidence? What triggers changes in 
clinical practice? (e.g., guidelines are issued, literature) 

3. Optional: How do you identify "best practice" sites and processes? 

4. Optional: How is new information shared among clinicians and 
incorporated into clinical practice? 

Error and Patient Safety 

1. I'd like to ask now about medical error and patient safety. What 
happens in your micro-system when someone makes an error-for 
example, abnormal lab results are not seen, or the wrong dose of 
medication is given? 

2. Examples. Try to go beyond the mechanics of dealing with the 
error to the culture of safety or blame 

3. Probe the extent to which there is there a blame-free culture, 
comfort in identifying and addressing errors, and efforts to learn 
from error. What would a nurse say, a technician? 

4. Optional: Have you instituted any procedures to improve patient 
safety (e.g., standardize, simplify, training in teams, simulation, 
error reporting and investigation)? 

5. What do you believe are the major sources of error or harm? 

6. Optional: Do you have any information about rates of error or 
harm? 

V. LEADERIDP 

l. Can you give me some examples of particularly helpful ways in 
which (name of larger org) affects the care provided by the micro
system? 

2. Can you give me some examples of particularly toxic ways in which 
(name of larger org) affects the care provided by the micro-system? 
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3. When you think about payment, what sorts of financial structures 
for payment and rewards do you believe would be ideal for 
improving the quality of care? For example, what mix offee-for
service and capitation might be optimal? 

4. Finally, I'd like to ask what you think it would take to replicate what 
you are doing? What do you think are the key factors to your 
success -- the key lessons for others who would like to replicate 
what you have done? 

5. What are the major barriers to replicating this elsewhere? What 
barriers have you overcome? 
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AppendixC 

Diabetes Interview Questions 
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Interview Questions about Diabetes Care 

Descriptive Information about the Micro-System 
Patients/population 

How many diabetic patients are in your practice? 

Work group 
On a daily basis, who works together to provide diabetes care? 

Access to care 
How do patients gain access to diabetes care? 

Patient Focused Care 
Patient experience, control, and involvement 

What is the patient's role in their care in planning their diabetes? 
How do you help patients develop expectations about diabetes care? 
How do patients get information about diabetes and diabetes care? 
What information do you collect about patient satisfaction with diabetes care? 

Measures 
Process measures 

Last year, what percent of your diabetic patients received: 
An annual eye exam? 
HbA l c testing? 
LDL blood lipids testing? 
Monitoring for nephropathy? 

Outcome measures 
Of those receiving HbAlc testing, what percent had results <7? <8? <9.5? <IO? 
Of those receiving LDL blood lipids testing, what percent had results> 130? <100? 
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Contact Summary Sheet 
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Contact Summary Sheet 

Interviewee: Interview Date: 
Site: Today's Date: 
Written by: 

1 Wh h h h k d . h . ? . at are t e mam 1Ssues or t emes t at struc you unn2 t e mterview • 
Verbatim comments from interview: General themes: 

2. Are any clarifications needed? 

3) What additional questions do you have for this site? 
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Appendix E 

Micro-systems Data Display Matrices 
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Health Care Micro-systems Interview Responses 

I. Level of Performance: What does your micro-system do very well? How Is It different from others that treat similar patients? 

What is your micro-system .mccessji,I at doing; Jlow c/o yo11 defit1e s11ccess? 
How do you know you are successji,I; What data are you collecting? 
If I were a patient, how would I experience care at your micro-system differet1tly? 

Success 
Measures 
Patient 
C/iniciat1 
Culture 
Professional 
How long 

= If I were a clinician, how would I experience it differently from another micro-system that treats similar patients? 

MSOI 

How would you describe the day to day work enl'ironment? What does it/eel to work at .. ? 
= What has your micro-system ha.~ done to support professional ethics, encourage peer feedback or skill development? 
= How long has the micro-system been working this way? How is it different now from an earlier time? 

SIICCl!U #fellSllllS Dllllent clinician c11lt11re 11rofesslonal howlonll 
We arc laking care of Nodala Nol by any signage - The culture here has No data No data We have been at this 
14,000 patient~. you come into a always hccn health - as level for S years. 
We have 7.5 FTE physicians, 26 FTE staff. A waiting room, we have the cu lturcs around us But we hope that we will not be comfortable with 
large% (7S) of our patients arc in managed care a patient/family have experienced this level. Until the infrastructure is in place, our 
programs. We have been evaluated and have the bulletin board that's decline we look even plan will not be fully realized, fully implemented. 
highest quality in IS states. We have a passion for about 9'x4' that is kept better. The longer we The Operational module can be tapped into by 
excellence - it is a cultural phenomenon that current You would sec maintain an the macro-system. Others would need to 
addresses every aspect of our practice from the our mission statement independent practice cuslomizc what we do to make ii work for lhcm. 
welcome brochure through diagnosis and and our welcome maintaining lhcir The research and development is common [can 
1rca1mcnt of patients. Our patient relenlion is S brochure. The physical mission, we look be shared by all) the delivery is 1101 common [has 
times grcaler than the region average. There is a plant is tuned into better. Our MDs know 10 be site specific). 
lot in this retention - sicker paticnls leave more patienls' needs, such as what other cultures 
often, so over time we retain a higher proponion comfon. We have nice look like and the 
of sicker patients. [JM: he is suggesting that since chairs, current patients know it now 
they have high rates of retention, they arc keeping magazines. The patient too. 
the sicker patients instead of them moving on to al ways has a right to 
other providers) This makes it more challenging. choose the MD they 
When you achieve that level of excellence want to M.'C. There is a 
compared to your peers, you sec a model delivery team responsible for 
practice. It takes energy and leadership - then reception, managed 
everyone else has 10 embrace it. care referral, billing 

and lab function. S 
services arc on site -
lab, psych, physical 
therapy, radiology, 
podiatry). Most places 
cannot put it all in one 
place. 
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I\1S02 

success 
I. Customer focus. We 
have long had 11 

measures 
Nodatn 

customer focus--sincc 1984 (before it was 
fashionable).We realized that patients perceive 
care very different from the way we do. We 
concentrate on care of the acute/chronic condition 
such as hypertension. Patients view those medical 
care events in a context of service-related issues. 
2. Computer Technology. I've long been a 
proponent of the problem-oriented medical record 
(POMR) and had a strong interest in computer 
technology in primary care. I use the (Larry 
Weed's) Knowledge Coupler (KC), have lap tops 
in exam rooms, and use computers for triage when 
patients call. I've been using what is close to a 
paperless EMR since 1993. l'vc teamed up with 
someone who teaches at a local technical college 
who picked TQM as his niche. We trained the 
staff in quality improvement principles inhousc 
and sent them for formal training. We continually 
look for ways to use technology lo help us 
become more sophisticated and integrated. The 
KC is not perfect-cumbersome to go back and 
forth to various windows, but very useful. 
3. We emphasize training medical assistants to a 
much higher level than most expect, use 2 NPs 
extensively. MAs trained in using technology, 
standardized triage functions, training patients in 
self-management. As a group they stay with the 
practice for long periods. We arc trying to "push 
the envelope" and rely less on credentialing and 
more on continually developing new skills. 

patient c/i11icia11 
If a patient were to call I No data 
the office with II new 
problem (say headache), he/she would be handled 
in II standardized way using the KC to screen by 
our patient representatives (receptionists) who arc 
cross trained. The PR would explain that we use 
computers extensively in the practice, that a lot of 
care will be given by NPs, not the MD. When the 
patient comes in he/she is given an extensive 
questionnaire to complete on headaches. The 
medical assistant takes them through all the steps. 
When I come in, almost everything has been 
done, but the patient is invited to tell their story 
again. I don't need to take a lot of notes but can 
embellish on what is there. I can listen. We can 
then go over the options for care, looking at the 
screen together. I might say, "this looks like 
tension with clements of migraine." I share the 
degree of uncertainty I feel. The patient leaves 
with a copy of my note. At that point, all the work 
is done. There is no dictation to be done, and I 
have had time to deal with the problem. We have 
learned that we can keep the quality constant and 
use time as the v11riable. This seems to be true in 
every area outside medicine. Other fields can 
design quality in. We have not yet learned this. I 
also explain to the patient that we will need a 
more comprehensive database that includes 
information about their health habits, family hx. 
Patient returns for this, and we create a problem 
list. The important thing about this whole process 
is that it is standardized. Because of the KC I use 
the same rational approach for each patient and 
don't prematurely reach conclusions [ or forget to 
ask or record some things].The KC is a flexible 
product. Although Larry Weed structures it, he 
invites comments about modification and he has a 
function to alert him about new articles. The KC 
also allows him to focus a review. For example, 
he wa.~ able to look at his last 1,000 physical 
exams, put it in a SAS file. 
(continued) 
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cult11re 
Great!! People who 
leave arc generally 
moving away, retiring, 
or leaving the 
workforce. The staff 
have a lot of freedom 
to make decisions, and 
I have a lot of 
confidence in them. 

professional 
In the larger 
organization this 
sharing of values is just 
beginning, some 
collegiality. Some arc 
just not comfortable 
with it. We'll sec how 
it goes. 

how long 
Nod11t11 

They reorganize their own work. Example: We had appointment schedulers 
sitting out front. There was a lot of noise and distraction and it formed a big 
bottle neck. There was no privacy for patients. They rcorgonizcd it so most 
of the phone work is done in II hack office, scheduling can even be done from 
home as telecommuting. They have only a greeter in front now. We try to 
make sure that whatever is done is in the framework of our basic values and 
behaviors. 'Q: how do you do this, can you give me an example? A: For 
example, as we increase productivity, we have to make sure that staff 
understand the culture here. As new people come we have a detailed 3 
month training (and trial) period where we try to convey the collaborative 
culture and that we have a systems orientation. We sci up a special meeting 
to talk about this. •Q: Could you give me some examples of the values you 
arc thinking about? A: customer service; teamwork, honesty; reliability; 
innovation, willingness to take risks. We need to think about what these 
mean in terms of our behaviors [ referring to the values statement they arc 
working on). This is a timely issue because we arc working on a budget to go 
to the Board in Sept., and it needs to be based on their strategic initiatives, 
underpinned by their mission and values. It puts what they do in a broader 
framework that has the assumption that people want to provide good care. 
We have such terrible systems. I like to say, "Lets get medicine into the 20th 
century before it is over!" 



I patient 1 l 
MS02 I (continued) He found thnt the pnyoffofa PEs for someone age 30 or younger is almost zero. ll1ey will stop doing them. KC has 80 topics that provide 
(cont.) guidance in dit and management. This is still growing. When they get to 150, most primary care topics will be covered.I have more time for the pntient now. 

MS03 

Usunlly 2/3 of a pep's time is spent gathering information, a very small amount thinking. II also prevents the "30 second diagnosis." There is n study that 
shows that most physicians make a dingnosis in the first 30 seconds of n patient visit. KC prevents this premature closure. I can show diabetics a graph of 
their HgA 1-C and comment on how ii has dropped nlong with their weight which is graphed on the same screen. I can also refer them to web sites, for 
example, if they are interested in alternative care, acupuncture, asthma management. One thing I have been concerned about is how to communicate using the 
computer without losing contact ( when you put information into the computer]. By having the medical assistant enter the information, I can invite them to tell 
the whole story, and I can listen, so ii actually increases communication. •Q: Do you use e-mail with patients? A: This is growing. A nice aspect of my EMR 
is that if I have an e-mail eitchange, I can paste it into the medicnl record. •Q: Do you have a paperless record? A: No, but we have done a number of things 
using technology that have changed [the way we structure information management.]. First, we use Microsoft Outlook for scheduling. We haven system to 
rollover to our answering service during peak hours, but appears to be our office. Messages get put on II bulletin board, 11nd the patient reps can pick off, for 
ex11mplc, messages 11bout prescription refills or route messages lo the correct person. Within the office, we circulate write-ups about problems. I follow the 
ID-COP listserv and sometimes send it to collc11gucs, sometimes to 11ssociatcs and other staff in the office if I think it is of particular interest. We also have a 
lab interface (since Feb) (the lab is hospital based) and arc working on R-network fait for consultant. We looked into sc11nning in the consultant report, but 
most of it is junk and just as fast to type in a few sentences. For the time being, I just type in pertinent findings on consultant reports and 11-rays. The EMR 
also provides pham1acy interaction alerts 

s11ccess 
We haven 
multidisciplinary team 
that functions as the 
caretakers for the 
patients. Appropriate 
and timely placing of 
patients post-discharge 
is one way we define 
success. Another way 
we define success is 
obviously how we 
generally care for the 
patient and attend to 
the functional issues 
and comorbidities of 
our patient. 

me1u11res 
Let's say for example 
that we have an elderly 
patient with 
pneumoni11. Most 
people would say 
success entails treating 
11nd 11llcvi11ting the 
pneumonia. However, 
ifwc make the patient 
incontinent 11nd non-
11mbul11tory, it is a 
failure. Thus, we pay 
close attention to 
functional status. This 
takes special training 
and observation. When 
it comes to collecting 
raw data, we have 
found it to be difficult. 
We have data on 
demographics, and 
length of stay, however 
we don't have data on 
outcomes of care. This 
will come in the future. 

aatient 
We hope that a patient 
will experience care 
differently. It depends 
1111 on nursing; nurses 
are the most important 
part of the team. We 
hope that they are 
trained to deal with the 
many challenges 
elderly patient, bring, 
including ambul11tion 
11nd toileting. 
Realistic11lly, however, 
I don't think that 
patients experience 
care here differently. 
We have general 
patient satisfaction 
surveys at the hospital 
but this is only for the 
outpatient setting. 

cll11iclt,11 
A clinician would 
probably have similar 
experiences here 
compared to 
elsewhere. 
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c11lt11re I profession•I 
The multidisciplinary I No dat11 
team that takes care of 
patients is composed of 
the house staff, 
attcndings, nurses, 
nutritionists, physic11J 
therapists, etc. It is a 
working group th111 
meets daily for 4S-60 
minutes. We discuss 
the status of all the 
p11tients and we 
brainstorm treatments 
as well as discharge 
planning there. All 
patients IU'C listed on 
this blackboard that is 
used to organize 
information on the care 
process for each of the 
patients. 

lrowlo11g_ 
The process h11S made 
sm11II ch1111gcs over the 
last few years. 
However, it h11., bt.'Cn 
run by the 
multidisciplinary team 
for 11bou1 2-3 years. 



success measures 1111tient di11ici1111 culture orofeuional how lonl! 
I\ISCM Multidisciplinary team I. Clinical outcomes: They put a premium on They have lots of No data No data Nodnta 

management. This the bottom line is risk patient and family egress of nurses. 
teamdiscussion -adjusted mortality) involvement, Recently, several came back to the ICU. When 
includes pointed, The centerpiece of this communication with asked why, they said because we respect them and 
patient-oriented is their participation in them. The Medical their contributions. Reason: all caregivers are 
reports, social as well Project IMPACT, a Director knows who involved in implementing protocols; If the Resp. 
as medical needs national database each patient is and can therapist notes an abn. Lab value, she is 
(example, a migrant supported by the Soc. update family. comfortable not just taking a blood sample and 
worker whose wife is for Crit. Care Med. It Chaplain and case reporting it, hut managing it. The techs arc 
1,000 miles away and uses 3 predictive managers arc part of caregivers; some who do not feel comfortable in 
needs help getting visa models of mortality: the team at front end, this expanded role arc casualties and have moved 
to come); this is very MPM, APACHE-II, looking at entire to other parts of the hospital. Expectations have 
cffieient--1111 such and Simple Acute patient (example: son changed. The ones that stay arc good at adjusting 
issues can be dealt with Physiology Scores. All in service and needs to therapy to within physiol. parameters, arc cross 
or work begun at once 3 use physiologic be brought home'! 2 trained so that they can take on nursing tasks, 
rather than numerous parameters to generate story house with starting IVs when needed. When fully trained and 
intenuptions all day. scores of likely stairs?) Although they confident they may tell an admitting doc that a 
At 9:00 hospital mortality. They do a have visiting hours as a patient is not ready to have a vent. tube removed. 
assigns beds to floor, quarterly download to fallback, they arc very Some MDs were also uncomfortable at first with 
etc. based on priorities; compare themselves liberal, believe that protocols (by mentioning the "p" word, I was all 
it is very dynamic-- over time and to other, best thing for someone but accused of being a communist; believed that 
they need to be able to similar institutions. who is confused is to anyone who follows a protocol is brain dead). lie 
move people in and out The database produces have wife at bedside, worked with those who were willing to, and didn't 
continuously to less 4-quadrant scatter not pharmacology. force the others but did keep score -- not to 
acute beds. grams of their patients punish, hut to find the best practices 

with predicted 
mortality on 
one axis and resource consumption on the other. When they began they entered 100% of patients, now 
that they arc satisfied with the internal validity, they track 50%, random sampling.) Regular tracking 
within org. of mortality, admission and discharge rates, LOS, readmit to ICU and reintuhation rates. 
With pressure to move patients out of CCU, this helps them know if changes that affect efficiency arc 
affecting quality of care. They have found that although their admissions arc up and the LOS down 
significantly, their rcintubation rate is very low. Thus increased thruput is not adversely affecting 
patients (it answers the question: how do I know ifll change is an improvement? You have to know 
what to look at)2. Patient and family satisfaction. They participate in Satisqucst; they can track trends 
and compare to others (by state?) and by subpopulations]. They also participate in a VIIA project (he 
didn't elaborate) 
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success measures patie11t dinician culture professional how long 
MSOS I came to this We use an explore Nodatn No data It's a very collegial, No data No data 

department 3 years (HBSI) data base and a supportive group. 
ago, under the VP of clinical data bases (Society of Thoracic Surgeons, American College of 
Medical Staff. We Cardiac Interventions). We used to look at care case by case. Now we look at 
work on disease the data to determine whether there is room for improvement based on the 
management projects, benchmark. For example, we looked at angioplasty •·• emergent patients with 
decreasing morbidity CABG following angioplasty. We abstract the charts and create a verbal 
and mortality, summary. This is by practitioner. We also discussed in the M&M meeting. 
improving clinical and Our long term aim is to be better than the benchmark. We used to look at 
financial outcomes. cases one by one. But now we group cases. In September we will discuss 
We work with case deaths related to intervention. We give quarterly reports to the Chief of 
managers. I work with Surgery and the Chief of Cardiology. Our rates have improved dramatically. 
cardiac services. We CABG has decreased 50%, PTCA complications have decreased by 75%, 
choose what we will return to OR following CABG has decreased by 50%. We do a utilization 
work on based on report and a variance report. We can drill down by look at financial data. We 
volumes. Cardiac look at a group of cases and identify patterns. Sometimes it's just increased 
services arc the largest attention to process. The numbers arc monitored as a group and by individual 
service line. We used physician. 
to contract with • • so 
our volumes have 
decreased some as we 
stonlll!d that contract. 

IUCUJS 111eaurn aatient cllnicu,n c11lt11re pro/nslon"1 "ow lonll 
MS06 We handle high We arc creating Y cs, because of open No data No data No data No data 

volumes of patients chronic care guidelines access mostly. 
very well. We have for diabetes and Students called make 
done a lot to improve asthma. We arc just appointrncnL~ •·• just as 
access. Our patient starting with the a test ••• and both were 
satisfaction is at 82 · asthma guidelines. offered an appointment 
85%. We also measure Diabetes will be the same day. Will 
contact hours, visits implemented in mostly be seen by own 
per panel member, October. We wlll go doc -- our philosophy 
encounters per hour,% with a 4 visit plan is that if your doc is 
time seeing own ( only I visit will be here, you will see your 
provider, physician with a physician) and a doc. This is done by 
satisfaction, pmpm checklist of what needs sheer will power of the 
cost, no shows, % to be done. We will physicians. 
same day appointment, measure HbAlc levels. 
time on hold, courtesy In asthma we will 
of phone staff. measure nca.k outnut. 
One of our problems is that we arc measuring so much, it is hard to keep 
collecting data for our staff. No automation is available to us. Everything is 
done bv hand. 
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success measures 
We collect data on the 
many protocols we 
have establ ishcd in the 
microsystem. We 
collect dala on which 
prolocols arc being 
used, by how many 
physicians, and what 
percentage of time. We 
are also collecting data 
on outcomes, such as 
how well we are able 
to control glucose 
levels, for e11omple. 

patient 
Most palicnts don't 
even remember thal 
they have been in the 
ICU. Very difficuh to 
compare. 

c/inicia11 
A physician here finds 
much of the care us 

culture 
Nodatn 

being automated. Populations arc studied just as 
individuals arc cared for. For example, I've 
noticed that an increasing number of CCU 
patients arc maintaining high levels of potassium, 
thus I'm thinking to scale back the protocol a bit. 
We do the same thing for glucose monitoring. 
Overall, the attendings and slafflikc it because 
automation decreases hassle for them. If they need 
lo take a patient out of protocol, there is enough 
flexibility for them lo do so. A physician would 
11lso find a very collaborative environment here. A 
team approach is used that is very personal and 
depends on people listening to each other. 

_professional 
We have I person who 
leads all efforts related 
to lhis. She organi1.cs 
"Team mcelings" twice 
11 year that focus on 
communication skills. 
This is for nurses, 

hoKJlong 
We started the 
protocols in mid-year 
1992. Currently, there 
urc about 25 frequently 
used protocols in the 
ICU. 

therapists, physicians, etc. People arr. able lo vent 
lheir emotions. The meetings are usually 4-days 
long so it is harder for physicians to make the 
meetings. llowcver, in addition, physician 
participalion is probably inlrinsically lower. There 
is a professional hierarchy still, and some 
physicians view multidisciplinary care as a step 
down. We also have a "Human Dynamics" course 

It is made of three 
pans, a Shock-Trauma 
-Respiratory ICU, a 
Medical Surgical ICU, 
and a Respiratory 
Special Care Unit. 111c 
latter is more of a step
down that an ICU, the 
patients are not as 
severe. These arc open 
ICUs, meaning that 
any doclor can admil 
patients. I think that 
one thing we do well 
and dilTcrcnlly is using 
a medical information ----------,---------------1 which is from California. Every 2-J years, 

· - everyone in the unit goes through this course. system. This system is now integrated throughout lhe hospital with a complete compulenzcd medical record. People come m from 
around the world to take a look at our quality improvement projects, which arc possible because of our extensive IT. Another 
reason we are different is because we have the ability to collaborate not only within the microsystem, but also at the hospital and 
health system level. Success is defined based on compiling and analyzing data to sec how we are doing in patient care. Then, we 
create/implement protocols to help the microsystem in its tasks. Creating and implemcnling protocols is really a process of 
building relationships. First, we identify a problem area. This is usually done by front-linc/managcmcnl people, so you 
automatically have a "buy in." This is the motivation that you need. Second, we pull together a multidisciplinary group usually led 
by a nurse, because they follow through better than physicians. The group reviews evidence in the area and helps to sell the theme 
of lhe protocol. Nexl, we lry lo design a protocol based on the knowledge of how practice is conducted in our microsyslcm. We 
make a first draft, and this is given to the 55 physicians or so who usually refer patients to the ICU. The draft is also given to 
nurses, social workers, etc. We ask for comments, and usually 1/J people give back comments. We get lots of feedback lo us and 
we try to mold the comments into the new draft or negotiate with the staff. Everyone gets to participate in this process, so 
"ownership" is spread. We then usually do a lrial of the protocol on a few patients in a clinical area. It is a "small rapid cycle." 
Protocols never work on their first try, never. You have to go through many iterations, usually 5 in the first day alone, until the 
prolocol is functional. The clinical team understands that ii is in charge of the prolocol, and not vice-versa. Thus, this is all being 
done at a local level. Thus, when we have to debug, things are a lot ea.~ier, since not much has to be done. The protocol is a tool 
that doctors can use. We estimate that 80-90"/o of physician use these prolocols. There is flexibilily in the system for physician buy-
in. 
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MS09 

success measures patient cli11icia11 culture 
Diabetes care firs into a I No data I No data I No data I No data 
bigger initiative. _____ _ 
We arc a staff model IIMO with 800,000 enrollees. Our Medical Group is responsible for a population of240,000. We wanted to 
work on chronic care. We had been doing some work on diabetes, heart failure, and asthma. We were being approached by 
companies wanting todo carve outs, but that isn't what we wanted lo do. We (the two interviewees) staff this initiative. There arc 3 
starting points. 1) disease management for diabetes, heart failure, asthma, and depression, 2) the frail elderly and the over 
serviccd/underservcd (those people who use the system hut it's not aligned with their needs), and 3) collaborative care· 
redesigning 2 sites for team care, population management, and CQI. There arc 3 starting points but they will all end up al the same 
place. For the 3rd slatting point we are using a modified RFP approach. Sites have 10 respond to specific criteria for us to select 
them. We have 18 sites where we are slatting to work. We picked those sites based on their readiness to change. We have had an 
ADA credentialed program for 1 S years. A couple of years ago we wanted to lake that to a new level. We joined the IHI 
breakthrough series on diabetes. We used a chronic care model and had 6 areas of focus· health plan suppott, suppotting 
community, delivery system design, information services, self-management, and decision suppott. Health plan suppott and 
suppotting community arc areas of focus that arc outside the care team. We had corporate goals around diabetes. We wanted to 
decrease complications of diabetes by 35%. Also diabetes is high cost • that's a reason for to pay allcntion. At the community level 
all three plans in the community arc focusing on diabetes. Within the care team you have to make sure that the other points 
[delivery system design, information services, self-management, and decision support) are in place. We are using ICSI guidelines 
for decision suppott. For self-management we look at whether patients know what they need to know about diabetes. We use a 
wallet card that goes to the patient with a leller from their primary care provider. There is a ncwslcller that goes out 2 times a year· 
this year one of the issues focused on diabetes. We have group clinics. We use the infonnation system lo determine which patients 
arc at risk. We have flow sheets around diabetes care for each patient record. The delivery system design focuses on using teams 
effectively. We focus on giving feedback to the care team on patient outcomes· e.g., lipids and HbAlc. When patients come in for 
any type of care we want to make sure that we take care of their diabetes too. 

s11ccns 
We provide 
exceptionally good 
women's reproductive 
healthcare. We also do 
good primary care. We 

1Netuurn 
I think we arc deficient 
in measuring. We arc 
measuring the more 
global outcomes. 

patient 
We arc competitive. 
Our patients know 
about the low c-scction 
rates, but we don't 

clinician c11lt11re 
Not too much different. 
We meet every week to 
discuss clinical care. 
We analyze literature 
as necessary lo keep up 

professional hott•long 
The collnbornlivc care No data 
model is testing a 
cultural change. As we get some successes, people 
sec the generic nature of what we arc doing. There 
arc some capabilities of the macro-system. They 
all have to he patt of the same plan. We have all 
the pieces for a system, but they aren't integrated 
as well as they need lo be. We have created a 
generic model regardless of the specific disease. 
I) assess the population, 2) stratify the risk. who 
do we focus on first, 3) assess the individual, 4) 
set goals and develop a care plan, S) deliver and 
coordinate care, 6) monitor and evaluate care. For 
each of these steps we have had to identify the 
roles of the care team • we have found that the 
roles of the care team may have to change. Our 
role at a macro-system needs to change too - the 
suppott systems we provide. 

professional 
We haven't done much. 
I think the HMOs in 
the area have slatted 
doing some of this. 

how long 
No data 

'---------t advcttisc that. Local 
papers have picked up do clinical research and publish, which is unusual 

for private practice. For example we've done 
research about c-scction rates and the differences 
of care between physicians in the community. We 
have access to all the outcomes in the community 
through the two hospitals in the community. Our 
c-scction rate has gone from 16% to 11%. One 
hospital in the community went from 15% to 9"/o. 
That really is a benchmark, nationally. We shared 
c-scction rates with individual providers. We 
shared a profile of practice techniques that 
achieved success. 

the news. We also tend 
to be low intervention. 
We practice a 
technique that is close 
to nurse midwifery 

Y cs, electronic 
monitoring is usually 
ingrained in 
experience. Some 
people arc actually 
nervous do to low 
intervention care. Our 
philosophy is to not 
intervene unless we 
need to. 

with clinical evidence. We have a one-on-one 
relationship with a NP or PA. Each MD, NP/PA 
works as a team. Usually a patient secs the MD 
one visit and then the NP/PA on the next visit. 
The patients all know this is o team approach. 

(continued) 

practice. We offer many choices to the woman. 
Our referrals arc word-of-mouth, primarily. 
Comfort measures are very imponant to women. 
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success 
l\fS09 We were not fom1nl in saying do this, do this. Really we just demonstrated the variation and the outcomes. We continue to do that type of research, e.g., 
(cont.) breech births, use of cpidurals. II is n very low-key approach. We use paper displays of dntn, present at department meetings, which arc almost monthly. 

Shown by provider and/or by economic groups of patients. It is nil presented in n closed forum with blinded data --- but the MD knows which dala is own. It's 
a small community --- you cnn figure out which data is whose. We look at LOS as for as hospital stays. We look at c-section rates, perinatal mortality and 
morbidity, maternal outcomes. 

success measures aatient clinician culture orofessional how/onJ.: 
l\fSIO The NICU is the No data It's hard to tell --- most There arc a lot of No data No data No data 

micro-system and it is people don't have a. different models. Peds 
"a cohesive administrative work group that shares comparison. The is generally more 
a common goal of I) clinical care, 2) teaching, prcconcept ion of multidisciplinary and 
and 3) research. Taking care of sick babies; the NICUs is highly respectful. You wou Id 
quality of clinical care. The neonatology group technical and families sec more cohesion, the 
has a commitment of being a resource to the aren't part ofit. We design of the nursery is 
region. We have a commitment to the hcallh of a want to astound them - state of the art. The 
population. This is crucial to our success. As 11 -- full participation of clinical part is not that 
resource, we provide education and review the families --- no barriers different. 
quality \Jf care for the whole region. Clinically, it's to access, no barriers to 
based on an individual case basis -- taking care of information 
the patient and supporting the family from pre-admission to post discharge. And then, how do we do against some comparison? 
We participate in a regional network. There arc 300 participants --- everyone contributes data. We can compare how we do with 
very low birth weight (< I 500g) babies. We can compare our outcomes to similar institutions (level Ill nursery, teaching 
institution). Outcomes arc adjusted for good comparison. The new project that is part of the Network is NICU 2000. 34 nurseries 
working more closely together to improve care (reduce cost of care, improve quality of outcomes).Thcn as a resource to the 
community, it is really a continued willingness of hospitals to work with us. What we've accomplished is getting the different 
regions to work together. This is shown by the state-wide research projects and active participation of hospitals in the project.One 
big difference, statistically, is our rate of back transfers of babies to their home hospital. The key philosophy is that babies should 
be in their own community if their needs can be met safely. We arc in the top 5% of all NICUs for back transfers. This is a big deal 
for us because 90% of our patients arc secondary and tertiary referrals. Also, we have a multidisciplinary approach --- a respect of 
all roles is applied. 
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I\ISII Surviving has been a No data If you had had standard The participation in Low turnover. We arc No data We started this 

challenge and we arc diabetes care clinical research. The an old team ••• a program in May 1984. 
doing that well. What we do well is communicate somewhere else, you level of detail of cohesive, unified team. In 1983 it was accepted treatment to hospitalize 
the importance of diabetes -·· up, to the senior would be ama1.cd practice. The ongoing diabetics to manage their care. Now everything is 
leaders of the organization; across, 10 other because now you relationship that is outpatient. In 1984 at any given time there were 
providers and out, to the community. We would have a team of developed with IO - 12 people in the hospital just to manage their 
communicate the field of diabetes research to our people helping manage diabetic patients •·• we diabetes. The team is 35 diabetes educators. Some 
providers and the community. We participate in your diabetes. You really encourage that. arc RNs, dieticians, social workers, clinical 
clinical research projects. We really challenge our would have people psychologists. They work with individual 
physicians and the greater community to provide following up with you. physicians. Motivated, caring leadership is 
better diabetes care. We arc advocates for our own You would have better critical. Internally you have to keep the team 
work. We define success at how we arc doing by outcomes. cohesive, externally you have to give the team 
communicating data back to the providers. We space. Must get the system interested in what you 
can show them that by using our services they arc arc doing. Must have a champion. I'm sure there 
getting better outcomes for their diabetic patients. arc lots of good things going on here that I've 
We measure llbAlc, blood pressure, cholesterol never heard about because they haven't done 
levels, protein in urine, quality of life, and enough to get the system interested. You have to 
customer service indicators. bring it to the forefront. Whenever I walk into a 

room, people think diabetes. 
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MS12 The focus of the micro- We don't have a You would sec it in a We have an No data No data In July 1999 we moved 

system is primary care. measure to track couple of different improvement idea box to 3 teams. Our goal is 
We arc a group of25 adequacy of ways. First we have a for staff. Faculty arc involved in different aspects to develop an open access model and to provide 
family physicians. We information flow. We data wall with all the of improvement. We have an interdisciplinary continuity of care and better education of 
arc the largest family do have a clinical indicators displayed. guidance team that we put together from the ID- residents. We couldn't do this without teams. Our 
practice in the area instrument panel. We Patients arc asked to COP participation that we arc transforming into a lines of communication need to be strengthened. 
(there arc a total of 3 in measure cycle time, participate in a fair quality council to guide and facilitate Defore we had residents on one hallway and 
the area). Before we patient satisfaction, amount of surveys. We improvement work. We have a requirement of faculty on another - then: wasn't much 
opened tbcrc was no phone calls (incoming discuss with patients scholarly research - everyone must do process interaction between the two. There has been 
primary care training and outgoing), the improvements we research of the care they give. We do a systematic resistance. An initial concern was about a loss of 
base. The2S treatment to goal arc doing -·- at the end review of evidence in our journal club. continuity with patients (my patients now become 
physicians include 8 hypertension, of each visit, I ask the team patients). This is just a misconception. 
faculty members and completeness every patient what we Also, we don't have control over the infonnation 
17 residents. We have procedure to charge could do better. A lot that we need. We need to be able to define who 
a total of9 nursing capture, operating cost of our improvements our panels arc·-- we can't do that ourselves. We 
staff, made up of RNs, per visit, proportion of come from that type of arc sending a practice manager to EPIC for higher 
LPNs, and MAs. We patients seeing feedback. order report generation training. We have support 
have been talking provider of choice, from the larger system -- they have funded 3 
about adding weekly 3rd available research projects: I) develop an open access 
"extenders" but so far appointment, team model, 2) create a disease registry model, 3) 
have made the decision morale, practice size, improve telephone access. We decided to make 
not lo go in rhar adequacy of pap this a full clinic activity instead of pilot testing I 
direction. We don't use smears in eligible or2 teams. 
any volunteers. women. 
We provide a mixture of preventive, acute, chronic, and palliative care. 45% 
of the patients arc >65. 15% are less than 30. Many of the older patients are 
snowbirds - visits drop off during the sununcr. We care for approximately 
11 - 12,000 patients. As of July I, 1999, we have divided into J teams. So far 
we have formed rhc reams and arc looking at the team's sub-practices. We 
have been computer based since inception -- We have never had a paper 
record. The whole clinic chose "Epic" as the clinic-wide system. (Epic is a 
corporation based in Madison, WI - rhcy have a clinic system and an 
appointment system.) Epic didn't have a hospital package and when the 
larger system decided to add a hospital, rhey went with an integrated IDX 
system. This gave them rwo systems thar couldn't communicarc. Ir has taken 
9 months, but by fall we will be fully integrated. Manage information in 
terms ofparient and operational information. It is real-time. Patient 
encounters an: dictated and go directly inro rhc computer. The information 
flow is seamless. We arc also very responsive and attuned to patient needs. 
Our patients arc well-satisfied. We have been doing weekly patient 
satisfaction surveys at the department level. The larger system docs quarterly 
satisfaction surveys at the comorate level. 
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MSIJ 
success 
It's an emergency 
dc:panmenl. Currently, 
there is a project 
underway to construct 
a pediatric ER adjacent 
to the regular ER. We 
have a few physicians 
who arc double
boarded in pediatrics 
and emctgency 
medicine. We have a 
few benchmark 
measures. First of all, 
we have the highest 
patient satisfaction 
rating in the United 
States for an ER most 
months of the year .. 
Satisfaction scores arc 
measured by the 
largest physician 
polling group out there, 
Press Gainey. We 
hover around the 96 
percentile most 
qu111ers. There has 
been a process of 
radical rcenginc:ering 
around customer voice 
There has been process 
improvement and 
rigorous cycle time 
analysis. The outcomes 
we measure include 
cost, quality of life, 
patient satisfaction. 
The quality oflifc not 
only for patients but 
also for providers is 
important. 
(continued) 

measures oatlent 
In terms of the No data 
operational ones, we '----------i 
arc able to show through our fast track program 
for less urgent patients, cycle time has dropped 
from 92 minutes total to 4 7 minutes total, in terms 
of the process length for complete care. We arc 
able to show that the cycle time between the 
arrival of a patient to a doctor seeing that patient 
has dropped from 32 minutes to 18 minutes. We 
arc also able to show that the "decision to admit" 
on the noors of the hospital has dropped in cycle 
time from 3.S hours to I hour. We have also 
reduced phannacy cycle time. We have bedside 
registration. Each room receives a portable 
computer rolled in on a cart. Computer orders for 
lab and pharmacy arc made from the bedside. In 
terms of clinical data, our philosophical bias puts 
clinical issues first. We can show a reduced lytic 
cycle time from 66 minutes to 16 minutes. Many 
states such as Wyoming and Connecticut have 

clinician 
Frankly, all this stuff 
obout information 
systems have been 
what is holding us 
hack. That's all crap. 
Everyone is just 
waiting around for 
some kind of cure all 
IT system, instead of 
figuring out how to 
track things 
themselves. We built 
our tracking system 
here from the group 
up. We designed the 

culture professional how long 

Volume has Nodato No data 
dramatically increased ______ _ 
here. On the busiest day, it's crazy. On other days, it is more peaceful. We 
have IO docs, a slew of nurses, and other people. We have had to change the 
way we worlc. For example, most ER's have 12 hr. shifts. But this is very out 
of sync with patient satisfaction. Patients don't want physicians who can 
barely keep their eyes open. So we slashed the shifts to make them shorter, 
like 9 hours. Thus, physicians find themselves having more shifts in a month, 
but at least it's in line with patient satisfaction. Physician have also agreed in 
advance that in our tracking system if the arrival of a patient/seen by a doctor 
cycle time is past a specific threshold, then they arc required to stay longer, 
even if more help is there or on its way. This was signed by everyone in a 
contrlCt. Thus, we have a system where there is "virtual on-call." We have 
also found the busier the doctor is, the more productive they arc! 

software. All hospitals could change tomorrow. But they don't because they don't understand the 
pathophysiology of microsystcms. By definition, a hospital is a collection of overlapping microsystcms, 
so they should understand this pathophysiology but they don't! They don't understand that all systems· 
have some type of feedback mechanism or loop. 

replicated our rccnginccring approach. Our rccngincering approach in a nutshell includes first forming a task force, which in this case, is headed by a 
cardiologist. We needed a baseline measurement of how we were doing. We then compared this to a registry which included state norms, hospital norms, etc. 
We then used a very clever theoretical construct created by the NIH which centers around subintervals, i.e., breaking the processes down. We borrowed the 
4Ds concept, "door, data, decision, delivery." We introduced the idea to our staff of multi- processing or "parallel processing." We then looked at the four 
sub-intervals to sec where we could improve care. lf"data" is needed for a "decision" to be made, a nurse can go ahead and order an EKG, for example. We 
have done a similar thing with antibiotic prescription and care for pneumonia patients. Using parallel processing, we have empowered and educated our 
nurses to go ahead and get a CBC, or chest x-ray. Our pain management program is trying to increase the team's sensitivity to loss and focus on quality of 
care at the end of life. We have also focused on stroke management, noise management in the hospital, etc. We consistently try to have empty beds and 
engage in parallel processing. We have embraced the concept of"real time trlCking." We have developed a radar screen that has 8simultancous processes 
continuously monitored. Each process is depicted in IS minutes cut of data for the last 4 hours. We get infonnation on the census in the ER, the status of the 
patients, the x-ray cycle, etc. We know when: in the process not only the patient is, but where the system is. l!ach process measured is summarized on the 
screen by graphs. All we have to do to obtain data is touch the screen. The graphs arc equipped with goal lines, not control lines, but goal lines that arc based 
on some sort of customer satisfaction, e.g., people don't like to wait to long, etc. The most exciting thing I can tell you in this interview is that we have 
identified the "pathophysiology" of a microsystcm. It is powerful and yet very predictable. Think about two downstream processes, x-ray cycle time and 
getting patients to the Hoor. If the downstream graphs go out of control, there arc predictable changes in the system. What happens? Occupancy in the ER 
goes up, the number of new patients in the ER goes down, the number of free beds in the ER goes down, the cycle time between arrival to a bed goes up for a 
patient. Eventually, every measurement goes up. What is the intervention in this case? The intervention is a series of algorithms built into people's behavior. 
When we obtain three consecutive IS minute intervals going in the wrong way, we realize that something needs to be done. Other microsystcms would use a 
I si1.c fits all approach with monthly quality improvement meetings or something like that. We use the "President Truman" response. Once, an advisor came 
into the President Truman's office and said, "Sir, we have an unmitigated disaster approaching." Truman told him to leave and come back and try that again. 
(coruin_uedj 
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SUCCl!.fS 

This is our"selling 
feature" to obtain 
physicians. We have 
been recognized by 
HCF A as having the 
best thrombolytic 
therapy. We received 
the North American 
Gold Slandard award 
for our lytic cycles. We 
received the American 
Hospilal Association 
award for process 
engineering of our x
ray cycle time. Success 
can be defined with a 
reference 10 outcomes. 
It is a victory against a 
problem. There has to 
be a quality 
management formula. 
We should be able to 
recognize many 
possible outcomes for 
a process, and then 
pick the one "lit for 
use." 

measures I I I I I 
Basically, Truman told him thot it might be disastrous, there might be nothing we could do, but by golly, someone will do some miligotingl So our response is 
similar. We try to mitigate. For x-ray cycle time, we dropped it from 72 minutes to 23 minutes around. We recnginecrcd processes so that the ER docs see x
rnys first, that old x-rnys are quickly taken away, that twice as many x-rays and techs arc present in the ER. Our x-ray tech algorithm allows us to gel more 
people to help out when we arc very busy. Our techs arc trained to call up other techs off duty at home and tell them to come in. They don't have to ask 
anyone or 1alk to human resources or 1alk to their manoger or anything. They do it automatically, without asking management. Basically, what I am getting at 
is that the microsystcm is not really like a chassis or automobile as you think. It is more like the human body. The key word to describe a microsystcm is 
homeostasis. A microsystem is always changing, molding, adapting,just like the human body, always in homeostasis. At the end of the day, we look at our 
data patterns based on risk and severity issues and we say, there are three ways of responding and reengineering. A bad way, a good way, and a world-dass 
way. People come up with processes for all three ways. I try and make sure that everyone contributes and that everyone has some type of uniquely qualified 
way to approach the care process. Thoughts arc shared, and things happen. But, this is only the data stuff, the beginning ..... then you move on to rewards and 
recognition .... This is one of the most controversial areas. There is a line line between giving someone an incentive and not rewarding someone so they won't 
work. We don't have a ton of money. We are "whimsy." Basically what we do is have lots of contests between doctors and nurses. We give out movie tickets, 
put in good letters in people's files, send thank you cards, different perks. In terms of formal reviews, the staff and doctors have performance reviews. They 
arc evaluated either by me, in the case of doctors, or by the nurse manager, in the case of nurses. The data that our tracking system spits out is fed back to 
individual physicians. We arc focused on the bad as well as the unexpectedly good. In society, I think sometimes "sentinel" events arc only focused on the 
bad, not enough on the good. Things do go well. In other cases, people need to respond. All the data for an individual doctor is correlated into a "physician 
report card" that is generated each quarter. Their reimbursement and bonuses are linked to their clinical performance. Our system not only looks at outcomes 
but also "learns" things about processes. Outcomes of encounters are systematically aggregated into high risk-interactions. For example, the system flags back 
pain as a high-risk interaction because it is so common, time-consuming, and painful. This is called dilemma-based learning. 

111ccns I •ea11res I 1Hdk11t I cll11lcu,11 I cllllure prof asit,11111 l,ow/01111 

We provide excellent We arc just getting We have created care I No data It feels a lot different. 
patient care and started measuring teams. We have been Before people 
excellent patient disease outcomes ---- working on what is nccdcd as far as care teams. generally got along. 
services. Patients get a we're doing asthma and Last October we started the teams. We have 3 Now there is much 
feeling that it is good. diabetes. This is teams - IM team, FP team, and Peds. more of a feeling of 
We are almost aligned with our working together, 
conslantly doing a corporate goals. In the diabetes project we're focusing on education of the especially the nurses 
patient survey. We use physician, standardizing work, and documentation. We are creating a registry and receptionists. 
them to measure for entering data on a real-time basis and measuring the patient's perception There is much more 
patient satisfaction of care. learning and 
before and after communication. 
doing an improvement. We make our own surveys using Autodata Survey -- it's a software package. 
We scan responses and get reports -- numbers and graphics. 
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We had to wait until 
some of the issues 
came up. But now with 
new teams we can be 
more proactive. We. 
know some of the 
things they arc going to 
run into as far as 
working in teams 

We staned the ideal 
practice project. First 
we rolled out open 
access then rolled out 
care teams. There was 
a lot of skepticism. 
Once they started and 
then saw the benefits 
that really help,:d. 



success measures patient clinician culture nrofessional howlonR 
MS15 We provide primary Other people use We know our We arc adding I new No data My partners and I don't No data 

care. There ore 5 GIM surveys and other ways community. We live MD this foll. She just understand leadership. 
MDs, 3 NPs, I PA to benchmark. We just here. We're involved in completed her residency. She will join us as a The community looks 
providing do it scat-of-the-pants. community activities. equal partner. We arc o democracy, which is one at us os leaders. Dul the 
comprehensive We figure that we will Patients tell us that we of our great faults. No one is in charge. So we arc hospitol was token 
primary core and get feedback. We don't arc different. We're like a family. Which is a problem because you over. So we aren't 
hospital care. We arc use any modem accessible and give can't get rid ofa family member. A lot of things community leaders 
community-based techniques to measure personal care. A group don't get done because there isn't a boss. Three anymore. 
physicians. We arc the anything. It's very of people 25 • 40 may students spent time with us last term. They were 
physician oflirst expensive. We don't value technology more, all over us. They assessed us and gave us 
encounter. They have extra capital to so we don't capture feedback. We didn't pay any attention, of course. 
function like a multi- invest in recreational that market. One change was to get people to carry medication 
~'JlCCialty group. The data collection to prove cards in their wallets. We talked about it for to 
Medical Oroup is how we arc doing to minutes or so and decided to do it. But it didn't 
located at the someone else when we work. We don't know how to implement it. We 
Community Hospital. know how we arc don't know how to flowchart. We don't know how 
The hospital includes doina. to improve the system. We have closets full of 
a rehab hospital, an extended care facility and 2 primary care practices -- the good ideas but don't know how to implement 
Medical Oroup which is a private practice and another primary care practice them. 
that is a satellite of a large academic medical center. The Medical Oroup has 
connections to the medical school. We use paper medical records. Two MDs 
use computers to track their own patients. All ofus choose to be personal 
care physicians. We value a long-term relationship with patients. We're all 
the same generation and philosophy so we can cover for each other. We arc 
accessible. We have been a group for IS years. We give good healthcare 
because we were trained in internal medicine and give good care to adults. 
We were chosen to be a tcachiniz site for residents. 

1ucca1 •tt11•"' nalle11t c/111/clan clllt11n orofesslo11al llow /01111 
MS16 We arc trying to bring Nodatu You probably wouldn't No data No data No data Since 1993. Defore, we 

a high level of diabetes unless you had had an active diabetes 
care to the population we serve. Specialists can experience somewhere program • all the CDEs 
not do this on a one-to-one basis. We use certified else. Patients do were located in the 
diabetes educator.I (CDEs) as the intermediary. perceive the team main building. Once 
They arc located in the PCP offices. It is a team approach. We try to patients werc in the 
approach to diabetes care. The endocrinologists make information program they appeared 
don't sec the patients face to face. It is a available to be disconnected 
mechanism to diffuse specialty resources. electronically. from their PCP. That is 

why we decentralized 
them. 
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MSl8 

success measures 
Our mission is to work I No data 
in disadvantaged 
neighborhoods to create strong, healthy' helping 
communities by encouraging and supporting 
neighbors as they help others. 30 - 40% of our 
employees are neighbors. There are S different 
agencies that are part of our health center. We are 
not just a community health center. Our system 
functions very well in neighborhood settings. We 
relate to patients in their neighborhood. Care is 
accessible --- we are welcoming and caring. There 
are a number of different people who get care 
here. We have a transient population and it is easy 
to lose track o~tients. 

oatient clinician 
Patients are well Nodnln 
received. They ore not 
hassled about lack of insurance or payment. It is 
our policy lo give preferences for hiring to 
residents of the neighborhoods we serve. 
Sometimes that is a problem because patients arc 
afraid that someone from the community might 
know about their health. We provide 
transportation, help solve childcare problems. 

culture professional how long_ 
Nodala No data No data 

succas I 1'fttu11res I /Hlllent I c/htlcilln I cllllure I pro/esslontll I how long_ 
The focus of this No data First, we looked al No data No data No data In 1991, we 
micro-system is advanced care commissioned a task 
improving advance care planning through systems planning as a system. Then we asked, "how could force. It look 2 years to plan. In 1993, we had a fully developed, 
of healthcare. There are 500 MDs in the this work in this community?" We defined implemented program. It seems so simple and straightforward, but my life 
community. This is a joint effort of2 healthcare responsibilities. We checked with QI to make sure has become crazy because of requests to talk about this everywhere. We had 
systems. We assist and encourage adults to do it was in . the commitment from top administrators --- the Presidents from 4 systems set 
advance care planning and then make sure written plans are available and followed. These 2 healthcare up the task force. The task force was to talk about ways to collaborate to 
systems are competitors - competing for the same patients. There are two areas of collaboration, health improve healthcare. (Now these 4 systems are 2 systems through mergen.) 
care education and advance care planning. The micro-system is a fairly organized effon to assist We set as a goal that at least 50% of adults in our community would have an 
patients to do advanced care planning. To make sure it is in the record. The micro-system is not advance care plan before a crisis. And that the program we implemented to 
embedded in one organiution. Two people form the leadership. We educate and set standards for others do this would be accepted by the community. The endorsement from the 
in the community that aren't part of their system. We have a great ability lo set the standard of care administrators made the task force much easier. In other communities, that 
throughout the community. We look at advance care methodologically, as a system. What we do doesn't support may not be there. I could go to medical records and say this is what I 
happen anywhere else (according lo what I've heard and read in the literature). If people go through the need - and I need lo report hack to the 4 presidents. I met very little 
process of advance care planning, the advance directive gets in the record, stays in the record, can be resistance. My organizatic.n in particular put a lot of importance in this and 
retrieved, and can be transferred with the patient. We put the advance directive in a green plastic sleeve asked me to put a lot of time in it. I wasn't just asked to work it in to my 
in the medical record. We define responsibility for who puts it in, what happens to it. Our program other responsibilities. Here's an analogy I find helpful --- it strikes me if a 
involves setting practice policies, developing education materials, and training. Advanced directives are patient has a drug allergy it Is seldom that we wouldn't report it. We ask 
put in a green sleeve in the patient record. If the patient is admitted to the hospital, it is put into the unit about it repeatedly. We know that it is a failure of the system ifan error 
record, because this is what the doctor secs. This was only done 60"/o of the time. But there is no reason occurs. Why is advance can, planning any different? Another important 
why it shouldn't be !00% of the time. The unit secretaries were responsible. The way the policy was factor is how people prioritiu qualily ofcan, at the end oflife. We made it a 
written was saying two different things. We rewrote the policy. A study published in the Archives of top priority. An advantage in collaborative work is that we share resources, 
Internal Medicine showed that 85% of adults who died in one geographic region had an advance. training. It's like CPR - it doesn't matter where you get lhe training. 
directive 96% had an advance directive in the medical record. 98% of institutions were consistent with the decisions made in the advance directive. Docs this improve care for the 
patient? Well we do know that people don't want to die in high tech environments. The literature shows thal people don'I wanl 10 be in a hospital they want 10 be with familiar people. 
We did a nested case-control study. We matched 74 people with advance directives with 74 people without advance directives. They were matched on gender, age, cause of death and 
type of MD at death. In thal study, those with advance directives were 7 times less likely to die~ hQ~itals. 
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l\lSl9 We are on ophthalmic We track patient A patient of an A clinician would be This is a busy place, We try to make sure This practice has been 

consultation center that satisfaction regularly optometrist is usually surrounded with people fast-paced. Everyone is people feel important running this way since 
manages and treats using a survey. After referred to us. We send who make fewer accountable for their in what they arc the late SO's, about 10 
complex eye disease patients have had a out information to the excuses for the staff. actions. We try to build contributing. But, we years. 
and performs eye visit, we send out patient before they We believe strongly relationships with don't support silos. Al 
surgery. We arc a surveys. We look al arrive. We hope that that in team care, staff patients and referring the time of signing 
referral center for a complaints and we sec: this amazes the patient satisfaction is very doctors. Everyone has contracts, we make 
vast network of who is happy. We look that there is no important. Everyone is lots of responsibility. sure that the doctors 
optometrists and at things like how we repetition of not equal, but everyone working here 
ophthalmologists. greeted the patients paperwork, that care is is important and has a understand this work 
Every practice in the and how they felt about organi1.cd, and that the different responsibility. culture. This is often 
network is the care they received. clinical communication I try to make sure that difficult. Many ofus 
independent. The size We probe to sec: and transfer of data is the clinicians know on the staff have taken 
of the network, as we whether patients feel smooth. This doesn't that working here courses on leadership 
define it, is the number the waiting time is always happen in many requires a balance of training and 
of different places that excessive. We try to care settings. Basically, gelling to do what you management. Everyone 
rcfcn us a patient. We reduce cycle times. we want the patient to want to do and of in the staff tries to have 
estimate that currently Our backup to the feel good about their doing things as part of the mentality that each 
we have 130 different patient satisfaction own optometrist while a team. job requires diffcrent 
eye care sites that refer surveys is our "caring they're here as well. skills, but that 
care to us. These arc alert system." We want to create a "seamless system." We want everyone's job is 
mostly optometrists, Basically, this means and think that patients come here and say, "Wow, important. We have a 
though some arc that we follow-up these people arc friendly, professional, and 360 degl'C'e review of 
medical when someone is answer all of our questions respectfully." We hope our lcadcnhip and 
ophthalmologists. We upset. We have a that patients sec that we arc also very focused on management. 
arc very focused on the number of categories clinical outcomes of care. We ask about this area 
customer. We define of patient in our annual surveys. 
the customer as being dissatisfaction, and we 
the optometrist as well track instances of poor service back to our categories and likely causes. At 
as the patient. We try weekly staff meeting, instances of patient dissatisfaction arc handled. Less 
to create a culture that frequently, these issues arc discussed in management team meetings and 
we care for our entire doctor's meetings. 
network. We arc 
operationally strong, technically strong, and we arc good at starting and maintaining relationships. We know detailed information 
on cachof the practices in our networks, what equipment they have, their strengths, their weaknesses, etc. I have to pmonally 
know 130 doctors and know which one of them will do what. We want the optometrists who refer patients to feel like that they arc 
in charge. Our backup system for knowing the optometrists includes a manual database which we keep in each exam room. This 
database is full of index cards for each optometrist and has information regarding their practice specifics. We have a few different 
customers. We define success overall as superb treatment, a high level of patient delight, increasing referrals and optometrists, 
profitability, and financial growth. If our patients arc happy, our referring optometrists will be happy, and we will sec increased 
revenue. Our mission is to combine ootomctrv and oohthalmololtV to orovide "better" care. We are oassionatc behind our mission. 
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l\lS20 We do heart surgery. We measure success We try to run our No data It is just the opposite of No data No data 

We developed a highly against ourselves. We medical practice like a high stress. When you 
efficient system ••• I try very hard not to business. Ten years ago if you were on the team arc on a winning team 
mean "lean." A lean measure against you probably wouldn't care how good you were. people love it. I'm sure 
system that took all the benchmarks. We do We took the altitude that we only wanted the most the women's soccer 
waste out. We 1400 hearts a year. We motivated best staff. If you weren't, then we asked team doesn't complain 
standardized should be the you to leave. By motivated we mean motivated to about practicing. It's 
everything that we do. benchmark. Success to give excellent care. We live by this principle. It the same way here. 
We have a process us is any incremental has to be o patient driven system. We have 7 
improvement team that thing that makes us 00 am rounds and 4:00 pm rounds. Most hospitals just have morning rounds. We added the afternoon 
meets once a week. We better than yesterday. rounds. It doesn't cost us a dime. We did it because our goal is to send people home on day 4. Well 
try to add value to LOS is a good example sometimes on the morning of day 4 the patient isn't ready. They would have to wait until the next day·· 
everything we do. We of why benchmarking • but with the afternoon rounds we have another chance to look at them again late in the afternoon. 
are committed to not is a bad thing. Sometimes we can send them home. You can still be customer friendly and accomplish your goals. In 
just talking about it. Someone can have low our program QI is infused into what we do. It isn't just an add on program. To infuse that spirit into the 
We are more in the lengths of stay but high group you have to drive everything to it. A lot of people would be thrilled to be lean and efficient. But 
doing than the talking. readmission rates. It is they don't know how to organi1.c to do that. If you act dictatorial about it, it won't work. We put together 

a mistake to a team that makes the decisions about how we are going to do things. You have to make people feel like 
benchmark pieces of they are contributing to the group. We can make changes on the spot. We have meetings once a week, 
your process against but you don't have to wait until then to discuss it if it makes sense to do it. For the intuitive things we 
multiple other pieces can make immediate changes. 
of processes. 
Developing a process improvement team is more important. If you develop these teams you don't need to benchmark. Just keep 
working on little projects to improve what you arc do;'lg. Benchmarks can limit you. Sometimes the benchmarking in and of itself 
becomes the goal. Sometimes you don't have to measure it. You just know it. For example, in our hospital we go home at the end 
of the day. There isn't a team there for emergencies. Emergencies mean that we call people in. I felt that it takes too long for people 
to show up - even a few extra minutes is too long. So, we developed a rapid response team. Before when then: was an emergency 
you called someone -· not always the same person. Now there is a designated person to call and that person sends out a "gang 
page". We have cut response by 8 • 10 minutes. We didn't really measure how it is better, we just know that getting here sooner is 
better. Some things we measure mon: can:fully. We have a high population. Befort: it was managed in multiple different ways. So 
we standardized the process. We mcasun: HbAlc levels and infection rates. Essentially we did PDSA cycles. We mcasun: blood 
USIRC after SUrRcrv. 
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success measures patient clinician culture 11ro(essional how lonl! 
l\1S21 We arc working as part On average, one year Patients arc treated No data No data No data The program started in 

of a grant from a large afler starting with dignity. We've 1995 and ends in 
university. Our goals the program, HbA I c changed the mindset - we've made them realize that they are in charge. Traditionally, a patient would Sept. 1999. The state 
arc to: I. Improve levels are 1-2% lower. come in, the MD would say you need to lose SO pounds and haven blood sugar level of 110. The patient will continue the 
diabetes care leaves, feels at fault, and a wall goes up. Now I tell people that no one can ever fool you about your program for I year. We 
for county residents. 2. Use an empowerment diabetes again. A knowledge test is given - that's part of the grant. I don't like it because some people arc trying to develop a 
model of teaching. We knew that there was a gap feel threatened by taking a test. sliding scale fee 
between what the patient was told and what the patient did. We wanted to address this with an empowerment model of teaching. Bach patient is interviewed - structure. A maximum 
history, psychological profile, - using one tool. Instead of traditional education, we ask a lot of questions. "What arc you doing? What arc you willing to do?" ofS35 for the program 
We have also found that diabetics oflen think they arc to blame for having diabetes. We have developed a teaching model - its an explanation of diabetes, down to a donation. 
energy, and carbohydrates· that is consistently understandable for a wide range of patients. People learn by experience - the more ways they experience 
something the better they will learn and retain it. Bach patient is given a diary. I tell them, "Don't WOIT}' about anything. Just write down meals and blood 
sugars. At the next visit we will look at it." Prcttv soon tbcv arc drawimr lines between what thev arc eat in i and their blood sugars. 

succas 111e11suns aatllnt cl/nlcilm c11ll11n orofesslonlll /tow lonll 
MS22 We treat the patient as The company likes We talk to the patients No data There arc just the three No data No data 

a whole. We look at good numbers. They about psych/social ofus. We work very 
more than just the want to sec the costs support. We CBIT}' many patients to end of life well together. M. is in 
cardiovascular pan. low. For patients, we care. We arc with them until hospice care and charge of the office, I 
We just don't refer want their qualily of sometimes ev('n beyond hospice. We tell them am in charge of the 
right and left if it life to improve and for about durable power of auomey, medications, patients, and Dr. D. is 
doesn't deal with CV. patient satisfaction shopping, eating less saturated fat, increasing the physician 
When a pcnon comes with the care process to activity, the importance of family, independence, champion. He holds 
in, all organ systems be high. We have seen etc .. We do all of this during the first visit. We the key to resources 
arc checked, including that by keeping also always put things in writing or print it out for and new patients. 
the psych/social pan. I patients out of the them. We highlight key words and phrases, like 
just had II patient hospital and ER, we what an ACE inhibitor is supposed to do. We 
yesterday who came in can align both of these don't use very technical terms, but we explain 
with a 35% ejection objectives. We used to what is happening to them and what the 
fraction and an use the Minnesota medications will do in "laymen's" terms. If a 
umbilical hernia Quality of Life survey, patient has ESRD, we try to prevent them from 
protruding as well as but now that they going on dialysis by working with the doctors. All 
fluid in his abdomen. I charge us, we don't. I the doctors know me and I know all of them, so 
started him on Lasix to have created my own I'm never out of the loop. The system wants me 
reduce the fluid Quality of Life patient to simply be a "broker." An example of a broker is 
accumulation, put him satisfaction survey. II the nurse I talked to at the other clinic. They want 
on a diet regime, and has rsych/social me to just do my CHF pan and then make 
physically walked him indicators, unlike the referrals. I want to be more involved in the care 
up one floor to the Minnesota one. process. 
(continued) (continued) 
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success 
(continued) 
surgery floor to 
personally make sure 
that he received a 
surgery appt. soon. 
Now, it turns out the 
surgeons didn't think 
the condition was too 

measures I 
(continued) 
I send it out to 1111 the program panicipants. We arc in touch with all the patients. The microsystem secretary calls nll the patients at 
least once 11 month. We also ask basic questions during this phone call. When patients come in, they get a sheet of questions we 
want them to answer as well as their recommendations on how we can improve the care we give them. We ask them questions like, 
"Do you understand your medications?" or "Do you feel like you are in control'!" or "Arc you comfonablc with what is happening 
in your life?" or" Arc you a source of happiness to your friends?" Though our microsystcm lacks a dedicated social worker, we try 
to talk with our patients as much as possible. 

severe and said it was all right to wait two or three weeks before surgery.However, I am bringing up this example because I was talking to my countcrpa11 at 
another clinic and she said that she doesn't do anything but treat the CV part. She would have just referred a patient like that to surgery and ended her 
involvement in the care process.We arc able to improve an individual's functional status very well. The New York Hospital Association has a mca.~urement 
scale from 1-S that they use for functional status. A "4" represents symptoms experienced when sitting, a "3" represents symptoms during cxmion of some 
kind, a "2" represents symptoms during heavy cxmion. We arc real good al gelling the J's and 4's down to 2's. We "pay attention" real close, that's Dr. D's 
favorite phrase. We arc dealing with fragile people. Many of them react badly if you wean them off something loo quickly. We like lo "graduate" our patients 
so that they can go back to their primary care physician. Sometimes, the primary care physicians get upset when we give their patients back to them. It ends 
up that 1/2 the patients we send back to the PCP come back lo me. So, we may graduate 60, but we get back 30. We did a quality improvement study on how 
those who graduated arc doing. We found that many patients did not feel that their PCP was able to conununicate with them in a timely manner.Another 
example of a recent patient is one who is in the hospital every week for CHF. He was transferred to me because he had a real difficult time breathing. His PCP 
never called him. He had a functional status of 4. I called him everyday, and I visited him often.Education is the basis of what we do. We have a goal of trying 
to increase the independence of our ~tients. Then, they can adjust their medication, like Lasix, on th_eir <1_wn. 'I'hcn, _tlley can come and go. 

success I 111tosum I JN1t/t11t I cllnldi,n I culture fprofmlonlll 
Let me tell how we got No data We have had a Some clinicians are It is really a positive I No data 
where we are. In 1990 designated breast surprised that we thing. The only 
a group of clinicians met to improve diagnostics center since I 995. It handle so much here. difficulty is that we are 
of breast screening. At that time it took about a was built with women Radiologists have so busy 
month for abnormal results on a mammogram. in mind - comfol1 and become clinicians-
We started streamlining the process for breast design are very responsible for more patient contact and 
screening. We got together primary care, important. A team is treatment. We have a close connection to the 
radiology, and surgery. We had physicians and there to add~ss the surgeon. Instead of the primary care provider 
nurses from different areas. We identified needs of patients. You having to coordinate everything we do it from 
"sleepless nights" as what we wanted to improve. would also see the here. Sometimes it happens so quickly they 
The team was a CQI team. We agreed that a difference in the complain, "It's already done by the time I get the 
woman needs to have good access to timeliness and the path report." They recognize the timeliness more 
mammography screening so we I) increased the caringness of the staff. than anything. Putting responsibility in the hands 
number of satellites with screening, of the radiologist was a major improvement. 
mammography, 2) increased ultrasound units, 

how long 
No data 

3) surveyed the clinicians to see if radiology could be the coordinator of care around breast images without going through the primary care provider. This would save a lot of time. Also, 
there was new technology available - starting in 1991 biopsies could be done with a needle. So we started doing that. We streamlined the biopsy process. The CQI team decreased the 
process to a few days. We went from 2 - 4 weeks (from abnormal test result) to 3 - 7 days, on average. That is very reassuring - the patient gets the answer quickly. That means fewer 
sleepless nights. We also looked at how well individual MDs wrrc doing in getting screening for the patient.~ who needed it. We started giving them feedback about their rates and their 
rates started getting better. All we had to do was give them the feedback. Over the years we have improved the stage at diagnosis. 98% of our patients are diagnosed al stage I or stage 2. 
Our g_oal was to improve outcomes and improve the experience of the patient. 
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success measures patient clinician c11lt11re professional how lonl! 
I was interested in end I No data I No data I No data I No data I No data I No data 
oflifc, but it really 
started as an interest in pain and pain management. Before working on end of life WC put together a pain steering committee. Physicians weren't convinced that pain and pain 
management was an issue. They wanted us to do more baseline data gathering. Which was fine, but we just confirmed what others had found. We had to convince them that this was an 
issue for us too. So, we did that, but then they started questioning our data. We had to get through that before we could design any interventions. I struggled with nurses and physicians 
to get them to appreciate work that had been done elsewhere and not reinvent the wheel. We got to the point where we had all this data but we weren't doing anything. We couldn't get 
anybody to move. A lot of the steering group members started to drop out because they couldn't sec any value in what we were doing. It's hard for smaller departments to give the people 
and the time to work on projects. This was making it hard for our steering committee to be interdisciplinary. So we ended up joining the end of life collaborative. In the end of life 
project we worked on getting the physicians involved in the process. They don't mind having things passed in front of them for review but they don't want to come to the table to work 
on the planning. We started out with a pilot unit. It's hard to get people to work on special projects but I thought that it would be a good unit to work with. But the first few months were 
really hard because they thought they really did a good job with pain management already. We tried to emphasize that it wasn't that they weren't doing a good job, but they were very 
resistant, almost angry. It took a long time for them to sec that we were not criticizing them. It was hard to convince them that they could improve without insulting them. Then they 
would get defensive. But the fact was that we weren't managing pain very well. There arc various ways that health care workers let patients know that we arc busy - don't tell us that you 
arc having a problem because we don't have time lo deal with that. For a lot of nurses the reason for being a nurse was lo relieve pain and suffering. But then we send the message that 
we don't have time 10 help you. Now, we have pain scales in every room in the hospital. The nurses didn't want the pain scales in the room because they thought that it would be worse 
for the patient ifwc brought it to their attention, but we know that just isn't the case. We graph pain on the vital sign sheet just below temperature. We have a place on the vital sign shctl 
lo document pain and whether the pain management is effective. But really you have to listen to patients. Sometimes people don't have a realistic expectation about pain. A lot of the 
nurses get stuck on gelling a number - that may be hard for a patient. So I get them to listen to what the patient says about the pain, not just a number. We can look at the pain rating, but 
also look at what the patient is doing and is able to do. The patient needs to understand that there arc things that we can do, but sometimes we can't eliminate all pain. The pain scales 
have # I - I 0, but they also have word attached to the scale. 2 = mild, 5 = moderate, 8 = severe, IO = worse possible. So if a patient gives words, a number can be attached and it can be 
graphed. We work on non-pharmacologic as well as phannacologic interventions. A conversation with the patient assesses what level of pain is acceptable. A post-surgery patient 
should be able to breathe deeply and get up and walk and do more for themselves each day. A terminal patient should be able to cat and visit with people. When a person has pain that i~ 
a 5 or more we have to talk with them to understand what that means. The nurse is learning and the patient is learning too. This is not about how much pain can you stand. We struggle 
because physicians and nurses want something quick. They have to take the time to get to know the patient to be able lo know what the pain rating means. lfthc nurse changes in 8 
hours, then ii starts all over again. Yesterday I was gelling on the elevator and a patient got on too. She noticed my namctag and started talking to me. She asked me how she could get a 
patient concern fom1. I don't know all the history, but basically she has some chronic pain issues and lakes a lot of medications at home. She was here for surgery. A person like that may 
need more pain medication than usual. As ii turns out she had been telling the nurse that she was in pain, but the nurse was giving her less than she needed. We often don't want to belief 
a patient when they say they arc in pain. We basically try to punish them. We've spent so much lime talking about pain, pain management, and how much pain is acceptable. Sometimes 
we can talk and talk about pain and pain management but the clinician has an attitude about pain. We can't change things just by giving knowledge. You have to make ii easy to do the 
right thing. It has to be easy to manage pain. We developed some algorithms - we worked on them for about a year and a half. Putting them out on the unit won't be enough. The 
algorithm can jog someone's memory, but they have to have a good foundation about what to do. I'm trying to develop pain resource nurses - nurses on every unit that arc 
knowl~tlgcablc about pain, collect data, and work to improve pain management. I'm just starting to put this together but I've wanted to do this for 3 years. I'm meeting a lot of resistance 
lo do this, but we have to get this down lo the people who arc doing this every day. Otherwise they aren't going to buy into the changes. Some people think that the pain management 
steering committee won't need to exist much longer. That is very frustrating for me because without the steering group pain won't be a priority. We have a strategic plan and goals 
around pain management. Without that focus, the daily, weekly, and monthly issues will start lo lake over. Eventually pain will only gel attention when something bad happens. I've 
been able to put more time and energy into it, but I don't think I want to keep doing that. The patient has been the most important thing for me for so many years, but now I want more 
time for my own family. If you aren't going to have the same nurse working with the patient then you have to have better communication. Patients get the best care when you have health 
care workers who communicate very well and collaborate very well. One of the biggest problems I sec is physicians not talking to each other. Also, so many nurses work part-time, 
varying shifts. We struggle with getting them to communicate. It's hard to gel them to put equal emphasis on communicating, documenting, teaching and the physical tasks that need to 
be done before the end of the shift. You don't gel the same negative feedback from your coworkers if you aren't teaching the patient as you do if you leave some of the physical tasks 
undone al the end of the shift. A nurse will prioritize and gel every thing done before the end of the shift, but they don't look at the patient's care plan and do the teaching that needs 10 be 
done before discharge. 
jfontinucdl 
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success 
MS24 I It doesn't do any good to have one great nurse - you have to have a great system. !laving one great nurse for 8 hours only makes you see how good it could be, and that's even worse. 
(tont.) Even though I think we arc all working for the same things, I'm always amazed at the hidden agendas. What I think should be fuirly simple I find isn't because of other people's agendas. 

MS25 

For example, we started looking at the data because we had a high rate of wound infection after CABG. We brought together all the different people and looked at all the different issues 
over 2 years. We found that there is a strong correlation between diabetes and infection, which the national dale shows loo. We decided that we should work on managing blood sugars 
before, during, and after surgery. As it turns out, there arc so many primary care providers referring patients • we couldn't agree on a way to work on blood sugars before surgery and 
they didn't want to invest the resources that would be necessary to do this. We couldn't get any primary care providers to work with us on this because working on improvement impacts 
their productivity, which impacts how much they arc paid. Even though it was clear what needed to be done, they chose the easier way and started working on just the peri-operativc 
phase. Two years later we found that the staff wouldn't make the changes because they wouldn't buy into what we wanted to do. And the leaders had forgollen why they ever bought 
into it to begin with. As it turned out, some of the physicians were offended because we came to them with these changes and they weren't involved with planning the changes. But they 
had forgouen that when we started all this they didn't want to be involved because they didn't have the time to do it. I am sick and tired of hearing that people arc too busy to work on 
this. When I was younger and less experienced I believed it, but I don't won't to hear that anymore. The HMOs won't pay for teaching about diabetes. I feel strongly that ifwc could have 
more time with patients for coaching, behavioral changes, and attitude changes we could improve diabetes care. Nobody wants to do anything if it isn't reimbursed. Wherever the S goes 
that is where the service goes. Now there isn't adequate time or resources for teaching patients in any setting. Patients arc so sick now when they arc in the hospital, they arc often too 
sick for any teaching. So we end up teaching the family members. God help the person who doesn't have a family member at home to help them. In the diabetes program we have found 
that sometimes the clinicians arc more punitive or scolding which makes the patient drop out of the program. Our nurses want patients to use one particular meter because that is what 
they arc used to and it is easier to download the data. But there arc other meters that arc easier for elderly and young children to use. But the healthcare workers arc more concerned 
about the case of use for them in downloading data once every 3 months. 

SIICCffS I IIIUSllllS oatlent cllnlcilln culture JJrofesslonal how 101111 
We have a funny Our success is based We care for I S,000 It doesn't feel the way No data No data 1 l'vc been here 22 years 
micro-system. We on how we arc looked patients. The only way ii used 10 - a lot of that • since the beginning 
started as a private at by the MCOs. Every to care for such a large has 10 do with the Changes that I've seen include the pressure to sec 
family practice. Then physician says they population is ancillary market pressures. more patients in less time. Another thing is that 
we were bought by a practice excellent help. We use 2 triage Practices bought by we no longer sec patients in the hospital, so the 
hospital and later put medicine, but you have nurses. They work by hospitals, hospitals transition back to the office from the hospital isn't 
into a part of their lo look at some other protocols. Many of the bought by larger as good. The care the patient gets at the hospital is 
corporation. parameters. We look at patients entering the organizations. quite good, though. It's probably better, but you 
Individually, as HEDIS and NCQA system go through the lose something when we don't sec our patients in 
physicians, I think we measures. It's hard to triage nurses. The patients aren't mshed, they don't have to wait. We leave a the hospital. Another thing that has changed is the 
arc successful. look at other outcomes lot of open slots. If a patient calls in sick they can be seen that day. For relationship between the PCP and the specialist. 
However there is some • no one knows how to preventive care visits we leave 4S - 60 minute slots. The difference is that we Al first we had a really good relationship with 
divergence in the do that. ••• has started leave time for talking to the patients - that is part of our original mission. them. We were working together for the patient. 
practice. It depends on giving us more specific Now there is pressure from the organiution to sec patients at 10 min. As d,e economics changed, it became a 
your focus. The infonnation on disease intervals. They arc going to stan to tic incentives to that. Each physician will competition. It many ways we stayed the same or 
original aim was that management, e.g., have to decide how to deal with that - more money, less hours, etc. got beuer. We use our ancillary staff more. There 
we would practice the asthma, diabetes, etc. is more paperwork now. The MCO said that there 
best medicine we We look at the data and say, "what can we do to make this better ... " but there is so much pressure to would be a "paperless" system. The infonnation 
could, understanding reduce the time we sec with patients and see more patients every day. has to be entered and transported whether ii is on 
that we couldn't be as paper or on the computer. It takes time either way. 
financially successful. Now some of the physicians arc compromising for the financial aspects. They arc spending less time with There arc more people in the practice now and 
patients, care is not as complete. The issue becomes ifwc want to do good family medicine, you have to have time allocated to do more paperwork per person. Even if you wanted 
that. This has been a major source of connict. In the past we tried to make decisions on a consensus basis. Dul now the parent lo be innovative there isn't money for that, 
organization makes the decisions and lets us know. 
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success measures patient clinician cult11re professional how long 
MS26 The focus of this We have a patient You wouldn't see it as You wouldn't sec it as No data No data No data 

interview will be on satisfaction survey (I different any different if you are 
the division of think it's from Picker from an academic medical center. It is slow, there 
gastrointcrology, or someone like that). I are long waits. There arc layers of complexity that 
specifically the don't really know about come from being an academic medical center. 
endoscopy unit. This is data about clinical 
an outpatient unit with care. I'm sure they arc 
S part-time physicians, collcctin2 somcthin2. 
3 fellows, I nurse practitioner (I more will be added), 6-8 RNs, 3 technicians, and several APRs (clerical staff). We primarily care for adult patients although they share the space and 
equipment with the pediatric unit. We care for 2S-30 patients each day. Reimbursement is almost IOO"A, fee-for-service and I do not sec this changing in the near future. Physician 
compensation is based on a percentage of FFS revenue. There is a "Ooor" for compensation, but not a "ceiling". Health care delivery, research, medical approach to care arc all 
excellent. What we arc rotten al is service. It is real! anecdotal personal reoort of the physician. What I hear from physicians is that "we arc proud of the care we deliver" 

s11ccess 111etu11ra DtllUIII cl/11/cu,n clllt11n orofnsio11td ,ow IOllll 

MS27 History: This process march rare, patient and No data I would see my own For the rcccplionisls No data Since lhc early 90s 
began in rhc early staff salisfaction, cosls, palicnls. This means I this is much easier. 
1990s. We were compliance with USPTF guidelines all mentioned experience a lot more They don't have to argue wilh patienls to find out if they arc sick enough to 
despcralc. There were during interview. We measure success from the ncxibility and 10 some be seen. They don't have to lie, cheat and steal anymore. We changed the 
huge wails and delays patient perspective a., the match rate-the linkage extent, more supporting staff so that each doctor has a medical assistant. 
(av= SS days) for likclihoood which can be described as: How likely uncertainty. We assure 
appointments, patienls is a patient 10 see his/her own doclor vs reamalc, 1ha1 a patient can be seen that day if they can be seen by S, other wise the next day. That is not a big 
were unhappy, staff an NP, or be diverted to an ER? When we began it problem because phone calls to be seen that day drop way off in the afternoon. Usually, patients call in 
were unhappy- was 47%. Now it is 75%. Given thal the average the morning. There is some variation in how many patients will be seen in a given day·· could be 2S, 
practices seemed to be doctor is only in the center 72% of the time, this is 28, 32 or 20. In the old system, variation in quality was caused when patients went elsewhere to be liCCfl 

chaotic, schedules terrific. I like to debunk the myth that patients (the UCC) or gave up trying to be seen. Now the variation in quality is based on the docron. The 
always filled • which must choose between convenience and seeing primary focus has to be: We arc here for you. You arc the one who pays us. We will not institutionalize 
meant there was a their own doctor. Don't take demand and put ii in dumping you. The team structure involves a doctor and nurse practitioner leader. We meet weekly with 
thriving urgent care the ether with left messages, waiting, etc. The the team leaden in two groups ( 1/2 Monday and 1/2 Tuesday) and set parameters for the practices. But 
center. Nurses and patient is able to book in one call. If the waiting they can work out with their own teams how to organi1.e themselves to meet the paramelcn which 
receptionists faced the time for the 3rd available appointment is none, include: all today's work is done today. 2 Doctors should be available each night, lime off policies that 
choice of having to you can't beat that (this is not a goal to be include that if there arc 8 fTEs, there arc never more than 3 gone at one time. If they arc pan-time, their 
"lie, cheat, and steal" improved on) This rnccls my requirement for match will be lower than others The whole team meets I/month. I go as an observer. 
to get patients in or patient delight. But remember, the only way to 
keep the doctors happy make this work is to see patients today or if you 
by keeping them out. can wail tomorrow (w/in 48 hours). 
They couldn't please 
both. We were losing membership but knew it cost more to bring in a new member than retain a member. Worse, rhc patients we were losing were young and healthy, and we were 
experiencing adverse retention. We knew we must rebuild the system and decided to start from scratch based on what we learned (from external and internal surveys and focus groups) 
about what patients want. We leamed: I. Patients want to choose their own primary care doctor 2. They want access to that doctor 3. They want to be treated with dignity and respect-
which means not having to wait all day. Process: I. We decided to rebuild the system based on what patients want. 2. We had 270,000 patients and 110 fTEs. We decided to deploy 
supply against patients' needs. To do this we divided the geographic arta into IS teams with 7 different sites. 3. Each team had 8 - 9 fTEs (doctors and NPs). 4. Patients were divided 
equitably among the sites S. We were lucky in that this worked out and disparalc sites had similar need. 6. We learned that the system had been built around what the docs wanted, not 
what was best for the patient. 7. We decided that if patients really want to see their (continued) 
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(Cont.) 

succe.fs I I _ J _ _ _ _ _ _ _ J _ __ · I I 
docrors, a mini-ream composed ofa docror and NP who worked rogethcr just doesn't work even though a) they prefer to work together h) the patients knows both, and the idea is that c) 
if one is not there the other covers for them. 8. Reason this docsn'I work: MD has 2400 palients, NP has 1200 ( 1/2 MD)~ 3600 patients; it is clear when you look at this that if one is 
gone, the other cannot possibly manage. This fulfilled the preference of patients to choose their MD, but did not meet their access criteria. Nor did the urgent center, which met their 
access criteria but not to sec their doctor. Patients don't want to go to an urgent care clinic. When they arc sick they want to sec "my doctor." The reason they needed to go to the UCC 
was because of the backlog problem, which made it increasingly unlikely they would sec their doctor. I call this the urgent care death spiral. The only way to solve this is to get rid of the 
backlog, which I call the "appointment debt." (doctors sec it as "all those people who arc demanding to come in).Thc mathematics of the appointment debt: We knew that the number of 
patients seen daily were about the same as those calling to be seen. But of those who called, some were seen the same day as an urgent visit. Most could wait and were given routine 
appointments. We adopted the principle: If you call today, we will sec you. If your own doctor is here, she'll sec you. Process: I. We closed the urgent care clinics and distributed the 
urgent care doctors to the various offices. That decreased work for the doctors in those centers. 2. We decided it was a big mistake to divide people into the streams: well, acute, and 
chronic because: a) the patient doesn't sec him/herself that way. They divide themselves by their doctor. b) Wellness, acute illness, and chronic care arc dynamic-needs related to all 3 
exist at various times and often simulrancously. c) It is a waste of time to try to get tht:m into the right category, and we don't get it right anyway. d) It increases work in the system 
because all the UC clinic docs is acute care and they have to make another appointment for chronic and wellness care. c) It turns nurses and appointment staff into antagonists of patients 
who have to fit into the correct category of urgent or not be allowed to come in. They become barrier enablers. These people have paid for services. It is the height of arrogance to make 
them meet a test to be allowed to come in. We had a steady state-constant input and output and with a "lake of waiting" in the middle.3. We were very lucky because Davis is a small 
community- 7 docts, 16,000 patients. There is a homogeneity in panels at that number (not a lot of medical variation)4. We used a carrot and stick approach: The canot: You get to 
take care of your own patients. The stick: You have to take care of your own patients. Rules to make it fair: a. If a doctor is missing, all others share equally in caring for his/her patients 
b. we have age/sex/acuity adjustment and assure ASAMB equivalence among the panels. S. We set up the panels by supply and demand equation: we had 270,000 paticnts/1 IO providers 
= Panel si1.e. Note: we did not determine a "correct" panel si1.e. The equation told us what we had to do. 6. People who partially adopt this system with "carve outs" still require that 
patients be divided into urgent vs routine visits. The message is, "if you think you arc sick, prove it." Those who qualify arc seen in the reserved acute visits. It turns out this doubles the 
wait time for the others. On the other hand, we don't care why you called, we will sec you today. There arc no categories ofvisits.7.11 turns out this has decreased the number of patient 
visits by 8% Why? The answer is that if they sec their own doctor, hr/she has an incentive to do all that is needed because if they come back, I am the one they sec!8. We changed the 
use of nurse practitioners. They arc the I st line of defense for absentee docs, and they sec their own (smaller) panel of patients. Because we abolished the urgent care clinic but wanted 
patients to sec their doctor, wanted to work out a way for this 10 work on evenings and weekends also. KP has gone to a hospitalist system, so the docs do not have to make hospital 
rounds. We instituted a plan where the team of doctors work 8 weekend days/month (Sat or Sunday 8:30-5:30) and we generally have I or 2 people on each weekend. We also have after 
hours appointment care in which the doctors work I evening per 8 (3 nights/month) so that at the worst, patients sec someone on the team they arc familiar with (all the names and 
pictures arc posted in the centers). Satisfaction goes down when patients have to see a stranger. This replaced the old UC clinic in which the doctors were swamped and knew they 
wouldn't sec the patient again. They dealt only with the acute problem and had no accountability for anything else. Now, if the patient is due for a mammogram, flu shor, or cholesterol 
check, whoever secs that patient is accountable to her doctor who will challenge him/her, often with a note. This is a system Q: IJocs this mean you no longer need to do separate 
physical exams with preventive screening? A: No, some people want them, we don't try to "educate" patients (dissuade them from wanting something. The education involves seeing the 
patient and explaining, "Next time when you have these symptoms .... " Herc is what you can do. "In this system, everyone wins - the doctor, the patient, and the organization. When you 
design a system in which the patient must come back for another visit, everyone loses [under capitation]. You must align all the incentives for this to work. Using this system all our 
preventive care numbers went up - pneumovax, pap smears, mammograms. We stopped blaming others or the patient (for going to the urgent care center) and accomplished the 
preventive care guidelines. Q: did you have to change the rest of the support systems to make open access work? A: Let me give you an example of what we did with the chart room. We 
asked the people who worked in the chart room, What would you have to do to make this work. It turned out that if a patient makes an appointment for 3 months later, the chart is pulled 
the same time as if the appointment is 3 hours later. The difference is that we have to go and look for fewer missing charts (which arc always in the doctors' offices). All we did was to 
increase the frequency of delivery to 3 times/day. 
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success measures aatient clinician culture uro(ess/onal howlon,1 
I\IS28 We have a long track No data Patients judge care by Our system pretty Nodatn You hnvcto Many of the barriers 

record of working on their own expectations. much runs on its own continually collect data now arc bigger than 
improving care for people with ischcmic heart Most people haven't now. It's remarkable from the clinician and "watch". they were hack then. In 
disease. We have integrated the medical and experienced heart perspective because more work gets done here. tcnns of moving 
surgical opinion. We have integrated a clinical surgery before. I don't People leave and say that other places arc a joke forward, it's harder when you are doing well. Our 
database for decision support. From the think you would know compared lo what we arc doing here. We try to biggest barrier 10 years ago was ignorance. Now 
identification of heart disease to the conclusion of that it's different. learn as much as we can from the people who ii is complacency. We've stayed within our 
treatment we have seamless care. In the late 80s leave, benchmarks, but now we are being criticized for 
there were some quality of care issues. The data staying within our benchnwks. Data acquisition 
gave us a high level look and display is the most tangible thing we've done. 
and our mortality was too high. We looked al the data and realized that our greatest opportunity was with low risk patients, not the We have been supportive of the wmc. We've 
high risk patients. We started with surgical care and developed critical paths and guidelines. We quickly saw the outcomes change. supported ii by letting ii work and not interfering 
It took 2 1/2 years to develop our critical pathway. Al the same time databases were becoming more powerful. We started using with it. 
mathematical models lo improve our decision making abilities. We use data as a way for us to communicate with each other. It has 
made our lives easier and our outcomes more predictable. 

IIICCffl IIIHSlll'el natlent cl/n/cu,n cllll11n orofeulontll l,owlon• 
MS29 Our program started 27 No data We have II personal Our PCP works as part It's hard work. In a No data No data 

years ago to address way of taking care of of an interdisciplinary fragmented system the 
the needs of frail elderly living in single people. It's a lot about team. We use our most problematic issues will go away. Herc we live with the most 
occupancy hotel rooms who couldn't remain in the relationships. We clinics for problematic issues, there is no where else to send them. That's the good news 
their housing. We provide community based long create and sustain interventions that arc and the bad news. The good news is that when people come to us with 
term care services. A series of small grants caring relationships often done in a hospital complex problems we figure out how to address them. The bad news is that 
provided funding. 800 frail elderly arc enrolled, with vulnerable people. setting, for example IV this is very challenging. We problem solve on a one to one basis. For 
with approximately I SO enrollees served at each We help them through hydration and wound example we might sec someone who has a complex ethical issue. But each of 
location. We arc licensed as an HMO. The a difficult time in their care. We provide these problems represent problems from the larger health care system. We 
approach is interdisciplinary care. The care team life with dignity. A lot dental care in our work in small units· each team has a set of providers that care for their 
asstsses needs, provides services, and assesses of our work is around clinics. We du II lot to patients from the time they enroll until the die or leave. Death is the major 
outcomes of care. The bulk of our work is controlling chronic coordinate the services reason for discnrollment, of course, relocation is the next. Our discnrollmenl 
maintaining quality of life. Our annual mortality illness, addressing the so 1h11t it can be rate is I 1/2%. The team is lhe primary c11rc provider (MDs and NPs) 
rate is 12%, so end oflifc care is only a small part co-morditics, provided in the registered nurses, social workers, occupational therapists, recreational 
of what we do. maintaining quality of community. therapists, registered dieticians, and geriatric aides. We provide 

life. We want the transportation services. The average length of stay in the program is 4 • S 
patient to maintain community residence for as long as possible. This is an HMO · we arc the payor • if years. We only serve a nursing home certified level of frailty. This is not 11 

the patient goes to a nursing home we pay for that care an monitor lhc care. It makes sense for us, senior center that serves meals. We provide care for frail elderly with 
financially and philosophically, to maintain the community residence as long as possible. The best thing complex medical problems. The stale determines whether someone is 
we can do is keep them out of the nursing home. eligible lo enroll. 
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MSJO 
success 
Three current strategic 
goals arc: I) Maximum 
use of IT. We arc 
trying to create as 
paperless an office as 
possible. We have PC 
summaries of patient 
records (problems, 
meds, consult records) 
that can be called up 
on laptops for remote 
access. 2) Increasing 
individualiud care Q: 
Can you tell me more 
about this? A. Well, 
our practice is getting 
bigger and bigger, and 
we didn't want people 
lo come to an 
anonymous place 
where no one knew 
them. We felt that the 
usual patient 
satisfaction survey 
asked general 
questions of all the 
patients. We believed 
that patients should be 
asked questions based 
on lheir particular 
problem. For example, 
for diabeces, you don't 
want to know how 

measures 
We have a Practice 
Executive meeting 
each Friday. lflhis is a 
big goal (such as 
maximizing the use of 
IT) we also have an IT 
project learn meet for 
several months. It 
includes receptionists, 
nurses, and others who 
arc involved. Formerly 
we cracked morbidity 
and mortality in detail 
using JO-year's 
accumulaled statistics. 
This was condition· 
specific - neurological 
condilions, CCA, CHO 
(we have a high 
incidence). These data 
were collected 
automacically for lhc 
national database and 
allowed comparisons 
among praclices. But 
chis has been 
discontinued under the 
current govt. as it was 
viewed as loo much of 

patient 
It begins when I 
register and come for 
care. Wedo a 
minimedical while 
waiting for patienl 
records lo come from 
London (records go 10 
doclor when patient 
moves). The 
receptionist talks them 
through the systems of 
lhc office. The 
receptionists in his 
practice are lrained to 
follow through specific 
areas of care such a., 
screening Paps, 
childhood 
immunizacion, and 
anlenatal care, so they 
have one person to 
contact They have 
become expert in their 
areas. Second, we try 

c/111/cian culture 
This is very difficult lo I No data 
answer since I helped 
build ii up over the la.~t 12 years. People cell me it 
is more slruccured in terms of the direction of 
travel. They know where they arc going. They arc 
struggling now with how lo plan downtime. At 
one lime 1hey could meet informally over lunch or 
coffee, but now they try lo have someone always 

professional how long 
There is a lot of No data 
anxiety al present 
about loss of autonomy and slifling practices. 
TI1ere is II great scale of flux. Three months down 
the line, we will know more 11bou1 lhc effect of 
these changes. I am concerned about changing 
heallh care systems by political decisionmaking. 

available for patient care (even over lunch time), so it is much more difficult to find time. They will 
have an Executive Day away and will address this. Q: II sounds lo me as though you take more of a 
population-based approach to your practice than is usual. ls this right? A: Well, we try, but arc very 
busy. We sec 18-20 patients in and surgery each clinic. This means we need to make maximum use of 
IT to manage the panel. For example I can identify my patients who arc male, 40-50 years old, have a 
first dcgm: family history of heart disease, smoke, and arc overweight. Q: How do you use such 
computcriud information in your practice? A: Well, an example is that one day I heard on the radio that 
lherc was a scare associated with a particular kind of contraceptive. When I got into the office, I had the 
office manager search for all patients who were using this contraceptive and within 1/2 hour drafted a 
script for the receptionists lo use when patienls or family called (we had many). We were also able lo 
send lellers 10 each patient The product was subscquencly wilhdrawn from the nwtel. More usually, 
however, we can identify patients with diabeles or heart disease who should gel flu vaccinalions. When 
a patient is called up in the computer, the first screen provides alerts about outstanding preventive care 
needs. Although the scrccen is provided by their vendor software, he actually developed such systems in 
1983. 

to help the patients form a relationship with their nurse and doctor, but let them choose who it will be. Our satisfaction ratings 
indicate we are achieving this. We also take every complaint seriously. They arc sent to the office manager and then to the Practice 
Executive meetings. The patient will be called and interviewed about their complaint and told they will receive a reply in so many 
days. They arc also told, "These are your rights should we not satisfy you." 

a market force in health care. It as a useful data mechanism rather than a nwtet mechanism per sc. Now, they arc beginning a fundholdcr system that will 
manage the budget and purchase secondary care. II will provide referral data on each MD each monch. II will provide data on prescribing and by referral type 
and costs. If they use less lhan lhc expected amount, the practice pockets the savings. 

satisfied they arc with the phones, the waiting time, the convenience; you want to know if they understand their disease and what, in particular, patients with diabetes might want. We've 
developed 3-S people who arc specially trained to deliver diabetes care and can focus on improving care in that clinical area. We can't spare people for all important clinical areas, but 
we also have a focused approach to aslhma (they had received an award for their asthma care). Their admission race for patients with asthma is only 57% of national average. Their ratio 
of use of preventive inhalers to bronchodilators is appropriate. Their goal is lo have I 00"/o of patients self-manage their care and intimately understand their disease. To achieve this, they 
idcncify palients who do not come to the clinic by identifying them when they request refills of medication. They are asked to attend the asthma clinic and get the refill at the clinic They 
arc seen and gel refill the same day if needed. They sec nurses when they come. He rarely sees patients with asthma, hypertension, epilepsy, with lipid management because they arc 
managed by the nurses (unless a problem arises). For diabelcs, 1hc palicnts arc older, usually nol working, and arc willing (and enjoy) coming as a group. The ocher palicnls resist this 
group approach because 1hcy have slrong preferences aboul when 1hcy wane lo be seen. Q: arc the nurses employed by you or by the NHS? 
{continu_!!1) 
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.mccess 
MS30 Do you have the freedom to make decisions about what they will do? A: The community nurses who go out to homes arc employed by the Community Trust (which runs the hospitals). 
(cont.) We employ our nurses (NPs). Their roles arc based on our strategic goals. For example, when they examined their referrals to ENT, they found that a large number were for chronic 

otitis extcrna, and the referrals were for cleaning the car. They trained an NP to do this, and they no longer have to refer patients. Every member of the staff has an annual performance 
review (not tied to salary) which reviews their skills in relation to the requirements of the practice. Staff members arc given a copy of the appraisal. They train or send for training those 
whose skills in a particular area and needed and the arc interested in acauirin these skills. J)Increasimz ancl size 

SIICUSS Meas11res patient clinician c11lt11re arofessional hoK•lontt 
l\1S31 I am not sure it is We have decreased Shorter los, fewer No data Q: could you tell me No data Since Nov '98 

differcnt from others, LOS hy 25%. We ventilator days, more about the 
but it is a lot differcnt apply admission satisfaction. We rccogni1.c that with serious illness multidisciplinary rounds? A: We have a set time and begin with the step 
for us than the way it criteria. Before 60"A, of the patient is also being treated. We round more down units because whether we have room there determines ifwc can move 
was (until last patients met our often. We don't invite patients on rounds though, people out of the ICUs. We assemble a fairly large group: An RN caring for 
November). We criteria; now ii is over but we arc there more (used to round and then go the patient, a respiratory therapist, an ICU MD, a nurse coordinator who 
recognized the need lo 90%.Wc also measure back lo the office), and we arc there al night and manages all the data, a l'hannD, a minister or priest, a nutritionist, a case 
respond to aggressive mechanical ventilator on weekends. The patients are seen 2, 3 or 4 times manager or social worker, possibly physical therapist and cntcrostomal 
managed care days and post ii a day. We had high quality care before, and we therapist. It is a large group. It begins with a very short case presentation. 
penetration, increased weekly. We measure arc trying to make it even better. Patients and The nurse manager directs the questions. We try to complete the rounds 
volume, a shortage of mortality rates which others can call directly to the pulmonologists. We within an hour, and most people have gotten issues/concerns addressed and 
ICU beds. We have an arc down 8.9"/o since have tried to make ii easier lo communicate with answers to problems. The major value is having everyone communicate 
open ICU-any Nov. We measure us. Patients arc using the internet and bring their directly with one another. Each person knows they may be asked about the 
physician with patient satisfaction. We questions. The patients and families arc a patients and has to be prepared. 
admitting priv. can measure total los ( not microcosm of society. Illness brings out the best 
admit to the ICU. just in ICU). We also or worst in people. 
Depending on the have improved staff 
specialty, patients satisfaction. They arc part of a team, and their work is valued. We have very 
commonly stay longer overt recognition of this. Pulling these changes in place is like peeling an 
than we feel is onion-- you realize there arc so many things to do. We arc now beginning to 
appropriate or they focus on EOL and to use our organizational resources (we arc a religious 
may not appropriate institution) to hclo. 
for the ICU at all. Although we met the letter of JCAHO standards, we felt that the management of these units was laissez-faire. The paper-only medical directors (all in private practice) 
could help some, but did not confront other MDs about inappropriate admissions or los. We had to do something. About that time the pulmonologists offered to work with the hospital to 
manage the ICUs, though the private MDs would still admit and manage their patients. The pulm. group were appropriate because in both units they arc likely to be involved in almost 
all the patients' care. We consulted on-30% ofMICU and 30-50% of the SICU patients. With that as a base, we developed multidisciplinary rounds on everyone and added suggestions 
to the charts about care (for example, a GI patient might be receiving the same drug IV and cntcrally at the same time). We find one or more issues like this daily. The key to success is 
the support of senior management. This is critical •• VPs, CEO, and appropriate committee of Board because they arc the ones who may need lo make decisions about the number of 
beds, equipment, respond to calls by heavily admitting MDs to complain about pulm. group and ask ["Who gave them pennission to tell me how to manage or to discharge my patients?] 
Havin11 someone hi11hcr up on the ladder to OK it is critical. 
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MSJ2 

MS33 

success 
We manage acute, 
severe illness very 
well. We coordinate 
chronic care very well. 
We arc better than the 
average bear at 
detecting 
psychological or 
psychiatric problems. 
We arc very good a 
providing preventive 
care - when people 
call in for prescription 
refills we review their 
chans for any 
preventive care that is 
needed. 

success 

measures 
Well, il's moslly 
intuilive. Other groups 
collecl data on us, such 
as patient satisfaction • 
-- HMO data shows 
thal our satisfaclion 
rate is 95%. We also 
know that our 
readmission rates arc 
readmission rates arc 
good and that our LOS 
is usually I standard 
deviation or so lower 
than other groups. 
When we do 
qualitalivc chan review 
we find 1hat we don't 
have a lot of 
medication 
complications. 

•et11ura 
Nodara 

_p_atlent 
Objcclively, il's hard 10 
say. We hear from 
palienlS lhal we arc 
more prone to lislen. A 
lot of the "money 
makers" aren'I there -
like stress scanners. I 
lhink our elhical 
standards arc higher. 
We spend time wirh 
palienls -- 15-20 
minutes wilh the 
patienl at each visit 
We arc very friendly to 
gays. A patient said 
thal "you aren't slick" 
- there's norhing 
fancy 

clinician 
You would be 
overwhelmed wilh the 
long problem lisrs thal 
our palienls have. 
(laughingly) I don'I 
know whelher that is 
because our palienls 
arc sicker or because 
we keep better lisrs. 
We order fewer rests. 
W c provide care more 
judiciously. Spccialisls 
have commented to 
palienls that "you musl 
really have a problem 
if lhey referred you." 

culture 
Harried, cooperalive, 
rewarding, nol fun (nl 

professional 
No data 

how long_ 
No data 

least nol socially fun), rcspcc1ful, shared. We arc enmeshed wilh each olher -
-- whelher thar's good or bad, I don'I know. I leave somelimes feeling like I 
take care of lhe people I work wilh 100. If you care a lot abou1 your palienlS 
(more thanjusl &heir medical problems, lhen you take more responsibility for 
rhem. That makes ii very stressful. [There arc racial issues, canincss, social 
and class differences. Cultural differences. I really have to watch what I say. 

here. We don't marker ourselves. Other physicians have said that we arc naTve. We arc functional, clean, not making a fashion 
sratemcnt. We provide care for a wide range of patients, economically. We ask questions during the intake questionnaire thal arc 
more comprehensive. We ask lhe AGS quesrions rhat arc correlated 10 alcoholism. We ask questions that arc correlated to 
depression. We always ask about advance dircclives. We arc more comfonable than most in prescribing a wide range of 
psychiatric medications. Women arc often surprised rhal il's "one stop shopping" in thal they can ge1 gyn can: from us withoul 
being rcferred. 

IHllielft c/111icl1111 cu/lure prof nslo""1 how/011~ 
In the old sysrem, few No dala Their attiludc is much No data DH almost a year Over the last year, we 

have embraced ---------t who called for an heller. Everyone is on 
appointment were able 10 get in the same day. a team and is empowered lo make decisions. Their innovalion and rhc need to made change in the m

s. We have about S active teams working on a 
huge range of projects. We use a rapid-cycle 
mode. II is important to understand that our 
sysrcm is not rich-- we arc only at a break even 
point now. 

Now rherc is same day access. There is a new attilude about the fulurc is totally different. Some 
approach lo evaluate the problem. If you were arc having a hard time and do not want to be 
referred, there was difficulty getting you back to involved. Most arc feeling good for the first time, 
the PCP. but also MDs arc anxious about measurement. 

Any ream spends about JOO person hours on lcamwork -- The team involves rcccplionists, nurse, doclors, lranscriptionists. One learn is the Access and Efficiency Team. As far as I 
know, rhis is the first behavioral health site doing open access psychiatry and psychotherapy. Some days it is platinum, some days it docsn'I work lhal well. We've been doing lhis for 
aboul 9 months. We discovered lhal an open access system required major overhauls of many of our support systems, such as rhe Record Room (RR). Occausc of the need for 
confidcntialily, it has its own records. When we went 10 open access, we found we couldn'I get records to lhc therapists (they wen: used to having several days notice). We rcvampcd the 
RR. Firs&, I introduced them to J. Womack's Lean Thinking. I required even staff with only high-school degrees lo read the book. One of the ideas is to reduce inventory so lhal you have 
just enough lo be value added. With the old RR it took 2 weeks to pull, use, locate, retrieve, and file a chan. lt took 1/2 FTBjust to look for records (e.g., in offices). They now have lhis 
down to requiring only 5 hours of a sraff members' time. In the old syslcm rhcy had some 700 pending lranscriptions. Now lhcy arc dicrared "just-in-time. • In the old system pulling a 
chan _1!9_uired 3 days noricc, now they can gel a chan pulled in 2 hours. One of our s1ra1cgic goals is Open Access .. (conrinued) 
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success I I _( _ _ _ J _ _ _ -( I 
I\IS33 I We began this in B.H. in September 1998 with 2 MDs doing some form ofopcn access in 2 depts. We now hove 14 depts nnd 50 (of 150) MDs implementing it. In BH 50% of the 
(cont.) schedule is open. It used to be n 6-week wait for on appointment. We know that the capacity to handle MH disease is less than the demand for new patients, nnd we looked hard at what 

wa.~ causing this constant 6-wcek backlog. We learned that the treatment ladder wns what caused this. The hierarchy for giving appointments wns: I. New health plan patients 2. Internal 
referrals 3. No one else (not II hp pnticnt or internal referral) unless space 11v11il11ble, which it almost never wns. We begnn with a survey of patients and staff and lenmcd that II majority 
of patients and elinicinns felt that if the patient couldn't get a return appointment within 10 days, the patient couldn't take charge of their problem. Our appointment system was 
hampering our ability to provide good care. We learned that our appointment hierarchy meant that whenever there was an opening, a new patient was put in, but we couldn't service that 
new patient. That meant to me that [choosing your scheduling system meant) you could choose the level of quality you provide. We believe that should be something you arc proud of 
and that (when constructing a scheduling system] we should err on the side of higher quality. The AHAi experience was that each individual in the practice sets up roadblocks to prevent 
getting new patients. When you set up an open access system, the [provider and system] rules do not connict. Now the providers do not make the rules, the system does. The scheduling 
system takes into account the different paces of various providers, but they still have some rules about how many patients a given provider secs. Most imponantly, it no longer pushes 
more patients into the system than they arc able to take care of. The other teams are Medical Records Team Assessment Team. This team is designing a way to replace the old system of 
assessing patients. Before, after a 6 week wail, the patient would arrive and a nurse would take a hx. The patient wns then taken to the doctor's office. The nurse repeated the hx, and the 
doctor then made the diagnosis and advised about therapy. It sometimes turns out they arc not seeing lhc right person for their problem. It used to be 20% of the time; now is down to 
5% of the time. Now when they call for an appt., there is an assessment within 24 hours. If depression (most frequent) or AODA (alcohol or other drug addiction), they can be referred 
to fill out an assessment at a web site: Howsyourhcalth.com that provides a functional and emotional scoring to the doctor before they come for care. This can be accessed and 
completed 24 hours a day (semi-urgent) and can connect to the ER for urgent needs. For someone who is suicidal, they can always have someone seen the same day, if not, they can 
provide a choice to the patient. They arc also using the Beck Depression Inventory for every patient. This is in line with Rockefeller's Problem Knowledge Coupler. We try to make sure 
that when they come in they sec the right person at the right time. Our principle is that all of today's work is done today. All of this requires measurement to go along with change. They 
expect 80"/o of patients with higher than the Beck cutoff score to score in a cenain range after psychotherapy. Partnering Team Partnering refers to relationships between the PC clinician 
and consultants. II has been common when the consultant secs a patient to hold onto the patient, whether by custom or because they don't feel comfonablc sending the patient back 
because they don't think they will be followed closely enough. I looked at patients seen in BIi from the beginning of 1997 to the end of 1998. Of those seen in the 1st 3 months, 70% 
were still being seen IS months later. Only IS% turnover! Yet we know that depression is treatable and 7S% should get an Cllcellcnt response with shon-tem1 therapy. It also explained 
why so few new patients could get in. David Sobel (K-P) believes that 80% of primary care is psychosocial. I hnvc everyone listen to his tape. They have set up a joint m-s with BH and 
primary care to allow primary care lo work with BIi in a new way. SOAP DH notes: They asked the primary care practitioners (PCPs) what they thought of the dictated notes they got 
from BH'l They said it was boring because it is narrativc--most is uninformative. Instead, the BHD has been "trained" and is now using the DAP and SOAP note format - this template 
is far shoncr and more useful. One time consultation: They have set up the notion of the "One-time consultation." (OTC) The patient, receptionist who schedules, BHD receptionist and 
providers arc all reinforced that it will be a one-time consult and return patient to PCP. The PCP and receptionists arc given a script and definition: "I am going to send you for a OTC to 
have them look over what I am doing. BHD has slots on their daily schedule with this label. re Flags: In terms of following patients: he uses SYNTHESIS. (parenthetical: All dictated 
notes are transcribed the same day. Other information is put in digital form: hospital discharge data, EKGs, lab. lt is not an EMR, but you can do a text search of all dictated notes.] 
When a specialist secs one of my patients he can send someone back to me and put a flag on the patient's record to, for example, remind me to do a repeat lipid profile in two months. 
The flag goes to the PCP. lfit is not done, w/in month, the PCP gets a call. lfnot done, the specialist can call the patient in. Psych therapist in PC. They have assigned a therapist to the 
primary care sites. They do several hours of psychotherapy each day, do spot consults, teach skills in handling panicular problems, patient coping skills Hot Linc. Pilot project is a hot 
line for PC so that if PCP picks up the phone he/she can talk to someone immediately about a patient. These arc all being implemented using rapid cycle change techniques. Q: How 
much docs this cost? A: In a given week we arc spending about 100 person-hours on teams. People arc being paid to spend their time doing this [not just their lunch hour]. Someone 
said, "You have to assume you'll be around here 5 years from now. Do you want to be doing things the same way?" Most ofus don't. This requires a new attitude that results in 
understanding that industries must invest in change in these micro-systems. You have to tolerate pulling people off-line to work. This is a radically new way of thinking in medicine 
which traditionally views any son of meeting as a waste of time. Traditionally the view is that the only useful time is spent seeing patients. I think that unless you spend time considering 
how to deliver care better, much of that time seeing patients is wasted. Design Team. Their goal is that 30% of visits by the end of the year will be group visits. To meet this goal, they 
will need to develop 25 teams each week with 9 patients/team. This should greatly increase capacity. Someone must sell this to the providers. The design team includes the chair, 
nursing director, V.P. of the org, a support person (receptionist/data collector) and me. I sit in. We meet each week for I hour and focus on where we arc going. We make general plans 
and expectations, but identify specific goals given that we know cenain things: our capacity is less than demand, and we want to increase capacity the literature tells us that you have 
better care in group therapy, but we have few groups 
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success measure.f patient clinician culture professional howlonR 
l\lS34 First, let me describe We have pediatric I think you would see No data There has been a No data We started this 2 years 

our medical model. We measures --- the difTerence. lfyou radical change since ago, mostly because 
area FQHC-a immunization mies, sign up as u new enrollee, we do a welcome call we introduced teams. You can sec it even where there was 
federally qualified cps/dt, newborn and establish a relationship over the phone. There they hang out. Before the docs were together, the dissatisfaction by the 
health center. 86% of screening, anemia is no wait in the waiting room. You'll get phone nurses together, etc. But now the team hangs out providers that they 
our patients arc below screening, dental calls from providers. You'll have a different level with the team. At the morning meetings, you may couldn't manage 
the federal poverty exams. Adult measures of interaction with nurses and medical assistants. sec the medical assistants providing the patients. Also, we have 
level. 75% arc people --- tetanus, cancer During the welcome call we encourage people to leadership. The medical director calls it the "fast had a move to 
of color. It is an screening. Then we schedule an appointment, but we leave it up to the break" - 3 people on the Ooor and anybody can Medicaid managed 
interesting, challenging focus on some diseases patient to do that. 75% of the time patients will finish the play. care. There arc 
patient population. We - for example HbAlc get to sec their own team. incentives to manage. 
have a high incidence and retinal exams for patients assertively ---
of disease. We arc diabetes the economics that had 
organized in teams. We to do with per member 
reorganized into teams per month dollars. 
2 years ago. An MD, RN, and Medical Assistant form a team. We have 6 or 7 teams, each team secs a panel of 1200 patients. Each team secs patients for a 4 1/2 hour block of time per 
day. The morning starts with a JO minute meeting to review appointments that arc scheduled for the day. Then the compressed clinic day. Then time for charting each afternoon. We 
have practice management time that is scheduled every week. Patients ore not scheduled for that time. That time is for reviewing data, collecting data. A lot of our data comes from the 
practice management team. We look at diabetic panels twice a year. We can conduct group visits; e.g., 5 or JO patients meet each month for diabetes support. It's funny but you can see 
almost the same number of patients during a compressed clinical day as during a full day. We try to sec 4 patients per hour. The teams are staggered throughout the day so that we can be 
open from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. The number of teams is scheduled to match times when patient demand is the greatest. We have 3 exam rooms and have eliminated time in the waiting room. 
It's called express check-in. We verify insurance and dcmograohic information the day before the aooointmcnt. 

succns lffeosurn IHllknt clinlcilln c11lt11re orofesslonlll ltow lonR 
MS35 We have had an The TQM Committee We do lots of patient We've grown from 28 There is a sincere No data No data 

unwavering focus on follows indicators. satisfaction surveys - employees 7 yc,ars ago commitment to make 
preventive health care. There arc different from TQM. We get toalmost IOOnow. things better. We did a 
We arc a 2-sitc indicators for different overwhelmingly high Before we could ask lot of work around 
community health life cycles, e.g., marks for our services. everyone what they waiting times. Patients 
clinic. There is a PCP immunization rates, Patients arc respected, thought about changes sec that we take our 
assigned to each health risk factors for well treated, connected we wanted to make - problems seriously and 
patient. The patient teens, indicators for with a medical we didn't have to write work on them. We 
stays within the team. high risk populations. provider. We have a anything down have o commitment to 
We provide health care More globally, we bilingual and bicultural work toward excellent 
to indigent people. We define success in what staff. We work with patients around finances to service. 
have a large enhanced we arc doing in that we help them meet financial responsibilities but we 
prenatal program. We (the education and don't hassle them about it. Patients complain 
have case managers, prevention department) about waiting. There seems to be a perception that 
we provide community arc still here. they have lo wait because they arc poor. Or that 
(continued) the aualitv isn't as 11.ood because they arc ooor. 
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success I 
MSJ5 I services. We have defined health care as fairly holistic in terms of looking at the patient's situation. We help them stabilize and better take care of themselves. We arc in a capitated 
(cont.) arrangement with Colorado Medicaid. We were managing care long before managed care came along. We try to do as much as we can within the clinic. When a patient needs to go 

outside the clinic we can get services at a discount through our relationships with the local hospitals. Our hospital accepts our discount. We screen the patients and set up the discount 
and the hospital accepts it. We use case managers. E.g., a woman needed a liver transplant. The case manager spent 6 months helping family get insurance, set up fund raising, and got 
the woman a new liver. We have people~ who~will11dv01.:atc Ji>r tile pa!ient ~and help them get what they need. 

MS36 
success I 111e11S11res I ptll/ent I clinician I culture I professional I /,ow lonR 
We arc beginning to 
identify populations 
well. Though this an 
on-going struggle, we 
now know which 
women arc due for care 
and who to remind. We 
have a large eligible 
population and we pro
actively try to provide 
them with preventive 
care. In other settings, 
a woman has to be 
referred. When women 
come lo our 
microsystem, it is a 
screening center that 
also has a radiology 
center, as well as all 
the necessary clements 
for coordination of 
care and follow-up of 
care. 

We have a Clinical We don't believe that Yes, clinicians would 
Roadmap team for other breast cancer experience it 
breast cancer screening programs or differently. Physicians 
screening. The team preventive care places receive quat1erly 
has actually formulated have any clue about reports for all of their 
a criteria for success. II who they arc taking patients. They know 
is made up of a number care of. They stan with who is scheduled to 
of process and women once they receive a screening and 
outcome measures. come in to have a first who is also overdue. 
They arc I) A HEDIS visit. We stan with We have an Intranet 

The budgeting is a big 
problem. II is not 
cross-system. It 
happens 
dcpanmentally, and 
because our 

There have been 
rc1rca1s focusing on 

No data 

these issues. Good question. We try to do this 
through the course of our activities. Bui we don't 
do ii conscientiously. It's kind of on the job 
training. 

microsystcm is a. _ 
multidisciplinary one, we arc dependent on survival from many different 
departments like internal medicine and radiology, both who may have 
connicting dcpanmcntal priorities 

measurement - the women way before the that goes throughout 
proponion of women first visit, ri~ht al the system, and on this Intranet physicians can see the latest guidelines and recommendations about 
in our population who enrollment m the plan screening for their patients and find out the exact dates in each of their patients' care process. 
have received care in Unfonunatcly, this can theoretically allow clinicians to drop their guard. This is the risk of the system. 
the last 2 years. 2) The PCP's stan to think that the system is taking care of the patients, and that they can lay back on their 
number of women who cffons. We believe that PCP's have to be continuously encouraged and reminded to follow-up with their 
came lo the sc~n.ing patients and not give up their imponant role in the care process. We have built a safe-guard mechanism in that now nurses arc 
program when mvlled taking over the follow-up care of screened women. We have also learned how 10 identify women and track them throughout the 
3) The n_umber of care process. Patients experience care entirely differently. Once patient.~ enroll, we send them a welcome letter along with 
women m the program information, in the form of pamphlets, on breast cancer and a questionnaire in regards lo screening. Women don't even have lo take 
who dc~clop 8 late the first step in our microsystcm. All they have lo do is fill out the questionnaire sent lo them. Our data tells us that in a two year 
~tagc disease (tumor, period, 85-87% of women enrolled fill out the questionnaire and get the care process rolling. II is closer lo 65% after the first year 
1.c.). 4) 11 su~ey of enrollment. However, by sending the educational material along with the survey twice and then putting a reminder note in the 
~sponsc dunng the. chan for primary care physicians 10 discuss this with their palicnL1, we have reached the 85% mark by the end of year 2. 
time of enrollment m We work very hard with the medical records people lo get notes regarding breast cancer screening the chans. We arc a little 
the.program. We worried that lately, the percentage may be decreasing slightly. The reason for this is not entirely clear, however we feel that ii 
be_hc~c t~at these could be because the denominator is changing. We arc receiving more non-network women. Once women have sent in the 
cntc?a give us a questionnaire, we send them recommendations when they arc due for a screening. Close lo 65% of women receive screening when 
specific as well as they arc recommended to do so. If they do not schedule an appointment in 2 months after a recommendation has been sent, then we 
broad outlook of send them a "true" reminder. This is a letter which emphasizes to patients that they should take advantage of this opponunily. 
success. Women can call in and schedule a screening appointment on the same call. We just submitted a paper to the Journal of the National 

Cancer Institute discussing the differences between telephone reminders and motivational 1clephonc reminders. We arc now 
implementing the former because we have seen that while spending time with patients on the phone, you arc doing enough already, 
thus making motivational reminders redundant, time-consuming, and potentially paternalistic. 
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success measures patient clinician culture orofesslonal how lonR 
MS37 We deliver primary for example, in the We send out letters to Physicians would find Communication is the No data It has been like this for 

care through a team of coumadin example, we patients with questions. themselves doing more key here. We try to a few years. 
4 physicians, 2 LPN's, make sure that patients However, the results meeting, talking, and make sure that there is 
I RN,aMA. We have prothrombin tests don't show much of 11 planning rather than an open environment 
deliver care to about within 5 weeks and we positive difference whining. and that people feel 
6,000 people. The team use evidence-based from the standard of pan of the team. 
operates within a clinic criteria to manage care. I think that the 
of about 20 physicians. patient care. We try to amount of turnover 
I don't know if we do have team nonns and huns patient 
anything very well, but goals. We have had satisfaction. But it 
maybe well. It is mixed success with would be much worse 
possible to exist as a this. The problem has if there were no team 
primary care practice been staff stability. approach here. 
and not do anything. There has been lots of 
However, there arc turnover. This has been a constant distraction. The larger institution has also 
some things we arc not helped; they give a lot of "rhetoric" of the importance of teams, but often 
doing. I think we times it seems that convenience and other things come first. We evaluate 
identify health related how physicians arc buying into quality improvement by noting their 
issues very well. We attendance at staff meetings and also noting the quality of meetings. We have 
arc skillful in team meetings twice a month. We don't really collect much data. 
managing for example, 
coumadin patients, who can have bad complications if their health is not managed. We have created a 
database using Excel that allows us tell who is on coumadin, notify the staff when a prothrombin 
measurement is not done, when a patient started on coumadin, etc. The system also looks at compliance 
of treatment. We try training staffs that are team-oriented and believe in svstcms oriented change. 

SIICCffl "''"'"m 11111/tnt clln/cu,n c11lt11rt orofnslonal l,owlonR 
MSJB Our hospice is I hope we can have No data We give nurses a lot of Well, we've really been No data No data 

composed ofJ much more autonomy in the affected by the chaos 
outpatient (home- penetration. We now have about 43% of dying hospice program. They of combining then dissolving the relationship with the VNA. We've had a 
based) teams patients on chemotherapy compami to Hospice of have standing orders dramatic drop in LOS. This means there is a huge turnover, and we are 
( corresponding to 3 Michigan or Blue Grass in Oregon which have and can give always going full blast getting patients into the program.The staff here love 
geographic areas of the percentages in the high 70s. Success is everything short of the autonomy. There is a lot of paperwork that is done because ii benefits the 
state) and a 10-bcd understanding what lhc patient wants and wants to opiates without patient. They like working in a system where the patient and family come 
inpatient unit. Each avoid and being able to give care to a patient to consulting us. For first. Staff have often come from acute care settings that they don't like. 
team has a patient care accomplish these goals--symptom control, example, there arc 
coordinator and emotional comfort, etc. A real home run is when standing orders for bowel management, treating tenninal agitation, anxiety. We arc only called if the 
medical director the family is fragmented and pulling apan and we patient needs opiates or there is some phenomenal problem they can't solve. They arc so good at 
assigned to it. Our can help the family heal, say goodbye and achieve eKplaining to patients what to cKpect and talking with a very diverse set of patients. Their education 
micro-system has had a closure. Another mark of success is that family ranges from PhDs to those who didn't go beyond the 5th grade. The nurses are the first line of problem 
hard time the last 2 members feel comfortable in caring for the patient management. I spend about 2 1/2 hours per week on patient management and meet with 1/2 the team 
years - we were and participating lo their desired level. each week to review problems. Patients and families have the doctor's pager#, but they always go to the 
vertically integrated nurse first. 
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success 
MS38 and combined with a VNA as Diversified Services. This didn't work and DS is now dissolved. We will have our own CEO and Board. Until now, we've barely been holding on. We're 

battle fatigued, and there is not yet clear leadership. Until we have the CEO on board, no one can say "We can talcc this risk." Without a CEO we can't get buy in for quality 
improvement or a clear sense of direction. How we arc different: Our hospice environment is designed to promote understanding the needs and expectations of patients who enter our 
program. We set up a plan of care and focus on the care plan and patient expectations·-we explain what we do and focus the experience on their needs. We work hard at making sure 
that the family feels capable of taking care of the patient. We allocate time for care management, including spending 2-3 hours with a dying patient and the family. This is in contrast to 
the VNA which had a vet v different management culture which as focused on number of visits and productivity. 

success meosures p11tient clinici11n culture pro/essionlll how lonR 
MS39 We arc successful at No data It would be l.aying out the goals No data No data IO years ago we had a 

coordinated team- experienced as helps the clinician loo. case management 
oriented care for adults with seven: mental illness. different in a couple of They often don't know what is expected in a service in psychiatric care and a day treatment 
Rehabilitation and care arc considered one ways. You would gel community mental health center. A lot of mental program. Then we closed the day treatment 
service. It is in people's subjective experience ••• more information health is just focusing on symptom management, program and started focusing on occupational 
there arc no good measures. The easiest way lo about the services but that doesn't leave much room for a life. Our support. With that shift we started working in 
get at that is the level of hopefulness, decreased coming in so that you staff meetings arc set up lo provide direction and teams. 
involuntary care (hospitali1.ations), decreased time can malce more active support of care. We have a team approach to care. 
in hospital, working in competitive job, decrease choices. You would 
in substance abuse, increased participation in own meet the whole team, instead of one person. You would have a say in how the service is put together. We have a service plan that 
care. is broken out into areas. Find and maintuin housing, develop and maintain work, maximize a sense of well-being. Under each of 

these areas there arc specific goals. This is very unusual to have the areas in front of you. Mental health services tend to be baffling 
-· nconle don't know what to cx11Ccl. Our 2oal is to •ivc the patient a sense of control. 

success 111eaures Dllllent clinlc/1111 culture orofess/01111/ /,ow /01111 
MS40 We have been No data You would experience Physicians want to No data No data I didn't come here to 

successful at it differently. You spend more time here do this. I wanted to 
everything, we've been really lucky. One of the would be given a - so they arc. They love the model because work somewhere else, but I was asked to set up a 
baniers to improvement is the systems that arc in touchpad computer everything you need to offer the patient is here in spine center. We set it up on our own ••• nobody 
place. I've been in systems like that for most of when you come in for one place. helped us. The idea of bringing all the disciplines 
my career. It has to be ea.\y for the doc and easy your visit for filling out together was new for this place. I started a model 
for the patient. You can provide good care and all the intake information. Your picture would be taken digitally. All this like this before ••• but here we have the data and 
collect data without interfering with patient care. would happen, and the doc would sec it, before you sec the doc. The doc the multi-disciplinary teams. We've quadrupled 
Traditional medicine collects a lot of information- would explain your responses ··• e.g., the SF 36 score. the volumes that we projected. We've overcome 
•• which may or may not help the patient or the the barriers as they've come along. I've believed . 
physician. We have been able to collect a lot of information because it hasn't interfered with practice. For example, we have a lot in it from the beginning. You can make a profit by 
of administrative and billing data. Collecting it hasn't been a problem. In this micro-system, I can not ask the physicians or the doing the right thing. My vision was that we 
patients to do too much. It has to provide value. That's been my sales pitch. What I'm offering is a new tool to understand how my should be doing things diffcn:ntly. I don't think 
patients an: doing and how I'm doing - independent of what I think. There hasn't been an independent unbiased observer. The this is being done anywhcn: else 
patient should be the one deciding whether can: is good or bad. We use a one paged computerized report. Every clinic has an MD, 
physical therapist, social worker, and chiropractor. We can query a database at any time for individual patients, but also for all 
patients we serve. We arc also hooked up to 26 other centers. We can look at data by the point of service or longitudinally. We 
measure functional status, health status, work measures, treatment, who you have seen (type of provider), age, sc11, height, weight, 
SF36, satisfaction, clinical comorbiditics, smoking, cost of lost work over time. 
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SUCCf!SS measures patient clinician culture professional howlonR 

l\1S41 Population medicine is The population You would sec your Nurses weren't The cohesiveness of No data The design team 
what we do well. Our measures are II global pep, who would want comfortable working at the team is so started in 1995. We 
notion from the view of our success. you to sec the dinbetcs the limits of their important. The RN and implemented the program in 1996. The design 
beginning was to We are not just care team. Patients can licensure. We had to LPN really work team thought it was important to integrate the 
redesign care for controlling diabetes, ofien sec the learn nddress this in training. together as if they were psycho-social issues, we wanted lo integrate 
diabetes. This was but controlling the risk within a day or so, We had the 3 people. The RN behavioral issues. The diabetes prevention care 
from the larger system. of diabetes. We look at often immediately. endocrinologist work doesn't waste time program started in "A", then in "B", and then in 
The problems arc this smoking cessation, through case studies. In calling people on the "C". The process variables we were monitoring at 
is a population with a lipids management, % "C"thcy arc phone - that's not part 6 months implementation were higher in "C". I 
great deal of needs. patients taking aspirin, disassembling the of my role. The clerical think this is because we were better at teaching 
Traditional healthcare HbA le, % screened for group •·• they have person is also the program and "C" had the role models of"A" 
services arc not well retinal, foot, kidney found that it is hard to important in updating and "B". Now we arc having the context yanked 
equipped to meet these problems. We look at take the teams apart the registry. out from beneath us (the larger system is leaving 
needs. We oficn felt the provider because of the way we the area). It has been the integration with a health 
that we were trying to satisfaction with the put them together. For plan that has allowed us to create a diabetes 
improve chronic care, program -- how is this example, the LPNs arc program. Now we arc going to be a multi-
not just diabetes. We working? dependent on the RNs specialty medical group. We arc writing the new 
did focus groups of in the team. LPNs arc business plan now. 
clinicians and educators. We came up with the key design features. Number taking retinal photos The incentives arc different. What do we keep? What do we do less 
I was a team approach. We need to support the primary care provider. We and doing foot exams. expensively than the PCP'l We arc interested in talking with any one else 
use the team. Some people talk about "carve out" we talk about "carve in". It RNs who haven't been who has dealt with this before. KP is leaving because they weren't making 
is one stop shopping. As many aspects as possible arc there for the PCP. Our pan of the team aren't money, but the reason they weren't making money is because they didn't 
other design features were primary care based use of diabetes case managers, comfortable know how to process claims. We have the 3rd highest prevalence of diabetes 
behavioral aspects, ongoing staff training, and comprehensive information supervising that. of all Kaiser regions. When the decision was made that the larger system was 
technology (that's the one we've never managed to gct).Thc team is the leaving NC there was an article in the local newspaper where a woman said, 
patient, primary care provider, RN, clinical diabetes educator, and LPN. "I don't know what I'm going to do ••• I'm getting the best diabetes care I've 

ever had." 
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success 
I believe that it is very 
imponant to set the 
contcitl of the 
microsystem. Thus, let 
us first talk about the 
overall system in 
which the microsystem 
is embedded. Quality 
improvement projects 
have moved from just a 
conceptual and 
theoretical phase to 
one that is mainstream 
of the organization's 
beliefs. We have a 
number of 
interdisciplinary bodies 
which have come up 
with highly effective 
ways of delivering and 
organizing care using 
business systems 
research. We have laid 
out what is happening 
in the community
based clinical 
programs as well as the 
campus-based clinical 
programs. for 
enmple, community· 
based care involves 
health 
promotion/education, 
primary and secondary 
prevention, cost
effectiveness of 
various diagnostic 

measures 
We have II series of 
outcomes measures. 
We identify key work 
processes and develop 
key indicators which 
then feed back 10 
clinicians. We try to 
eliminate variation 
between facilities in 
the hcallh system and 
within facilities. We 
have three main 
calcgorics of outcomes 
that we measure. 1) 
Clinical outcomes. We 
measure clinical 
outcomes by looking at 
compliance to 
indications/guidelines 
as well as care 

p11tient 
A patient would 
eitpcrience care 
differently only 10 the 
eittent that the 
probability for a better 
outcome is higher. No 
complications would 
also be something that 
a palient should sec. 
We have really two 
customers, the payer of 
the heallh bill and the 
consumer of care. For 
both, low costs and 
high quality is the 
issue. 

cllnici11n 
We emphasize rhal 
doctors need lo share 
information wilh one 
anolhcr, care wilh 
dignity, sit at the 
bedside of their 
patients, involve the 
patient in the decision
making process, and be 
active in patient 

culture 
It is more satisfying. 
There is a scienlilic 

prof!ssion11/ 
No data 

how long_ 
No data 

basis for everything I am doing. Our main focus is on clinical outcomes. 
financial outcomes are more ofa secondary issue that we don't center 
ourselves around. We make sure that those people who are involved in 
developing best practices are also the ones who will lead its implementation 
in lhe various regions. Otherwise, you gel what is known as the "town-gown" 
syndrome. By doing it the way we do it, physicians have a sense of 
ownership over guidelines and best practices. 

education. There are three tasks that physicians in the microsystcm arc involved in, measurement, 
education, and implementation. I talked about measurement before. Our education staff consists of 
wrilcrs and graphic artists who work with physicians in constructing provider education tools. Manuals 
and tapes go out to physicians so thal they can practice patient education. Doctors are also asked to be 
familiar with and utilize implementation tools. We can't ask doctors to measure things if it's going to 
slow them down or if we don'I provide good tools. This is why we arc into automating things and a 
simple "click and print" method, so that it is easy for the physician to implement quality improvement 
tasks. 

processes. An example of indicators/guidelines is performing hysterectomies. Physicians are provided with sets of guidelines and are given feedback based 
on whether they are adhering them. An citamplc of care processes might be rate of c-sections. As you know, c-sections are common when there is " failure to 
go into labor. We have established many measures and steps which have been used lo generate flow sheets for physicians. This has helped in measuring 
variation and in providing feedback to physicians. Clinical outcomes are also measured by complications, such as birth trauma. 2) Financial outcomes. We 
look at this area in lwo ways, the first using the health plan perspective. We look at pmpm payments from members and use it to budget our microsystcm 
resources. We also use what is called as an "episode treatment group" for a particular disease. Physicians can use lhis informa1ion to compare themselves to 
their peers. The other way we look at financial outcomes is by looking al cases in the inpatient "world." We look at staffing miit, supply costs, cos1s of daily 
care, etc. We measure case costs by multiplying efficiency and intensity. For eumplc for hysterectomies, we look at average length of stay, costs of 
procedure, total costs to system, etc. 3) Patient satisfaction. We look at% eitccllencc. 100°/o paticnl at discharge evaluate physician and staff services. We 
have a variety of team goals. Last year, we had 4 physician outliers when it came to c-section rates. This year, there are no outliers. This can be attributed to 
our c-section guidelines. We have been able to establish an electronic medical record for the labor delivery process which allows the staff to be aware of the 
progress of labor. Regarding c-scction in cases of dystocia, we have a complications database that doctors can go over on the system Intranet. We have 
increased compliance lo best practice guidelines to 85-90%. No protocol will be perfectly 100% followed; there arc always unique situations when the 
guideline shouldn't be used .. We believe lhal compliance yields higher quality, and higher quality of are costs less. Satisfaction runs separately now. That is, 
you might have low cost care which delivers good outcomes but has a terrible patient satisfaction mark. Monrhly, doctors are updaled on patient satisfaction 
survey results. 

procedures, and effective ambulatory treatment. We have 38 primary care clinics and 4 mullispccialty clinics focusing on adull medicine, pediatrics, and oncology. Within each clinical 
program, there eitists guidance councils, developmental learns, and wort groups. The campus based system involves diagnostic and therapeutic cquipmenl and processes. We have 
guidelines and indications for doing therapeutic procedures. We look at both case efficiency and intensity of procedures. We also look 111 preventable complications and post-discharge 
care. The campus based clinical programs a_re split in1o_rcgu!_11r amt_ ancillary programs. Women's and Ncwbom_'s wo_lJld ~an C!!mpl_c, of a_rcgu_l_ii_r pn>gram. 
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success 
The hospital was 
founded in 1945. We 
track our endpoints 
extensively and have 
been able lo do 3-yr 
follow-up of 75-85% 
of patients. Some 
come back for follow 
up. Our patients come 
from all over the 
world. We do a 
follow-up exam. We 
used to ask them lo go 
to their family doctor 
and have them send us 

measures I patient 
Complications; S3 yr I No data 
failure rate is;< I%; IO 
year "short-term" failure rate is< 0.5%; First is 
the recurrence rate (failure rate) which is a gold 
standard in the field. We have a 53 yr failure rate 
of less than I%, short term (IO year) failure rate 
of <.5%. We also look at the time to return lo 
work, how many have chronic pain after 3 
months, and the short-term infection rate (0.S % -
0. 7%). This is very low. We do life lime follow 
up through mail surveys. We also look al co
morbidity - angina, acute chest problems. We 
have had only I death from heart altack after 
7400-7SOO patients. 

a report but don'I do this any more. We also have an annual banquet in 
Janullf)' and invite all former patients to come. 80% of those whose surgery 
was in the last 2 years come to this banquet. We book a large hotel, and they 
arc our guests. It is social but also an opportunity to do a follow-up check. 
We have IS doctors doing exams. 700-800 people generally come. There is 
a lot of camaraderie among patients. 
•Q: Whal led you to have these banquets? A: The patients organized ill II is 
still true that a patient is a 
co-chair of the event. 

clinician culture professional how Joni{ 
The main thing is that I No data I No dala I Since founding in 1945 
we use only one 
technique for repair. This is in comparison 10 a full spectrum of work by a general surgeon. Many of 
our surgeons train here, and over 50% have been here for IO years or more. They arc proud of the work 
done here. Most stay more than five years, some 22, 25, 30 years. They also like the structured 
practice. There is no need to develop referral sources. II has a very fine reputation. They know the 
hours they will work, and we have coverage for emergencies. It is a group practice with each laking 
pride in their work but knowing they can trust their colleagues. You must realize that everyone uses the 
same technique for inguinal hernia repair. Although there arc small, minor differences, every surgeon 
who joins the staff, regardless of seniority, starts by assisting, then being assisted in I SO cases before 
being left on his own. lfwe arc not completely confident he has mastered the technique, supervision is 
extended another 100 cases. The secret of success is in everyone using the same technique. ls this 
technique widely used outside your hospital? Y cs, until aboul 7 years ago when the new laparoscopic 
methods using mesh were developed. This is being pushed by the industry and patients. Our technique 
is more difficult because it is anatomic. It still remains if not the best, one of the one or two best 
techniques 
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Health Care Micro-systems Interview Responses 

II. Patient Experience, part 1 

New Patient 
Scheduling 

If you think about a new patient, could you walk me through the experience starting when they first become a patient? 
Hm•e you put in place any special patient scheduling? 

Risk Assessment = 
Pt. lnformatio11 = 

/low do you assess patient's 11eeds and health risks? Are there any particular surveys or other ways you hal'e del'eloped to do this? 
How do patients get information about their health condition? 

New oatient schcdulinit risk assessment ot infonnation 

MSOI Our day is broken into 3 sessions with 2 We can usually sec patients within I hour. When the patient first comes in a complete One-on-one interaction for the most pan. 
gaps. The gaps allow for communication We set aside time in every MD's schedule medical history is done. We have not We also have a library of educational 
time. We have built into the day time to for every session for acute visits. expanded beyond that. We want to do some materials. We want to move toward a 
communicate, present cases and others but so far we haven't. computer generated piece. 
learn from each other. There arc 3 times to 
plan and review chans before each session. This is what the day looks like: 
Pre Huddle: 8 • 8:30 a.m. 
Gap 
Session I: 8:30 a.m. • 12:30 p.m. (5 MDs) 
Gap 
Session 2: I :45 · 5:30 p.m. (S MDs) 
Gap 
Session 3: 
6:45 p.m. • 10:30 p.m. (2 MDs) 
All 9 MDs arc in the same room during the gaps • they don't have individual offices lo retreat lo. This really helps facilitate 
communication. 

Newoatient schcdulinit risk asses.,ment DI information 
MS02 No data Standardiud triage by patient reps. I am llx taking using the KC for acute care. •Q: Do your patients communicate with 

trying to figure out how to adapt open More comprehensive you by e-mail? 
access to accomplish what we need to do. About 50"/o of our schedule is "at risk" [open at database for patient record and generating a A: We panicipated in a large survey done 
the beginning of the day]. We're about at Stage I in this. If a patient needs to be seen that problem list. by a medical sociologist of 600 patients. 
day, they arc seen. I handle calls during the day when I can (during gaps) or after seeing More than 60% had computers at home. 
patients (40 min· I hr). I am planning to set up a web site which would allow patients to The elderly arc most rapidly increasing 
access their record (read only) The medical logic in Mcdivation provides much of what we users. I consider responding to e-mail pan 
need in an EMR of my call-time. 

Newoatient scheduling risk assessment DI information 
MS03 Most of our patients come through the ER No data This is done all throughout the process. Some patients receive written guidelines 

and arc admitted to the based on their condition. Everyone 
floor if they meet the criteria of being over 7S and having an acute problem. They arc receives advance directives. 
seen by many people such as interns, nurses, and attendings. Functional as well as 
nutritional issues arc examined. 
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New patient schcdulin11 risk assessment pt information 

MS04 No data No data No data No data 

New patient schcdulinl! risk assessment 111 information 

MS05 (She made it clear that she doesn't know No data No data No data 
much about the patient 
experience ..• that is not her focus.) TI1e feedback on patient satisfaction surveys is always 
A?ood. Patients have clear expectations. 

Ncwoatient schcdulinl! risk assessment Pl information 

MS06 No data With open access if you arc only taking We did a report of who is high risk in the Besides having typical education things, 
care of your own patients population. Locally we have looked at we have a clinical nurse on each team who 

you will have to see 2 - 3 more palicnts per day. Physicians agreed to try open access and highcsl diagnoses •·· which is why we arc is the concact person for education ••• 
we have been doing ii since October. ll's only a problem during really high volumes -·· for working on asthma and diabetes. We spenc cholesterol, diabetes, asthma, clc. She will 
example nu season in March. The financial problems ofche system were lhe real a lot of money to develop the system, but call the patient to follow up with education. 
facilitators for going to open access··· Chere was a threat to lay off lhrcc physicians. I said, we didn't have the money to add the case 11 wa.~ a big step getting the clinical nurse 
look, we have to cut out urgent care visits and sec them everyday. Working down the managers that were needed. We just don't to be the point person. There is some 
backlog was a bigger barrier than the idea of open access. We gave chem a plan, gave them have the manpower to deal wilh this. I variation from team to learn but we have all 
feedback about how they were doing. E.g., you have 90 physicals lo catch up on, now you think we could get the same information by pretty much agreed to what the education 
arc down to 30, you arc doing great. Dy October there was no backlog. asking physicians "who arc your sickest will be. We aren't quite there yet with the 

patients?" diabetes. 

Ncwoatient schedulin11. risk assessment ot information 

MS07 Upon entering, a patient is worked up by No data No data No data 
the house staff and the nurses 
take care of the administrative work. A "pre-printed order sheet" is drafted which has on it different protocols. Some protocols, such as the ventilator protocols, arc compuccrizcd. Others 
arc paper protocols. For example, my secretary has a book with insulin protocols. Doctors take the book to the ICU bedside and follow the directions, or at least refer to them. We have 
seen that tables arc better than now charts. The protocols remind the staff of such things as prophylaxis of deep venous thrombosis or stress ulcers, etc. We now have established specific 
pathways for certain types of patients. We now arc more cogniunt of the fact that what we do in the ICU affects patient rehabilitation. We arc trying to have a more systems based 
outlook across the continuum of care. We arc 1rvin11. to become more "orcvcntitivc." 
New patient schedulimt risk assessment Pl information 

MS08 When you come into an exam room care No data No data No data 
focuses on why you arc 
there but it doesn't miss the chance to take care of your diabetes too. There arc 7000 patients with diabetes. The care team is the pep, the diabetes resource nurse, the LPN, the 
endocrinologist, and the nutritionist. Diabetes care is integrated into primary care. Patients arc included in developing care plans at 2 levels - at the medical group level, the steering 
group includes patients. At the care level it is a conversation between the provider and patient and family. We try to help the patient understand what the best practice is for diabetes 
care. 99.9% of the patients arc involved in self-care. We aim efforts at motivating them based on their knowledge. We haven't completely made the leap of putting them in the drivers 
scat. Setting treatment goals with the patient can be difficult - you have to figure out what makes sense for the patient. The medical goals aren't necessarily the patient's first goal. If 
makin11. cookies with a RTIUlllchild is their 11.oal we have to fiRUrc out a wav for that to hannen. 
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New patient schedulinl! risk assessment 111 infom1ation 
MS09 (this is for a newly pregnant woman) We have quick access, but not open access. We use standard ACOG survey or another A lot of in-office education, give out "What 

Information is provided We take care of survey for non-pregnant to expect when you arc 
over the phone. We have a pre-conception anyone who just walks in, but we don't women. We update these yearly. expecting", we have a set of reprinted 
counseling protocol. advertise that. We try to triage hosed sheets. We started 
We mail out information about prenatal on urgency. Next available appointment slots may be a month out. The extenders have giving Lamaze classes 30 years ago. Not 
care and registration more open slots. The older, establishcdMDs have a longer wait time for next available many people were doing 
within 48 hours of the first call. The patient appointment. We maintain I 0% open slots for same day appointments. Once a week or so that then. We still provide them in our 
can choose a provider. Most new patient.~ a patient will triage themselves to an urgent care center or to an ER. We don't know how office. The nursing staff does them. lltc 
can be seen within I • 2 days. Pis arrive at to stop this. I found out this week that a woman I delivered a few weeks ago went to the hospital offers classes too, but we just kept 
the office. There's some business office ER with pain. The ER MD called me 6 hours later··· they had done all these tests nnd hnd offering ours in our office. It helps to 
stuff -- insurance, etc. A nursing nssistant found nothing wrong, of course. She could have just showed up here. The good thing cducnte the patient about how we do 
goes over a health risk sur.·ey and talccs 11 about HMOs and managed care is thnt it docs help stop this. things. At night the phone rings directly to 
history. The MD reviews the fomis and the the MD on call instead of a nurse 
patient visit is for about an hour and a half answering service. 
for a new patient. Then there is some lab 
work. All this happens in our office. 
Another visit is scheduled for 4 weeks 
later. We emphnsize a number for the 
patient to call with questions. 

New patient schcdulina risk assessment Pl information 
MSIO No data No data Nodala No data 

New patient scheduling risk assessment ot information 
MSII You would be referred by your physician. Nodala We don't have a way to identify patients No data 

We would malcc a who have diabetes or who 
follow-up appointment ·- during the visit there would be an electronic medical assessment arc high risk. Patients arc referred to us. There arc 350,000 • 500,000 people in the system 
that would get an in-depth picture of your diabetes and lifestyle. We would input lab data, •••• we have 25,000 patients enrolled in the program. I know that we don't have all of the 
do a complete foot exam, take blood pressure and assess your knowledge base of diabetes. diabetics, but we don't have a way to identify them. 
You can't assume they know much about diabetes ••• no matter how long they have had 
the disease. It is amazing the number of adults with type I diabetes who still have a child's 
understanding of diabetes. We assess whether they arc still in denial •••• if so, we might 
make a referral to the psychologist. Really, it all depends on what the patient needs. We 
may put them into a group class or provide one on one education. We assess what pieces 
arc missing and then figure out the best way to get them. We give feedback to the 
physician. Then we follow-up. Who docs what at what time is very fluid. There is some 
overlap, We consider ourselves toaether, the consultant to the patient's physician. 
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New patient schedulinl! risk assessment Pl infonnation 

MS12 No data We arc moving to open access. We don't have anything specific. I would We don't have 11n integrated strategy. The 
like to expand this area. We have been hypertension grant is creating a resource 
working on a web-based application for center that will allow patients to access 
improving medical care. Epic allows us to web-based materials. • • has developed an 
do a 1traPhic representation of health status. on-line patient education resource too. 

New oatient schedulin1t risk assessment pt infonnation 

MS13 80% of the time there is a free bed. The No data Nodatn No data 
patient is met by a nurse, 
who directly brings the patient into the ED and to an open bed. Even before registering, the patient might be met by a doctor. )fa patient comes in with serious eye pain or burning, the 
doctor might check them and put in an ophthalmic solution even before the patient has registered or answered insurance questions, etc. A rolling cart with a computer is sent to the 
bedside and there a chan is made for the patient. Nurses do a preliminary evaluation, followed by a physician. The ER has models of bones and joints. I want to gel a 3D simulation into 
the ER for the patients in the future. If the patient is admitted, then they follow that route. They arc put on new floors that have been constructed to reduce noise. I have made sure that 
there is double paint on all the walls, that all the lights arc double output flourcsccnt bulbs. We strive to create a very clean environment. I make sure that the systems engineers make 
rounds regularly. lfa bathroom sink is not workim?. we trv to oroactivelv fix the oroblem. 

New patient schedulin1t risk assessment DI infonnation 

MS14 No data Open access was a new concept for all of Not in any special way. Pediatrics docs a No data 
us. We were seen as the experts to the great job with education. We have been 

rest of the group even though it was new to us too. That made it really hard. The MDs focusing on patient care after the visil. Before it was sporadic. Now we take the 
were rcallv skmtical. It wasn't presented as an option. We were going to open access. responsibilitv for callimz to check uo on oatients. Teams have been workimz on this. 

Newoatient schedulin1t risk assessment Pl information 

MS15 A lot of our patients are not insured. So No data We have had a health maintenance flow We used to publish a brochure. But people 
they arc not into regular preventive care. sheet for I 5 years. It was used as a model didn't read it and it was expensive. So it is 
They see us as their regular provider but in researching primary care practices. We still an oral tradition. I don't think our track 
they don't come in unless they arc really revise what should be done every few years record is very good. The flowshcct is often 
sick. They can be seen by the MD on call based on guidelines. blank. It is happening during episodic care. 
or by own MD. Most sec own MD when We are better for some things like getting 
they think they ought to. mammograms for uninsured women. A 

lack offinancial support makes some of the 
orcvcntive stuff difficult. 
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New palienl schedulinll risk nssessmenl nl informalion 

MSl6 There arc 6000 - 7000 diabclic palicnts in No data No data No data 
our diabetes program. All patients arc 
referred from their PCP ofter being diagnosed wilh diobetes. We don't have a way to identify who in our population served hos diabeles. Thal needs to be done, probably as a global 
screening. II would be 100 expensive lo just look for diabetes. For newly diagnosed patients, they arc referred to the program - the oppointmcnt is based on urgency. Patients arc usually 
seen first in a class fom1at then they arc seen individually by a CDE. The philosophy is lhat lhc palicnl is the key person - CDfl assesses where they arc, what they need to learn. The 
patient satisfaction surveys we've done for our diabelic patients always look good. We use a wallet sized card that has some information pre-printed on it, but it also has space on ii 10 
provide individualized information for the patient. 

New patient scheduling risk assessment nl infom1ation 

MSl7 We've been going through a re-engineering We have a lol of no-shows, bul we slill Nodala We use health coaches to work with 
project -·- redesigning the patient visit. prefer that someone call to make an clinicians and patients. It is 
90% of our visits take 4S minutes or less appointment. We try lo call patients before based on the pre-contemplation and contempla1ion slages of change. The smoking 
now --- down from a little over an hour. the visil to get information. If patients just cessation program will test using e-mail interaction with patients. We have a "MAM" 
We've reduced the number of handoffs. walk in we assess their needs and attempt program ••· mothers asking mothers ··- that links mothers and grandmothers with teenage 
We've reduced the handoffs lo only I or 2. to link them to other services they might mothers to serve as a mentor. Visil in their home two times per week, available to answer 
We do registration over the phone, if need. We try 10 give preference lo people their questions. The MAM penmn will work with II young mother to make sure she goes to 
possible. Hcnlth assistants arc cross-trained with appointments and people who show appointments, etc. Whal we didn't anticipate is that the MAM program has been successful 
to update registration, draw blood, schedule up for lheir appointment on time. in getting women lo go back to school to gel their GED. This type of program is sepnrate 
next appointment. All this is done in the from a case management team. It is coaching --· usually the coaches have been active 11s 
exam room. We've been measuring non- volunteers. We have training, they arc paid to be conchcs. We're doing the same thing in 
productive time ··-- where the patient is with asthmatics - FAN -- Friends of Asthmatics in rhe Neighborhood. FAN workers 
just sitting there. We want to reduce that. pair up with a family with an asthmatic child. We arc doing this with diabetics 100; bu1 lhe 
We've been lesting a "greeter". The greeter coaches have more training. 
meets the patient and uses II walkic-lalkie 
to find out from lhe health assistant if there 
is an open exam room. If so, the patient 
goes directly 10 the exam room without 
waitinll in the wnitinR room. 
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New patient scheduling risk assessment pt infonnation 

MSIS We try to expose the patient to advance No data No data Nodnta 
directives at many 
different places in the community. The library, church, family practice physician's office. The system may work a little different based on where you come in. Some models think it is 
solely the physician's responsibility. We set up a system of advance directive educators. Social workers, chaplains, nurses, or a small group of highly qualified volunteers can be trained 
as A.O. Educators. They complement the physician's work by working through some issues that aren't strictly medical, for example, how do I talk to my family?, etc. The A.D. 
Educator identifies other resources in that arc needed --- MD, pastor, clergy. The goal is the increase understanding about end of life, encourage reflection about these decisions, 
facilitate communication with family and physician. There is a tendency to get to the end of some process ••• get a written plan. We encourage the A.D Educator to go through a process. 
Completing written documents provides no real value when making decisions at the end of life. Physicians say that families make better decisions at the end of life when they have gone 
through this process. In essence, it makes the physician's job easier. We provide yearly in-services, written communications for A.D. Educators. We don't just interact with them once. 
They become an identifiable group. Some of the people we train to do patient education end up doing staff education. We started out thinking that we should train two RNs from each 
unit. They became a resource to the unit. We didn't expect that and it has really been part of our success. It has allowed us to make rapid changes to the system. The ability to update is 
one of the benefits of the A.O. Educator system we have put in place. For example, for many years we weren't happy with the power-of-allomcy document. Last year we started working 
on this. Leadership identified the problem. We went through several drafts. We had an in-service. 75 people were there. The sole point of the in-service was to get feedback on this 
document from the A.D Educators who do this all the time. They made suggestions, we changed the document again, then they just started using it. They made sure all the old 
documents were thrown out. Within I month we had changed the system in a small way. It doesn't take months and months for us to make a change. We call the training a certification -
-- we only want people who will be certified to do this education. This has become the standard of training in the community. In one of our hospices it is written into the job description 
that the hospice workers will have this certification. The A.D. Educators provide competent assistance lo patients. As a need for improvement occurs we have a way to do that too. •Let's 
go back 10 the question about what this process might look like for me, someone who wants an advance directive. Ok, you will either be approached or you will ask to be approached. 
The A.D Educator will start by asking, "what makes you interested in this?" Most people have a story that tells us what they know, what they believe, what they want to do. The A.D 
Educator uses an adult education model to listen and identify needs. The process could take many conversations or as lilllc as 60 minutes. It depends on the individual. We've seen in our 
dialvsis unit that it mi11.ht take 2 vcars. Another extreme is someone coming in havin11. alrcad thoull,ht about all this. 

Ncwoatient schcdulin11 risk assessment Pl information 

MSl9 994'/o of our patients arc referred by No data No data We wrote a patient education handout on 
optometrists. There is an expectation the thirty most usual eye conditions. We 
already built in. We send patients information before them come along with a map of how also have detailed information about our surgical and laser procedures. Everything is at a 
to get to the center. We call them and confinn their appointment. When they walk in, we 7th/8th grade reading level. We eventually would like computers in our front office. This 
great them with a smile and hello. We have coffee in the receptionists office. We try to way, we would be able to access Web-based information that we could pass out to 
make sure that the patient's wait time is less then 10-12 minutes. Patients say they arc patients. 
willing to wait this long. Then, patients have their exams. 
We want the patient to have good vibes when they come into our center. Our total cycle time from arrival to leaving is about I hour. The outcome of the visit varies. For some patients, 
we schedule them for surgery. For others, we help them to schedule a visit back to their referring doctor. At the end of the visit, patients receive a checkout survey, which is basically 
our report card. They rate us on many areas of patient satisfaction. We call the specifics of the survey our "moments of truth." We focus on doctor's care, tcc:hnician's care, the bill, etc .. 
We also ask them about the first greeting they received, the first impression of the staff, etc ... At the end of the day, we take all of that day's patient surveys and we average them to 
obtain our average score for the day. Thus there is a constant every-day process of measurement and then subscaucnt improvement. 

New patient schcdulin11 risk assessment Pl information 
MS20 No data No data No data We got a grant to make a video tape that is 

very explicit. It was 
professionally done. It is also linked to a web site. The tape can become outdated very 
quickly, so linking it to our web site helps us keep everything up to date. We also provide 
an information """kct. The nursin1t staff is trainin1t to do the education. 
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New patient schcdulina risk assessment pl infom111tion 

MS21 We arc nol a ccnilied diahclcs program, No data No data I leach n course. There nre mntcrinls in the 
but we have been recognized by the wailing room. 
work that we arc doing. There arc 485 patients in the program. Of the 485 patients, 85% have improved blood sugar levels. Most of the Knowledge passes between people and you 
chan is chaning that the patient has done. There is me (the RN) and a .5 clerical assis1nn1. Patients arc referred from their PCP or self- learn by doing. After you gel the patient to 
refer. I work with a wide range of patients - most arc in lower paying jobs, 40% arc uninsured. We provide monitor.; and strips lo indigent n cenain level, you watch them learn by 
patients. They only seek care when there is an emergency. It's hard to draw them into prevention. A lot of our patients arc just surviving. doing. The nur.;c educator needs to have an 
Patients will come in and say, "My doctor says that I don't have to monitor my blood sugar.; anymore because I'm doing better." I tell upside-down, inside-out knowledge of 
them, "Your doctor, as good as he is, will he have to suffer the consequences of your diabetes?" diabetes. I'm sure that I don't know 

everything about diabetes· you know, the 
technical, univcr.;ity level stuff. But I can 
teach patients what they need to know in a 
way that they can undcr.;tand and relate to. 

New patient schedulin11. risk assessment pl information 

MS22 Our data system gives us information on No data No data No data 
anyone with CHF who has come into the 
hospital, either for a fir.;t visit or a readmission. Our medical record number show us that approximately 1200 patients arc CHF, as determined by their medications, i.e. ACE inhibitor.;, 
digoxin, Lasix. The official criteria to be in our program is that a patient must have an ejection fraction of< 35%. This is how most programs work. In reality, for us, we have patients 
who have ejection fractions anywhere from 6-80%. Usually, if we take in a patient with a 80% c.f., there is something else wrong with the patient, like COPD which is causing the 
CHF. We don't ignore any health problem. The other depanments, for example ER, also know to look out for potential CHF case management patients. If a patient comes twice to the 
ER or hospital within 6 months for CHF, everyone knows that they should contact me. Even the hospitalists who have "cardiac consults" know to contact me. Whether the patient is seen 
in the hospital or clinic, Dr. D. secs them fir.;t and sets up the medications and establishes the care protocol. I can only fidget with the medications. Dr. D. conveys directions to me. 
However, I have the independence to change things around depending on the symptoms. I spend I .S to 2 hours doing a history and physical, read the chan thoroughly, schedule any tests 
that arc needed, highlight medications and written instructions for the patient. I make sure that they undcr.;tand their medications and why they need them. We arc constantly providing 
patients with information. We have what is called a "S minute rule." This deals with activities. Patients arc advised to do something physical but stop as soon as they begin to get tired or 
experience a change in breathing. Then, they must stop and look at their watch and note the amount of recovery time. If recovery time is >S minutes, they did too much and should 
decrease their amount of activitv next time. Thus we 11.ive our patients rules and information like this so that thcv can learn to self-monitor and 111111111.c their condition. 
New patient scheduling risk assessment pt information 

MS23 The process is usually that a patient calls in No data No data No data 
with a lump. She is 
usually seen within a day or so. First she secs her primary care provider. Then she is sent to us for a mammogram. We do a mammogram. 
We usually do an ultrasound - the thing is that we can do it then if we think it should be done, we don't have to go back to the pep to 
discuss it. If it is a cyst we will drain it. lfit is a lump, we'll do a biopsy right then. Or we will send her to surgery that day. Usually 
cvcrvthina is done within I or 2 davs. Patients can come to us without a rcfcml. but most of the time it is throuah rcfcnal. 
New patient scheduling risk assessment Pl information 

MS24 No data No data No data No data 
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New patient scheduling risk assessment pt infonnation 
MS25 Well how you enter the system depends on No data No data One to one education, mostly provided by 

if you arc a managed care patient the physician. We connect them to courses. 
or a non-managed care patient. We've increased the number of patients and decreased the number of providers. A non-managed care We don't have II web site, but we will refer 
patient can't get in as II new patient for an urgent visit. We can take non-managed care patients, but you wouldn't he able to call in and sec them to particular sites based on their 
us that day for you first visit. A managed care patient can call in as a new patient and sec us that day if they arc sick. So you would call disease. 
and be asked to come in 15 minutes early for your appointment, fill out the paperwork, then see the physician. We would address your 
acute oroblcms and anv chronic oroblcms. 
New patient scheduling risk assessment pt information 

MS26 Patient~ show up, there is a pre-procedural No data No data No data 
work-up, the endoscopy nurse 
takes over, then the procedure, then recovery, then discharge. There arc I 0-15 handoffs in this process. We arc working on one piece flow 
so that the "team" is with the patient throughout instead of all the handoffs. As it is now the patient meets with the MD and if they decide 
to do an endoscopy it may take days ·- the patient leaves the office ancr being told that we will contact you about available slots. We arc 
moving toward scheduling the endoscopy before the patient leaves. Now we have 5 physicians, 5 schedules, 5 schedulers. It takes days to 
schedule an annointmcnt and then sometimes it results in the ohvsicinn bein2 double-scheduled. 
New patient scheduling risk assessment pt information 

MS27 We have service agreements for access to No data No data Not much. We have some materials for 
specialists. The wait can sometimes be 2 patients. We do very little with e-mail 
months. When they arc sent to a specialist, patients may feel abandoned or that their and arc uncomfortable with it. They an: afraid of missing something. There is a group I 
primary care doctor is stupid. Because all the pc docs sent stuff they shold be able to take know about somewhere else with committees working to develop criteria for acceptable c-
arc of, we brought together the dermatologists and primary care docs so that they could mail. 
hear descriptions of conditions and learn how lo care for common conditions. The 
dermatologists also agreed that if they arc sent a patient, they will sec that patient the same 
day. Some have developed some "carve out" appointments on a daily basis. 

Ncwoaticnt schedulin2 risk assessment pt information 
MS28 A patient identifies a problem, we do a No data We use the SF36 ••• we aren't particularly Patients arc sent a video teaching tape 

non-invasive test to identify good at doing any regarding heart surgery. 
an ischcmic problem. The cardiologist will do a work-up, do an SF36, and determine the thing with ii but we arc collecting the data. Patients come to surgery more educated 
need for any additional tests. The patient may be referred to the shared decision making now than they used to be. We run through 
library. We'll do the cathcrization, then PTCA or CABG. Patients will come in the same the cath video with them to show them the 
day of surgery at 6 am or 9 am depending on the time of surgery. Patients arc followed blockages. 
from admission to discharge by a case manager. They an: usually discharged with the 
VNA. They an: scheduled for a repeal visit for one month later. Then they will be sent 
back to their primary care provider or have one more appointment with the cardiologist. 
That's for the routine patient. 
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New oatient schcdulini: risk assessment 111 infommtion 

MS29 People are referred to the program - from No data No data No data 
family, friends, a physician, 
etc. We send out an enrollment 1,crson to visit them in their home. Really we arc educating the elderly person about manoged care. We 
bring them in for an ossessment - we provide the transportotion. The osscssment is 2 port - first in the clinic, then a home visit to assess 
home care needs. The team works up a core plan, how many days ore needed in the center, whot level of home care is needed, what arc 
the medical issues. Then we go bock to the home and present the plan to the llCrson and lo the family if there is a family. If they arc 
interested in enrolling, we have them sign the enrollment plan at that time. That signs over the Medicare benefits to us. They can disenroll 
at any time but we can not disenroll them for any reason at any time. 

Newoaticnt schedulin11 risk assessment Pl information 
MSJO No data No, but our surgery will stay open late to We don't do any health risk appraisals Use of the web is about 4 years behind the 

accommodate urgent patients. We know US but growing. They have just begun to 
that 86% of patients can see the doctor of their choice within 48 hours. If urgent, they can collect patient's e-mail addresses because contact is so much easier this way. They do not 
be seen within 2 hours. We make sure we provide nonurgent appointments appropriately use either for patient education, however 
by calculating panel size, average number of visits and make sure we have the capacity for 
access. We also track changes in the consultation rate. 
New patient schedulin11 risk assessment Pl information 

MSJI No data No data No data No data 

New patient schedulina risk assessment Pl infom11tion 
MS32 First, you would find ii hard to get through We have a computerized scheduler. So, we No data We have a pamphlet about the practice. We 

on the phone. Well, actually some people can look up by explain things 
come in and say it was so easy to get day, or by physician to find appointments. We have available slots for same day verbally. We explain on our answering 
through, then others arc very frustrated. appointments. But they fill up really fast in the morning. We have a policy to take machine about how to make appointments. 
Once you get in you would be warmly someone really sick that day. So, ifwe don't have any appointments the receptionist will But that doesn't mean that people will do it 
received. If you have an acute problem we ask what she should do. We find a way to work them in. right. Elderly people arc befuddled by the 
would see you voice mail. We provide a lot of education. 
the same day, or the next day. You would sign in and do paperwork. Then wait 20 - 4S minutes for rooming. Then wail again S - 20 
minutes for the encounter. But we wouldn't just leave you there, someone would stick their head in and say "I'll be with you in just a 
minute, I'm running behind." Then we would ~Ian for care. If you nccdcd lab work you would wait again. Then check out. 
Ncwoaticnt schcdulin11 risk assessment Pl information 

MS33 No data Yes, Open Access. Beck Depression Inventory, A0DA, We have introduced patients lo the use of 
Howsmyhcallh.com, Patient surveys technology. We have a raourcc room that 

has the usual pamphlets, also internet 
access, sites to visit, information about 
umuos they can Pll'licipatc in. 
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New patient schcdulinl! risk assessment pl infonnalion 

MS34 No data We don't have a good fix on this. Don't The welcome call screens for high risk Not electronically··· our patients aren't set 
have a good way to measure this. We arc patients, but it is not meant to take the up for that. We provide education during 
moving toward open nccess. We have a place of II more detailed health risk the office visit. We have an RN at each site 
greater proportion of appointments left nsscssment. as a diabetes educator. We provide 6 
open for same day visits. modules of diabetes education. We arc part 

of the IHI brcakthrou1th series. 
Newoatient schedulinR risk assessment Pl infonnation 

MS35 The patient makes a phone call - we ask, Each team builds a template around the No data No data 
"what do you need?" Thecall is sent to a types of appointments 
scheduler - appointments arc made based they want to have - within certain limits, of course. They block off times for different 
on need. Most patients don't request a types of visits·· well child visits, OB visits, well adult visits, acute appointments. We've 
particular provider. They arc told about the just designed a chronic visit type. We've been participating in the 1111 diabetes 
sliding scale fee and what documents to breakthrough. We've been working on changes in leadership, decision support, delivery 
bring in for the financial screen. Then the system design. 
patient signs in at the desk and completes 
the medical history fonn. They sec a financial advisor before the appointment. Which program you qualify for is based on income. If you 
don't brinR in the ri2ht documentation vou arc at full fee until you brinR it in. Then the patient secs the provider for the exam. 
Ncwoatient schedulinR. risk assessment Pl infonnation 

MS36 No data In our system, patients call in to set Whenever women tum 40 or arc already We use many sources, the key one is an 
appointments for the most part. Usually over 40, or ifthcrc is a reason before then, easy to undentand pamphlet that we send 
reminders go out to women, and then they they an: mailed out a survey to be filled out to women. 
call to schedule a screening. out. This survey covers risk factors, past 

surgeries, and other pieces of clinical 
information. Our clinical roadmap team has 
an annual survey of patients, however this 
is focusing on the entire experience. So, the 
needs and satisfaction of the sct'ffning 
ProRram an: distorted in this survcv. 
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New patient schcdulinl! risk assessment Pl infonnation 
MS37 A patient comes into the building, registers, We have patient group meetings every once Our history and physical covers these The flow sheets we hnve for certain 

and the team is notified. The LPN hns an inn while. We have done this for diabetes. areas. illnesses as well as the expectation sheet 
automated list of who is coming in. Lah One afternoon, our diabetic patients arc ure both things thnt nrc self-created. 
stickers arc printed out and the chart is invited to the clinic and receive education Patients can see this. The team has decided 
given to the doctor. Some patients suffer by one of the physicians about self· what data should he collected. For our 
from chronic diseases, such as diabetes and management and care. This is sometimes diabetic patients, we also have a booklet 
congestive heart failure. Their chart nlso done with patients with cardiovascular out called the "Right Track," which 
includes a unique cover sheet - a summary problems as well. contains information on diabetes. We can 
sheet on physician expectations prescribe this booklet right out of our 
about what care needs to be provided and also a sheet that contains education material for pharmacy for our patients. 
the patient. For example, a diabetic would receive current info on diabetes. There would 
also be a "diabetes" flow sheet that has on it eye exams, foot exams, etc .. All this stuff 
goes in the chart. The difference between us and other places is that we actually do 
something with all the information the nurse uts in the chart. 
New patient schedulimz risk assessment pt information 

MS38 They come to our hospice many ways -- No data No data No data 
( I )by self referral or a 
family member calling; (2) several oncologists routinely refer patients; (3) by a discharge coordinator. If they call, we do a short I-page intake form that covers biopsychosocial 
functioning, disease trajectory, insurance (we have to get permission from their HMO), and ask MD if they will certify the 11atient as appropriate in terms of expected length oflife. 
After admission, an administrative nurse completes an 8 - IO page assessment that covers a range of issues from their expectations, pets, significant others, fears and concerns, plans, 
medications they are on for symptom control, whether they have a priest or chaplain from their own parish. We then develop a plan of care. One or two nurses and a nurses aide will 
care for the oatient lat home) uo to 5 - 6 d/wk dl!llelldin11. on their needs. 
New 1>1tient schedulin11. risk assessment nt information 

MS39 Patients are referred from inpatient No data No data We try to give them as much as they are 
psychiatry, outpatient interested in or arc able to 
mental health, or sometimes from a family member. The first evaluation is by a psychiatrist. This is really a triage evaluation. We used to take in. We have some videos, books, 
have less clinically trained people do this but found that the patient got far along in the system before we found out that there were not reprinted pages. We encourage people to 
eligible. Eligibility is defined by the state. The focus is on those with the most need; those who would benefit from a team based take personal charge of their lives. That is 
approach to care. Eligibility includes most major mental illnesses, borderline personality illness, Schi1.0phrcnia, recurrent depression. something that happens all the time -- we 
There is the diagnostic part and then whether they are impaired in a number of ways in their life. They need a few different services that help identify what works for helping 
would he best addressed by a team. We engage them in the service the way they need. If they are eligible, they meet with a clinical case someone take charge of their life. 
manager. They may meet with a vocational specialist. The clinical case manager will go over the service goals. We have a recovery 
planning meeting where the family is included. The focus is to discuss what might support the person in their recovery. We develop a 
service plan which is reviewed every 3 months. The rccoverv planning meetings are held annually. 
New 1>1tient schedulin11. risk assessment nt information 

MS40 No data Access issues aren't a problem --- people No data No data 
arc seen rh1.ht awav. 
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New patient scheduling risk assessment nt information 

MS41 New patients nre diagnosed, the MD asks No data No data We have classes, we have a resource list 
us for a consul!, and we for every service area 
walk the patient down to our office. The RN or LPN assesses the demographics, what they do, risk factors, support 11v11ilnblc, medication, (weight watchers, YMCAs, etc.), we have 
lifestyle, and barriers to making changes. We do a learning needs assessment. Order lab work-up, then plan for follow-up. If they arc not support groups. We have trained the staff 
newly diagnosed they can be referred directly to us by PCP. We also send letters to patients with diabetes asking !hem lo come in. The lo teach when the patient is there for 
first visit is usually 4S minutes lo an hour long. Preventive screening visits arc done yearly ··• assess vital signs, behavior, willingness to monitoring. We have found that one-size 
make changes. We take retinal photos which arc sent directly to the opthalmologisl, instead of sending the patient lo the opthalmologist. docs not fit all. 
We learned that we need to risk stratify. You can't offer a Cadillac lo everyone. You need lo fit the level of services to the level of need. 
Some people might call this rationing. We prioritize based on risk. Risk is based on age of onset of diabetes, presence or absence of co-
morbidities, etc. We use protocols to identify risk and then provide treatment Primary prevention ••· those with diabetes, secondary 
prevention -- those with diabetes and any other risk factors, tertiary prevention··· already had stroke, Ml, or renal failure. Primary 
prevention means they arc usually directed to class and yearly exams. Tertiary prevention usually involves much more monitoring. 
Services arc less intense or more intense based on risk. 
New patient scheduling risk assessment pt infonnation 

MS42 We now have a standard pre-natal record 111 No data No data No data 
all of our clinics. Thus, 
all family doctors, ob/gyns, and midwives use the same instruments. The questionnaire given lo women at their first visit is submitted into an electronic database. We arc able to track 
folks that have increased risks. We make sure that rcfcmls an: made to ob/gyns if twins arc projected. We have perinatalogists as well as case managers. At the initial visit, educational 
material is provided to women. We give them a waler bottle that says on it "Pre-term labor." Our Can: Process Model emphasizes how lo prevent complications. Our high-risk 
pregnancy protocol is designed lo reduce the morbidity due to prc-lcnn labor and the costs, which amount to about $28 million. A fetal fibronectin tests has been established to 
determine who is really going into labor versus those women who arc just experiencing pain. The $83 test is less costly than a woman coming into the labor and delivery dept, which 
costs S400/ni11h1. 
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MS43 
New patient schedulil!& 
A patient first comes to an outpatienl I No data 
clinic. They don't need 
an appointment. They can come any dny between 9: 4 and wait for 1/2 hour· 45 minutes 
maximum. If they are from out of town, they arc sent a questionnaire to be filled out by 
their G.P. Usually they hear about us by word of mouth. We check the questionnaire and 
screen out patients with cardiac disease, those whose weight is more than IO • I 5% beyond 
ideal. If they are willing to lose weight, we send them a diet. The day before surgery they 
come for an exam. We are set on a beautiful 35 acre 

risk assessment 
We encourage patients to come for follow
up anytime, especially 
4 weeks ofter surgery or to call with any 
problem. Our switchboard operator is 
instructed that if a patient calls during 
working hours, please find a doctor to talk 
to them 

pl infommtion 

We have infom1ation about the technique 
on the intemcl. We olso. 
have a video lhnt can be sent to the patient 
or viewed ofter they arrive. We olso have 
copies of several articles that have been 
written about our work 

site. It is a non-intimidating, house-like setting. The atmosphere is casual. They arc offered food. It is well lit. A nurse asks some questions, check if they have lost the weight they 
needed to lose, BP check, hernia check. They go to o prep orea to shave and then are accompanied by anursc who chats with them. Then they go to the finance office, manage any 
necessary certificates, fonns, letters to employers arc all prepared in advance-before admittance. We keep in mind that these patients arc not sick, and the surgery is elective, so they 
are taken to their room but cricouraged to go to the lounge area. Blood is drawn and they have a cardiogram. They arc given orientation, shown the dining area etc. No meals arc served 
in the rooms, and there arc no TVs in the room because we want them to be ambulatory early, go to the dining area, sit together with other patients who arc recovering. We have learned 
at the banquets that the patients value this as a very social experience and that talking with other patients allays fears about pain. Family arc not encouraged to stay so that patients can 
mingle with other patients. Spouses and children stay in a hotel close by or a reasonably priced senior citizen's home. Thal evening they have a snack and go to bed. The next day they 
have a local anaesthetic 3 hrs before surgery, then a mild tranquilizer 45 minutes before surgery. They arc in a holding area for I0-15 minutes, chit chatting with other patients, then 
walk to the OR with some assistance from circulating nurse. A nurse wishes them good luck! and introduces everyone to each other. The nurse talks to them during surgery. Some 
elderly have cardiac monitoring, and they monitor 02 saturation, but more than 50% have no monitoring. For 90'/o thcrc is no drowsiness, no needles. Thcrc arc 5 ORs, 2 
anesthesiologists who circulate among the rooms. They have only light music, or they can bring their own CDs. After surgery they walk back to an open rccovery area. They stay in bed 
for 3-4 hours, have some water, orange juice or ginger ale. Nurse checks BP. Almost all get Tylenol or Advil only for pain as soon as they get to the recovery area, another dose 3-4 
houn later regardless of need. Within 12 hours they usually feel line, can engage in movement. They arc getting around at will and walk around the hospital or grounds the first day. 
May have a light supper. Each surgeon visits his patient that evening. The surgeon checks that the incision is dry and that there is no nausea and answers questions. The next morning 
the intercom announces that breakfast is available (patients can get coffee anytime). Patients sit anywherc they like, and pre-surgical and post surgical patients mingle and converse. 
Housekeeping staff treat them very well, as though in a hotel. We try to give them whatever they would like. Al 8:30 the surgeons do rounds, remove 1/2 the clips, and the patients arc 
on their own for the rest of the day. We tell them they can do any sort oflight exercise they want. We show them how to get in and out of bed comfortably and encourage them to move 
and exercise (exercise bike, etc.) They see others doing these things and arc told that they may have a little pain but they won't damage anything by driving, bending, lifting even a SO lb 
load, etc. They spend the rest of the day. Those that live nearby leave that afternoon or evening, the others the next morning after the rcmainder of the clips arc taken out We give them 
pamphlets about what to expect (such as some bruising in the area), check their temperature. We emphasize they have now completed therapy. They do not need any further treatment 
and do not have to go back to their doctor. They do not even leave with any dressing and don't have lo keep it covered. They can return to work if they wish, but most don't for 7 • 8 
days (by comparison, patients in other hospitals usually lake 4 weeks!). I emphasize again that we have a casual atmosphere, a friendly environment rather than a "hospital" feel. The 
areas of the house now from one to another. 

( 
'1 
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II. Patient Experience, part 2 

Referral/ 
11111,s11al problems 

Sometimes patients hm•e health problems such that they are referred to a 11umber of specialists a11d fi11d the information they get confi,sing, infom1atio11 is 
lost, or they are not s11re who is in charge or where to ask questions. Are there particular ways yo11 have addressed this coordinating iss11e in your micro
system? If a patient has a11 unusual problem that requires e.-rpertise from people in a number of disciplines 011tside your micro-system, do yo11 hm•e any ways 
of bringing that e.-rpertise together? 

Waits and delays= Are you able to tell how long it takes a patietlf to mol•e tliro11gh yo11r micro-system to definitil•e diagnosis a11d treatment? Are you able lo ide11tify the sources 
of delay? 

Jncentfre.s Are there any i11ce11til•es that reward management and staff for meeting and e.-rceeding patient e.-rpectations? 
Community = Are there things you do seek input from the community about their health needs? Are there things you do lo keep the community aware of your results and 

what you are doing? 

unusual problems waits and delavs incentives communitv 

MSOI No data No data No data No data 

unusual problems waits and delays incentives community 

MS02 This is a big focus. Our working We arc paying special attention to high No data No data 
relationships with consultants arc good priority diagnoses, this included I diagnosis 
and we usually get information back. They of a breast lump). We have been working hard with other systems and their scheduling. We gather the data and use it to identify their 
are too busy for formal systems. problems for them and push them. An example is scheduling barium enemas. Access is a big issue that results in a lot of e-mail. If the 

wait is too Iona. we send the patient to a com ictina system. Delays are often caused by a lack of soccialists 

unusual problems waits and delavs incentives communitv 

MS03 At the team meeting, the overall health of We have some of the typical hospital The only reward is the knowledge that you We function to serve the community. We 
the patient and their needs arc discussed. Al delays such as scheduling and completion are providing good personal have a community relations department and 
other places, the care process may be of tests. However, additionally, many of care for each patient. they frequently organize talks by 
fragmented. The daily team meetings bring our patients have social problems and community and hospital leaders. We are 
people together. Everyone interacts with issues that need to be addressed. This also in touch with many different 
each other. It's not like other places where lengthens the care process and can delay it. community boards who give us input on an 
people just read each other's progress on-going basis. 
rrnons in the chans. 
unusual problems waits and delays incentives community 

MS04 I) Family Practitioner maintains contact They track median LOS by type: CV Su to No data No data 
and ongoing role 2)critical care point ICU to floor within 24 hours (in hosp 4-S 
person, gives info to family and patient and days) MICU, chronic lung disease 2/S-3 days CCU <2 days Surg ICU -2 days They track 
also makes clear that this is a learn-- no median values: 4.8 - 7 days. Their LOS is below notional norms. 
secrets or gag rules for nurses. Others can 
and do discuss plans, etc. with patient and 
family 3) Doc in phone contact w/in 24 
hours if need be. 
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unusunl problems waits nnd delays incentives community 

MS05 No data No data Nodatu Nodntn 

unusual oroblems waits and delays incentives community 

MS06 We are all in one building, so we have We have measured wait time and delays in No data Our system docs two types of satisfaction 
never had a big problem getting the exam room. Waiting for appointments surveys. We have a local community 
appointments with specialists. The was a big problem before we went to open access. Most of the delays were related to advisory bonrd. We developed a family 
specialist will e-mail me notes or call me if hospital admissions (Dr. X had to go to the ER this morning to admit someone). So we practice newsletter that isn't about 
ii is urgent. No real turf wars over patients. created a hospital service so our docs don't have to leave the clinic. 20 docs share rotation wellness. It's to let people know about what 
Our system accesses the hospital notes. The in the hospital to handle all admissions. We created a phone center to handle problems is going on in the practice. When we were 
specialist signs the note electronically and with phone access. Hasn't accomplished everything we wanted to do. We have 6 people moving to open access we asked patients 
it goes immediately to the primary care answering phones. I saw it as decentralization and didn't like that idea for the micro- how they wanted to be communicated with 
provider -- they don't have to think to do system concept. My phone nurse knows my patients ••• she knows when a patient really and they said a lellcr from their physician. 
that or look up the name. needs 20 minutes instead of 10. This has been borne out with the phone center and ii is So we try lo make the ncwslctler like that. 

still hard lo gel through. We have decided to get rid of the phone center and go back to the They didn't want to read a news release in 
smallest replicable unit of the teams. We have had some problems making space for the newspaper. 
adding the rcccplionisl to the team and 2 people from the phone center. I'll not increase 
staffing but just move them around. We arc going to pilot lest this change. It's not about 
technology; it's about answering phones. We have a medication recall line lhal is used 
about 75% of the time. The pharmacy has lcamcd 10 deal with our phone volume but we 
haven't yet. They have used automation to set up an answering machine for prescription 
refills. 

unusual oroblems waits and delays incentives community 

MS07 In the unit, there is an attending physician, Over the last 7 -8 years, the average length No data No data 
who is also teaching and a critical care of stay in the Shock-Trauma ICU has gone 
physician. Things only get complicated up to 5.6 days from 4.5. This is basically due to the demographics, sicker and sicker 
when an outside consultant is used. patients arc coming into the ICU. Our APACHE scores have been gelling higher and 
Usually, we try lo have whatever outside higher every year. The acuity of the patients has goltcn worse, however we think that there 
people have lo say filtered through the is still delay in our microsystem. In fact, this is an on-going project. We arc trying to 
house staff physician. We do have a increase the flow rate of patients across the ICU. We think that there arc logistical delays. 
multidisciplinary team that helps out the The hospital right now has an extremely high occupancy rate. 
coordination process. Every morning, we 
have rounds at 8:30 am to 10:30 am, 7 days 
a week. lflhcrc is a private consultant in, 
we usually go 10 their patient first. 
Evcrvthina relics on communication. 

unusual problems waits and dclavs incentives conununity 
MS08 No data No data No data No data 
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unusual nroblems wails and delays incentives communilv 
MS09 We have been forced by the HMO Nodala Nodala Patient surveys arc done periodically (so 

networks 10 use approved panels. Bui we far we have only done 2). We have one 
really have no limitation of specialists. We page exit interviews. We haven't changed a lot based on these surveys. As far as the 
use a paper system. community, we arc hesitant 10 lout our results. We don't want to appear to be doing 

research about c-scclion rates for economic gain. It is unique in clinical practice to be 
doing research. We presented our to the nursing srafT -- they said that they would pick 
someone in the middle. Not someone the hi11.hest or the lowest. 

unusual oroblcms waits and delays incentives communitv 
MSIO The nconatologist is the physician of No data No data No data 

record. They coordinate care at the 
physician level. Cardiologist, radiologists, etc. arc consultants. The same team takes care of the patient regardless of the problem. There 
is always a nurse at the bedside, a case manager (usually a resident or NP or nurse), and the attending. That's the care team. Well the team 
is the baby, family, bedside nurse, case manager, and attending physician. (I have to remind myself to include the family --- that's how 
hard it is even when that is something we arc really working on.) But the team always expands to be larger, such as including social 
workers. 
unusual oroblcms wails and delays incentives communitv 

MSII No data Depending on the priority, we can gel No data No data 
someone in within a week ••• for example 
gestational diabetes. For most newly diagnosed patients, it's within 2 weeks. It really 
depends on the priority that the MD gives the referral. Immediate intervention is what it 
takes to orcvent hosnitali1.11ion. 

unusual nmhlems waits and dclavs incentives communitv 
MS12 We started as a multi-specialty group. When we looked al the subcomponents of No data No data 

Now, ifl pick up a phone I can connect cycle time we looked at waiting room time 
directly to a specialist. This makes the and exam room time. We started working on improving the on-time rooming rate. Room readiness seems to be a problem. We thought 
transfer of care smooth. The Epic system that the problem was that the patients arc late for their appointments but that isn't the n:al problem. We have changed nursing schedules 
generates referrals for non-urgent referrals. from 5 8-hour days to 4 10-hour days. We are also going to room protocols. How to set up a room, types of patients that go in different 
My notes go with the referral. It's the same rooms. We have also been tracking 3rd available appointment -- we look at each physician's calendar and the time until the 1st available 
method for getting information back to me:. appointment, 2nd available appointment, and 3rd available appointment. Three days or under would be really good. Working in teams 
We arc also connected via e-mail -- we do should bring this down. We have found that residents arc underused and faculty are overused. 
a fair amount of communica1in11 this wav. 
unusual oroblcms waits and dclavs incentives communilv 

MSl3 Every provider has a business card. Thus, We can track process length through our No data No data 
all the patients know everyone's names. We real time "night simulator" system. By 
arc evaluated highly on patient satisfaction touching the screen, we instantly know 
because of this. We also receive back up such things as arrival to bed, bed to nurse, 
help from social service if the coordinating arrival to doctor aggregated cycle times. 
issue is vrrv comnlcx. 
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unusual problems waits and delnvs incentives communitv 

MS14 This could be belier. Now it's n note thnt Wnit times nrc II big source of delay. Human Resources come up with nn Nodntn 
goes out. It's very individualized according Waiting in the exum room bcfon: the MD Independent Development Pinn (IDP). If 
to MD. comes in. Now we hove gone to you come up with n plnn for something to improve and achieve ii there is n reword ---

standardized rooms, stnndnrd stocking of bnsicnlly you qualify for a raise. We just started this year nnd next year it will be 
rooms, pulling up infonnation about the mandatory to meet your IDP to get a raise. We send out weekly news nashes on e-mnil 
patient visit before the visit. recognizing people's efforts. For example one group of nurses wanted to improve patient 

satisfaction in their team. One team wanted to decrease supply costs -- they cut supply 
costs by 28%. The IDP includes a plan, method, way to check results. It has to be 
approved by the manager. Then we may have to provide resources lo them. For example, 
I taught one group how to use excel. 

unusual oroblems waits and delavs incentives communitv 

MSIS We insist that specialists use our record. I'll We don't track it, but I know how long it No data No data 
see the record that way. Specialists consult takes al the medical center and how long it 
with us a fair amount. We stay involved in takes here. For a breast lump, il's less than a week from finding it to mammogram and seeing a surgeon. Al the medical center it takes 6 
the care as patients are moved through weeks. Delay is not a problem for us. We arc patient advocates. We try to get to know the people to call to work the system. I used to be 
transitional care units. There is a common more effective at working the system IS years ago. When you query me about me sitting here and about the medical center, I'll tell you 
record, a common staff, and a common how I feel. One of my patients is being put on a research protocol at the medical center for ovarian cancer. I don't have any way to let 
attitude. We have lots of hallway them know that she doesn't need to be treated this way. 
conversations. Getting people in and out of 
the medical center is very different. There 
are 11 different managed care 
organizations with different approval 
processes. We have poor communication 
with the medical center. But they have 
created an on-line medical record so I can 
see it. It's just the dictated notes. It only 
sends n."Cords out -- I can't send records in 
(ifl had an on-line record). (Why'?) 
Attitude. I think. 
unusual oroblems waits and delays incentives communitv 

MSl6 No data No data No data No data 

MS17 No data No data No data No data 

unusual problems waits and dclavs incentives communitv 

MS18 No data No data No data The lcadmhip has tried to be visible by 
giving community presentations, press 

releases. I often get direct feedback from patients and providers. We have changed the 
culture enough that they expect things lo work a cettain way -- if it doesn't it is seen as a 
failure. The feedback loop includes expeclations of the patient/family/practitioners tha1 
things will work a certain way. When they don'I, there needs to be a person to report to 
who will do somethinit about it. 
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unusual problems waits and dclavs incentives community 

MS19 We have a manual system, in which we About an hour. We have an actual position Waiting time had been a problem. We We have held many workshops with 
provide referring doctors wilh customilcd for facilitating patient flow on our stafT. measured how much improvement community doctors to let them understand 
forms that arc easy to understand and hand- The facilitator acts like a "traffic cop" and occurred per doctor. We rated each doctor when they should consider referring their 
ofT. We fax these forms to the referring informs the technicians and the doctors as having a good level, a great level, or the patients to us. We try to increase 
doctor. If they don't send anything back to who the next patient is, what needs 10 be best level. This spurs competition lo do everyone's knowledge about each other, 
us, we call them a day before a patient's done, who lo lake when, etc .. You can only heller. We also have an on-going bonus for about what each care site can do and what 
appointment. have someone like this if you have enough all stafT based on the center's profits and each site has as its goals. 

of patient volume to support this. However, revenue. However, there is an important 
we do. And its important to have someone clause that says that a certain level of 
looking at the big picture and remind us if a patient satisfaction as measured by our 
patient has, let's say, waited for too long or surveys is needed before any bonus 
can be accommodated in a special way. payment. Thus, ifwc go through a year, 

where we substantially increased our 
overall profits and revenue but patient 
satisfaction was not up to par, no one gets a 
bonus. 

unusual problems waits and dclavs incentives communitv 

MS20 No data In most of hospitals you sit in the admitting I think incentives would be a mistake, II is No data 
office for 20 minutes then you arc taken lo a slippery slope of not being good enough. 

the floor and asked the same information you were asked in the admitting office. W c just lfl do this, I get this. But what ifl do this? 
took out the admitting office step. Patients come straight to the floor. Before people go to Should I hold something back for more 
surgery then to a pre-op holding area. I didn't know what in the world they were doing incentive? Then who do you decide to 
there. The only reason we did it that way was btcausc patients need to sign a release form. reward? The floor staff! The ICU staff! 
We found out it was that way because one day someone made it to the OR without signing We try to align the incentives. Most of our 
a release form. Who had responsibility for that? The floor, the pre-op holding area, and the nurses arc have young families -- they 
OR. Everyone was supposed to ask to make sure it had been done. So, now patients go want to go home to their families. lfwc do 
directly from floor to surgery. We assigned the responsibility for getting the release form the best job we can we all get to go home 
and took out all the steps that were checking the checkers. We pay extreme attention to on time. That's an incentive. 
standardi1.11tion. We arc done with bVDaSs in 2 hours. 

unusual oroblcms waits and delavs incentives community 

MS21 No data No data No data We aren't doing anything to collect patient 
satisfaction data. I asked patients to write 

about their changes and the process. There was an article in the local paper, "Patients arc 
their own specialists" • it said that what the Saginaw program is especially good at is 
hclpin1t patients take care of themselves. 
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unusual problems waits and delays incentives community 

MS22 Patients, when confused come back to me. Physician availability is the biggest source No data When people call our office, they will 
I coordinate things with radiology, family of delay. It helps that I can confer with alwuys be asked a series of questions 
practice, onhopcdics, ENT, etc. Patients physicians and visit with patients here. For regarding their health status and how they 
come to me and usually give me an update the patient with the umbilical hernia, I was arc feeling. This phone service allows us to 
on how their follow-up care is going. I like able to take with the surgeons and give and receive quick information 
this because we arc really into caring for coordinate a schedule for patient care. lfit regarding patients' health needs. 
the body as a "whole," If there is a is an emergency, we push the process of 
problem with another care taker, I like care. Otherwise, we make sure we follow-
taking care of the problem right then and up as quickly as possible. 
there in front of the patient. We get 
physicians, nurses, social security people, 
you name it, on the "speaker phone" and 
talk with them. 
unusual problems waits and delays incentives community 

MS23 85% of our clinicians approved giving Sources of delay were the getting to No data No data 
radiology more responsibility. At first mammography, getting to surgery. We've 
some of them questioned it -- didn't want really focused on the gaps from step to 
to lose control of their patients. But now step. 
that we've been doing this and most people 
have been through referring patients to us, they don't question it. In the beginning, the surgeons wanted to stay in the loop with biopsies. They didn't like the idea of giving over the 
biopsy procedures. We did a study of 100 patients -- did biopsies both ways, needle and open. Out of 100 patients, 36 cancers were found. 3S cancers found with needle biopsy, 35 
found with open biopsy. Both missed I --- diffen."111 ones. Needle biopsy caught one that open biopsy missed and open biopsy caught one that needle biopsy missed. So the surgeons 
said fine, do the needle biopsies, but we want to consult on them. Now surgeons have completely turned to over to radiologists --- the surgeons realized that their input was costly and 
timely. We keep everyone infonncd and on track. We've had no problem with buy-in, but we are salaried, so we arc not taking away their business, just the unnecessary surgical visits. 
Others in the community have turned over breast screening to us. The VA and flealthPartners have contracted with us to do breast care. Insurers and employers want to send patients 
here because of our data on breast outcomes. The breast work here has been a big pan of getting new patients into the system. We are going to be working on improving surgery 
integration. And we want to widen our breadth to bring in more patients. We arc always on the cutting edge of new techniques and technologies. We arc a training site for biopsy 
equipment. We are one of 6 US sites to look at nuclear medicine and breast screening. We have a room for digital mammography. Our system got a DoD grant to compare patients who 
were on their own with cancer compared to patients with a care coordinator who would go with them to appointments and treatment. They did so much better with breast cancer nurses. 
We will have 3 111 the new center. The most time spent with patients is right at diagnosis. So the nurse can have a roster of several patients that she is working with. They are available to 
their oatients dav or ni2ht. 
unusual problems waits and delays incentives community 

MS24 No data No data No data No data 
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unusual nroblems waits and delays incentives communitv 

MS25 We have 2 full time people that coordinate There is virtually no delay. Our ancillary No data No, the only way we gel info like that is 
care. We write the note, then send the staff is so good. lfa woman calls in with a from our MCOs. 
patient across the hall to get it all set up. lump she can be seen that day. If necessary we can schedule an urgent mammogram. Then 
We couldn't do it any other way because of we have the results within 24 hours. In our system an area that has been a problem has 
all the different prccertifications. Our been to do secondary studies at the same visit. So the patient leaves, results come back to 
mission has been to do what is right for the us, then we have to order another test. 
patient. We refer quicker than not. We will 
contact the specialist by phone or letter. We 
arc good about getting feedback from the 
SIW'<'ialists. 
unusual nroblcms waits and delavs incentives communilv 

MS26 No data It takes around 4 hours now --- we have a No data No data 
goal of90 minutes. II of schedules (II MDs) 

# of schedulers Part-time nature of providers. The nature of urgent consults. They arc unannounced and unpredictable. Actually they arc 
predictable in that they happen every day. One or two everyday. But we don't have any contingencies for them. We started a "crash cart" 
that is available for urgent consults. It's a rolling cart that is set to go. There is a check list so that when the ER calls we can go down the 
list ---have you done this, have you done this. We were finding that they weren't ready when our team got there --- there is a lot that can 
be done before nullin11: our docs out of the unit. 

unusual oroblcms waits and dclavs incentives communitv 
MS27 No data I think we could [identify sources of No data No data 

delay). I haven't been practicing there for 2 
yrs. If I were, the next thing I'd work on would be the huge practice silos. Patients don't 
exDCrience their illness as involvin11 these Gel 11111te silos. Do todav's work todav. 

unusual nmhlems waits and dclavs incentives communitv 
MS28 We have a proactive cardiac cath Patients arc usually operated on within a No data Getting into the system is what frustrates 

conference for the more difficult cases. We few days oflhc cath. the patient most. Once they get to us things 
combine the data we've collected on the go smoothly. I think that is something we need to improve, but we can't control it. We've 
patient and stratify the different tried moving the SF36 upstream to use it as a decision making tool instead of just a way to 
interventions. show the oatient that he or she has imnroved since thcv had the sufl!crv. 
unusual oroblems waits and delavs incentives communitv 

MS29 No data No data No data No data 
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unusual problems wails and delavs incentives community 

MS30 This is a problem. We have just hired For a brenst lump there is typicnlly n delay Nodatu No data 
someone whose lllsk is loredesign care of 2 weeks after referral by the GP. Then, it 
across organizational boundaries. She is is usually one stop lo diagnosis and therapy. ll is wniting to be seen on referral. There is 11 

being panly supported by us, panly by the national project going on about this, looking at inefficiencies in the system -· it is probably 
Community Trust. For example, if a patient resource constraints, panicularly personnel. 
falls in the street and thinks he has 11 

fracture. He might contact their practice, 
but more likely they would be taken by 11 

paramedic to the local ER, triaged, x-rnyed, 
seen by an orthopedist, taken to surgery, 
then seen by II therapist, then discharged 
under supervision of social services, and 
sent back to care of their primary care 
doctor. From the perspective of the system 
they have passed through community 
services, the hospital system and secondary 
care, social services, and GP practice who 
was a pan of none of this. From the 
patient's perspective, he just broke his leg. 

unusual nroblcms waits and dclavs incentives community 

MS31 No data No data No data No data 

unusual problems waits and delays incentives community 

MS32 Well it depends on the type of patient. It's 11 No data We use letters of commendation. If we No data 
complicated process for managed care have comments from a patient. We arc 
referrals. We have a goal of 48-hours for moving toward team review instead of individual performance review. Point to what 
anything non-emergent. If it's emergent we people need to do better. 
will call the snccialist ri2ht then. 

unusual problems waits and delays incentives community 
MS33 We have one record for everyone, this is Timeliness a big issue. If you call into DH, No data No data 

less of a problem We have the "digital we can get you into therapy within the 
dump." We have timclines with what to week. We hope it will go to I day. We now 
expect in terms of the pannering program-- have only 50"/o carve out (unscheduled). 
specialist reminder flags Information flow Time to third appointment is 7.5 days from 
is imponant; we arc paying a lot of 16.9 days last September We have data 
attention to it. boards entitled "How arc we doing?" 
next to the waiting room where we give patients this information. It provides information on preventive care rates (stool guaic, tetanus) 
etc. as well as access. We hope it will 110 to I day in DH. 
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unusual problems waits and delavs incentives community 
MS34 We have some primary referral No data Celebrations and pats on the back arc all No data 

relationships with specialists. II depends on that we have. No produc1ivi1y incentives. 
lhe needs of the patient Ofien the We arc all on straight salary. A strong 
in1erprc1er plays 1he role of coordinating egalitarion spirit 
the care. We have established procedures 
of how information is communicated back 
to the orimarv care ohvsician. 
unusual problems waits and delavs incentives community 

MS3S No data No data No data The community docs focus groups and 
gives us feedback. There seems to be an 
interracial bias about aualitv. 

unusual problems waits and delays incentives community 

MS36 With abnonnal findings, additional We arc experimenting with different There arc only incentives for high-level We have a consumer controlled board. 
evaluation must be done. Our surveys show measures. We do chan audits. However, administrators to meet HEDIS measures. They have asked us to do studies on breast 
patient concern with the coordination of we do not have yet a good automated Nothing filters down. cancer patients. Thcte is still a resource 
care, especially with an abnonnal finding. measure. We have a fairly good idea of the issue for us. We work with limited 
We have instituted a trial study with a time it takes from an abnonnal resources. We try to do many things to 
"navigator." We believe that navigators mammogram or biopsy to treatment, but raise awareness of breast cancer and the 
can help guide patients about where lo go not beforehand. And this is not the best importance of screening. It is mind 
and when concerning their follow-up care staning point for measuring time of care. boggling, thcteforc, for me to find out how 
after screening. We arc also doing another We want women in within two weeks for little people know. We tell the media and 
pilot study on the treatment side. Overall, diagnosis. We don't have any data though, various other mediums, however, people 
we believe that from the point of referral to so we can't systematically look at delay, arc surprised at what we arc trying to do 
eventual diagnosis, there is a large grey and the scope of the cffon. 
area. We arc presently trying to improve 
this area. 

unusual problems waits and delays incentives communitv 
MS37 Sometimes, we do have to send patients to We arc able to identify delay in some areas, No data We do systematic satisfaction surveys via 

a specialist. For example, if a patient needs like CV, diabetes, and mammography. We telephone. We can assess each doctor's 
an insulin pump. Our microsystem is know when patients if and when patients have gotten ccnain preventive tests. We track individual pcrfonnance in this way. 
unique in that here a specialist comes to the patients through preventive care, but not through the diagnostic processes. 
patient, instead of vice-versa. Specialists, 
every now and then, make rounds with us 
in our practice. This is different from the 
usual referral process. For diabetes, it 
works quite well. 
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unusual problems waits and delays incentives communitv 

MS38 We make one nurse in charge in the No data None. Another organi1.ation I know about We have a very active board with a lot of 
inpatient unit. She is the conduit for any rewards aides for obtaining certificates in outreach activities including 
problems or questions. She is the one patients and family members contact, and she will rehabilitation or end-of-life dementia, and nonbereavemcnt counseling services tied to 
coordinate when there arc problems, is aware of their needs, and has continuity. If need be, they get a higher salary. It would be nice to acute care. The results of our audits 
she calls the doctor. She knows, for example, patients or family members to look out for- be able to do this. identify opportunities for improvement. 
who may panic, obstruct the care plan, etc. In the home the majority of visits arc by the 
same nurse and aide team. This works very well, and ii is very rare to have patients call the 
doctor first. 
unusual problems waits and delavs incentives communitv 

MS39 No data The idea of this care is that it is available as No data There has been a strong consumer 
long as needed. It is rare that we would movement recently on C"'4tin, peer 
serve someone for less than 6 months. It is support centers. These arc not run by us, but by consumers. We refer people to them and 
more common that we serve someone for then we participate by providing some of the educational seminars. They encourage people 
many years. to take control of their own carc. for example, they use workbooks on living with mood 

disorders. I teach residents about community mental health. I invite the peer support 
groups to educate the residents. It really is an eye-opener for the residents. I think that as 
physicians a lot ofus don't have any idea what it is like to live with a mental illness. And 
none of the education teaches that. The peer support centers let people with the illness 
teach the rnidents about it. 

unusual nroblems waits and delavs incentives community 

MS40 No data One day, one visit. A new patient is Nodala Nodala 
generally one-hour visit. A return patient is 
usually a 30-minute visit. 

unusual problems waits and delavs incentives communitv 

MS41 No data No data No data No data 

unusual Droblems waits and delays incentives community 

MS42 The campus/community based structure The two main problems of treatment delay We have an internal budget financial We derive our health plan members from 
addresses the coordination issue. ffthcre is arc the unavailability of physicians and incentive structure which has many the community. We have a marketing 
a high-risk pregnancy, perinatal case patient non-compliance. Our case managers indicators. If at the end of a quarter, there division that conducts focus groups in the 
managers arc assigned to the woman and arc the ones who make visits to patients arc savings from the unit, the $ is split 1/3 community. We survey patient satisfaction 
care is provided. The multidisciplinary who arc not following their health schedule lo the facility, 1/3 lo the health plan, and in the clinics and study health plan-
clinics also serve as a point in which many during pregnancy. We have a detailed flow 1/3 to the physicians. Ultimately, what the population interaction. for example, we 
issues can be treated at once. If the woman chart for normal and abnormal deliveries. physicians sec is an increase in their fee know that women in the household make 
is a diabetic, her specialist care manager We have criteria for dystocia and fetal schedule for the next quarter. most of the insurance decisions for the 
may refer her to an obstetrician as indicated distress. family. We try and work with this data. 
by our care Drotocols. 
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unusual problems waits and dclavs incentives community 

MS43 (They screen out high-risk patients because No data No data We visit meetings of chiropracters in major 
they do not have backup ICU.] cities 2x/yr. Many 

times patients go to chiropracters because ofbnck pain, but the reason is on abdominal hernia. Because patients travel long distances to 
have surgery here, we go to other cities for follow-up. We send patients a letter letting them know when we arc coming. We also let their 
GPs know we arc coming and hope they have no objection. •Q: What do you learn from this? A: Sometimes we pick up someone who 
needs surgery. Sometimes people bring friends or a relative who need surgery. Sometimes their doctors come as patients. We realize it is 
hard for some people to come to hard, and our follow up is improved this way. We ask about the incision, complaints, how the repair is 
1minJ.?. 
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Health Care Micro-systems Interview Responses 

Ill. Information and Information Technology 

On the ore-interview .,urvev, ,•ou indicated that your information system ... Do I have tl,at rieht? 
MSOI We arc working with someone to develop the infonnation system we need. We will be pilot testing soon. It will be integrated into our existing system. An independent practice cannot 

fund information systems. 
MS02 We panicipated in a Jorge survey done by a medical sociologist of 600 patients. More than 60% had computers at home. The elderly arc most rapidly increasing users. I consider 

responding to e-mail pan of my call-time. We have a lab interface (since Feb) (the lab is hospital based) and arc working on R-network fax for consultant repons. We looked into 
scanning in the consultant repon, but most of it is junk and just as fast to type in a few sentences. For the time being, I just type in peninent findings on consultant repons and x-rays. 
The BMR also provides pharmacy interaction alens. The EMR is the best tool there is out there. Given the diversity and biology, it is very hard to develop gls that would help with an 
individual patient. The EMR has a Protocol Function. The hospital is gradually developing one for inpatients (by CERN ER). Another function of the Medical Assistants is to take the 
responsibility for getting the results of tests, e.g., CAT scan before a patient visits. I can access lab data, discharge summaries, x-ray repons for his hospitalized patients if their discharge 
summaries haven't been sent to me yet. When lab results arc returned, they come back by provider, and I can attach them to the patient's chan. When I open the patient record to the 
"desktop" flaits alen me to deal with abnonnal results. 

MS03 We use a written record for the most pan which includes lab results and x-ray test results. Soon, the whole institution is going to switch to an "order-based" system, in which some of the 
care processes will be computerized. We believe that this will probably crash and destroy the micro-system for about I month, and then it will be good. There is a huge learning curve as 
well as a phase of "learning and acceptance" that the staff must go through. The promise of IT is that it will generate all sons of data for us, from rcpons to graphs on all sons of 
outcomes. 

MS04 No data 
MSOS We run our own rcpons every 60 - 90 days. We cxpon data to the Society of Thoracic Surgeons and the American Cardiology Society. Our data becomes a subset of their data. In the 

beginning of looking at the data, there was a lot of fighting and in the end there have been a lot of hard feelings. It's a matter of building up trust. How the organization is struclurcd has 
helped a lot. The Chiefs arc salaried and arc expected to work on improvement. They arc well versed in the data. The physicians work at other hospitals as well. We have been involved 
in population based efforts lhal focus on cost and LOS. We focus on 1he health of the native populalion. We arc slatting a stale-wide diabelcs disease management program. There have 
been lots of stans and stops. It's hard for us to reach a consensus about whal to do. We have an "explore" database. This syslem has been up for abou1 2 years. It's a nalional program 
[HBSI). 167 01hcr facililics arc included. We can pull infonnalion by procedure code. The data can be calegorizcd by severity. Level I c low risk, II"' medium risk, Ill a Hi risk, IV= 
extreme. 

MS06 There is a praclice in (location X] that is fully automated. It's a solo praclice that is caring for 4000 palients. The only way he can do lhal is lo be fully aulomated. We're going there for a 
site visit. The needs of primary care get lost in the greater needs of the system. No one is willing to invest in automation. We arc looking at a system to do a lot of the paperwork. I.S. has 
to commit the resources. They have lo be willing 10 support anything lhat will inlerfacc with the overall clinical infonnalion sys1em for the system. We arc also looking at a new system 
for pre-certification of hospital care. We lost S 15,000 within one month with CTs and MRls that weren't pre-certified. The bottom line of the clinic and hospital arc tied, so thal expense 
falls on the clinic. We can't hmorc this. We see that the insurance companies arc just clampinit down on this. There's no llOint in Irving to fiitht it. 

MS07 Our IT system in the ICU was established in 1964. It then later moved into other areas in the hospital and today is corporale-widc, in 6 different hospitals. We have laboratory data, 
pharmacy data, adminislrative data, EKG records, x-ray records, and all sons of other infonnation on compulcr. 11tc hardware we arc using is aclually archaic; it is more of a DOS 
system than a Windows one. We have a "complete medical record." Computer terminals arc al the bedside of all patients in the ICU. A Medical lnfonna1ional Bus (MID) takes all oflhc 
information from the technology and equipment at the bedside and directly lransfcrs it into the mainframe compulcr. We could get updates to 1hc minute if we wanted, but we usually 
just collect the data every IS minutes. Thus, information is coming into the medical record from various sources, including lhc MID and from nurses/physicians who have terminals at 
their work stalions. I am able to download all the data collected and store it in a da1abasc to do population queries. We also have an automaled billing system. The firs! year this was 
installed, the Shock-Trauma ICU increased its yearly revenue by SI million. This was because before the billing became automatic, there were so many lasks that we just forgot lo bill 
for. At the corporate level, there is now talk about creating a longitudinal record. This would allow paticnl infonnalion from anolher hospital outside lhc system or a physician's private 
practice to be integrated into the chan here at our hospital. The hospital mighl have spent close to $50 million on inforrnalion technology. They arc also trying to move 10 a different 
format, away from the hardware syslcm we have now 10 a client-server process. The IT system here also measures processes of care. As I said earlier, the data that comes from 1he 
system is used to create new protocols and to linker with others. Some of our computers arc able to run very sophislicaled programs. Usually respiratory therapists help out. Out for 
cxamnlc. our ventilator nrotocol is almost entirclv comnuter run. 
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On the ore-interview surve,• vou indicated that your information system ..• Do I have that ri,:ht? 
MS08 Our patient records vary from site lo site - one site is totally paperless. For diabetes all the resource nurses arc using u standard tool. There arc manual - next year ii will be computerized. 

Information is available on our website. We have the capability of sharing information with the patients now - at the system level, but we don't wnnl to do that yet because that would be 
going around the care team. They [the care team) aren't ready for that yet. It's all part of building mutual support. At the system level we have the opportunity to combine our clinical and 
administrative databases. We use the information system to generate risk lists and stratify risk. We asked it to give us everybody with a diagnosis of diabetes and to give us everybody 
with a prescription for an oral glucose agent. Then we tested this way against a manual chart review and found that it was a very good, accurate way to generate a risk list. This list is 
sent to the MD quarterlv. It helns the care team identify patients who arc at 2rcatest risk. 

MS09 We arc startinll a medi-tech system at the hosoital. So far we can't access office records. We seem to be 2 - 3 years toward a fully inlegratcd system. 
MSIO Our system is a mix of paper and electronic. Connected to hospical (e.g., lab, radiology, pathology, ccc.) We seem lo be behind. Our instilulion is behind. This is a barrier to doing 

improvement work. The daca lhal is available for populacions of babies is very poor. Thal's one reason we participate in the regional database. There is no organizational support for 
maintaining, developing data bases al a dcpartmenl or unit level. You can't expect the institution to develop it. Complaining about deficits is not useful. For a while I was a "consultant" 
to the inslitution about information systems. The patient record should contain the same information we need for the organization on financial and clinical outcomes. The outcomes and 
arlminislrativc data should be part of lhc palicnt record. ICD-9 codes an:n't specialized enou2h. 

MSII Our system allows us lo track who didn't come back for a follow-up each quarter. Then we use non-clinical people to make the calls. This would be impossible without computcrizcd 
medical records. You can't drop out of Che program without talking to us and letting us know why. This really is an important part of chronic care. We arc using a clinical algorithm that 
is comouter based. 

MSl2 No data 
MS13 The physician group, who has contracted with the hospital, invented the tracking system and brought it to the hospital. My colleagues and I invented the "dashboard" approach to 

measun: cycle times. It's been hen: for three years. For this sort of stuff to expand, then: needs to be a radical revolution involving the current market of software vendors. They arc so 
monopolistic, so customer unfriendly, so unhelpful. These vendors have done nothing to help clinical systems and administrative databases. Right now, I'm staring on my screen at 
Microsoft Word and Excel. Bill Gales has probably done mon: for modem medicine than any of these other software vendors) 

MSl4 We arc going to an electronic medical n:cord - IDX. The medical group will be up by 3/1/00. People arc ready-- we've been hearing about this for so long. Lab, x-ray, and hospital arc 
alrcadv on line. But there isn't a wav for us to imoort data vet. 

MSl5 I'm using Wasson's FNX -- a multi-task system. All my patients> 70 fill out a questionnaire. It gives me a printout of lhcir hcallh maintenance nowshcct. It uses the Dartmouth Co-op 
charts. It cells me what the patient's needs arc before I walk in the room with the patient. It give social, geriatric, and clinical information. I pay for a booklet chat I loan to patients about 
geriatrics. I have them read the chapters that apply to them. It gives me feedback about my population as a whole too. I have 93 patients in it. For example, I know my rate of living 
wills. I want to link this syslem to the office system. My partners don'I use lhis system. My partner has entered all his patients in a database file. The FNX doesn't track everything that 
he docs. So 2 out of 5 ofus arc trying. We came to practice because we like lhe dr-pl relationship. All these bells and whistles aren't what we came to practice for. for example, we arc 
leaving our automaced phone system. We're old timers. What docs information technology do? How much is it just documcnling to outsiders what we do? If we thought 1hat collecting 
excellent qualilv of care data would keep us in business we would do it. That's not what will keep us in business. 

MSl6 We don't have a fully nedged eleclronic medical record. Every exam room has a tenninal. We have a diabetes screen that can be pulled up as an interface on top of individual databases. 
The 1t11idclines arc available on screen loo. 

MSl7 Our patient tracking system is used for at-risk patients. There arc several thousand patients in it. Perinatal reasons is the largest reason lo be in the tracking system. The diabetes registry 
is on the tracking system loo ••• thal's 500 or so patients. The physicians make a judgement about what at-risk means. The state has made some of these decisions. It has to be something 
lhat is important to track or importanl lo get the patient to other services. Once they arc not at risk they arc taken out of the system. Staff arc assigned to Che patients who arc at risk and 
who arc in Che tracking syslcm. The information can be looked up at any PC. Any inform thal is kept in the overall system-· appointments, encounters -- arc added to the patient's 
l'C<'.ord in the tracking system. We designed and deployed the software ourselves. The computer can update the screen or Che case manager enters the data. We've added a column for 
numerical values in the diabetes rc2istrv. 

MSII We havcn'I made a great effort lo do this [use information technology to document/track advance directives]. We arc just overwhelmed at getting records on-line. We have to find the 
electronic green sleeve [how Chey document advance direclivcs]. The one clear advantage is that this has been adopted throughout the community. MDs sec the same thing in different 
settings. The 2 things I sec coming arc I) an electronic green sleeve, and 2) web-based curriculum of !raining. This would help us in the ongoing training and in orientation of new 
PCOPIC. 
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On the pre-inten•iew survey, vou indicated that ••our information st•stem ... Do I ha••e that ri1tht? 
MS19 There's not much to report. We don't utilize any infonnation technology in the practice here. In the future, I hope we will be able to do so. I think that using the tool to increase patient 

education is one of I.T.'s most promising advantages. 
MS20 We try hard not to collect infonnalion in a retrospective way. We collect info in real lime and feed it back within days so that it can be useful. To do this you have lo identify the 

individuals who arc able 10 collect the data and make it part of their jobs. Most of the infommtion is there, you have to find a way to harness it. Really all that is needed is a simple 
system to gel back information quickly. Computers, lines, high tech come lo mind but it doesn't have 10 be that way. Talking is a way to communicate too. I.T. doesn't have to be an 
elaborate system. Think about a patient moving through the process from left to right. From the floor, to the OR, to the ICU, back to the floor. Communication follows the patient from 
left 10 right. And each of those different units has their own fiefdom. We should be communicating from right lo left. We don't know why the floor can't take the patients from the ICU. 
We just know that we keep telling them they need to take the patients and they keep saying they don't have beds, So it is important for each group lo talk to each other instead of existing 
in these silos. And nronlc don't think about how a chanitc here will impact the rest of the system. 

MS21 No data 
MS22 Righi now, all data is kepi on paper or on an EXCEL spreadsheet. I get my statistics from the spreadsheet. M. puts in information on patient utilization of services, appointment 

schedules, lab results, ER admission, hospital admission, etc, We don't have access to all of the patient information, we still have to go to each department to collect the information. We 
could look at the KPDS, but ii doesn't have all the information. My recommendation is the system get the Point Program. This is through the Internet, and all you need to access 
information is a password. This is meant for case managers. but can be used by any health care provider. All you have to do is pull up your panel and you can find out what's happening 
with your patients, lab infonnation, etc. It looks fantastic, but the system decided not to do it. Instead, they went with the "AmCarc" system. However, this system doesn't allow you to 
communicate with one another. That is, if your colleagues don't have an Amcarc module, you can't receive data from them. Also, you must buy a module for every person. So, for our 
micro-system, we would have to buy a module for all three ofus, but then we would still only be able to communicate with ourselves, not with others until they gel ill Currently, we 
keep hard copies of all patient information. Dr. D. signs off on the information, M. xeroxes the info and puts it in the patient chart. This is the "old-fashioned" way. We are supposed to 
get an electronic medical record. We were told S years ago that we would get it in S years. They arc saying the same thing today. The reason why the Pilot Program is the best is that it 
would be close to instantaneous. The KPDS doesn't tell me dosage of medication, scheduling information, who ordered tests, and what is happening today. II only gives me general 
information. One other example of IT involves pharmacy. I need a special password for pharmacy infonnation. This is good practice and good for security, but it might lead to disjointed 
and untimely care. 

MS2J We have a system-wide computer. We can get path reports, lab reports immediately. We also have a system just for biopsy patients. this is not completely integrated with the system 
but is just at the Breast Center. We have a person who is dedicated to the breast center system. Patients who need follow-up arc on a tickler system. We look at statistics on biopsies 
monthly. How many, lesions, positive, 111trasound, locali1.ation? For FDA we have to keep some statistics. We keep records for each radiologist too. This will be mandated by FDA 
soon. We don't have the suricrv information yet. That will be al the new center. 

MS24 No data 
MS25 No data 
MS26 No data 
MS27 They arc working on a huge IT investment for the whole system. Locally we have a local area network for all current paticnls. Some of the med rec. is on-line, but because this is only a 

part of the system, it has to be printed off and put in the paper record.We adapted an until then useless "visit registration slip" for this purpose and use a program that uses the Preventive 
Medicine Task Force Guidelines. As a patient signs in, the computer generates a slip of paper with: age, sex, USPSTF gls for that cohort. when the test was done, and whether ii is due 
in 7 seconds. There are dumb computers in each exam room lo pull up patient information and "semi-smart" computers in each office. They arc also on e-mail. Our on-line medical 
record has patient demographics, appointment history, major medical problems, pharmacy, lab results, some x-ray (can call in and get by phone). Laboratory results come by computer. 
Print outs are put on the clinicians' dests and a scoaralc orintoul is sent to the chart room. 

MS28 Getting real time feedback of data that impacts what we do has always frustrated me. If we arc going to collect all this crap we have to figure out how to use it to help our decision 
making process. Data feedback in a way that we can be comfortable with. When we decided to shorten our intubation times we saw decreased LOS and increased patient satisfaction. 
You can track LOS, but the nurse doesn't care about that or think that she can do anything about it. But if you show her the intubation times you are showing her something that she has 
control over. I'm much more interested in finding out what I have some control over. You have to identify the variables that arc important. Mortality is important, but what is driving 
rnortalitv? It's usually thinits that would rarely make the front na11c oflhc NY Times. You have 10 RCt bevond the rankinit. 
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On the pre-intervieK• survev. vou indicated that vour information svstem ••• Do I have that riRht? 
MS29 We have a completely integrated computerized medical record. We developed it in house. We hired the programmers and they built the system based on how we operate. Some people 

buy systems then try to adapt it for their needs, but we wanted to build it ourselves. I have a computer on my desk and I can pull up any patient record. All the providers have access to 
all the patient records on their computer. 

I\IS30 Other information can be gotten from national databases (morb. and monality repor1ing were discontinued, but they will be getting utiliwtion reports also information possible from 
ambulatory group. Computer connection to other databases: Blood is collected in the office, sent by taxi to hospital labs (they have no office laboratory or private labs). They get an C· 
mail notice of the results being held in a file to check. They review and a click authorizes putting it in the patient record. When a patient calls about results, the receptionist can call it up. 
Other practices (13 or 14) arc now doing this, but it was inaugurated by their office. Degan when a receptionist pointed out that the computer that prints out the results could also file it 
in the record. They worked with the lab to develop the system. It is a neater, more paperless approach. It is more cost efficient and avoids misfiling of filing lab reports without their 
beinit seen. The system includes alerts for out-of-range lab values. Thcv cxDCct to be able to schedule on line before lon2. 

I\IS31 Our current system is PDS 7000. II is a totally integrated network system. It includes pharmacy, diet, central services. We can enter orders, get lab results. The nurses can use it to 
document care and to retrieve data. We are now moving to a Ccmcr (Windows-based) system and arc in the midst of transition. When implemented we will be able to track the effect of 
an order Jfunher down the line]. 

MS32 Paper-based svstcm. !Didn't ask follow-up questions.] 
MS33 No data 
MS34 No data 
MS35 No data 
MS36 The larger system developed the software many years ago and told us to run the screening program. The program we arc using is in COBAL language. We need to rewrite it into new 

software. This is a big challenge for us because it is tough to rewrite the program. Software is critical. We have quite a bit of stored data, such as risk factors for women, age, date of 
mammography, bilateral screening or not, etc. It is proven helpful in not only storing this information but also for billing purposes. Processes of care arc also looked at by the 
information systems. Recently, we have taken a look at the timing of the invitation we send out to women to get screened based on our data. We have also been able to link our database 
with the SEER (Surveillance & Epidemiology & End-Results Rcponing) system. This is a population-based cancer registry, so we can know everyone who has breast cancer. By linking 
our specific patient data with SEER, we are able to calculate population-based measures such as staging of disease for our members, age-adjusted incidence and prevalence of late stage 
tumor. We have received extra money from the National Cancer Institute to do this. Our system is obviously very interested in outcomes of care. We arc HEDIS inspired and our system 
wanted to produce outcome measures themselves. "Clinical plannina" is emphasized. 

MS37 We believe strongly in real-time care. Our clinical informstion system is updated within minutes. The sorts of data we collect on it includes all patients seen that day, information on lab, 
encounters, x-ray reports, pathology reports, CBC, urine, etc ... Every time, that we want an update, we just press the "refresh" key. The system is called OASIS. II is a commercial set-up 
software plan. It took a huge amount of time for the IT people to learn and implement the system. To access it, you need multiple interfaces. Just the clinics have this system. You can 
access information from the hospital. There is also no direct input of clinical information by patients. In terms of clinical decision suppon, we don't have a system that spits out warnings 
or reminder, however. For suppor1, we usually go to another place, specifically clinical guidelines and access to the medical literature. All the doctors get information on their specific 
performance from a measurement IUOUP in the health svstem. 

MS38 Some is computer based. We have the plan of care, orders, meds, treatment on computer. (Usually verbal) orders are entered by the clerk. The system they have was the VNAs and is not 
hospital-friendly. We arc about to add pain scores dyspnca family anxiety to the data base. 

MS39 We have used the same system for a long time. It has everything in it. We have collected a lot of data but we have a hard time getting anything out. We have data ••• we collect 
information auanerlv. We don't have a smooth wav to RCI the information back. There isn't a Rood wav to act it back out to the oeonle. 

MS40 We hired a data management person - we didn't get any CIS people or suppon from they system. No one else has their own data management person. That keeps coming up. I keep 
savin11. "And no one else is doinit what we arc doin2 either." 

MS41 We have a diabetes registry that includes pharmacy, hospital, claims, and lab data. We have developed an intellectual propcny separation agreement for the registry. The IS is needed in 
the transitional sunoon of the medical 11roup. We arc lookin11 al a new information system for the new group-· ifwc can afford the one we want it will do cvcrvthinR. 
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On the pre-interview survey, J•ou indicated that your information system ••• Do I have that right? 
MS42 Our information management has three streams, data management, data analysis, and infommtion technology. ! ) Data collection includes a prenatal data set as well as a postpartum data 

sci. We use a "profiler screen" as an automated inslmmenl in which data can be entered into. We do individual surveys and pollings. We try lo only store relevant data and manage the 
data well without having any coding errors. 2) Data analysis allows us to look al the clinical, financial, and patient satisfaction outcome measures. For example, once data is collected, 
all a physician can know is where they stand in regards to a particular compliance rate, for example. However, it is up to the data analysis team to sit down with the physician and 
brainstorm why they arc different, generate a hypothesis, and validate the hypothesis. 3) The Information Technology stream includes a database administrator and an electronic data 
warehouse which collects data and pulls external data. Programmers help to automate data collection and generate web reports for physicians to understand easily. This is important if 
we are to appear credible lo the doctors. There are three phases of information. I) Clinical data coming from the administrative system, such as ICD-9 codes, etc ... 2) A self-coding data 
sheet, which can be input into the computer into profiler screens. 3) The final phase is a merger of the first two, and this is what we currently have in our labor-delivery system. Data is 
charted right in to the medical record. It can be extracted from any of the clinical workstations in the labor area. Our "stork-byte" system was implemented so that everyone uses the 
same record. In one month, we will have the capability of having all data from our clinics and hospitals "dumped" into the electronic warehouse, so that care givers have instant access to 
a lomzitudinal patient record. Rh1.ht now what we have to do is 11.0 to each area in our system extract the information and then met"Rc it into the warehouse. 

MSU No data 
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Health Care Micro-system Interview Responses 

IV. Improvement, part 1 

Specific projects 
Evidence of success 
Barriers 

Can yo11 tell me what sort of thi11gs your micro-system has do11e to redesign your services and to impro1•e the quality of care? 
In what ways were they successful? Are there specific levels of performance you can point to? 
What are the barriers to making change? How ha1•e you 01•erc:ome them? (or are trying to)? 

Awareness of results 
Funded projects 
leadership training 

= How is everyone made aware of these res11/ts? 
= Do you ha1-e any internally or externally funded quality-related research or quality improvement projects 11nderway now? What are their objectives? 
= Within the micro-system have there been any specific efforts devoted to leadership training, s11ch as creating effective teams, conflict management? 

m1cl& 11roJ«1s e11ule11ce of s11ccess borriers "ware11ns o/res11lts /1111Utl 11ro)ec1s letUlershi,, 1roJ11IIIR 
MSOI Part of our value system is No data No data No data No data No data 

that we have never been 
satisfied with the status quo. One project we worked on was changing physician behavior regarding nu vaccine and diabetes care. We did chart reviews and collected names that needed 
a nu vaccine. We gave the doctor's the names. They set up the direct contact. Within 4 months those eligible for nu vaccines went from 78% to 99%. That changed the physician 
behavior. Peoole reneat familiar behaviors. 

UJttlflc 11ro/ects evule11ce of s11ccess borriers "ware11ns o/res11lts f1111du 11rolects IUMrs/,i,, lroJ11l11R 
MS02 No data No data No data No data No data No data 

UJttl/k 11roiects nlile11ce of s11ccess borriers "WGrelless of reslllts f1111du 11roJects lellllersl,i,, 1rt1l11l11R 
MS03 We constantly try to better No data This is a big hospital. There No data No data There is an annual retreat 

ourselves. We have arc many layers of that addresses these issues 
on-going educational sessions for our staff. We have bureaucracy. We must adhere to a budget and thus make [leadership training, effective teams, connict management, 
many protocols, such a.~ skin care protocols, mobilization tough choices. This is also a 7 day week institution, change management, etc.) for the three shifts of workers in 
protocols. On average, our length of stay is about 8-9 however, like in most places, the care on weekends is the geriatric unit. We also having meetings among the 
days. It is coming down slowly, and we expect it to never as good as that on weekdays. There is a staff leadership and the teaching unit that addresses these issues. 
continue to come down problem as well as a scheduling problem of tests. There is 

also an incredible pressure to increase capacity. Since discharges happen so quickly, there is some burnout and 
dissatisfaction. Finally, not all doctors like the interdisciplinary philosophy. They like to do whatever they want. We 
have convinced most of the doctors that it takes a good multidisciplinary team to take care of the patient and address all 
the maior social issues. 

saec/lk oro)ms e11ule11ce of s11ccess borrkrs "ware11ns of reslllls f1111tlu projects letUlersl,lp lrtll11l111 
MS04 No data No data No data No data No data No data 

saec/Rc 11ro/em nule11ce of s11ccm borrkrs "ware11ns of res11lls f11lltlu orolects ludersl,/p 1roJ11l1111 
MS05 [Didn't understand what No data No data No data No data No data 

happened beyond feeding 
the data back to the physicians.) The improvements have 
all been in the rates. 
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I\IS06 

MS07 

specific projects evidence of success 
We've worked on No data 
orientation and enrollment 
The thought that the patient should access one person. We 
set this up with an RN --- they did the orientation, assigned 
an MD, took some medical information. A great change, 
everybody happy, but then we couldn't afford one person 
dedicated to this. We went back to no orientation, no 
enrollment. Three years later we get a recommendation 
that we need to have someone doing 
orientation/enrollment. I said, "I've heard that before." So 
this time we just assigned the role to someone in the team. 
We still had all the brochures we had printed up from the 
first time around. What was missing is that we didn't assign 
the responsibility. With the chronic care guidelines it was a 
similar thing. You can set it up, but then you have to pay 
attention to the details. The diabetes protocol is something 
we arc working on now. 

soeci/k projects 
We recently measured costs 
of care in our ICU in 1991 
and 1992, o.s a control, 
compared to 199S. We 
found that costs in this time 
period were reduced by 2S-
30"/o. Total costs to the 
hospital were reduced 19%. 
We hadn't even staned 
looking at costs till 1996. 

evuknce of s11ccns 
Overall, things like lab 
utiliz.ation, x-ray use has 
decreased 2S-30"/o. We 
have actually never done a 
lab project to improve 
quality or reduce costs. 
However, we did try to 
raise awareness and create 
an environment where by 
this could happen. 

Basically, this means that ____ _ 
though cutting costs weren't an objective in our quality 
improvement efforts, they were a surprise bonus. One 
example ofa quality improvement effon involves our 
sedation protocol. We saw that we were overusing sedative 
drugs. Our first project was to design a protocol that would 
move us away from the highest costing sedative drugs. For 
example, we were spending $290,000 on drugs for 
advanced respiratory distress syndrome. We used to give S 
g of Valium per hospital visit per patient. Now, we give 
less than SOO mg. This has led to shoner hospital stays, less 
complications, and a decrease in costs. Another example 
includes keeping more attention to tightly regulating 
glucose levels. This has reduced infection rates and thus 
decreased costs. 

barriers awareness of results funded projects 
Our biggest problc_m is the I No data I No data I 
amount of energy II takes to ... ---------... ·-------------f· 
accomplish these changes. There is an internal barrier between the docs and suppon staff. 
They do the day to day work --- if they don't want to make the change they continue to do 
things the same way. Even if they arc part of the process of making the change, they may 
not do ii. For example our goal was to sec all patients today. At first it was great then at 
the 3rd week the schedules were full again. We found out that if the RN saw the schedule 
tilling up today she staned using tomorrow's available appointments, the next day's 
available appointments, etc. At the system level the priorities for the system arc not the 
same as the priorities for me in primary care. It's not that they aren't supponive, but the 
priorities arc just different. At the local level I don't get the measures that I need --- the 
measures at the regional level aren't at the level I need. There is incredible support at the 
local senior leader level. But at the department level there arc barriers. We try to make 
changes across dcpanments because in the community we don't want to treat patients 
differently because of the dcpanment they go to for care (peds v. lM v. FP). The barrier is 
to get agreement for everyone to make the change after one group pilots it. Every group 
doesn't need to pilot it before making the chll!Jie. 

btlrrlen I """'""as of "s11lts I /unde,l-pro]em 

leadership trainin~ 
No data 

le11denlllp trt1l11mR 
One barrier is my partner. I I No data I No data I No data 
am an "early adopter." I am 
quickly sold on quality improvement projects. lie is more of a mental person, he needs to sec double-blind randomized 
controlled trial evidence before supponing any change in process. He hasn't obstructed any project specifically, however 
he docs serve as an obstacle. I have, however, realized the importance of having someone like that on the team. Another 
barrier is if the protocols designed do not work well. You have to make sure that there isn't a backlash with folks saying 
that the protocols arc a waste of time. Another barrier is if the nurses don't feel comfortable or agree with the protocols. I 
also think that there is a barrier at the institutional level. For example, the institution has launched a Clinical Consistency 
Program. Basically, they want every place in their system to practice the same way. However, this hurts us because we 
have found ways 10 do things efficiently here, and ifwe have to practice like the rest of the system, we feel that we'll be 
practicing "mediocre" care. Thus, there is a philosophical barrier. One thing that has helped us is the credibility I have 
within the organi1.ation. What I want is basically a mosaic of well-organized units within the system. I want to see 
cooperative effons in quality improvement. Sometimes, when costs arc high, the leadership acts with "juvenile behavior" 
to fix things and forces us to micromanage. This is especially true when JHACO comes around. However, when JHACO 
secs the stuff we do hen: in the ICU, they absolutely love it. Don'I get me wrong, I think for the most part, our institution 
has done II good job 
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soeclfic oroiects evidence of success barriers awareness of results funded projects leaders/tip train/mi 
MS08 We've adopted the ICSI No data There is a perceived barrier No data No data No data 

guidelines for decision regarding finances. The 
support. We are nlso using Staged Diabetes Management, implications of phone care, group care. The system has evolved to provide acute care and episodic care. The idea of 
which is a little more robust. We give CME luncheons stepping back and doing things differently is a real barrier. 
around diabetes. We've used the chronic care model to. 
think about improvements. For self-management we developed a wallet care, we standardized the diabetes education program, and we used our "Discover" magazine 10 publish an 
article on diabetes. We have planned visits - diabetes patients are scheduled for II certain half day It changes ii from a random event in a chaotic day to a planned visit. Everyone is 
geared and aligned for caring for patients wilh diabetes during !hose planned visirs. We have group visits. We sci up stations they go lo - feet, etc. Then a group session on a certain topic 
and support groups. It's hard to assess the impact of each of these strategics. The Center for Health Promotion has a lifestyle change line to support patients. patients can phone in and 
talk with someone. Asscssin, a patient's readiness to chan11e is a new idea· outtinl! the oaticnt in the drivers scat. We aren't using a sage on the stage anvmore in our diabetes education. 

JMc//k Dro}ects evidence of success barriers 11wt1reness o/resulh Jundetl projects letulerslli,, trolnlnR 
MS09 No data No data No data No data No data No data 

SMC/fk projects evidence of success barriers 11wt1renns of result., funded 11roiects le""e,sl,i,, trolnine 
MSIO In a project that ended in No data Inertia, not wanting to No data No data No data 

1996 we were involved in a change, status quo, 
collaborative benchmarking project reducing nosocomial resistance to change. Our first project with the regional network was improving infection rare. It was showing how our 
sepsis and reducing cost of care. (We reduced x-ray use as data compared to others that did it. Al first I didn't believe we could do it. The benchmark was 5% and a third of all our 
a way to reduce cost of care.) As that ended we were trying babies were getting infections. We went from 35% to 13%. You have to move from "we need to change" to "we have 10 
to decide what to do next. We began recruiting interest in change". 
this idea of parents being partners. We created an adhoc 
group lo look at parents in NICUs. "We believe the parent/child relationship is essential. We believe in providing a nurturing environment where the child is part of a family and the 
family is part of a care ream." We all agreed on thal. We held focus groups lo ask parenrs what thal would look like. How would we need to change our practice? We did this 6 months 
before joining NICU 2000. We were lobbying to have this as a focus of the work. NICU 2000 is a benchmarking project It is aiming to:1) create a habit for change ••• a flexibility about 
changing. 2) look at care as a process -- process does create lhe outcome 3) evidence based medicine in choosing therapies. 4) collaborative learning. 8 centers joined us in looking at 
parents in nurseries. Now there are 11 ccnlcrs. We did somelhing wrong the firsl time. We created an adhoc team to lower infeclion rates. They brought lhc change back lo the unit. The 
unit didn't want to make the changes. The learn was "off-line". They had success in lower infeclion rates, but they met so much resistance. Our goal is lo make a unil 1hal crealcs 
improvements. So, rhc firsl lhing we needed to do was teach the leaders about improvement. We have shared governance. We had the leaders take a course ••• concepts and theories of 
continual improvement ••• but we told them 1hat lhc improvements lhal they would be working on must be relaled lo 1he parents as partners project. Some of the changes they worked on 
were giving parents calling cards, calling the families post discharge 10 ask how's ii going. Improving cduca1ion to parenls, We charged rhc cnrire operating structure of the unit with 
imorovcmcnt. 
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s11ecific projects evidence of succes1· barriers awareness of results funded projects leadership training 
I\ISII No data No data At the top there have been a No data Yes, from our foundation, No data 

lot of changes. Hi turnover from pharmaceutical 
for CF.O, CFO, COO. companies. 

This is a real challenge for us. We have lo prove ourselves again and again. We have to prove it by showing the d11ta on re11dmits and unpl11nned admissions. Focusing purely on the 
bottom line all you sec are the salaries. Direct reimbursement cannot match salaries. In California they bill as educators, not as providers. The biggest barrier was that organizations 
didn't understand how to weave in the costs of diabetes management. Any outlay was seen as a loss. A success has been overcoming this barrier with the HMOs and getting them to use 
diabetes educators. Information technology has given us many different systems but they don't communicate with each other. It is very fragmented. The cost is huge to overcome this 
barrier. There is an ethnic barrier. A large Hispanic population in San Diego. Our relationship with Hispanics is not strong enough. We provide every service in Spanish as well as 
English. Latino males are the most difficult for us. The ADA has a specific initiative to address this but they don't have a solution yet. Some clinicians don't value diabetes education. 
They arc lone rangers. Protective of their own world. We have no leverage··· everything is voluntary. We depend of the good will and clinical judgement of the clinicians. From the 
HMO, it is seen as over utilization when physicians send a lot of patients to diabetes services. Education emphasizes the importance of the initial outlay to reduce costs later on. New 
technologies arc more expensive. This is classic for chronic illness ••• an upfront investment in time and treatment for down the road payoff. This is a real barrier in an HMO 
environment. To overcome this barrier vou have to collect and feedback outcome data. Recruitimz qualified personnel is another barrier for us. BilinJZual certified diabetes educators. 

--cine 11roiects nitlence of success IH,rriers aWGreness ofrnults (untied oro)ects letukrsl,ID tnilninR 
MS12 Two things that we've been No data A problem is that the No data No data No data 

working on recently is organization is slow to 
improving the rooming change -- they arc supportive of change, but slow. There arc loo many handoffs in the decision making process. One of the great fears was that the 3 
process and forming teams. teams would become autonomous··· this was a misconception of the largerorgani1.ation. They have well-defined policies and procedures about how 

things should be done. I don't think we have had a lot of barriers. Control ofinfonnation is a barrier. II is hard to get the infonnation we need. Change 
will be more rapid in the teams as we have more control over the information. We put together the guidance team and the idea was that this team would 
tell us what to work on. But I saw most of the good ideas coming from the front lines. The front line needed to be empowered to make the changes. So, 
now the guidance team will become the quality council. It will have membership from each of the three teams. Changes that teams want to work on will 
be presented to the Quality Council -· this is what we want to do, we want to use this method. The Council's goal will be to provide guidance and 
facilitation. "Yes that project meets our overall goals, what resources do vou need?" 

IMC/fie 11,0/ects nlance of 1uccns IH,rrkrs 111W1renns of rnults (untied projects letU/ersl,i,, trtunlnR 
MSl3 One example is that we No data I) The failure to appreciate No data No data No data 

have continually invested in that much of this quality 
the pneumatic tube that goes to pharmacy. It has basically stuff has been worked out somewhere else. Getting people to share ideas is how you get best practices. 2) You need 11 

paid for itself. Basically, what happens is that if the ER doc passion lo change. Right now, all hospitals arc paralyzed with fear regarding the Balanced Budget Act of 1997. But 
makes a request to the phannacy for a particular drug, they microsystems can still move even when the macrosystcm may be stuck. There needs to be continuous quality 
put the request up this tube in the ER. The tube shoots it improvement. 3) There must be reeducation/retraining and the spread of this knowledge. 
directly to the phannacy on another floor. An alarm goes 
off there. The phannacist checks things out, puts in the 
medication, and shoots it back down to the F.R. It's great. 
Some of the other ones I 11ucss I mentioned earlier on 
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spec/fie projects evidence of success barriers awareness of results funded Drojects leadership traininR 
MSl4 The corporate policy for No data You hnve to work side by No data No data No data 

open access was a barrier side with the staff. Gaining 
and facilitator at the same time. The way corporate defined trust, being available to problem solve, facilitate meetings. 
open access wasn't really open access and they sci Teaching about team work. Being seen by the staff as 
incentives based on their definition. Some people had someone who knows what they arc talking about. 
different views about what open access was. For us, it was 
"doing today's work today." For corporate, it was "if your schedule is open 75% a week out you will get a bonus." This incentive did get MDs interested and it did help the MDs sec the 
benefit. We had to do a lot of training for the MDs about open access. We looked al each MDs backlog and gave them options for how to work it down. For the staff training it was this 
is how you schedule for open access, this is how to present available appts to the pt. There was a problem with how to track it. We wanted to give ownership of this to the managers. But 
then there were problems because the physicians weren't getting feedback on time about how they were doing working down the backlog and meeting open access goals. Then the MDs 
wouldn't get the incentive because they hadn't met the goals. Another problem was how do we get medical records here on the same day. Nurses were really skeptical about care teams. 
They said "we'll do it, hut we will show you that it won'I work." A lot of nurses identify with one MD. The learn concept sounds like more work. By noon that first day they were 
convinced. They became advocates. Even the desiim of a buildimz can make it hard ••• if the buildin11 is dcsi11ned wron11 

ueclJlc pro}ttts nidence of success barriers 11W11reness of res11lu J11ntletl projects letulen/ri,, trtlininR 
MSIS I was in a meeting - a No data We do try to change to No data No data No data 

two-way interactive video improve the quality of care. 
meeting -- where they were saying that 30 - 40"/o of time The idea of documenting a 
in ambulatory care is wasted time. Someone from Boston process is new. We just do 
said "the chassis is broken!" I thought he said, "the it. 
chastity is broken" -·· I agreed, because I feel like I've been 
violated. One change that we arc trying to accomplish is about the 2 parallel providers-·· 
you walk in one door and if you go to the left you arc at our clinic, if you go to the right, 
you arc at another clinic. We arc doing the same thing, in the same place, and arc in 
competition with each other. lfwc could combine the two desks we could reorganize and 
be more efficient. We would both like to do it but it has to be approved by 6 layers of 
burcaucracv at the svstem level. 

SDecllic oroiects evillence of s11ccess btlrriers DM'tlreness of res11lts f11ndetl oroiects le11derslriD trllininR 
MSl6 No data No data There arc patient related No data No data No data 

harriers - gelling patients to 
make changes thal need to be made. We haven't had any major physician barriers. The 
physicians view this as a positive development. We presented it as reducing their work. I 
think that lhc single biggest harrier thal can be present is around reimbursement issues. 
This isn't a problem for us because we have a capitaled population. Bui without that, 
reimbursement for diabetes education becomes an issue. W c did have some harriers with 
the Provider Support Report. The same report can be viewed positively or negatively 
based on how it is presented. We tried lo present it in a way so that the physician doesn't 
think that the data is 11.oin11. to be used a1t1inst them. 
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soecific oroiects evidence of success barriers awareness of results funded oro}ects leadershio traininJ? 
l\1Sl7 40% of our patients arc No data We have financial barriers. No data No data Nodatu 

self-pay. We use a sliding There ore limited cases 
fee schedule. Our minimum fee is usually $8. Sometime~ where non-clinical workers arc included in reimbursement. I hope that we can demonstrate how we arc reducing cost.~ so 
the patient nsks us to waive this. In January, Social that we can get reimbursed. It's always hard when we get new clinicians. They aren't used lo working with para-
Services stoned asking them to use "time dollars" -· that's professionals in the community. We try to illustrate what works. MDs focus on what they do in the exam room but that's 
part of our MORE (member organized resource exchange) not enough. A third barrier is how do we collect enough data lo convince our own physicians much less managed care 
time dollar c,ichangc. What arc you willing to do for your organizations. We have to convince our community to participate in these programs too .•• especially bartering. It's easier 
neighbors? Some people don't have any ideas, so we show to get people to volunteer than to participate in the MORE time dollar program. The time dollars arc only valuable if you 
them a list of things people do -- reading lo children, etc. have a lot of things you can buy with them. People say that the dollars aren't that imponant, but the funny thing is that 
If they agree to pay their bill that way, someone will get in most people know precisely how many time dollars they have in their account. We use them in 9 neighborhoods. In one 
touch with them to follow-up. This has really been a shift we have created a MORE time dollar store. Costs arc based on how long it takes to get something in the store, so soap 
in thinking-· staff as well as patients. It's easier for the could cosl as much as a used stove. Staff manage the whole store and the donations. Last year we exchanged $86,000 in 
staff person to just waive the $8 fee. Staff have to be MORE time dollars. 
familiar with the program, spend more time 
setting it up. We're evaluating the program now. Last year's staff waived $40,000 • $50,000 in fees. We need to evaluate whether the value of services equals the $40,000 • $50,000 
waived. Another improvement is that we've been involved in the 1111 Diabetes Breakthrough Series. We've adapted it. II is a population hased evidence program··· it looks at the total 
population, who has diabetes. This fit with our patient tracking system, so we created a diabetes registry. We've identified every patient with diabetes over the past 14 months. We use 
the health coach model and have created "circles of care". That stands for Change Illness Response through Community Lifestyle Education. We use the community health nurse, 
coaches and visit the patient at home lo work with them on meeting objectives. The patient sets a lifestyle goal and J objectives related to the goal. We work with them to make sure 
they come back in J months. We have been testing a diabetes cluster clinic. 6 • 12 patients come in at one time. HbA le has dropped 1% for all patients who arc in the first 2 clinics. Our 
goal is for 500/o of all diabetic patients to have a decrease of I% or greater. We're doing the things that the other sites in the breakthrough series arc doing too. Working on how the MD 
approached the patient, lifestyle changes, self management, giving patient support (use of dieticians, other community resources), population based care (identifying all the people wilh 
diabetes in lhc community, providing evidence based care. The collaborative has provided a lot of information about the evidence. Also we do pdsa cycles. We don't have a way to do 
oooulalion management. Years a110 we used to look for Prc11nant women and ask them if the had an OB. That was as close as we've ever 11011en to DOPulation manB11ement 

-c1& orolttts nuk11ce of success IHlrrlers 11W11n11ns of results f1111ded orolects leadenl,/o tra/11/1111 
MS18 No data No data No data No data No data No data 

-c1& orolects nltle11ce of succn.,; IH,rrlen 11W11nt1eu of nsults f1111tled orolects letulenl,/p tra/11/t,ll 
MS19 I talked previously of our No data The barriers include No data No data No data 

efforts to reduce cycle time attitude, acumen • 
for patient waiting. We saw from our data that our wait intelligence, persistence to improve, creativity, and building a culture 10 succeed. We've basically realized that we can't be 
time was too long. After collecting the evidence, we too concerned about the rotten apples, ifwe have them in our staff. Instead, it is better for the entire: organi1.ation ifwe 
decided lo close down the: office for a half a day and hold a focus and support the early adopters to change. II is the early adopters who will pull the organization forward so that it can 
series of discussions. We divided the staff into S teams and realize its mission and vision. Those who don't have a good attitude, low acumen, etc. arc hard to change. 
each team had a diffcrenl project. For one, it was to probe 
into the pscyhology of waiting. For another, it was researching into using information technology, in the form of wireless microphones, for easier check-in and check-out. Another group 
researched Southwest Airlines' organization structure: to sec how they efficiently run things and have the lowest wails. We basically had a competition between teams to create the best 
improvement project with the idea that we would implement the best project. The idea from Southwest Airlines actually did get implemented, though we arc: trying to work out the kinks 
in the system. Basically, when a patient comes into the office now, they get a "boarding pass." Patients arc: given appointments at the hour, like 8 or 10 or noon. These arc analogous to 
flights. Patients can "check-in" early for their appointments and they receive a "boarding pass." The earlier patients get in, the less they have to wait, and they scc the doctor first. We are 
still trvin1110 2ct the process ri11ht, but it is a start. 
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speci/ic pro/eels et•idence of success barriers awareness of results funded 11ro/ects leaderslri11 trainin!l 
MS20 Nodala Nodaca Jusl ourselves. Barriers ore Nodala Nodaca Nodato 

really funny. It's jusl like 
my two dogs. When we hove a dinner party we have to block them in the back hallway with o liule wooden gale. And the dogs just stand there. They sec the gate as a barrier they can't 
get around but really all they would have to do is push. I Chink we arc lhc same way. There really arcn'I any barriers··· lhcy arc all just linlc wooden gales. Standardizalion has been our 
bh1.1icst gun againsc barriers. Once we all agree to scandardize something ii is an a11rccmen1 to make lhc chan11c ••• otherwise then vou aren'I providin11 slandard care. 

soecUic projects evidence of success barriers awareness of results funded aro)ecls leoderslr/p traininR 
MSZI I've developed a checklist No data Initially, there were No data Nodaca Nodala 

for the administrative physician barriers. They 
ossistant to use when crcacing letters to the MD. We send didn't know whal this program was all aboul. It's a good thing patients could self-refer, because that is how the MDs 
letters when Chey enroll and as follow-up. It reports results learned about it. Our program wasn't meant to compete, but many hospilals now view it as a competing program. There 
and problems, interventions. This is the type of information arc a lot of fallacies about diabetes and diabetes care • I sec those as barriers loo. There is a barrier of denial. 
that needs 10 flow back and forth belwccn the MD and RN. 
As long as l tcll lhc MD whal is happening wilh the 
oaticnt the MD still feels in control. 

saeci& 11rolects evidence of success ba"lers awareness of results funded arolects leoderslru, tralnln,1 
MSZ2 We needed a secretary to No data Nodala No data No data No data 

continue to grow. I showed 
the adminislration that last year alone I saved the system S2 million because of the CIIF program. A lot of this money was then spent on heart transplants, but nevertheless, money was 
saved. When, they refused to still provide me with a secretary, I told them that I'd close the program for new admissions. That did ii, because now I have an administrative assistant. The 
three ofus now have monthly quality meetings. Recently, we decided to launch group mcclings for our patients. We realized that patienls might want to meet each ocher since they arc 
going through similar disease processes. At these meetings, we gave each patient their own notebook which had information on their last visil, lab results, EKG results, a list of 
medication, and a schedule. This was a version of their own personal chart. If they went to another state or were travelling, they could take it with them. We have also started a group 
progtam focusing on stress management for these patients. It costs S20 a person for a six week course, but volunteer services footed half the bill. This is conducted by a psychiatrist 
within our system. We have also started sending out a newsletter to all of our patients on issues that might affect them. We arc osking the administration for another case manager. They 
have told us to put together a proposal. I often find myself fighting with adminislration. For eKample, I wanted a ProPac machine that could simultaneously take blood pressure, pulse, 
02 saturation (pulse oKimeter), and other tests. I needed it for quality improvement purposes. I told my administration, but she didn't champion the issue. I went to another administrator, 
and he convinced the board. They osked, "Why docs she need this?" He responded, "If she says she needs it, she needs it." And we got it. We basically never sit still. We want to provide 
individualized treatment for all of our oatients. When a oaticnt dies we send out a condolence letter. We corrcsoond with the families of the patients. 

mttl& arolects evidence of success barriers oworeness of results funded arolects leodersl,J,, tralnin~ 
MS23 No data No data No data No data No data We've done some of this al 

the Breast Center and 
system-wide. It's been more directed at the support staff 
level with conflict resolution and team work. 

snecl/lc 11ro)ecls nltlence of success barriers 11wt1nnns ofreslllts f11nded 11rolects leuersl,u, traininR 
MS24 No data No data No data No data No data No data 

SMCl/lC oroltcts evidence of s11ccm barriers oqrenm of results (11ndff 11ro/ects leodersl,lp tralnlnR 
MS25 Nothing. Our micro-system No data No data No data No data No data 

is a prisoner of our macro-
svstcm. If it isn't imoortant for the micro-system we have no incentive to do it and imorovcment hasn't been a oriority, 
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specific projects ePidence of success barriers awareness of results funded Droiecls leadership training 
MS26 No data No data Nodatn Nodatn No data No data 

s»ecific »roJecls et•idence of success barriers awarenes., of results funded »roiect., leadershlD training 
MS27 No data Our cllperiencc was that at No data No data No data We had people apply to be 

the beginning (going team leaders and chose the 
to open access] demand went up, later it went down by best IS. In 3 centers we kept the current leaders and in others, assigned people: to centers and assigned leaders. We also 
6.3%, down by 8.3% . Overall, by 7%. I didn't have to hire gave people the choice about who to work with. Q: I have heard people react in horror to such a plan because they believe 
new doctors (when they began, there was talk of this being that demand is insatiable and that this will open the flood gates. How do you respond to this worry? A: Well, if you talk to 
necessary]. Our no show rate before we began was 20%. people in an HMO, they tell you that demand is insatiable. If you talk to people in FFS practice, they say, In my drcamsl 
Now we get calls from the head office about why we arc They can't both be assessing patient demand correctly. In the first generation of "open access" people carve out "slots" 
not forwarding the fail-to-kcc:p rates. It is because when based on predicted urgent care demand. But you need to move beyond this and dispel the myth of"ncc:ds vs wants where 
people make an appointment the same day, the rate is so wants arc seen as unjustified demands. This is the height of arrogance nnd b-s. In health care, what we sell is a 
low, it doesn't even show up in their statistics. In terms of relationship. But what we then do is put up a barrier in the form of "we think you'll gel better if you just wait" If they 
success: access is up; match rate is up; quality of care is come in for what we think is an "inappropriate" appointment, so what? First, they'll find a way to get in anyway. Second, 
up, there is improved operations; satisfaction among it destroys the relationship. Third, it is an opponunity to do other things - preventive care, to cllplain how they might 
patients and staff arc up. We asked the doctors how many handle the problem themselves the ncllt timc, and an invitation to them to call me. Incidentally, the notion of"dcmand 
would go back to the old system. Only 3/110 said they management" by forcing people to call a stranger is completely misguided. The way to manage demand is over time, not 
wanted to 20 back. Costs arc down. with a call to a nurse. You ex lain to the DBtient what to do ncllt time. 

spec/& 11r0Jects n/dence of success barrkrs aware11ess of mu/ts fu11ded pro/ects leadershb, tralnin.r 
MS28 We've worked on No data No data No data No data No data 

pathways, decision support, 
and cultural improvements. The challenge is to kcc:p the improvement going. Now we arc looking at low cardiac output after surgery. We discovered that the processes weren't defined 
or owned. We define them, assign owners, then standardize. We've looked al how often patients arc having chest pain in the 24 hours prior to surgery to develop a prediction rule about 
the likelihood of developing low cardiac output. We stratify the care and use a multidisciplinary team to stratify care. It's been harder for us to get our arms around the post-op processes. 
In tlie OR we put up the patient's risk --- everyone can sec it. 

meclfic Drolects evidence of succen barriers awareness of results fulldeJI Drolects leadership trainln.r 
MS29 No data No data Nodala No data Nodala No data 
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specific proiects evidence of success barriers aH•arenes.f of results funded pro/eels leadershio traininll 
I\IS30 Q: You've mentioned that Nodatn I) avoiding QI jargon. No data No data No data 

you use quality committees. When I first learned about 
Can you tell me more about them? A: They are not formal CQI 10 years ago, I came back enthusiastic about sharing what I leamed but made no progress. Now I just say, "Lets have 
committees. They arc groups of individuals who would a look at antenatal care." 2) remember that even when it seems you have accomplished something, new people come who 
normally be involved in a given process. For diabetes, it were not party to the original plans. Defore you know it, you've fallen back. We used to think that people would learn the 
includes the receptionist, diabetes nurse, and doctor with a systems by osmosis. Now, we have a formal induction system to explain and show people [how the systems should 
particular interest. We set aside "ring fenced time" to work work]. We try to get people to be analytical about what they do. For example, not just continually refilling prescriptions. 
on this during a quiet period, say at I :30 for an hour. They The receptionist coming up with an improvement on getting lab results is an example of this culture. 3) we arc not quick 
pick topics according to their strategic goals. An example enough. We need to learn how to speed up implementation. We've recently lost about 2 years of headway because of so 
of one these quality groups is the one working on the many changes, loss of Fundholder system, threat to jobs. You need security and headroom for staff to allow them to work 
telephone system. They receive 135 calls the first 2 hours on issues 
on Monday. The group came to the unusual conclusion that 
capital investment is needed. Their old system has no voice 
mail capability or direct (memory?) dialing. They believed 
that a new system would save time that could be used in 
otherwavs. 

sHclfu! orolem evidence of success barriers awareness of results funded orolects leaders/tip tn,lnlnll 
MS31 Doctors can enter their own No data We don't have much power No data No data No data 

orders into the system .. (authority]. We can't tell 
They can also say, "use my asthma orders." Others arc for Dr. So and So to stop something (like IV Pepsin). Ultimately, we need to change the rules and set practices in the ICU. 
use of heparin, feeding tubes, etc. There arc 4-5 sets of This would include standards about the maximum time between when II patient is admitted and seen by the admitting 
heparin orders. We have only fledgling attempts to doctor, maximum time for calling back to a nurse, CME, annual or biennial privileging, perhaps requiring board 
standardize the orders, and it would make work easier for certification in some specialty. These arc all people in private practice. They have old ways of thinking, and this will take 
nurses and resp. therapists. I try to get the nurses to time. The nurses already have stringent requirement.~ and the quality of nursing care is very high. Other barriers arc that 
advance the work rather than directly telling the doctors to we arc short staffed and that we have to compete for social workers, dieticians, etc. There arc so many issues to be 
use my protocol. For heparin, I have a weight-based resolved. Although the computer system will enhance what we do, now II lot of data collection is manual. We arc still 
nomogram which is a standard of care. Other docs who do deciding on an acuity system. Also, the hospital is under major financial constraints regarding equipment, staff allocation, 
not use this arc at some legal risk of not using a standard of etc. Many other parts of the hospital affect our volume. The ER volume is increasing, and if we don't have room, they 
care. We also do a lot of manual tracking of classic have to hold patients there. OR patients come to the ICU, patients on the floor arc coded and come here. It is a big 
complications; for example: rcintubations, readmissions, challenge to triage appropriately. In term.~ of the community, we try to convey that patients and their families can rely on 
self cxtubations ventilator-associated oncumonia. this our service to help them with a place to stay and be comforted. 

soeclfic orolects evidence of success barrkrs awareness of results funded oro)ects leaders/tip tralnlnll 
MS32 We have a doc meeting No data No data No data No data No data 

once each month. We have -a clinician meeting once each month. Then we have a staff meeting. Any issues raised arc ok. It's a chance to give and get feedback. We identify lows and highs (in our patient 
satisfaction) then work backward to figure out why. We set a goal of referrals within 24 hours and we did it. Bui that is something lhal we must keep monitoring. In reception we set a 
goal ofanswering within 3 • 4 rings and no messages on the answering machine. That might not even be realistic.Processes arc important to clinical goals. Abnormal test results are 
something we have worked on. Tests arc reviewed every 1/2 day, certain tests are isolated, then those arc expedited. It's sounds really simple, but we bought a "priority stamp". And a 
"received by" stamp. This lets us track lall times. As a small business it is really hard to work on improvement. 
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specific projects evidence of success barriers awareness of results funded pro}ect.f leadership traininJ? 
I\ISJJ No data No data Awareness. Q: What have you done to No data These efforts take a lot of 

increase awareness? A: We time. It requires helping the 
send out a newsletter within the dept. that includes summaries from each team. Data arc posted on the data wall. We also doctors understand that they have to be change agents. You 
talk infonnally to each other. Willingness to change. I ask people: would you be willing to try'! We have now found that can't practice (medicine) too because it requires full time 
we arc implementing change loo fast for the support structures to keep up. We think the whole organization will be for guidance, selc:cting strategics, assisting with a choice of 
involved w/in a year. 25% of ortho is involved in open occess, but the records ond x-ray folks depended on 2-day notice. methods, data collection, drawing on knowledge of 
They do not yet have an EMR, but they hove outpatient records and reasonable inpatient record access. You can coll up a changing staff behavior and relationships. All are 
med list if it has been dictated, x-ray. What makes this possible is DocNet [sp'/)transcription. They have transcription important. As an "outside" member of the team I can say 
stations in many units, and you can pull up the transcription (read only) and see the last note, when last seen, what was things that team members can't say to one another. It 
done. You can get about 80% of what you need without an EMR requires coaching colleagues [ including doing a critique 

after a meeting) about ways of developing or presenting an 
agenda, how to think in tenns of systems and base the agenda on strategic goals. At GM, in aerospace, GE, etc. they have I coach/ 75 employees working on this [leadership training), 
usually engineers. We might not need that many, but some at leost. They pay me the same salary they would pay me ifl were practicing pulmonary medicine. I am not an administrator 
(like CEO or medical director). It is important to have someone in their prime and develop their interest. The way to start is to give someone 25% of their time and see how they do, if 
not, thank them and let them go back to clinical work. If they do well, move to 40, 60%, and on. The change agent is crucial to making this work. Most m-s don't have organizational 
goals. It requires someone who takes this role. Q: It sounds as though you are saying that m-s need to be in a larger system that can foster these efforts. A: Not necessarily, in a small 
business, you need someone with II vision; someone who can put the right people together, be an advocate, be confident and sell the goals of the business, coach people and help them 
become experts, We have a lot to learn! 

SDttlllc oro/ttts evidence of success barriers awt1reness of results f11ndetl oro)ects letUlersl,lp tralninll 
MSJ4 When we were moving to No data No data Nodata No data No data 

teams, some people were 
resistant. But really there was a minimum of that. The Medical Director and lead physician modeled this before rolling it out for the rest of the group. Then we had to increase RN 
staffing in the clinic. No one would want to go back to the way it was. We started March I, 1997. We don't have a formal QI team or council. Improvements start with the board and top 
management team. They will set the priorities. Rather than have I 5 gouts, I like lo have I goal each year. Last year it was boosting managed care enrollment. This year it is customer 
service··· our #I goal. One of the improvements within this is working on the telephone systems, infonnation systems. We've done a focus group. We have more meetings that you can 
shake a stick at. Three times each year we have a 1/2 day all staff meeting. On a weekly basis we have a full clinic 2-hour staff meeting. A lot of the improvement stuff happens at the 
meetin!ls. 
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snecific nrolects evidence of success barriers awareness of results funded nroJects leadershin traininJ? 
MSJS We have found that in Nodatn It will be II challenge to No data No data Nod11t11 

tcnns of how we deliver sustnin this when the 
services we can change the system and outcomes. Some of collaborative ends. Another barrier is time and resources. No one has enough of either. Once it was time to 
the things that we've done around diabetes is set up group institutionnlizc something· moving from pilot tests· that was a real chnllenge. E.g., one of the nurse educntors has really 
classes, schedule chronic visits nround group classes, resisted doing things differently. She has struggled in giving patients more control. She didn't go 10 any of the learning 
create a focus on helping patient see own role in core. On sessions, she wasn't part of the improvement team. She did everything that she said she would do, bul nothing more. She 
the diabetes register we put whether the patient has a never embraced the bigger picture. 
collaborative goal with the provider. Providers gel a copy 
of their own registry each month. Some providers didn't know how to set collaborative goals. We educated them about how to do this. Our lead doctor developed a self-management 
book that we give patients. It walks them through a goal setting process. This [the lead doctor developing it] had more weight with the other doctors. We worked with the patient to help 
them understand the diabetes guidelines. We empower the patient to understand the guidelines. Leadership has been incredibly important. Our leadership was very involved in deciding 
to participate and then in pulling the interdisciplinary teams together. It was an unstated expectation. This made it difficult for people 10 blow off the harder parts of the improvement. 
We took the approach that you don't have to do this. we are going to be doing some things. You are welcome to try them too. I am ama1.ed at how many providers have a completely 
different way of documenting in the chart. Before the collaborative [on di11betes] the notes were strictly clinical. E.g., patient not compliant. Now notes arc more attentive to patient 
needs and goals. What is realistic for theircircumstanees. We have 233 diabetic patients in the registry. HbAlc has gone from 10.S to 9.1. SO% of our HbAlcs have decreased by 1% •• 
our goal is that 80% will have a 1% decrease. Blood pressures <140/90 have increased from 67% to 7S%.We've redesigned the flow sheet· it is updated with the guidelines. The focus 
of the reitistry is to give providers a tool for olannimi a visit without the chart in front of them. Who's comin11 in what will then need? 

.mttiflc 11roJects evidence of success IN,rriers awareness of resulls funded 11roJects leaderrltl11 tNllninR 
MS36 We have involved nurses in No data The biggest barrier is S and No data No data No data 

all follow-up care of the marginal cost to 
screened cases. This is because we have found that implement information systems. We were "lucky" that the larger system established this many years ago, and though an 
physicians don't always follow-up with patients. 2) We update of the program will be expensive, we think it is worthwhile. The second barrier is the way of thinking. We have 
have tried to reorganize the timing/distribution of tried to instill a prevention/planning/public health approach. There is a key reason as to why population-based medicine 
reminders by having earlier reminders and getting women hasn't caught on among all physicians. When treating an individual patient who has let's say angina, a physician will 
in the care process. We are also trying to reduce the prescribe nitroglycerin and actually sec the patient gel better. The physician takes comfort in knowing that the patient has 
downtime involved in scheduling an appointment. Also, gotten better. We need to make population-based medicine the same way. Physicians ha,·e to know whether they arc or 
we are looking at the way women enter the building/center they are not improving the health of the population. They need data, their own data, to tell them how their patients arc 
and are seen by radiologists. We arc trying to make the doing on key clinical indicators. Only information systems can provide the necessary data most efficiently. However, just 
process even "physically efficient." Plus, we have worked to recognize that infonnation systems are necessary requires at least some progressive, broad-minded and flexible 
to separate screening and diagnostic work in radiology so thinking on the parts of physicians. So it's a tough task overall. So physicians arc a barrier. They need training. It has to 
that both of these tasks can be done simultaneously. 3) We start in medical school. That's where the seeds need to be planted, and it is has lo he kicked up a notch during residency. 
arc currently trying to improve coordination of care. No And it's not a book learning thing, rather physicians have to "sec it, experience it." 
examples can be provided yet. 4) We have a steering 
committee for the breast cancer screening program. It has evolved to include a surgeon, primary care physician, radiologists, and various administrative people who oversee each site. 
The larger system has replicated the steering committee model with different key areas of clinical care including depression and diabetes. This steering committee is also called the 
"Clinical RoadMap." The multidisciplinary care involved in our program makes life easier for doctors. Even surgeons like it that roles and responsibilities are divided up. I think that 
doctors arc more open here. It takes a special kind of physician personality to embrace multidisciplinary care. It is not just "natural." S) We arc also working on a project that works on 
the notification of results to women. We have found through surveys that women want to be notified oftest results in different ways. We are trying to individualize this process based on 
a woman's preference. 6) We arc also looking into capacity issues. We need enough capacity to deal with people coming in. There must be adequate staff and resources. We have done 
detailed analysis looking at screening patterns and demand. There are many peaks and troughs that we see. Our goal is to try and reduce them so that we can plan and organize our 
system better. 
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specific projects evidence of success barriers awareness of results funded pro/ects leadership trainine 
MS37 We have made sure to get Nodnta The amount of change in No data No data We have team building 

quarterly reports to sec how staff is huge. Staff changes retreats where goals and 
we are providing patient arc as frequent as every priorities for care arc set. 
care as a whole. On a day month. Second, building 
to day basis, we have made sure we have access to data. our team and dealing with the administration who deals with 20 physicians has also been tough. For example, our regular 
This has allowed us to be more organized and sec more staff mccling is attended by our receptionist. The administration board doesn't want our receptionist attending the 
patient~. Having infonnation like the mammography rates meetings. They say that other receptionists for the other docs then complain that they have to cover another person's work. 
for a population allows us to deal with the information and So, on one hand, they say "work as a team," and on the other hand, they don't let the team meet or work together. The 
know what's going on with our patients. other barrier is inertia. People don't want to change. They don't want to do things differently until disaster comes through 

the door. Nurses also say that we have "done it this way all the time." It's hard to make change happen. The last barrier is 
still having a paper based medical record. This is the primary source of information. There is definitely a lag time before 
all the information is there. 

-'"""'Ills- oroittts evidence of success bt,"lers •nrenns of results (11n,tt1 oroiects leuersl,ID trt1inlne 
MSJI In the inpatient unit, we We did a telephone survey Q: You've mentioned the We bring in and discuss the (Toolkit project, not based No data 

have been looking at two of bereaved families. We administrative barriers literature review in hospice program) 
areas: dyspnea and how we sent a postcard saying we stemming from your 
are treating pretcrminal would call, but they could affiliation with the VNA. Are there other barriers'/ A: There have been two major barriers to improvement: (I) the 
delirium vs. other causes. I opt out of the survey if they CEO/organi1.Rtional culture; and (2) the information system. We need lo access data and get clinical information back in a 
am planning a new values wished. We lost a lot of timely way. I think the way to do this is lo start small and decide on perhaps 5 items such as: dypnca, pain, emotional 
history form that elicits families this way - it was distress, problems of the family, and other and track these. To do such review, though, you need a safe environment, not 
patients hopes and soon after the death and too one based on blame. I don't want this to be part of the "blame game" like we had with the VNA in which success 
expectations and their easy to opt out. depended on having a ccnain number of people on "report." These arc very good people who arc trying hard todo their 
concerns. We did the bestl 
project on dyspnca because many families rcponed this as a bothersome symptom during the last 3 days of life. We are now treating dyspnea as a 5th vital sign and flow chart it. Reports 
have gone from 50"/o lo O"/o reporting dyspnca lasting more than 8 hours. We could do this because the hospital CEO bought into it, the Patient Care Coordinators believed ii, the nursing 
stafTbelicved ii was important. Q: how did you accomplish this? A: Only 2 attcndings had to be consulted, and the key was administrative buy in. You can't make change from the 
bottom up. The breakthrough came when I showed the staff a timcline of the patient's care that showed what the patient and family were saying minute by minute, and how there had 
been no response. Suddenly, the PCC said, "That is unacceptable!" Two nurses decided to measure dyspnca competencies of their colleagues, and we implemented the flow chart.Dy 
contrast with the outpatient program, the VNA has been in survival mode and only counted visits. We are al50 doing a project called Care Link on pain management with 8 not-for-profit 
hospitals and nursing homes. Q: Many doctors say they don't want to frighten patients by bringins up end of life issues, and that may delay their entering the hospice program? How do 
you do it? A: We say, "Here are the alternatives. One is terminal sedation. Tell me your thoughts." I let the patients guide me. I might say, "This must be a scary time for you. How are 
you doing? What can I do for you? What arc your concerns? Most patients are on the brink of death. It is no secret that their body is dissolving in front of them. It amazes me how 
courageous they are. Some have such peace in the face of horrific disease. Q: What are the sons of concerns patients express? A: They are afraid of choking and suffocating - physical 
svmntoms. Thcv may want to act it over with. They want to know who will care for their wife. They don't want to be a burden on othcn. 
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soecific oroiect.f evidence of success barriers awareness of results funded oroiects leadershio traininR 
I\IS39 We have monthly quality Nodnta Giving the infonnntion Nodnta We have a lot of Medicaid No data 

council meetings. The back to clinicians. We have funding •.. it supports the 
structure ··· tcnm based core ••· is just the way wc nre done a good job at recruiting and retaining physicians type of core we provide. Incentives arc in-line with our 
doing it now. We don't assume that it is necessarily the which hos eliminated a lot of barriers. service goals. 
best, so we keep revisiting the way we do things. Service 
planning has been the focus for the past year. We've been working on how to do this better. I want to get the infonnation back that is related to service planning. Residential status, II of 
episodes of hospital core, time in jail, time homeless, employment (hours worked, wage earned), other activities, involvement in managing own health, knowledge of illness, 
participation in service plan, follow through, drug use, substance use, caffeine, nictotine, ho >:fulness scale. 

sMci/lc pro)«ts evidence of success barriers awareness ofre!li·ults funded oro)ects leadershio tn,lninR 
MS40 No data Nodntn No data No data We were just funded SI 5 No data 

million by NIH to do 
randomized trials. We arc hiring 38 people. We arc studying the results of surgery v. no surgery for common spine 
conditions. We're usina the model for data collection on all the sites. 

snttiflc orolttts evidence of success barriers 11w.nness of results fundetl orolects leadershill trtdninR 
MS41 No data No data A continuing struggle for No data No data There was an initial 3 week 

us has been the financial training ••• team 
justification. It's hard to prove that you've prevented development, brief negotiation, and motivational 
somethimi.. It's even harder to sav vou've reduced costs. interviewing. 

-cl& orolttts evidence of success bamers 11w.ttness of ttsults funded pro/ects leuersl,ID tnlinlnR 
MS42 We have a pre-natal record No data The traditional medical No data No data No data 

that now all 08-gyns arc stuff like how specialties 
using. We arc moving forward to automate it using our arc organized. It's important to have the people who developed the "best practice" or who researched it to lead the quality 
"stork-byte" approach. We also have a data system for all assurance programs. The independence of the medical staff is also a barrier as is the communication between caregivers. 
the operating rooms. A commercial vendor helped us to Physician education can also be a banicr ifwe don't do a good job teaching physicians about patient education. 
place this system and a scheduling system in the OR. We 
have also tried to work across departmental units. We have four different NICU teams and thus four different nconatalogy approaches. Now, we have overcome the physicians' "prima 
donna" attitude, and have convinced them to use the same electronic medical record. We have also worked hard in investing in protocols and guidelines as well as in the clinical 
management structure. Concerning the latter, we have a unified physician agreement which has in it standard payment rates, which meetings physician have to go to, titles, payments, 
etc. 
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soecllic oroiects evidence of success barriers awareness of results funded oroiects leadershio tra/ninl! 
l\lSU Our basic technique has A great advantage here is Once we have good No data We currently have a project No data 

remained the same. We still that we are able to study the information ubout 1he under way 
use stainless steel wire for effect of change and know usefulness of a new approach, most accept it. But they can 
the deepest layer of repair, with great confidence choose not to. 
for example. But we arc within 6 months to a year if 
always looking at new a change is an improvement because our volume is so large and the technique standardized. For example, we have a study under way on chronic pain 
materials and processes, for management and have begun another 5 year study on repair of femoral hernias which is the second commonest hernia (after inguinal). We are trying 
example suture material, several techniques and hope to learn which is best. This will be very useful infonnation, not just for us, hut for the whole medical community. Here, an 
cautery technique, type of individual surgeon can do I SO • 200 in a short time where a general surgeon could never get that volume. In another study of chronic pain management, 
local anesthetic ( we've we arc working with an anaesthesiologist from the university on a retrospective study, then we will move to a prospective study. 
gone from novicainc to 
xylocainc to markaine), antibiotics (whether to give IV or orally), a new kind of dressing or equipment. For children we don't use clips and use dissolvablc suture instead. We have a 
business meeting - myself, the CEO, medical director, head of PR, head of nursing - and present ideas for something that seems to present an advantage. We try to make it 
unanimous. We decide whether to try something on a small scale. If we agree to try a change, we make the change for 2 to 3 months along with the old process or material and track it 
bv askimz for inout from oaticnts, nurses and sull?cons. 
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IV. Improvement, part 2, expert systems 

£\pert systems = We hear a lot abolll g11ideli11es, protocols, and expert systems to help clinicians get 11p-to-date information. Do yo11 11se any s11cl, systems? 
Emerging clinical evidence= I low do yo11 and others in the micro-system access and incorporate emerging clinical evidence? 
Best practices = How do yo11 identify "best practice" sites and processes? 
Information sharing = Jlow is new information shared among c/inicia,1s and incorporated into clinical practice? 

,xn1rt snte,,,,,; clinlctd evidence best nroctlces lnfo,,,,otion sharinll 
MSOI No data No data No data No data 

_,, svste"'s clinlctd evidence best an,ct/ces lnfol'llfotion s/rarlne 
MS02 Knowledge coupler is the best tool there is You can send information to the knowledge I read a lot outside medicine. II is not that We have regular provider meetings (EMHS) 

out counler. different. I read the Harvard Business on substantive issues. We've grown rapidly 
there. Given the diversity and biology, it is very hard to develop gls lhul would help with an Review. Righi now I am learning a lot from from 8 to 30 providers, so there hasn't been 
individual patient The EMR has a Protocol Function. The hospital is gradually developing one Tom Petsinger's book, New Pioneers. I learn much chance until now. We also have clinical 
for inpatients (by CERNER). Another function of the Medical Assistants is to take the from the ID-COP program too. meetings and meetings with patient reps each 
responsibility for getting the results of tests, ex CAT scan before a patient visits. I can access week. We spend a lot of time on this. 
lab data, discharge summaries, x-ray reports for his hospitali1.ed patients if their discharge 
summaries haven't been sent to me vet. 
_,, swte•s clinlctd evidence best art1ctlces Inf or•lllion s/rarlnll 

MS03 We have some protocols that we use. The Since this is an academic medical center, No data Teaching rounds make it possible for 
problem with protocols in general is that we teaching is done here on a constant basis. information lo be disseminated. However, 
find that they arc too long, bulky, and Whal we feel is good 10 preserve becomes incorporated in clinical care. In another hospital, ii leaching also makes care slower and 
somewhat unrealistic. For protocols to work, might be only I doctor calling the shots. In our geriatric unit here, a group docs this. increases the number of tests done on 
they have to be focused and testable. average. Allowing students to sec the patients 

takes time. 

aDl!rt svste•s clinical evidence best aractlces lnfol'llfatlon s/rarlne 
MS4M There arc CD-Roms available in med They monitor published guidelines from Am. For head trauma, he could go lo several No data 

libraries in hosp., not in ICU. Thoracic Soc, ACP, S. Crit. Care Med, adapt listscrvs, query others for their guidelines s 
them and can put them in place w/in weeks. (e.g. IPA and pulmonary emboli) translate too protocol for their use and be able to have a 

reasonable on to beRin with in davs. 

e.,a,ert snte,,,, clinical evidence best 11ractices Inf or•atlon s/rarlnR 
MSOS We try lo pull out protocols, guidelines, and No data We have some benchmarking agreements No data 

articles to give with the data. They can be with other hospitals. We belong 10 the VHA 
used as a resource. We try to adapt the guidelines some, but really we just try lo use them as group for CHF and stroke. We have monthly phone conferences. My role has been lo facilitate 
they arc. Giving them abstracts from articles is a way to keep emerging evidence in front of these. We've gotten mixed feedback about how helpful they arc. 
them. 

aDl!rt snte•s cllnlcol evidence best 11racdcts Inf Ol'lltatlon sl,aril,R 
MS06 No data No data No data No data 
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exoert svstems clinical evidence best nractice.f ltiformation sharinl! 
MS07 One example involves protocols regarding Nodatn Both physicians and nurses come hack with We don't have any fom1al mechanism by 

brain edema. Our protocols were going well. new ideas about processes of care. which clinicians arc kept up to date on. 
However, new literature emerged on aspects such as cerebral perfusion pressure. Thus, one of literature in general. Only when there is a specific identified problem in our microsystcm do 
the neurosurgeons here recommended that we revamp the protocols to incorporate the new physicians nnd nurses read the literature and share findings. 
findings. The neurosurgeon gathered the evidence and the first protocol was designed by a 
team headed up by a unit nurse. The protocol was soon standardi1.cd and ownership was 
created at the nhvsician and nurse level. 

uMrt svstems clinical evidence best nraclices lnforlffllllon sltarlna 
MSOI No data No data No data No data 

MS09 No data No data No data No data 

U~rt S&'StelffS clinical evidence best nractices info,,,,llllon sltarln11 
MSIO No data No data We found 4 centers outside the group (the No data 

NICU 2000 group) that are excellent in 
family care. We telephoned surveyed all the sites that the Institute of Family Care suggested. We took the top 4 and did site visits. The thing that distinguished thasc places that are achieving 
excellence is the organi1.ation culture. Our culture was "of course babies gel infections, they are not well lo begin with." Bui they saw an infection as a failure, not entitlement. All the way to the 
bedside the unit knew that infection was a failure. The ohilosophv has to nermeatc the or11anization. 

_,, same111s clinical evidence best nractices info,,,,lllion sltarinR 
MSII No data This is my job in panicular --- I don't do a lot We haven't done anything specific to No data 

of other things. I am on the Board of diabetes. We were DBf1 ofa lllllte study. 
American Endocrinology. We are pan of some clinical research projects. We read everything and are at every conference. I would estimate that 10% of our expenditures are for kce1,ing abreast. 
Whenever there are retreats or medical meetings we show up to talk about diabetes. We have community programs --- 2000 people will show up. We push to be in front of people. Diabetes is 
always on the table. W c make educational taocs that are sent lo the MDs. W c have newsletters. 

UMrt snttlffs cllnkal evlbnct best nraedcts ln(o,,,.111/on sltarinll 
MSl2 No data No data No data No data 

_,, svste•s cllnic11l evulence best ortu:tices ln/o,,,,tlllon sll11rlna 
MSll Unfonunatcly, many of these guidelines by No data Our protocol process basically is stealing People talk and share, that's when they have 

the time the evidence suppons them are 8 yrs from the Internet. Also, IHI list serves arc a fun. When they're not having fun, you hit a 
old. In the time being, medicine changes. Overall, it's hard getting people lo buy into protocols big asset. This is where people brainstorm barrier. Change can be slow. 
and guidelines. It's hard to get over 60"/o nationally. If you do, you almost automatically get to protocols, from the management of asthma to 
about 80%. In the ER, all the doctors work for me. I am the physician/leader. They love and increased security in the ER. 
fear me. Our ED Protocols are followed 98-100% of the time. 

UDert svste•s cllnkal evulence best Drtlcticn info,,,,llllon sharlnll 
MSl4 We don't have an cxpen system. We haven't No data Panicipating in ID-COP has been one way No data 

had much success with implementing for us to compare. But it is hard to say what is 
protocols. We are implementing guidelines for diabetes care. This has been a formalized effon a best practice. We don't really want to identify a group as an ideal practice. We have looked a 
to train and follow-up, lot at what works well and how it mi11h1 work here. 
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expert systems clinical evidence be.ft oractices inf orn,ation shari"ll 
MSIS That is a very complex question. It has to do No data No data No darn 

with I.T. Ifwe could nfTonl a computerized 
record we would do it tomorrow. Cookbook guidelines don't work. Evidence based guidelines only work if! know the details of the evidence and content. Some of the guidelines become turf 
battles ••• two different groups taking different points of view. We have to muke our own decisions based on what we know about the patient. Then they send in some administrative person lo 
look al our records and sec whether we arc following guidelines. There arc a lot of factors that go into using or not using a guideline. Guidelines often follow practice by 2-3 years. We do things 
based on the literature more than the l!Uidelines. 

exDl!rt systems clinical evidence best aroctices info,,,,otion sharine 
MS16 No data No data No data No data 

MS17 No data No data No data No data 

MS18 Nodota Nodota Nodota No data 

,xn,,t ~,e,,,s clinical evuknce best nroctlces lnfo,.,,.otlon shorinll 
MSl9 We use some guidelines from various Nodota No data The doctors may use computers and Web 

specialty societies in our care. The I 50 based resources at home. At the center, we 
independent optometrists who we work with look to us for our standard of care. We produce documents on eye diseases and treatments don't have computers in every room. There is 
according to guidelines and then we distribute them to our customers. I think that the critical pathways have a great opponunity for growth. It's no Internet connection. We don't find time to 
imponant for doctors to know what to do next in all situations. These pathways give them a tool and adds to the seamless care process. It is do this. We find ourselves evaluating patients 
imponant, however, for these pathways and guidelines to be accessible lo the providers, something like Roladex would be helpful. and doing tests rather than looking up facts or 

literature. Information is shared via word of 
mouth. 

exoert svste111s clinical evidence best art1etkes lnfo,,,.otlon shorine 
MS20 No data Nodota No data Nodota 

MSZI Nodota No data No data No data 

11-'Ln,,t svste111s clinical evuknce best art1ctices lnfo,.,,.otlon sharlnll 
MSU Our "standards committee" has put together a Dr. D. put together a protocol for the ER. It's No data No data 

list of medications. They asked me to write a quick check list and has a basic scale for 
down signs and symptoms and her thoughts measurement. There is also a Lasix protocol for fluid buildup. Dr. D. also showed that an IV 
on medications. They have taken this into Lasix drip that worked slowly was the most effective and satisfying for patients. The PCP's 
account when writing guidelines. now arc doimz this same thin11. 

-rt snte"'s c/lnlcol evuknce best nrt1ctices Inf or•11tlon sl,arlnll 
MS23 No data No data No data No data 

MS24 No data Nodota Nodota Nodota 

MS25 No data No data No data No data 
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expert systems clinical evidence best practices information sharin,: 
I\IS26 No data No data I'm not really fitmiliar with what they arc No data 

doing with clinical care. I've done II lot of 
looking at best service delivery. I tell people by word-of-mouth, our newsletter. Our goal is to create the capacity to sec routine, non-urgent 
cases todav. lwhat do peoolc sav when vou tell them that is the goal?) They arc skeptical. "That's impossible" "We can't work any harder." 

exHrt srstems clinicol evulence best 11r11ctices infor11111tlon shorlnR 
l\lS27 No data No data No data No data 

ex»ert syste111s clinicol evulence best proctices inf or111ation shorlnR 
MS28 We had a lot of skepticism early on. Using No data No data No data 

them doesn't mean picking it up every day. 
It's become part of the process· it isn't thought ofas anything other than the process. Everyone 
a1m:eing with the conceot of the standard care I Ian is what is imoortant. 

exHrt svste111s clinicol evidence best proctices Inf or111atlon sll11rlnR 
MS29 No data No data No data No data 

_,, sme111s cllnlclll evltknce best 11roctkes lnfor111llllon sharln. 
MS30 Preventive care screens pop up when patient No data Informal networking with people you know. No data 

summary is accessed Also, government has identified 50-60 
Beacon Practices - ours is one of them. 

The purpose is to capture the advances, innovations for dissemination. I believe the role of the GP is changing. It used to consist of someone to give a diagnosis and provide an expcn plan of 
management. Now, I may diagnose but the patient can become an expert on his health in his own right, more expert than I am. Patients were once supplicants with the duty to be compliant. Then 
they became "consumers." Now we an: moving toward partnerships. Although we don't do much on e-mail, and patients arc not on the web yet, we an: getting there. We arc actually further 
along than Europe. The Beacon Practice prognm involves the GP practices; all specialists are hospital-based. Different arrangement in the GP's surgery as well. I do not have a suite of exam 
rooms to go from one to the next where they are ushered in by a nurse. Instead, I fetch the patient from the waiting room, take them to my office and have a curtained area for examination. We 
do not have vital siims taken for every patient, only when indicated. The buildinas can be conliin,1rcd much more simply, The computer is in my office so I can enter data and notes immediatelv. 
_,, sme111s cllnic11l evidence best pn,clices Inf on,,lllion sllarlnR 

MSJI See above on multiple orders, and their desire We suggest to the doctors that they might like No data No data 
to simplify to try something (new]. We never force them 

to. 
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exoert n•stems c/it,ical evidence best oractices information sharin,: 
l\lSJ? We pay ntteniion to screening protocols. Sharing from meetings, rending, computer A GI practice we know is really good, ahead Nodnta 

Those from American College of Physicians, search engines. But, I always want to sec the of the curve. We consult with their office 
American Geriatric Society, American data myself. Just because someone says this manager. We encourage our office manager to attend meetings. But you really have to think 
Preventive Task Force, But sometimes there is better, that isn't enough for me. Ideally, it about "best" overall. Perfect hip replacement don't do well in sick bodies. Even ifwc know 
arc conflicts in the written protocol. ( what do needs to be easily accessible. Give who is best, we don't necessarily send our patients there if they don't pay attention to all our 
you do then?) Explain to the patient, that this information to help prevent errors ••• the patient problems. 
one says this, but then this other one says Riefienstrif Institute docs this. But that just 
this. isn't affordable for us. At the hospital there arc systems that tell if medications are contra-indicated, but we can't implement parallel systems. It 

all needs to be PBrt of the same svstcm. 

UMrl swste•s clinical evidence best Drt1ctlces lnfo,,,.11tlon shllrilffl 
MSJJ There arc a lot of guidelines in most No data No data No data 

institutions, but the way they ore 
implemented destroys their usefulness. For example, the diabetes guidelines arc 40 pages. As a physician, I look at them and decide on the 2-3 most imponant things that should be done and 
work on getting those done consistently. Work on the others later. Ex: HgA 1-C at 6 month intervals, urine crcatinine, if given diabetic educaiton. I try to set up a process to make sure that is done 
JOO% of time. Example: they have a pc registry of diabetic patients. There is a flow sheet on the chart. Anyone who touches the chart (anyone) can order a HgAI-C that is due. Even this is very 
hard to implement consistentlv. 

ex11ert wste111s clinical evidence best 11rtlclkes lnfo,.llllon slt11rinR 
MS34 No data No data I think it is limited hy the amount of time we No data 

have. We have participated in the IHI 
Breakthrough Series··· that has been a built-in infusion ofbenchmarldng. FQHCs collect data 
on our own health plans. 

ex11ert sme•s clinical evidence best ol'tldlces lnJo,.lltion '""""• 
MSJ5 No data No data No data No data 

ex11ert snte•s clinical evidence best pl'tldlcn Inf 0,,,.1111011 slt11rinll 
MSJ6 Overall, guidelines arc overrated. They arc The multidisciplinary care team takes in new No data No data 

outside the domains of medical schools. information hy looking at different 
Everyone knows that continuing medical guidelines. Our Intranet has an "In Context" section in which physicians can check on 
education doesn't change medical care. We guidelines and outcomes of care. All physicians have access to this and we also use email to 
do need information technology for inform and remind doctors to regularly check this sile. We rarely get emails from patients 
organizing the clinical data and producing regarding the care process. We arc however looking at different web-based sources. 
new data. We need more selective sets of 
data, as well. We don't need to know 
evcrvthinl! about the patient. 
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expert .vystems clit1ical evidence best practices ln(ormat/011 .vharlnl! 
MS37 We have access to "In Context." It is updated Over our Intranet, we receive a "What's I lot" There arc some criteria for best practices and No data 

on current protocols in diabetes, CV, etc. By bulletin where experts give the latest news on clinical planning that I am not sure about. It is 
reading and answering some questions, new trends and statistics. quite obscure how this is "filtered" down. 
doctors can also cam CME credit. We arc Systemic changes are sometimes unclear and 
linked to the National Library of not always obvious. 
Medicinc/PubMed. 

-rtsrstems clinicol evidence /¥st oractices infor11111tion shorlnN 
MSJ8 No data We do our own literature reviews, bring them No data No data 

in for discussion. Our physician group 
includes an internist and pediatrician. We review our own protocols and update them. There arc not a lot of guidelines beyond those for cancer 
pain. We look at the Oxford Textbook of Palliative Care AH Pall Med. I use the web for lonclydoc and do a search there. 

-rt~e111s clinicol evidence bnt ol'lldkes lnfor111111lon sl,11rill1t 
MS39 No data No data No data No data 

aaert snte111s clinical nillence bnt oracdces infor111111ion shorlntt 
MS40 Guidelines don't work. You just can't force No data No data No data 

people to practice a certain way. What we do 
is use the best evidence and challenge people's decisions based on the evidence. We have a lot of standardization in what we do, but it allows the 
ohvsicians to oracticc and see the value. I'm workin2 here evcrvdav and see the problems. You can't sell a svstcm unless vou arc in the svstcm. 

uoert s11ste111s clinicol nillence bat oractkn Inf ort11111ion s/earln.ll 
MS41 We have lots of protocols. The role that is No data No data No data 

played by nurses is at the limit within the law 
of NC. Some nurses had problems with this. They were nervous about what they were being asked to do, but it was all within the limits of their 
liccnsurc. We had the state liccnsurc board come in and tell them that it wa., ok. 

inawrt snte111s clinical nillence bat oractlces infort11111ion 1h11rllt1t 
MS42 No data No data No data No data 

UMrt svste111s clinical evidence bnt oracdces /11(0,,,,lllion slr11rl11ll 

MS43 No data No data No data No data 
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IV. Improvement, part 3, errors and patient safety 

IVl,at l,appens 
Culture 
Procedures 
Sources 

IVl,at l,appens in your micro-system wlien someone makes an error? 
Probe the exte/11 to which there is there a blamefree culture, comfort in ide111ifying and addressing errors, and efforts to learn from error. 
Ha1•e you instituted any procedures to impro,•e patient safety (e.g., standardize, simplijj•, training in teams, .vimulation, error reporting?) 
What do you belie,•e are the major sources of error or ham,? 

wh11t h11D1Jens c11/t11re Droced11rts so11rce., 
MSOI No data No data No data No data 

whlll h11Doens c11/t11re Droced11res so11rces 
MS02 Sharing infonnation with patients is the No data No data When lab results are returned, they come 

biggest safeguard. The EMR docs drug- back by provider, and I 
drug interaction alerts. When the patient leaves the office, he/she gets a printout of their can attach them to the patient's chart. When I open the patient record to the "desktop" nags 
medication list. Once in a while a patient will call later and say, "I was looking over the alert me to deal with abnormal results. I also wony about omissions for results not 
list, and I am not taking K anymore, but Dr. So and So has put me on y." It takes all of us. computerized, such as biopsy reports on paper. These are systems problems and amenable 
Another safeguard is that the KC forces me to consider all the possibilities. For eKample, if to standardization. We can develop tools to deal with this. Alfred North Whitehead said 
a patient comes in with headaches and vomiting, it has a structured sequence that makes that you can recognize advanced civili1.ations by the number of compleK actions that occur 
you consider the causes, including cerebral hemorrhage. When a mistake is made, I deal automatically. These systems must be made as transparent as possible. Everyone, 
with it openly. For uamplc, a long-time patient of mine got very sick from including patients, must know the risks and trade-offs. Not to share this information, with 
misunderstanding how to take her medication. When she came back, I apologized. She patients, including uncertainly, is a disservice to them. Not all my patients accept this, but 
told me at the end of the visit that if I hadn't apologized, she had been prepared lo leave the it is changing over lime, and I continue to encourage it We also do an eKit interview with 
practice! everyone who leaves the practice. I have found that the most important reason is a series 

of systems errors. The last 
is simply the final straw. For example their appointment was bumped 3 times, or someone docs not get back to them. Their trust in the system starts to erode. The doctor-patient 
relationship is important, but perhaps more important is how much they can rely on the system not to let them slip through the cracks. Patients want a doctor-patient relationship to 
protect them from the unreliability or to provide a pathway through the unfathomability of a health care system. •Q: Don't they also want an advocate for their interest? A: The system 
can be an advocate. It can be a reminder that a mammogram needs to he done, that there is a system in place to make sure it happens, that things go well. A system can empower the 
medical assistant to insist that a patient be seen, even ifit means clashing with a provider. We should not let ounelves he put off by the sacredness of the doctor-patient relationship. We 
need more 2encralist snecialization (thou2h an oKvmoron) because CKl!Crience counts. For enmole. I focus on musculoskelctal problems. The NPs do more Rvn. 

whlll h11Doens t:llllllrt orocttl11m so11rcn 
MS03 We "cut off their heads." No, seriously, we There is constant talk in the unit about No data No data 

hope that the error is corrected. things like the time for when a patient 
is"safc to go home." However, this is 

different from giving the wrong dose of digoKin, for eKample. We have systems in place that try to ensure patient safety. For eKample, after a doctor first writes an order, the nune picks 
the order up and if he/she is not comfortable with the order, they check back with the doctor. The phannacy also has a drug formulary for the hospital. If the pharmacist detects a wrong 
medication or dosa2e, they do not Rive out the druRs, Thus there arc many checks in the system. The most freaucnt errors arc medication ones. 
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what haooen.f culture procedures source.,· 
l\1S04 Preventive: charge nurse reviews Inst 12 No data No data No data 

hours of onlers and lab results. Phannacy 
software spots problems in route, dose, drug-drug interactions, etc.; phnnnacy empowered to change order. PhannD on rounds reviews MARs; picks up problems (d-d interactions) and 
suggest alternatives. Detection, Mitigation: depends on how detected -- If drug, route, dose, etc. nurse is queried and patient and provider are tracked. Patient for untoward outcomes; 
provider to make sure it is not a nattcrn: if it is ICU not the olacc to ei1ocrimcn1 with rcmcdial ac1ions--11a1icnt acuity too hi11.h. 

what haDoens culture procedures sources 
MS05 No data No data No data No data 
MS06 No data No data No data No data 

what hanMns culture procedures sources 
MS07 The ICU is a very open and trusting No data No data No data 

environment. No one covers up problems. 
We have multidisciplinary rounds during which everything is looked at thoroughly. Computers would bring out errors if one occurred that no one knew about. There are random 
personnel issues, and we deal with those on a person-person basis. These arc usually errors of omission, forgetting something. However, system wide procedures to improve patient 
safetv have not been necessary. One area in which we, like cvervone struR1de with is in medication error. 

what /tan-ns culture proced11ru so11rces 
MSOI No data No data No data No data 

what /tt111Dens culture procedures sources 
MS09 We have a formal system for doing this No data No data No data 

that involves analysis by other physicians. 
It is done case by case. We try to look for systematic errors, for example lab reports not going to the MDs offices. We look 111 whether they are recurring events and ask if there is 
something we can change. One time an amnio sample was not picked up on time. So, the patient had to be brought back in for another amnio - this is potentially a high-risk error. 
Although this had only happened one time we wanted to make sure it didn't ever happen again. So we instituted a phone call check up with the lab to sec if samples have been picked up. 
It was a one-time occurrence but we chan11.ed the system because this was uotcntially a lafll.c error. 

what han1H1ns cult11re procedures so11rces 
MSIO Aired in public, exposure, lynching. If it is No data No data No data 

low risk, it is dealt with on a I to I basis. 
But we need to fill the system, safety mechanisms were bypassed if an error occurred and resulted in a bad outcome. The previous model was public lynching. This of course was 
couched as building character. Now we discuss the crron in a open forum. By the time it gets to this point it's non-judgmental and non-accusatory. It must be aired publicly to make sure 
that the system is fixed. People need to recognize the potential for error and take it seriously. We have a critical incident debriefing. It creates a support group for the person to keep the 
incident from bccomin2 debilitatina to 11rovidina itood care. 

wh11t /tan-ns c11lt11re procedures so11rces 
MSII No data No data No data No data 
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what haooens culture procedures sources 
MS12 We just don't have a mechanism for No data No data No data 

discussing errors. We're reactive, not 
proactive. I guess it depends on where the error originates. It was not uncommon for us to have duplication errors because we had two systems. We had to develop a system to douhle 
check. To some e:i1tcnt, rcponing errors lead us to develop the interface between the two information systems. What has been most problematic for us is following up on abnormal lab 
results. For example, an abnormal mammogram. The handofT just might not happen. Then the patient would be called in and the error explained. Epic has a drug interaction alen. I send 
mv nurse and myself an e-mail message to remind mvself to check on lab results. 

what hUDMlfS culture procedures sources 
MS13 That's a good question. Because when you The ER has fortunately not had any No data The time needed to inculcate a protocol in 

reengineer a process like x-ray cycle time sentinel event~ (bad). For improper the ER. The development takes time. 
from 73 to 23 minutes, you ask, what's the medications, there is a systems mechanism Physician need to embrace the protocols. 
error rate? We have measured this and 
have noticed a statistically insignificant increase in the number of false positives. This is .3%, and is right around the national benchmark. So we have tracked and mitigated this issue. 
Every staff meeting, we systematically go through all errors. All errors are presented as staff errors, not individual errors. Everyone has to sign off on an x-ray. So, it's the 
collectivization of responsibility just like the collectivization of data. llerc is my thinking on errors. First of all, I think broadly about errors. Long waiting times, patient dissatisfaction, 
staff confusion arc all errors in my book. Secondly, let me tell you my super-glue theory. When my daughter a while back broke the lillle arm of her toy ballerina, she came me 10 me 
and said, "Daddy, please fill this." I took out the super glue and gently put the ballerina back together, and she said, "Daddy you're the best." That killed me. But the freakin' health care 
system doesn't allow us to do that. For uamplc, there is a new type of super glue like material that can be used during stitching. It is used in France, Canada, but not here. For me to use 
it in this hospital, I have to go through so many hoops. First, I have to convince the hospital to get it on the forrnulary. Then, I have to sweet talk a committee to purchase it. Then, it has 
to go to a protocol and credentialing committee. Then policy has to be drafted on it. It takes months and months, you have to go through layers and layers of bureaucracy. We haven't 
reached the right balance vet. 

whlll l,amwns culture proced11res so11rces 
MSU No data No data No data No data 

wllllt hllDMlfS clllt11re DrocetlllllS SOllrtts 
MS15 First we apologize lo the patient. I ordered No data No data No data 

an MRI of a patient's back. When I order 
a test the result is put on my desk until I deal with it -· I never got it so I never called him back with the results or to follow-up. Four months later his wife called to find out the results 
of the test. And he had been in pain waiting all this time. This makes me think that our office system is faulty. One of the office system is anti-coagulation. We have to have a fail-safe 
system that the same thing happens to all patients. Putting people on blood thinners is high risk. Medications arc one of the biggest risks. We make it easy for patients to switch MDs 
within our practice ifthev don't like the care thev receive. 

wl,111 hllDMlfS c11/ture orocell11res so11rces 

MS16 No data No data No data No data 
MSl7 No data No data No data No data 
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K•l1at hanoens c11lture procedures .fources 

MS18 People are willing to share errors. There is No data At 7pm one evening a person giving care lo No data 
not a "let's gel that guy who made the a patient in a hospital who was receiving 
mistake" but "how did this happen and how cancer treatment. The patient wanted an advance directive --- if my hean stops, I don't want CPR. The person told the nurse at the unit 
can we keep it from happening again." desk about this request and asked that the nurse please tell the MD. The MD never heard this. At 6 nm the next morning, the patient had a 
"What do you think we should do about cardiac arrest and a code was called. 20 minutes into a code the request was seen in the patient's record that the patient didn't want this to 
this?" Of course, sometimes there is happen. We saw that there was not a clear responsibility to repon the request to the nurse, to repon to the MD. The physician always 
incompetence. Out incompetence is a decides whether an order will be wrillen or whether to go talk to the patient before writing the order. The system worked a lot of the time, 
personnel deployment issue. but ii wasn't consistent. 

wltot ltuMns Cll/tlll'e procedllres sollrces 
MS19 We take a systems approach to this No data No data No data 

problem. It takes a lillle while for people to 
get used to our philosophy. Most people arc from the school oflhough lhal someone makes a mistake and they should be blamed. However, this school of thought flies in the fact of 
using teams! Thus, we don't use it. It's imponant here that everyone buys into errors being a systems problem. If one person doesn't believe that, it messes up the comfort level for the 
rest ofus. Luckily, we don't have these folks right now. If there is a situation in which a staff person is repeatedly incompetent, we may need to fire them, but that's the only 
individualized treatment. I recently made a prclly big mistake myself. I broadcaste this mistake to the entire staff including the medical director. I did this because I wanted people to 
know that it's important to be un front and o~ n about errors. 

wlt11t l,an-ns Clllllll'e 11rocedllres sollrces 
MS20 We deal with errors in a variety of ways. No data No data No data 

We try not to make it personal. We don't 
nail people. 99"/o of the people working here arc great. If something bad happens it seems to me that the system has set the person up for failure. When you gather the data it almost 
never is what it seems to be. We had a patient who wasn't doing well. The physician ordered lidocaine. The nurse gave the patient a whole amp of epinephrine. We all thought "how 
stupid." But when we started looking at the medications they were beside each other in almost identical boxes. Still she shouldn't have made the mistake but you could see how it could 
haonen the wav we had thinRs sci up, 

W,,111 l,u-n., Clllllll'e procedllres sollrces 
MS21 No data No data No data No data 

wl,otl,-ns Cllltllre 11rocdllres so11rcts 
MS22 We have a set up that is close to fail-proof. No data No data No data 

If something slips by, we try to take care 
of it right away. I think because our patient education is good, we don't see too many errors. Any errors are oversights. Many times the 
Phannacv catches it. Other times the patient catches it. Sometimes vou arc sumriscd about how much the patient knows! 

wltotltllDMns c11ll11re 11rocu11res so11rces 
MS23 A patient fell through the cracks once. We We go directly to the person who made the No data No data 

instituted a system where we prioritize error and go over it. On a yearly basis we 
results and send tellers to the patient present errors and discuss them. We try to 
regardless of the results. In the lcllcr we keep a record of errors that arc made. 
give the results and the next steps. 
Sometimes the Jetter is everything is 
normal all you have to do is remember to 
come in next vcar for your mammoRFBm. 
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K•hat harme11s culture orocedures ~·ource!; 
MS24 Noda!a No data Nodn!a No data 

what haooens culture orocedures sources 
MS25 In the office an error would be taken very No data No data There arc fewer and fewer people available 

seriously. We identify all problems. The to do more and more tasks. There arc only 
MDs, staff, ancillary staff have monthly meetings to talk about these issues. We have open so many systems that can be put in place. Time becomes the limiting factor. You need a 
meetings and have very linlc criticism of the people. Small groups may get together to certain critical mass of people and good systems. Without either it doesn't work. 
brainstorm and bring back ideas to the larger group. If there is something we can change 
WC Will. 

What l,1111Mns culture orocedures sources 
MS26 No data No data No data No data 
MS27 No data No data No data No data 
MS28 No data No data No data No data 
MS29 No data No data No data No data 
MS30 No data No data No data No data 

wl,at /,aDMIIS culture proced11res so11rces 
MS31 As the medical director (or attending MD), No data No data Equipment and medications arc a special 

I have to sign off on an incident report. concern because they can be so dangerous. 
Mechanical problems arc brought to the attention of a nurse advisor, risk manager, MD. The wrong dose, shocking a patient when 02 is in use, instruments, electric currents, 
We try to learn what we can about how it happened and how to prevent it. We don't pursue monitors, misreading orders, blood arc all of concern. It is very important that every 
anything about an individual unless something points to a trend. This is not a punitive member of the staff and MD be made constantly aware (of the need to pay attention to 
approach. I am very slow to make an issue of something. For incidents like a fire, staff safety issues]. It may require education or acquiring new skills, but you can never rest 
misconduct, malfunction of equipment we have medical staff procedures to deal with it. It [thinking that safety is taken care of] Among pham1Bcy issues, the wrong dose, the wrong 
may have to go to the VP for Medical Affairs. meds, the med not being there, and ancillary services not performing when needed arc 

concerns. Just as when rescuina a drownina ,atient timeliness is critical. 

wl,at l,1UH1ens c11lt11re oroced11m so11rces 
MS32 First we figure out how it happened and No data We have standard procedures for approving The biggest risks in primary care practices 

back track through the process. We prescription refills. We have instituted are prescriptions and labs. 
encourage open sharing. We try to double sampling if certain patterns arc 
be non-punitive and make the point that these arc systems issues. detected in lab reports. Charts with outstanding labs are kept in a separate place as a 

reminder to follow-up. 

what /taDDens cult11re oroced11m so11rcn 
MS33 Inpatient errors and patient safety is the No data No data No data 

subject of a major effort going on now. 
It will result in a monograph, but is only in rough draft form now. That is another entire conversation. It is being done by Action for Change Today (ACT) supported by Fortune SOO 
companies, the National Coalition on Health Care. The monograph will highlight several institutions The big issues arc : medication errors. They have identified 4S things that hospitals 
and outpatients can accomplish. Thcv arc interested in near misses. 
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H1hat huooe11s c11/ture orocedures sources 
l\1SJ4 No data No data No data No data 
MS35 Nodatn No data No data No data 
MSJ6 No data No data No data Nodara 

what hanoens culture orocedures sources 
MSJ7 A phannacist works on the team and has No data Communication. Training the right people, Systems changes that we don't know about, 

access to algorithms for patient education providing the right education, and relying or ignorance. 
and notification of drug-drug rcactions. lfit looks as ifit is II systemic problem, the on communication is the key. 
hospital docs a study and gives feedback. If it is one episode, we try to 11ddress it 
ourselves. It's hard to talk about "error" because it is culturally not acceptable for fear of 
litiRation. But we trY, 

wl,at 1,111111111s culture procedurn sources 
MSJ8 We could improve. When complaints come No data No data No data 

in, we convene to try to learn what went 
wrong. We review them and get patient-centered reports to understand what happened. Is this a system problem? Is this a pattern? This is very different from other approaches which 
was to find who to blame. These arc good nurses. In one cumplc, a 4-ycar old child with meningitis was misdiagnosed. The parents were acting out, and the response was to stiff it out 
[I think she meant deny their responsibility, refuse empathy]. I tried to explain, "Herc arc parents who one day had an active, healthy 4-ycar old. The next day he was a vegetable. Try to 
understand their fcclinRs of anRcr and me( and help them find somcthinR Positive." This !both approaches] come from leadership, 

what llt1DPens culture procedures sources 
MS39 No data No data No data No data 
MS40 No data No data No data No data 
MS41 No data No data No data No data 
MS42 No data No data No data No data 

what l,,mnens culture procedurn source., 
MS43 You mean medication errors, follow up of No data No data No data 

abnormal lab results? Let me give you an 
example. We don't have internal medicine specialists on staff, so all EK Os arc sent out by courier to be read. Sometimes the reading comes back abnormal-ST changes etc., and we 
have to redo it, and sometimes cancel the surgery to be on the safe side and have them worked up with a stress test, etc. This upsets the patient who is anticipating the surgery. Other 
errors - we have patients who arc on anticoagulants, and sometimes the lab makes errors in reporting pro-times. lfwc suspect an error, we put off the surgery and repeat the lab work. 
We don't rush to surgery-after all, this is elective surgery. Occasionally, the wrong concentration of antibiotic or anesthetic is prepared. Fortunately, the anesthetic we use has very 
wide latitude in tcnns of toxicity. In once case, we had a series of post-op wound infections. We looked at the OR, the time, personnel, swabbed all pcrsoooel and finally treated one of 
the surgeons for a staph in his car and removed him from the OR until he tested negative. We pay a lot of attention to making sure we don't do surgery on the wrong side. The nurse and 
surgeon both examine the patient and confinn the side. The circulating nurse who takes him to the ER asks which side. When the patient is sent to shave, he is told to shave only on the 
side of the herni11. We've never done the wronR side yeti 
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Health Care Micro-systems Interview Responses 

V. Leadership 

Macro-system helps 
Macro-system is toxic = 
Ideal fi11a11cial structures = 
Rep/icatio11 = 
Ba"iers 

Ca11 you give me some examples of partict1/ar/y lwlpji1/ ways i11 wliich the larger orga11ization affi•cts the care prol'ided by the micro-system? 
Can you gil'e me some examples of partic11/arly toxic ways i11 which the macro-orga11izatio11 affects the care pro\lided by the micro-system? 
What financial strocturesfor paymem and rewards do you belie\le wo11/d be idea/for imprm•i11g the quality of care? 
What would take to replicate what you are doing? What do you think are the key factors to yo11r success? 
What are the major barriers to replicating this elsewhere? What barriers have you overcome? 

11111cro-srste111 l,e/os 11111ero-sntelfl Is toxic ltle11/ tln11ncu,I str11c111res reollc11tlon IH,rrlers 

MSOI No data No data As far as rewards, I lhink a Leadership must be a dynamic In this country, MDs arc 
standard of performance is livingcxamplcofCQI. In 1987, I disillusioned, patients arc 

expected. Any bonus should be shared by staff. Our MDs have seen no increase in compensation since 1994. If brought CQI into Ibis practice. disillusioned. Financial mavens 
we don't define the cost of care and the cost of quality, we will destroy healthcare. To develop a financial Those who have the same values, started saying "we're failing". 
structure, we need to take a multi-factorial equation that defines the micro-system, the outcomes, the number dedication, and mission can What has happened is that we 
of patients and the patients' morbidity. We can use lhe multiplier based on our level of quality target accomplish this. That special have failed to properly educate the 
achievements. For example, in a practice producing 30,000 hands-on units producing at lhc 99th percentile of understanding has to be lhcrc. We laymen. We have partnered with 
quality targets and 20,000 remote targets it would be: 50,000 x $50 = 2.5 million. Take a model practice and Ill a society have to allow it to be. the bottom line. 
sec what it would yield to support the site. Then come up wilh the fonnula. If you want lo survive you need lo There arc unconditional principles 
perform at the model practice level. • independent of the condition the principles prevail. This is a socio! 

issue that is at a critical level. We as a society must make value 
iud11cmcnts. 

MIICro-nste• l,ll'lns 1J111cro-swte1J1 h toxic ltle,,I R,,ucl11I str11c111res ,e,Jlcllllon IHlrrkrs 
MSOJ It provides money! Provides Our System includes 30 providers, It doesn't make any difference if No data I. Pay attention to the mushy, 

support for billing. II provides including outlying hospitals. We you operate on lhc principle lhat if cultural issues. Learn how 
cross coverage for weekends. arc working to develop a values you don't need to do something, industries train and use people, on developing collaborative 
These systems were in danger. It statement. They have had focus don't do it. for example, we relationships. This is a particular problem for medicine and its fierce 
took a big risk in supporting the groups, town meetings. II has an stopped doing certain tests for socialiution process. It requires the recognition, training, a management 
EMR. Anolhcr large IM group is Exec. Committee trying to form patients with diabetes and htn philosophy. 2. The medical schools arc way behind in understanding 
also implementing this. The group an integrated system. Each ofthe because the literature showed it system and having a commitment lo training. 3. The integrated systems 
has been working on a pension PC sites (5) arc unique, and arc was not needed. There is plenty of like HCA might have been a locus for this change. Now there is a 
plan. We use an RVU system for spread over a wide geog. area. other work to dol Managed care tremendous pressure to divest themselves of practices that are losing 
incentives to get productivity up. I There was a large clash of values has not changed our behavior. $80,000/provider/group. The financial problems stem from making 
don't feel comfortable getting when they first formed lhe health slrltcgic decisions, not organi1.1tional ones. They made faulty 
rewarded for others' work, and system. The arc doing business assumption about purchasing profitable practices and the benefits that would be derived by using the pc 
one issue I have been pushing is plans. I am helping lhcm develop practices to feed patients to lhc secondary orgs. They were profitable before, but when bought, they draw on 
for I plan that would share some systems thinking. finances and arc asked to do things they weren't asked to do before. for example, they were making money on 
of the bonus wilh staff. It works their labs (about $15,000/ycar), but after purchase, !he office labs were discontinued and went offlhe bottom 
this way. From revenues, we take line. Same with x-ray. They shouldn't have lo lose that much money, or any money. We arc still far in the hole and arc so far behind business. For 
3% for retirement and divide this example, information is the quintessential business 1001. This docm't require a huge capital investment. Medical education is even further 
66:33 wilh 33% of that distributed behind than we arc. Al one point, HCA (before collapsing) threatened lo build its own school. The implications arc too threatening to lhem. If you 
among staff. exist as the font of knowledRc and if lhat knowledRe is now oart of tools that arc available to anvone, then vou have lost vour reason for existence 
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macro-sJ•stem helps macro-system i.f toxic ideal financial structures re»lication harriers 
MSOJ The administration has continued On the converse, rarely do units I think we need II notional health Nodato Dedicotion, hardwork, ond 

to support the geriatric unit by exist in II vocuum. So, where there system and a system that pays. patience to organize, implement, 
providing both stoffing ond is II larger structure, there ore heolth workers well. We need a and stay committed is vitol. I have II bias to the !Clim approoch. I am 
general resources. Getting II yes alwoys potential negatives. stalT that wants to be there and an "content" oriented as opposed to "process" oriented. The lotter deols 
for o request from the administration that is responsive with who is in charge and who gets to speok, etc. The fonner depends on 
administration depends on how a team of professional people who have various experiences and 
they feel about you and expertise. They respect each other and their opinion. They substantively add to the issues at hand. It is 
department. impossible for one individual to take can: of an elderly person. Older and frail people have many health needs 

that can only be met by a group of dedicated individuals. The other thing that is needed is buy-in from all care 
givers. 

•,u:ro-wsle• l,elDs •11cro-syste• is toxic /4elll Jln11ncilll str11ct11rn nDliclllJon hrrlers 
MS4M No data No data No data I . Importance of support from top: Goethe: not what we know, but 

(hospital management) VP Patient what we dolt is here that the 
Care Services (a nursing position) coordinates all nursing workforce issues, very important to have her help. CEO and COO·· strategic planning, biggcsts gaps lic--what we do is 
support when they need help, equipment, etc. Sometimes all 3 come to unit meetings; he has "learned to speak COO language. Sr. VP for Medical not based on the best experience 
Affairs-- helps in understanding how medical staff and others will react, how to anticipate and knowledge. 
2. Start slowly (we began with I protol for vent. management, I DRG, I unit, a few of his own patients) Specialist, subspccialist 
3. Show they are serious resistance-- income, 
4. Show that everyone is part of the process refcrrals,practiccs threatened, 

thought they were being devalued; 
networking is critical; emphasize you arc not trying to make others look bad; now they have track rccord and arc comfortable with how they got there. Recognition that prcmorbid events 
important (Ex: JCAHO 72-hr eval of patient on admission not soon enough.) Transport services not good·· they organiud their own mobile transport services to get patients admitted and 
stabiliud in communitv/rural areas. Also found they need to attend to nutritional status tumin11. mouth (oral) care after on floor. 

,,,,u:ro-sme• l,elos •11cro-sntelff is toxk ldelll fln11ncil,I str11ct11ns nollalion Nrrlers 
MSl5 They have been very supportive. No data No data Databases arc important • you No data 

The VP of Medical Staff has have to make that investment. 
worked with the physicians. The Chief of Staff was supportive of That has been a big deal for us. You need buy in from the physicians. You have to make sure that you keep the 
disease management. The 12 Chiefs work closely with our department. data concurrent. Make sure the databases arc in place. Then the internal resources must be in place - the 
If they are given numbers they don't like, the VP of Medical Staff will statisticians, the people who are working with the data. An electronic medical m:ord would cut down on the 
not let them get by with that. They have to work to improve it. need for some of the databases that we've bought. What has been most important is the manpower - someone 

who has the educational background and can work with clinicians. The administration must be supportive and 
endorse working with the data. They have to have the guts to suppon the work. There needs to be a structural 
link from the medical staff to the improvement staff. The Chiefs get education about improvement and use of 
data. We communicate regularly and aivc progress rcoorts, 
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macro-system helos macro-svsten, il· toxic ideal (Inane/a/ structures reolication barriers 
MS06 No data No data No data First you have to believe in it. No data 

Then, you have to he committed 
••• 11 commitment to follow it 1hrou1 h to the end not iust to RC! started. 

macro-svstem helos macro-svstem is toxic ideal (Inane/a/ strl4Cll4res reolication barriers 
MS07 Nodal11 No data Some of the physicians here arc in When you get to the bottom line, No data 

private practice so they arc it deals with leadership. 
compensated via FFS or capitation. Others, in the Physician Division arc on salaries, which arc augmented by An RN, and I work as a team, almost I person. I can't overemphasize 
productivity results. I am pretty much on II hospital S11l11ry. Thus, there arc a variety of payment schemes. I how close she and I work. She has a unique ability to communicate with 
don't think that the current payment scheme is ideal for improving quality of care. I think that the incentives people like I've never seen before. She makes people enthusiastic and is 
need to be aligned better. For example, trauma surgeons arc paid $1000 for 24 hours here. If the hospital is able to interrelate to everyone. My strength is my credibility. My 
full, however, the patients go under "Divert" and go to the university. However, the surgeons arc still making personality is of a type that is able lo let things go. I let others do things 
money. There should be incentives for moving the patients into our hospital quicker so that surgeons here con their own way. I think one of the reasons our cardiac service line is 
take care of them. floundering is that they don't have good leaders. I maintain good 

relations with physicians. We present the ICU as a service, maintaining 
the environment is a key, 

11111cro-swste• lrtl1'S #fllC,0-SIISte#f is toxic ldelll tln1111cu,/ stn,ct11res realkedo11 IH,,rk,s 

MS08 We've reached a level of We set corporate goals around No data To replicate this model you need: There is I general distrust of 
integration with diabetes. diabetes (reduce complications To know who the population is programs developed outside here. 

byJO"/o, increase screening lo 90% and their risk; 
for those at risk for diabetes) without including the physicians. A lot of Lcadcnhip support; 
the rank and file physicians didn't even know 1h11 we had these goals. At Agreement among whoever is involved that these arc our common goals, 
times we've gone around the clinicians to the patients and that has been a processes, roles; 
big problem. One time we sent aspirin to physicians, saying "here, you A shared vision • we will need to change the system to get there; 
should be 11ivin11 these out lo your patients." ln1c1m11ed interactive chanacs at all levels. 

lffllcro-svste• /rans 11111cro-syste• Is toxic ldttd R1UU1cl11l StnlclllrtS realltllllo11 bturl,rs 
MS09 No data No data Noda11 Working with providers who arc No data 

very interested in evidence-based 
outcomes. Look al results and apply results using CQI. You have to measure outcomes. I wish we could 
measure more outcomes. You have lo look 11 lhc most important outcomes. Almost all health care system 
should be doing some clinical research. Anal>7.c something important. Something important 10 us and 
important 10 patients 100. 
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macro-system helps macro-system is toxic ideal financial structures replication barriers 
MSIO No data No data No data Someone at the leadership level No data 

has to be committed to good 
quality. You must keep the stimulus there to be the best. Leadership must think of ways to encourage, support change, and think of ways to change. In our survey of family care we asked 
"what is most important in your mind in creating a place where family care is successful?" We found that: I) leadership 2) philosophy of ownership and unit culture (the philosophy, but 
then acting on chat philosophy) 3) parenl participation 4) a stated philosophy and core set of values 5) multidisciplinary care. You must have leadership that is forward thinking. Work on 
understanding the micro-system and on!anizing the micro-svstem so that they can make chan11cs. Communicate the core values so that 11Coole can act on them. 

#lacro-system "elps macro-srstem is toxic ideal financial structures replication barriers 
MSI I No data No data No data You have lo start with the buy-in No data 

process. Identify the non-diabetes 
opinion leaders to get the system's attention. (It's a given that the diabetes opinion leaders will already be on board.) We had a series of meetings and asked, "Why don't we have the best 
diabetes care here?" We heard everyone's opinions. Then said, "I think we have a way lo do this ... " You have 10 look at the information system capabilities. Look at the flow of 
information. Find out whether you will do case finding directly or by referral. Then put a team under good leadership. The leader must be attentive to detail and supportive. The issues that 
come up arc strictly economic and political. The model has to be clear. We can recommend but we can't legislate. I'm really proud when people listen. I think micro-systems for cancer, 
diabetes, and heart arc 1he most replicable. There is a clear need that is readily identified. They arc costing us lots of money. Things arc changing quickly. And no one person can do it 
alone - there is a 11reat need for people to work together. 

macro-wste,n "e/ps ,nacro-snte,n is toxic ideal tlnanc/al structures reDlicllllon IH,rrlers 
MSl2 No data No data No data Information management has been No data 

the lubricant to improvement. I 
think that is key to our success. We have a seamless flow of communication. Our information system has allowed us to move through many barriers. People need to have on-site tracking 
for problems. The development ofan instrument panel has been very important, then feeding this back 10 the staff has really stimulalcd our thinking. We arc bringing on a new chainnan 
who is committed to imorovemenl and nonulation based care. lie has brou hi an oocn attirude 10 leadership 

#lacro-nme,n l,elDs m11cro-syste,n is toxic ideal fin11nc/al structures re,,liClllion IH,rrlers 
MSIJ The hospital system has shown The hospital's fearful response has I think the way we have it now is Join the IHI collaboration! They No data 

great effort in helping us out with created an environment that is not in the right direction. We like arc a not-for-profit. They arc dead 
patient restraint protocols. conductive to quality performance linked compensation on in terms of error reduction, ICU improvement, ER improvement, etc. 
"Restraint management" has been improvement. There was a strategics. We like a "balanced Hospitals are so frightened by cost-cutting. They need to realize that an 
an area where they have excelled paranoia here before JHACO scorecard" approach. However, investment in quality improvement will go a long ways. Other places 
and this has made the ER a safe came. The hospital received a we don't want to go too far in this should stay tuned to the IOM report! Hopefully there will be a lot of 
place to work. They arc also 98% or something. But, I told regard, otherwise you overly great and interesting things coming out of it! 
helping us out in quality end-of- them, it's only an exam, and then inccntivizc things. We want a 
life issues and how cultural it's an open book exam, for god's mixture of prospective and 
differences of people necessitate sakes! And if they had taught retrospective linked 
individualized care. JHACO philosophy in the last compensation. You have to stay in 

four years throughout the hospital, the safe zone. 
they wouldn't have had to rush 
thimrs in the end. 
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macro-svstem helDs macro-svstem is toxic ideal financial structures reo/ication ba"iers 
MS14 No data No data No data There has to be a high degree of No data 

commitment •·• from 
administration and also from someone willing to do the work, collect the data. There has to be a commitment of resources (human and SS). You have to ask what do we need to do to make 
this our own. How it is done doesn't have to be wrincn in stone, but h11ve the flexibility to make it work for us. Another important point is recognition of the staff'. That has been key. 
Individual m:01mition and team recognition. It's intangible but it rcallv feels 11ood lo be rcco1mizcd. 

m11cro-st>stem helDs m11cro-svstem is toxic ide11I fin11nci11/ structures reJJliclllion borrkrs 
MS15 No data No data You have to rcoganizc healthcare, No data We don't see young MDs being 

not just the payment of trained in our model. We need to 
healthcare. We need the healthcare dollars 10 come 10 the community train MDs in systems. They must have a sense of accountability and they 
and then we decide how lo take care of the community. The trustees of must have a sense of the pt-dr relationship. We don't know whether we 
the hospital has no idea about healthcare or affecting change arc dinosaurs and going extinct or spotted owls and our forest is being 

cut down. Or shakers with a beautiful reliiiion but no wav to rrnroduce. 

m11cro-s,stem he/as m11cro-snte111 Is toxic ide11l Jln11nc"'1 structures reDlkllllon buriers 
MSl6 Sr. management suppon is critical Al various times they have pushed No data You have lo have the right team. The financial barriers arc the 

because ii consumes system back and said that really what we For us ii was a joint cffon of biggest barriers to replicating this 
resources. Our CEO had the idea were doing were just individual specialists and primary care providers. The administrative suppon from somewhere else. Often physicians 
lo work on diabetes, so we had his quality improvement projects. the senior leaders must be there. The financial issues have to be resolved have difficulty working with non-
suppon. This has been a bump along the before you stan. If you can have those lhrcc things in place before you physician providers, giving them 

road. We prevailed in saying that stan - the right team, the sr. leader suppon, and the financial issues the control. Some physicians don't 
this is system-wide disease resolved • you can replicate what we have done. What we arc doing is do well sharing responsibility for 
management, not just individual not undoablc in other places. In many cases it's just common sense. patient care like this. The need to 
quality improvement projects. develop programs that show shon 

term costs savings is also a 
barrier. This is not achievable. 
When WC slar1ed WC had some 
cost savings indicators, but we 
dropped those. That just wasn't the 
aoal. 

11111ero-n1Uem Ire/as m«ro-naem is toxic IIIHI tbaaftcu,/ structures re1J/icllllon IHurins 
MSl7 No data No data No data Wherever you have a community No data 

health center, you would need to 
add the neighborhood component. We serve the neighborhood and help the neighborhood strengthen itself. A majority of our board of directors arc registered patients. There has to be a tic 
to a neighborhood or small community. A key staning point is defining the physical boundaries of the neighborhood - that is where our outreach focus is. We'll serve anyone, but we focus 
on our neighborhood and the surrounding geographic areas. We have 5 small centers instead of one large one. When we want to expand we go to the boundaries and plop down another 
one. 
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macro-svstem helps macro-svstem is toxic ideal financial structures renlicat/on barriers 
MSl8 No data No dnta No data Top leadership commitment, No data 

commitment to collaborative 
work, fomial QI projects, and focdback on the ocrcention of failure. 

macro-svstem helos macro-svstem Is toxic ideal flnanc/111 structures reolication barriers 
MSl9 We have a very decentralized On the other hand, I am a free market kind of guy. I Care givers need to aspire to a No data 

practice management company. decentralization hurts learning believe in a system that shifts higher cause. They need to be 
We can make changes quickly and from other practices. 1l1cy help more burden on patients. Right something special. They need to be diligent, make fast changes. Many 
arc free to make investments and run 22 other practices. However, now, in our system, there is no gains are only achievable with a leap of faith. A lot of commitment for 
commit resources to change. We none of these practices knows recognition of practice efforts for excellence is required. Sometimes, it's a lonely feeling to believe in 
recently created a management what the other is doing in terms of quality improvement. Sure, we quality improvement, but you try and make a difference by being 
services division here at VAC. We improvement. No one is learning makes money because of volume persistent. A leader has to accept the insecurity and ambiguity that goes 
help other clinics and care sites to from each other. lliey could do a and because optometrists aod with the job. It lakes guts to lead. I guess you just need to make sure that 
do marketing, quality much better job in this. patient arc happy. But, still, I get at the end of day, you've enjoyed your work and that there is more net 
improvement in patient llow, etc. paid the same for a cataract good than net bad. 
This is our entrcprcunerial spirit. surgery as the guy around the 
They provided us with some comer though he doesn't invest in 
resources to allow us to do this. any quality improvement. The 

payment system needs to reward 
quality improvement, in and of 
itself. 

••cro-swte• he/os 1fft1cro-sl'stelff Is toxic ltlea/ flnt111clal str11ct11rn reDlkatio11 barriers 
MSZO No data No data No data No data You need to have a good team. 

You need to have good IC.ldership. 
Without MDs as part of the leadership, you aren't going to get anywhere. QI can't be directed from administration. I read a book about 7 teams that accomplished different goals. What 
were the common things they all shared? Good leadership. It keeps the energies from being disbursed in diffemit directions. It has to start with the first step. For us it was agreeing to 
show up at the OR on time. That seemed casv. Then we decided to work on something else. The bi1t11est barrier is the first stco. All vou need is a modicum of success. 

•acro-suve• /,,Inc •acro-,vae,,, is toxic ideal fln1111clal str11ct11rn reDllcatio11 barriers 
MSZI No data No data No data You need to have the right people, No data 

and a basic philosophy to help 
other people and to educate other people. You can do the empowerment training, but then people have to learn by doing. You have to educate the patient, then let them work through the 
process. When one person is truly present to another person, something happens. I remember being with a patient one day and connecting with that person. I thought, "Take off your shoes 
vou arc sittin11 on holy around." If You arc not there for the PBtient. you mi11ht as well be a technician. 
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macro-sa•stem helps macro-svstem is toxic ideal financial str11ctures replication barriers 
MS22 We have a regional CIIF case The administration is a barrier. No data No data The key lessons for others are a 

management group. It is helpful to Sometimes I wish that they would systems stress on good education 
talk to other case managers. II is just open the door, and gel out of the way. I FTE is needed, but the$ is to the patient. Treating the body as a whole. Having staff that is 
also helpful that Dr. D. is so well- not there. Budgetary problems are always there. knowledgeable and not just ready to pick up their check every week. We 
known and highly regarded. need RN's social workers,case managers, and others here. Right now, we 
But, other places don't pick up patients with an ejection fraction of>35%. We've noticed that many of these just don't have the staff. II takes a lot of time commitment lo do what we 
patients also need help. Other places only have protocols that handle left heart failure. We do both right and arc doing. 
left side failure. It also helps that we have someone who is bilingual. She also makes sure that labs arc 
on1.anized and correct. 

•11cro-JV!tt111 "d11s "'"cro-svstt"' Is toxic llltlll lbt11ncl11I structures nlJllclllion btlrrltrs 
MS2l They have been very supportive in They have not been a barrier at all. No data You need to have a clinician and a No data 

tenns of wanting 10 do cutting Of course they arc limited by radiologisl that want to make it a 
edge work. The priority for the funding, but they haven't been a barrier. better system. You need to have overall leadership give the go ahead. 
system is patient care. They You can train the support staff to make the system work. You need to 
identified areas where CQI teams were needed. Thal is where the Breast Care team came up. They supported have a CQI team to look at and improve what you do. 
us financially too. They have paid close attention to the results. They have identified breast care as an area 
where thev want a center of excellence. II is a priority of the system. 

11111cro-svstt111 "dns "'"cro-svstt• Is toxic /tklll liluindlll str11clllrts rtPl/cllllon IHlrrltrs 
MSZ4 No data No data No data No data No data 

IIIIICl'O-!Vltt"' ,,tips "'"cro-snu111 Is toxic ultlll fl111111c/lll slrllctura nlJl/clllio11 hrrltrs 
MSZ!I There arc no ways in which they There are pressures to see more A capitated system could work No data Time and financial pressures are 

have been helpful. Unfortunately patients in less time and be fair to everybody. A the biggest barriers. If you have 
they only say we don't have the capitated system where the time to listen to patients you can figure out what to do. I have a 15-
resources so you have to deal with there arc both utilization and quality factors, but quality is valued at least year contract that is coming to an end. I am the senior physician. I am a 
less. On the one hand though, they as much as utilization. I believe that good care is cheaper care. It may be good physician • I provide excellent care. I don't know whether my 
did force us to stop seeing patients more expensive lo give up front, but savings arc realized on the other contract will be renewed. I am not as productive as they think I should 
in the hospital. I think that the side. You have to build in rewards for quality. The rewards have to be, so they don't know whether they can afford me. Public opinion polls 
patient outcomes are better, but provide extra money depending on how you perform on member say that people are more satisfied with their care than 2 years ago. Why 
something is lost overall ifwe surveys, HEDIS outcomes, etc. Then you set up a grading system. The isn't there more of an outcry? Why isn't the public demanding change? If 
don't see our patients in the top I 00/a in the larger system get the biggest rewards and the bottom I were designing the system • I think there are a lot of good 
hospital. 100/a have money taken away from them. organizations providing good data. HE.DIS, NCQA, JCAHO, etc. I 

would put a priority on providing that data to physicians and incentivizc 
them based on that data. There needs to be a system approach to this. 
Otherwise people will do what is expedient and not what is necessarily 
right. If it is not incentivi1.cd, it won't happen. People change what they 
do when there is an incentive to do so. 
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MS26 No data No data No data No data Changing culture is a major 

barrier. I try to help people 
understand that "we can work smarter". You can feel rotten about how you arc practicing. It comes down to job satisfaction. I tell them "you arc right ··- and it's going to get worse.'' But 
change is possible. When I can deliver hope I know I got them. We have a workshop··· 3 days. Monday afternoon until Thursday at noon. During this time they forge a team. h's amazing 
how they don't know what the others are doing. You have them look at the process and they say, "you're doing that? I didn't know you do that." For example, the clerical staff were writing 
demographic information on each patient on the top of 7 different forms ·-- that's ridiculous •·• someone suggested we print labels. That's so simple. We don't need II billion-dollar 
solution. We need a billion one-dollar solutions. You have to create the will to change. h's there-·· 1 delve for it. Then I bring it out. There's the will to change, then execution, then ideas. 
A lot ofmy work is fighting the complacency to change. I work with those who arc willing to change. You have to find the choir. To some extent I have to just trust my gut about who is 
willing to change. The top leadership support must be there-· if the CEO is directly obstructing you,just pack your bags and leave. You must have the CEO's permission pilot test 
chan11cs. So I push from the top and ,ush from the bottom. 

•acro-s1'ste111 helps •11cro-syste111 ls toxic ule11l Jlnanc/111 structures rep/lclllion IH,rriers 
l\1S27 No data No data All incentives must be aligned. Build systems around what people The habit of trying to manage 

Then everyone wins want, and you can't lose. Al every demand. Not all doctors in this 
fork, if you have to decide system arc self-actualized. They 

what patients want and what doctors want, side with the patient. Stay the between course. Knowledge is out there. Recognize that you will make arc barriers to change. They put a 
mistakes. Viability remains a problem. Since I left the panels have gotten much bigger-too big, they arc bulging. Patients want a relationship. They lot of emphasis in autonomy and 
want someone whom they can trust. When you try to "manage demand" you teach them not to trust you. determining how they want to 

practice - it is b-s and makes the 
system too chaotic for patients. This is understandable. They arc conservative and worried about managing clinical conditions, they work under pressure and stress and try to find a way to 
control ii. The myth is that they can control it with highly specified systems that raise barriers. They all claim that "my patients arc sicker." lrcply: Give me your sickest patients-those 
with CHF, the ones on coumadin, patients with diabetes, hypcnension, the old, sick people, anyone who seems to require more than the average resources and time. When they ask why I 
would say this, I reply: Because I will enlist help, resources·· clinical pathways, care managers. We provide these resources to the practice and should never charge [or penalize] the 
doctors for this help. The doctors have not learned yet how to enhance the team with other kinds of providers·· e.a. health education behavioral medicine physical thcranv. pharmacv. 

••cro-snte111 helDs •11ero-wste• ls toxic ldHI fbui11citll str11ct11ra reolk111U111 IH,rrlers 
MS21 I am the institution • it is up lo me Nothing, really. No data You need lo have the leadership in No data 

to make it work. Making time place • have lhe vision, be able lo 
available for 1he key people was very imponant. They haven't gotten in our way either. In the late 80s our aniculatc ii, and have the passion lo carry it through. And you also have 
hospital's CEO was smitten by quality. I was just a rank in file surgeon then. I took it upon mysclflo go to a to have a high level of crcdibilily. Must have leaders who arc cffcclivc. 
conference to learn about quality. I was lhe only physician there. I saw the value in creating a customer without effective leadership we would be back to where we were in 
centered culture in healthcare. We created a workshop· half a day on Friday and all day on Saturday. This was 198S. 
supponive loo. lhat they helped make lhis happen and financed it. They also facilitate the regional work we 
do. 
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macro-svstem helps macro-sJ•stem is toxic Ideal financial structures replication barriers 
I\IS29 No data Nodnta Nodnta We've done a lot of work in A big barrier is hiring people who 

replicating this model, so I can have some experience working 
talk about replication. We started other sites nationally. We had funding in 1986 to start 6 other projects. All diverse populations. One thing that this way. You have to find the 
came from this was that in 1997 Clinton signed the PACE Provider Act. We always had to go through the waiver process, which is only for a few people with the clinical 
years and has to be repeated. And of course you may not get the waiver next time. So the PACE Provider Act sets up a permanent system of care that competencies, but then train them. 
is available to anyone without the waiver system. One thing that is important in replicating this is the collection of partners. You have to have You have to train people to work 
energetic and powerful leadership that believes that this is the right thing to do. They really have to be willing to take this on as a mission -- in a different way. This is the only 
understand and embrace it. It has to be collaborative in nature. You can take the ideas and principles but then you have to be able to breakthrough place you sec true integration of 
with the implementation. acute and long term care. In the 

first three months after hiring 
people we provide in-services on team work, ~lving conflicts, working together, etc. We arc an established program, so we have the critical mass - by that I mean that the experience of 
the team and bring new people along. New people can sec what ii is like to work that way. A lot of the physicians have a problem working this way. Sometimes they aren't used to working 
as a team player instead of in the starring role. Another barrier is financing - if financing isn't integrated, then forget it. Also, payment varies from state to state. A lot of our most costly 
services we contract out. Then when we renew contracts the people we arc contracting with want more money. We can get squc:czcd in the middle of the contracts and Medicare and 
Medicaid. Also, we have to be competitive. We have to compete with other providers. We ncc:d time to be able to create the relationships but often physicians won't refer patients to us 
until they arc very frail. We don't get them until it was a problem for someone else. Hospice has a similar problem. I think the average time they have a patient is IS days. They can't build 
a relationship with a family in that amount of time. Another barrier is just making all this work. We do this and we do it in three different lamruHes. 

IIIIICl'O-SYSte111 1,e/ps 11111cro-nste111 is toxic ideal ll111111cilll str11ct11rn nllllclll/011 barriers 
MSJO The NHS has begun forming I am not employed by the NHS, I No data Isn't the pattern: nom1, form and No data 

primary care groups. In their area am self-employed and contract storm?! 
this involves 130,000 patients in with the NHS. Some advisor has had 2 "bright" ideas that have resulted in the NHS instituting two new programs: I )NHS Direct -- a national phone 
about 60 offices. They will number to get you through to a triage nurse2)Drop-in Primary Care. They have 40-SO pilot locations (for urgent carc].1 worry that the traditional 
contract for secondary care on strengths of the system of care we have may be weakened. These include: I. The GPs arc independent with II flat, flexible structure 2. They arc 
behalf of the practices. It began in gatckccpcrs to secondary care. This keeps down costs 3. The have a rcgistcrc:d, defined population to look after. All three arc threatened by 
April so too soon to know whether widespread adoption of these programs. 
they will develop a sense of 
ownership. It will not take into account the different populations and their characteristics. It will not reward efficient offices and may hinder them. Q: Do you think it could be helpful? A: 
Perhaps. The group dynamics needs to settle. I hope it will result in II levelling up of quality, not downward. It could be a vehicle that helps in deploying improvement. They arc 
developing the idea of "clinical governance. This is analo1mus to comoratc governance. The standards would be somethimr that offices should ensure. 

•acro-s~ste111 1,e/ps 111acro-svste111 is toxic /deal ll111111c/11l slruct11rn rellliclllion barriers 
MSJI Suppon of management No data I am not sure th11t ICUs can be No data Well, I've already mentioned the 

money making for an institution. importance of support form high, 
They arc necessary, but it is not possible to charge what it really costs. It is a "loss leader." Whatever financial senior management. It is critical. Second, support of the nursing staff. 
system it has, it would be important to have a small controlled, closed system with a small group of MDs and They drive this, they arc the core group who arc there 24 hours. They arc 
nurses managing the care. Payment should be based in pan (above a base) on indicators of patient satisfaction, crucial to making change. Third, the MDs must be willing to give up 
decreased mortality 11nd infection rates. Rewards might be in the form of pay or an extra day off. Until the some of their autonomy and to be II part of a team. You can't bring 
doctors and hospital arc paid globally, we cannot get every one's cooperation. For example, under Medicare, I someone in from outside to do this. It has to be someone who is there 
get paid for each day the patient is in the hospital. I have no incentive to gel them out and no incentive for and well respected. 
good care and to get the patient out. It doesn't matter to the doctor - they get what they get, regardless. 
Performance-based payment would bring about the most rapid change and improvement in quality. If LOS is 
used as an indicator, it has to be balanced with mortality and readmission. 
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m11cro-s1•stem helps macro-n•stem is toxic ideal financial structures reolication barriers 
MSJ2 No data No data Cnpitatcd network, risk adjusted Well, I think I've already told you. The barrie!l! 1ue huge. Getting 

Pay for other types of care, for But they arc: Listening. Our through on the phones compound 
example phone calls, e-mail. If I spend 20 minutes on the phone with n values are reflected down the line. the patient's problem. This is all 
patient and then the patient doesn't have to come in, that's great. But I We listen to the staff. We take extremely challenging. 
don't get paid. There is all sorts of kookiness in how things are paid. serious the whole pntient. We sec Coordinating all this is daunting. 
Measurement has to change too. our role as primary care. A They talk about the hospitality 

problem isn't solved until the industry ••• it's easy to respond to 
patient agrees that it is. someone who feels good and is on 

vacation. The work of primary 
can: isn't rewarded. We an: reimbuned at $JS/visit. That makes it hard 
to recruit good people. We had trouble finding someone to do our billing 
because the dollars an: so small, compared to orthopedics or other 
soccialties. 

1N11Cro-swte#f /tnas #fGCro-swte• ls toxic 14Hl fln1111c"'1 stn,ct11ns nllllctldo11 btlrrkn 
MSJJ No data No data No data No data Administrative structures and 

lcade11hip that will go out on a 
limb and make time available. They estimate the direct cost savings (ROI) to be S.8:1 But it takes guts. A credible change agent is necessary. Everett Rogers talks about homophilia - a 
change agent seems to be most effective if he/she is like the people he/she is trying to change. For their setting this means being a physician leader, but not an administrator. Find a partner 
to work with. For us, it is IHI. They will push you and point out where you need to go. The collaborative was invaluable. It was not for getting the project done, but for training the change 
agents and providing technical assistance. Allow the teams to do the work. Empower them to make change, spend SS if necessary. Example: in the record room project, they had been once 
been told that although the files were arranged around the perimeter, and it was an inefficient amngement, they could not move them because the files would not stand up. We told them 
this was crazv. and they could do whatever they thought best. After the meeting ended they did ii. Our nhiloso~ v is Just Do ltl 

•uro-swte#f Items #fGCro-swte• Is toxic 14Hl D111111cilll str11ct11ns nolklllio11 btlrrkn 
MSJ4 No data No data No data You have to be able to do what it The financial craziness is a major 

takes. In December 19961 started barrier. Systems can tnp people 
this job. This effort was already well underway. I just stood back and tried not to screw it up. It took a lot of vision to pull this off. I think what is with the financial craziness. 
important is 10 have a visionary medical director. A capable management group. Other physicians were champions. There was a combination of Community Health Cente11 vary -
physician lcadenhip and administrative leadership. They started with a challenge to reduce unit cost by 30%. I pointed out to them that they weren't • often there is the tyranny of 
focused on cost but on increasing value for a population. It seems to be similar to pioneers, scouts, and urbanites. Look at open access, for example. piece work. We don't have that. 
A few years ago this was radical but now lots of people an: trying it. The redesign of our medical 

center was world class change. 
Being small helps. Going lo the team aspect has its barriers -- the elitism, there is a tendency 10 be in professional boxes. It really sets up a caste system. When I got here some work had 
been done around the learning organi1.ation. A lot of training in interpenonal communication. We try lo equip people to bring themselves to the change. We have a managtr for staff 
development. She works on skill building and coaches the teams in how we get along. It's important to assign the role of staff development to someone. There is a lot of variation in how 
well teams are working. We have a culturally diverse staff. I SO staff, 31 different languages. Some of the teams aren't great and they need outside coaching from time 10 time. This would 
be esoccially true in an environment where ohvsicians an: sclf-imoortant. 
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macro-svstem helos macro-svstem is toxic ideal financial structures replication harriers 
MS35 No data Nodatll Nodatn Leadership paves the way, then No datn 

keeps them involved. We have put 
diabetes on every important meeting agenda. The good evidence around diabetes care helps. We got into this because it would help us get money for our patients. But then we came back 
from the first learning session 120% behind doing this. The excellent way in which IHI presented the work and their experience made a difference. We've been doing TQM for years • they 
just snail along looking at old data. It's an incredible relief to try small changes on a small scale. It's so simple it's brilliant. My time was dedicated to this· a dedicated person's time helps. 
A dedicated person keeps everyone connected. The team makes use of the strengths of the individual team members. People were not pushed to do more. We had been managing indigent 
diabetic patients for years and didn't think we could do any heller. The provider altitudes and beliefs were that these people arc so hard. But the patients responded to the changes we made 
- they felt ii and responded to it. You have to craft something that is doable. Create steps and plans that arc doable. Don't try to tackle things that aren't doable in a short period of time. 
You have to look for the simolicitv in comolcx thin11.s. 

111acro-swte111 helDs 111acro-svste111 is toxic ideal financial structures reolicatlon harriers 
MSJ6 We arc lucky that there was The problem is that right now, the No data You need population-based No datn 

enough money in our health care vision is not there. And we have a clinical information systems with 
system back then to create an problem that requires on-going sup11ort. We need to update the data data. You need the system to be flcidblc so that change can be 
automated clinical data system. system, modifying it has been very difficult. The administration needs to accommodated. You need leadership to understand what you arc doing, 
The leadership in I 985 put in the stan helping us.~/c also have a problem with capacity that the however boring it may be. People have to know what you can do. The 
personnel, the $, and with some administration is not doing enough about. leadership must stress integrated multidisciplinary cross-department 
vision created something prclly projects. Currently, our leadership doesn't have the experience to do this. 
good. They wcrcn't tau11ht like this in medical school. 

11U1cro-swte111 helos 111ac~nte111 is toxic ideal tlna11c"'1 structures n"1katio11 harriers 
MSJ7 It is a mixed message. The No data Capitation reflects the reality of No data First you have to train leaders. I 

organization talks about team care the world. Culturally, America is don't think that nurses are well 
but then subverts their vision. They talk about team-care but then put in not ready to hear this, I am not too used. Nurse practitioners arc used as cheap docs instead of being used to 
a centralized phone system with a nurse in charge of scheduling optimistic about this. play a complementary role to physicians. They have unique skills which 
appointments. Well she has no way of knowing whether Doctor X and Y arc an asset to the care process. Doc's have to be better leaders as well. 
arc on the same team. If a patient of Dr. X cannot go to Dr. X because he Second, you have to have some kind of IT system. Third, the 
is on vacation, the nurse may send the patient to Dr. Z though Dr. Y is environment has to be stable for teamwork to prosper. 
on Dr. X's team. So instead of the patient going to Dr. Y, they go to Dr. 
z. 
•«ro-swte111 hdos •«ro-snte• ls toxic ltkal fl11a11clal slructura reollcation harriers 

MSJI I'll tell you what is critical: that No data A focus on number of visits is No data Top down leadership. Information 
the CEO focuses on patient needs wrong. For us it is median about quality in aggregate. 
and expectations. That is fundamental to what is important to me-that length of stay. The hospice benefit ($109/day) is loaded up front such Understand patients' expectations 
the focus be on the individual-a complex person-and you try to do the that we lose money the first few days. It is not until patients have been and needs. TI1c nurses aides arc 
best you can for them. It seems odd to say, but that is what is fun. The there S - 6 days that you begin to break even given DME needs and members of the team. Include 
rest is just dials. We did focus groups with families and learned 4 key paperwork. Yet a quancrofour patients have a 3-day or shoncr stay. In them, listen to them. 
things that arc important: The organiution and delivery of care. Shared this environment, it would be better to have a longer, not a shorter LOS. 
medical dccisionmaking. Treating each person as an individual. 
Attending to those who care for and love the dying person. The building 
blocks to accomplish this arc: information and education of the patient 
and familv coordination and continuitv 
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macro-svstem helps macro-system is toxic ideal financial structures replication barriers 
MS.39 They have a sense overall of an It is too much work to get To encourage improvement you It is helpful to have a clear sense It is hard to gel a clear notion of 

organi1.ation trying to learn, anything out oflnfoml8tion need a struclurc that makes you of goals, a philosophy of the consumer satisfaction. We can't 
develop, and improve. They Services. The child team has heen responsible for n defined service. Linc everything else up get a clear idea from a very small 
provide training for managers that trying to collect infonnation from population --- some sort of with that. Funding must be aligned group. We have found it hard to 
places a high value on intake and the infonnation capitated system. In a couple of somehow to make the model get that input. We need to identify 
communication. If changes arc resources have been a real sections, the payment scheme is possible. It is helpful to have some ways to assess needs more 
made they arc well advertised problem. FFS --- this makes people less leaders who arc in the micro- effectively. How do we get 
within the group. There is some involved in the team. The system all the time working on the infonnation from the quieter 
interaction between micro- incentive is to maximize own administrative and organi1.ational people in the community? 
systems. The psychiatrists have profits. This hurts improvement support of the model of can:. We 
meetings -- we know what is efforts, get visitors a lot. It helps them see 
going on in the other micro- where it is happening. They 
systems arc interested in how everyone involved understands the goal of the can:, the high level of communication. 

Productivity expectations, but paid on salaries, arc helpful for improvement. Plus recognition for those 
working on improvements. There isn't a hierarchy of how much opinions an: valued. llvcryone's opinions an: 
valued. The meetings and can: plans an: done for a thought out reason. It isn't by accident that this is how we 
got here. It would help lo have supervision from someone who has done the model. Our vocational model has 
been replicated -- mentoring has helped. There needs to be a connection over time. Someone to talk to about 
difficulties and barriers as they occur. Talk it through with someone who has been there. It's hard to set up a 
model just by reading about it. A longitudinal ability to talk with people, connect with people is very 
inmortant. 

•aero-~e• /,MAJ •11ero-nme• ls toxic uktd "-cu,/ un,ct11ra r,nllcfllio11 "'1rriers 
MS40 They provided space, money, They don't understand me and No data When things arc successful it is Barriers an: that no one lives here, 

people, and a chance to make my haven't spent the time in planning because someone had a vision. we an: just a place to visit. Also, 
vision a reality. this. Things hl\•cn'I been done this There arc people that aren't replaceable. I've watched what has happened we have no residents -- so we 

way before and it's hard for them to the program I started somewhere else. The longer I've been away, the aren't teaching. We an: still 
to understand. more it has fallen apart. Computers can continue to work the same way, overcoming the barriers. 

bul people aren't computers. They won't work the same way once you 
walk away from them. You have lo look for the person with the fire in 
their eye who will take the ball and run with it. Only certain people have 
that. A lot of people want what we have here but if you can't give ii lo 
lhcm and tum it on it's dead in the waler. You can provide the tools but 
only a handful of people will be able to do anything with it. I try to 
become unimportanl -- give people the cools 1ha1 will enable lhcm. h's 
all in lhc leadership, you have lo enable lhe people around you 10 be 
successful. I lhink it is possible to take a system lhal is working and 
transfer ii someone else. Some of the people will take it and make it 
heller. Some people will wanl an off the shelfproducl. But if you aren't 
continuously improvina it won't work. 
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macro-svstem helos macro-svstem is toxic ideal financial structures reolication barriers 
MS41 In 1994 lhc syslem commissioned There really were no loxic ways. We need to be reimbursed for There has lo be n cosl justification An inilial barrier was getting MDs 

lhe design learn. We had 1/2 day cducalion. (show averted costs in the short to sign standing orders. This was a 
meetings every 2 weeks. We 1em1 or 1ha1 you bring in revenue). wholesale change in physician 
had lavish amounts of time. This was a major investment. We had a facililator, 11 management engineer, 4 The program has to break even. practice patterns. But as we 
MDs, a diabetes educator, and someone from behavioral medicine. The vision was that the core team would be We will use Medicare FFS . reduced work for the pep, the 
the patient, the RN, LPN, ond PCP. Then lherc was the extended team - the endocrinologist, the nutritionist, patients to generate revenue -·· barrier was removed. 
clerical/administrative support, podiatry, and opthalmology.Then there was the ongoing sponsoring of the incident 2 billing. You have to 
team. We followed the Juran Institute process of design. The last step is to hand off to operations. We never include the care management role, 
did that, so we created a new program "Chronic Disease Programs". It would have been better to have a robust protocols, and behavior 
enough operations department to hand it off to. There has always been a tension between us over that. We fight modification. 
this on every front - space receptionists suooort supplies. 

••cro-snte• helos ••cro-svste• Is toxic Ideal R111111cl11I structures reollclllion bt,rrlers 
MSU The system is the basis for quality We hope that we don't impede the No data No data It takes a major commitment to do 

assurance activities. Our Ob/gyn microsystems. But it works both what we arc trying to do. It is very 
development team is a group of 6 ways. For example, the Northern region can't just go off and set its own expensive. But once someone has done this, and there is a model out 
sitting around with nurse priorities for programs. We hope that we arc not holding regions back, there of data driven quality improvement, the cost of replication will 
managers, perinatal managers, and but it is important in having some organii.ation and structure. This is decrease. We have rommcrcial vendors involved in some of our projects 
others who critique best practices. why we have guidance councils for each clinical program, so that who will develop and sell these techniques. So, we arc just one success 
They generate flow charts, everyone is involved in discussions. There is no "taxation without story away. We happen to be dominant in this area, and we have talent, 
implementation tools, education representation." however we arc no more unique otherwise than anyone else. Just like 
material. They help in bringing it quality improvement theory was applied in the automobile industry, 
all together. aualitv imorovcment theory can be I mlied to medicine. 

11111cro-sw1e,,, helos ••cro-snie,,, Is toxic lde11I Rn1111c"'1 stn1ctum reolictltion bt,rrkrs 
MS43 No data No data No data First, we arc very cost effective. No data 

The total cost is SO - 60% of a 
general hospital. Second, we do only I or 2 techniques. There is definite merit in having all staff familiar with this. It decreases complications and is more cost effective. Is it 
monotonous? Some would say yes, but there is certainly diversity even within this area! •Q: Have you considered broadening your work to include more high risk patients? A: Yes, we 
have approached hospitals as partners to provide back up for high risk patients. We wouldn't need to block OR time and thought we might have 3 • 4 per month. Now we have to refuse 
10 - I 5 oaticnts ocr month because thev present risks. We have not vet been successful, thou11.h in findin11. a oartncr hospital. 
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